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AustraliaAustralia

Season One
Reference Title Location Details

arau0101rb Abseil Light Tower Australia
Who is your tower of strength?: Climb the interior ladders up one of the MCG's 
lighting towers, grab a clue, then free rappel 75m back down. Towers are first 
come first served.

arau0101ri1 Nothin' But Net Indonesia
Upon arrival in Lombok, search the fishing village where the ferry arrived for a 
hidden clue.

arau0101ri2 Rice to Meet You Indonesia Travel to Pura Lingsa and run across a courtyard to the clue while locals pelt you 
with powdered rice.

arau0101dt Cash or Carry Indonesia

Cash:  Prepare  and  sell  fifteen  bowls  of  bakso for  a  minimum price  of  5000 
rupiah each. Carry: Collect a basket of produce from one market stall and take it 
to a second by balancing it on your head. No hands.

Both first require travelling to Mandalika Market.

No hands, but apparently wearing a hat under the beanbag used to balance the 
baskets was fine.

arau0101ri3 Offshore Holdings Indonesia

Travel by taxi and boat to Gili  Trawangan, snorkel  in a marked area to find a 
submerged  briefcase,  then  bring  it  back  to  shore  and  count  the  Indonesian 
currency inside. Each case has a different total.

Non-elimination; the spared team will get a 30-minute penalty if they do not win 
the next leg. The leg winners get an Express Pass for use before the end of Leg 8.

arau0102ri1 Fandemonium Vietnam

Upon  landing  in  Ho Chi  Minh  City,  travel  to  its  opera  house  and  search  the 
women walking around outside for the one holding a fan with your names on it.

In keeping with the tradition of using alternate race flags in Vietnam because the  
usual one is too similar to the former flag of South Vietnam, throughout this leg  
the flags are green and gold instead of red and gold.

arau0102ri2
Dipsticks and

their Cars Vietnam
Choose a waiting jeep, then replace its tyres and change its oil.

The jeeps are used to travel in for the rest of the leg, with drivers provided.

arau0102dt Carry Fowl
or Carabao

Vietnam
Carry  Fowl:  Travel  to  a  chicken  farm,  catch  20  chickens  in  a  pen,  then  use  
shoulderbaskets to take them to the local market. Carabao: Travel to a farm and 
use an ox plow to find one of several race flags buried in a muddy field.

arau0102rb
Arrange Coins

in Order Vietnam

Who's in line for a king's ransom?: Ride in your jeep to Minh Mang Tomb and 
collect  seven  coins  representing  Nguyen  emperors  from  tables  around  the 
complex, then return and perform a mystery task: putting them in chronological 
order as hinted to by the signs on each table.

For unknown reasons, the blue graphics used for regular tasks are used here 
instead of the red graphics used for Road Blocks.

arau0103ri1 Luck of the Chinese China
Upon landing in Hong Kong, travel to Jumbo floating restaurant and bite through  
a pile of fortune cookies on a table to find one with a specific message inside. 
Each team has its own table.

arau0103ff Head Shave China Travel to Tin Hau Temple in Causeway Bay and complete a mystery task: having  
both your heads shaved.

arau0103dt Lion Dance or Kung  
Fu Stance

China

Lion  Dance:  Learn  and  perform  a  fast-paced  two-person  lion  dance  routine.  
Kung Fu Stance: Learn and perform a series of slow-paced kung fu moves, then 
each punch through a stack of six clay tiles.

Both first require travelling to Walled City Park in Kowloon.



arau0103ri2 To Hell and Baccarat China

Upon arrival  in Macau,  travel  to  the Venetian and win ten hands of  baccarat 
against a dealer.

Each win awards teams a lettered mahjong tile (because China) which spells the 
next destination... but they get a regular clue at the end, defeating the purpose.

arau0103rb Zodiac Game China
Who can crack the animal code?: Use a series of logic puzzle-style hints to place 
twelve lanterns marked with the Chinese Zodiac animals on a pair of rails in the  
correct order to enter the adjacent Pit Stop courtyard.

arau0104dt Smash or Bash South Africa

Smash: Taking turns, throw knobkieries to break a total  of  four hanging clay 
targets. Bash: Build a giraffe feeder to match the example shown. (This Detour 
has a U-Turn attached.)

Both first require driving to Kragga Kamma Game Park. Since it's 300km just to 
reach the cluebox on a cliff and 300km back, it appears as though it's a six-hour 
drive just to ensure teams are bunched at the start of the task; it's more likely  
it's to ensure teams don't arrive at the wildlife park Pit Stop at night.

arau0104rb Bungy South Africa
Who wants to take the plunge?: Bungy 216m from the Bloukrans Bridge.

First requires driving to said bridge.

arau0104ri Haulin' Goats South Africa

Drive  to  Nomathamsanqa and collect  a  goat  from a  pen,  then deliver  it  to  a 
sangoma at the other and receive a traditional blessing.

Odd for the show to call sangomas “witch doctors”.

arau0105rb Tandem Skydive South Africa

Who's  up for a  birds'  eye view of  Cape  Town?:  Tandem skydive with a local  
jumpmaster from 9000 feet.

First requires driving to Melkboss Airstrip.

arau0105iri Children in Need South Africa
Drive to Kargo Warehouse and attach a trailer to each of your cars, fill them with 
supplies, and deliver them to Intyatyambo Orphanage.

arau0105dt Guns or Rosé South Africa

Guns: Skeet shooting. Drive to Valley Gun Club and shoot a total  of nine clay  
targets, switching shooter every five shots. Rosé: Drive to Nelson's Creek winery 
and transport an empty barrel across a vineyard, then use buckets and a funnel 
to fill it with red wine from a nearby vat.

arau0105ri Sands of Time South Africa

Drive to Atlantis Dunes and ride quadbikes along a course with fifteen covers 
along the way, lifting one at a time to reveal either a clue or an hourglass. It is not 
required to lift every cover; find an hourglass and wait for the sand to run out 
before continuing. Hourglasses are different sizes.

arau0106ri Apple of My Ire Netherlands

Upon landing in Amsterdam, travel to the Oud Hollands Gebakkraam food cart 
and each eat two appelbollen. Teams aren't told that the first four to finish win 
sleeper seats on an overnight train to Prague while the others spend the trip in  
regular seats.

Teams change trains in Berlin, with Germany listed as a visited country in the 
pre-season promotions, but there are no tasks there and it is not in the race 
memory task in the season finale.  Either  it's  creative  accounting,  or it  was a  
deliberate substitute for political reasons as a task later in the race was held in  
an Israeli settlement in the West Bank region of Palestine.

arau0106cc Saint Misbehavin' Czech Republic Travel to Charles Bridge, where “the holey statue will lead you to your next clue.”

arau0106dt Chivalry or Delivery Czech Republic

Chivalry: Put on suits of armour and search Old Town Square for a keymaster, 
take a key from him, then find a damsel in distress “at the Prince” and give it to 
her. Delivery: Collect a litter with a child inside from St. Agnes Convent and carry 
her through the streets to Old Town Square.

arau0106rb On Target Czech Republic

Whose aim is true?: Archery. Hit a small target twice within 40 arrows, earning a 
$50 bonus for each bullseye; fail and either beg other teams for arrows or take 
the quitting penalty.

First requires travelling to a mock medieval camp on Strelecky Island.

arau0107ri1 Slap Shots... Czech Republic Drive to Zimni Stadium and put on ice hockey gear, then work together to score  
one goal against a professional goalkeeper.



arau0107ri2 ...and Snapshots Czech Republic
Drive to St. Nicholas Cathedral, climb the tower to a former Soviet spy post, and 
photograph a “person of interest” within 30 seconds of reaching the top. One 
attempt per team; fail and correctly count the tower's stairs instead.

arau0107dt Stack Up or Stack In Czech Republic

Stack Up: Stack two pallets of beer cartons, collecting cartons as they slide along 
a  production  line.  Stack  In:  Walk  to  a  nearby  restaurant  and  eat  a  total  of 
eighteen jatrnice sausages made with a slurry of pig organs.

Both first require driving to the Pilsener Brewery.

arau0107rb Church Abseil Czech Republic

Who wants to scale the heavenly heights?: Follow a priest to a church spire, then 
free rappel through a hole in the roof back to the floor.

I'm guessing this was a backup task – not only does the hint imply something 
closer to rock climbing, it's also a lamer version of the season's very first task.

There is no rest period at this leg's Pit Stop and the episode ends with the first 
team arriving; to avoid spending as much time as usual finishing this leg, the last 
four teams are only shown at this task in the “Last week...” recap.

arau0108rb Wieliczka Salt Mine Poland

When push comes to shove, who digs adventure?: Push a minecart along a track 
to a cavern, then dig through the salt inside to find a prism, using it to open a 
mock crypt. Each cart has multiple prisms but only one will fit in the hole.

First requires driving to Wieliczka Salt Mine.

arau0108dt Herd or Hoe Down Poland

Herd: Drive to a farm and select a paddock with fifteen sheep, then use portable  
corral fencing to separate three marked sheep. Hoe Down: Drive to Zakopane 
and learn and perform a traditional Polish axe dance.

The farm is described as being “the Polish countryside”. How... specific.

Time penalties for decapitating your partner with an axe, clearly.

arau0108iri Tandem Wood Saw Poland

Use a two-handed saw to cut four slices from a thick log. Only two players cut at 
a time; at least one must switch after each slice is cut.

Based on the uneven penalties one group got for quitting, my guess is each team 
was  forced  to  fill  four  of  the  eight  possible  sawing  positions  rather  than  a  
weaker team letting a stronger team work faster.

arau0109rb Truck Off Israel

Who is your driving force?: Attach two shipping containers to a truck, drive it 
through a slalom course without hitting any markers, then reverse park it in a 
narrow area.

First requires travelling to the Port of Haifa.

arau0109ri Split Decision Israel
One at a time, answer five opinion-based questions about the race, selecting a 
team as each answer. The second player must correctly match the five answers 
given by the first player, but is not given any hints if the combination is incorrect.

arau0109dt
Find Unseen
or Make 13 Israel

Find Unseen: Use a metal detector to find a key hidden in a marked area, then 
use it to unlock a chest. There are dozens of decoys but only one key in each 
team's area will work. Make 13: Standing behind marked lines, use matkot bats  
to hit a ball between each other thirteen times in a row without dropping it.

Both tasks first require travelling to Jerusalem Beach.

arau0110ri1 Desert Snow Israel Take a cable car to the top of the Masada ruins, then walk to King Herod's Winter 
Palace and search for the clue.

arau0110cc Dead Ahead Israel Find “the site where the Dead Sea Scrolls were discovered”.

arau0110rb Decipher
Hebrew Scroll

Palestine

Who's not lost in translation?: Use a translation guide to translate a clue written 
in Hebrew lettering.

Sounds simple, but it's written from right-to-left as with actual Hebrew words 
and there's an added element not mentioned where the last word – Jerusalem –  
must be translated from numbers in the “A=1, B=2” code.

Filmed in an Israeli settlement illegally built on Palestinian territory.



arau0110ri2 Lost in the Post Israel
Travel to the Main Post Office in Jerusalem and mail a memory card (upon which  
video messages to loved ones were recorded at the previous Pit Stop).

arau0110dt
Pilgrim's Trail
or Holy Grail Israel

Pilgrim's Trail: Collect an 80kg cross from one end of the Via Dolorosa and carry  
it  to  the Church of  the Holy Sepulchre,  built  where Jesus was crucified.  Holy  
Grail: Travel to the Wailing Wall and walk through the tunnels to a dig site, find a 
pot, then take it to the Ruins of David and along an aqueduct to an archaeologist.

Based on the odd planning – teams must walk to a random route marker on 
their way to the Pit Stop – it seems plausible there was an unshown U-Turn.

Non-elimination; the spared team will get a 30-minute penalty if they do not win 
the next leg. (This is the first and to date only Amazing Race leg to have all teams 
stay in the same positions from start to finish.)

arau0111ri1 Bless is More Sri Lanka
Upon  landing  in  Colombo,  travel  to  Gangaramaya  Temple  and  receive  a 
traditional Buddhist blessing.

arau0111dt Count or Carry Sri Lanka

Count: Find a marked stall and correctly count over 1000 small fish in a crate, 
with only an empty crate for assistance. Carry:  Use a flatbed dolly to deliver 
fifteen large blocks of ice, unbroken, from a truck to Stall #63.

Both first require travel to St. John's Fish Market.

arau0111ri2 Unlock the Past Sri Lanka
Find out what year Sri Lanka gained independence and use the answer as the 
combination to unlock a chest on a nearby beach, then find out what year its  
first Prime Minister was born and unlock a second chest containing the clue.

arau0111ri3 Photographic 
Memory

Sri Lanka

Travel  by bus  to Ambalangoda and find a mask stall,  memorise a  photo  of  a  
mask,  then search a  nearby street  festival  for  the person wearing  that  mask 
before bringing them back to the stall. Each photo is different; masks are first  
come first served.

arau0111rb Sew a Shirt Sri Lanka

Who  can  reap  what  they  sew?:  Use  a  sewing  machine  to  sew  a  shirt  from 
provided pieces of fabric, with only a finished shirt for reference.

First requires travelling to the Trendy Connections warehouse in Colombo.

arau0112ri1 Flesh Wound Singapore Upon landing,  travel  to  Gor Chor  Tua  Pek  Kong  Temple  and  select  a  pile  of  
durians, then split them open to find the one in the pile with a dyed centre.

arau0112dt Dare or Stair Singapore

Dare:  One  at  a  time,  complete  a  two-rope  traverse  between  two  skyscraper 
rooftops and back. Stair: Climb the stairs to the roof of a skyscraper and collect a 
souvenir, then walk back down, go to the adjacent tower, and climb the stairs to 
deliver the souvenier to its rooftop.

Both first require travelling to Marina Bay Sands.

arau0112ri2 Future Sight Singapore
Travel to Hong San See Taoist Temple and have a five minute palm-reading.

All three teams get similar “you will be rich” fortunes told to them.

arau0112cc Confucius Says Singapore

Travel to the Jurong Chinese Gardens and search for the next clue, given only a 
Confucian quote for assistance.

The quote's meaning isn't important; the clue is at a statue OF Confucius.

arau0112ri3 Wheel of Fortune Singapore

Travel to the Singapore Flyer and search its 28 cabins for one of three clues. The 
other cabins all contain “Try Again” clues, and cabins are marked off a list at the  
bottom once checked; regardless of a cabin's contents, a full revolution must be 
completed before getting out.

arau0112ri4 Prison Break Australia
Drive to Fremantle Prison and collect a ring of keys, then use them to open and 
lock the cells in a three-level prison building to find a hidden clue.

arau0112rb Arrange Flags Australia

Who won't flag under pressure?: Select the flags of the nations visited during the 
race from a group containing several decoys, then put them in the order visited.

In addition to the obvious yet understandable issue of Palestine's omission, they 
also replaced the Dutch flag with that of Luxembourg (which is identical but has 
a lighter shade of blue).



Season Two
Reference Title Location Details

arau0201ri1 Off the Grid Australia
Travel on foot and by water taxi to Barangaroo Wharf, then choose a marked car 
in a corral and get it out by driving it and a series of other cars back and forth.  
No turning.

arau0201ri2 Balut Philippines Eat a total of eight balut.

arau0201dt Pig or Jig Philippines
Pig: With greased arms, catch four piglets in a muddy pen and deliver them to an 
adjacent  pen.  Two  pigs  per  partner,  taking  turns.  Jig:  Learn  and  perform  a 
traditional harvest festival dance to the approval of four judges.

arau0201ri3 Bamboozled Philippines

Use a set of provided items to build a seaworthy raft of any design, then paddle  
around the shoreline to the Pit Stop.

The leg winners get a Salvage Pass and can either take a one-hour head start on  
the next leg or spare the last team from elimination.

arau0202ri1 Turban Search India
Upon landing in New Delhi, travel to Agrasen ki Baoli and search the turbans of  
50 men walking around for one with the word “correct” printed on its fabric.  
Pick wrongly and the turban must be retied before continuing.

arau0202dt Pull or Poo India

Pull:  One at a time,  milk a cow to collect 500mL of milk. Poo: Make 50 dung 
cakes from cow manure and hay, barehanded, sticking them on a wall to dry.

Both first require travelling to a dairy farm on the outskirts of New Delhi.

Classy titles, there. Why not call them Fill and Fuel?

arau0202ri2 Bollywood! India

Travel  to  the  Old  Fort  and  find  a  mock  Bollywood  film  set,  then  learn  and  
perform a Bollywood dance routine correctly before reciting a Hindi script to the 
director's satisfaction.

There is clearly a task edited out here – there are audio cuts all over the place,  
and team placements vary wildly from here to the Pit Stop.

During the Pit Stop, teams are taken to Jaipur.

arau0203ri1 Hindu or Die India

Travel to the Red Elephant Temple and receive a traditional Hindu blessing.

Preseason promotions imply this was tied to a Detour; based on this version's 
extensive history of task recycling, it was likely the “walk across hot coals then 
get blessed/lay on a bed of nails” Detour the Norwegian version used at this 
same temple, and was edited out when all ten teams chose the same option.

arau0203rb1 Indian Driving Test India

Who's a fast learner?: Sit through a brief lesson on local road signs, then drive  
along a set route with an instructor to the next destination.

First requires travelling to Bharat Driving and Maintenance Training School.

arau0203ri2 Pots India
Load 75 clay pots onto an oxcart, then lead the ox across a market to deliver 
them. If fifteen or more are broken, an immediate fifteen-minute penalty will be 
given at the delivery point.

arau0203rb2 Steps India

Who is the stair master?: Walk from the top of a maze-like stairwell to a holy  
man on a landing, travelling down exactly 41 steps and up exactly 10 steps.

First requires travelling to the Amber Fort.

Unlike other legs where there are two Road Blocks, here a team can have the 
same partner perform both. (With the division rules, it's not that advantageous.)

arau0204dt Dune Bash or
Camel Dash

United Arab 
Emirates

Dune Bash: Drive a dune buggy around a ten-kilometre course. Camel Dash: Ride 
a camel around a marked course, collecting flags from four poles along the way. 
(This Detour has a Must Vote U-Turn attached.)

Both first require driving to Al Faqa Desert.



arau0204ri1 Do the Wave United Arab 
Emirates

Drive to Wild Wadi and slide on a wave machine, attempting to reach a row of  
clues hanging at the front of the machine without falling from your board. Fail 
and return to the back of the line.

There is a Road Block edited out directly after this task.

arau0204ri2 Pony Up
United Arab 

Emirates

Drive to Meydan Racecourse and pick a winner in one of the day's horse races. 
Races are held every 45 minutes; fail to pick a winner by the last race and one 
partner must piggyback the other 200m along the track instead.

For the record, gambling is illegal in the United Arab Emirates.

arau0205dt
Count 'Em Up or

Price 'Em Up
United Arab 

Emirates

Count 'Em Up: Find a marked stall  at Al-Arsa Souq and count a sack of dried 
limes, using only an empty crate for assistance. Sack totals vary. Price 'Em Up: 
Find a marked store at the Gold Souq and arrange seven jewellery items in order  
from least to most expensive. (This Detour has a Blind U-Turn attached.)

There  are  notable  similarites  between  the  jewellery  task  and  the  showcase 
round  on  the  Australian  version  of  The  Price  is  Right...  which  conveniently  
returned on Channel 7 shortly before this season began airing.

arau0205rb Memorise Symbols Turkey

Whose memory won't go to water?: Memorise the arrangement of eight Arabic 
symbols  inside  Hagia  Sophia,  then  walk  to the  Basilica  Cisterns  and  arrange 
eight rotating column sections to match the sequence correctly. No notes; only 
one return trip allowed.

Non-elimination; the spared team will get a 30-minute penalty if they do not win 
the next leg.

arau0206ri Turkish Bath Turkey
Walk to Hurrem Hamami,  change into your swimsuits,  and scrub each other 
with a bar of soap to reveal a mystery word embedded into the bar.

arau0206dt Shine or Design Turkey

Shine: Find a shoeshine stall and provide shoeshines to ten paying customers for 
at least four lira each. Design: Find a carpet shop in the Egyptian Bazaar and 
choose a card showing part of a rug design, then search the marked piles for the 
full rug. (This Detour has a Yield attached.)

Both first require travelling to Yeni Camii, where the Yield is waiting.

arau0206iri Turkish Oil Wrestling Turkey
Covered in oil, work together to get past a group of four oil wrestlers and grab a 
lamp from a plinth.

arau0206rb Whirling Dervishes Turkey

Who wants to give it a whirl?: Spin in place, like the Whirling Dervishes, for five  
minutes without stopping.

First requires travelling to Darüzziyafe Restaurant.

arau0207rb Bake a Souffle France

Who's a rising star?: Follow a recipe to bake a souffle correctly.

The first four teams to arrive will start cooking at 9pm; the others will start one  
hour later.

arau0207ri1 With the Greatest
of Cheese

France Travel to Rungis Market and find a marked cheese stall, collect a 30kg wheel, and 
take it across Paris to a cheese store.

arau0207ri2 Artistic Impression France

Travel to Passerelle Debilly and find a painter.

Something's been edited out at some point here – with later teams starting the 
Road Block at 10pm and the cheese task taking two hours at most, there's no 
reason teams would be finding the painter after sunrise. Especially in winter.

arau0207ri3 I Love the Nightlife Cuba

Upon landing in Havana, drive to Tropicana Nightclub and find the lead showgirl.

Probably a Detour edited out here – in contrast with the sunrise issues noted 
above, the drive from the airport to Tropicana is about 20 minutes on a fairly  
straight  route,  so  surely  anyone should  have  arrived  before  dusk  when  they 
arrived over two hours before sunset.  (Also,  all  seven teams read the “Fly to 
Havana” bit of the clue and nobody mentions Tropicana at all.)

There is no rest period at this leg's Pit Stop and the episode ends with several 
teams still to arrive.



arau0208rb Navigation Cuba

Who's  feeling  a  little  nautical?:  Use  a  compass,  nautical  chart,  and  given 
coordinates to navigate a yacht to a second boat anchored at sea. One-hour time 
limit; catch a fish on the way and get the clue immediately.

To preserve the order from the previous leg despite an overnight wait,  teams 
start the task in four groups, signing up for a time as they reach the marina.

Following  the  task,  teams'  comically  unreliable  cars  are  replaced  with  more 
modern vehicles for the rest of the leg.

arau0208dt Che Puzzle or
Daiquiri Guzzle

Cuba

Che Puzzle: Drive to Old Havana and finish a giant 90-piece jigsaw to show Che  
Guevara's  face.  Daiquiri  Guzzle:  Drive  to  the  El  Floridita  bar  and  make  six 
daiquiris each, then deliver them on trays, onehanded, to Hemingway's old hotel 
room at Hotel Ambos Mundos without spilling any.

arau0208ri Feed & Catch
a Crocodile

Cuba

Drive to a crocodile farm near (the town of) Australia, fill a wheelbarrow with 
crocodile feed and throw it into a nearby pen, then work with a handler to catch 
a crocodile in another pen.

During the Pit Stop, teams are taken back to Havana.

arau0209ri1 Opening Ceremony Canada Upon landing in Vancouver, travel to Stanley Park and find the totem poles, then 
participate in a traditional Squamish welcome ceremony.

arau0209ff Pose Nude Canada
Travel to Nicole Sleeth Studio and complete a mystery task: posing nude for an 
art class until they have finished sketching you.

arau0209ri2 Kayak Canada
Paddle a kayak to Harbour Green Park, then decode a message displayed in a 
line of nautical flags. A second unmarked line a short distance away shows the 
nautical flags for each letter of the alphabet in order.

arau0209dt Toss or Tumble Canada

Toss: Taking turns, throw a total of ten axes into a log six metres away. 40 throws 
maximum; fail and you must switch. Tumble: Taking turns, stand on a floating 
log and roll it for a total of ten revolutions. It does not count if the log fails to 
complete a revolution.

Both first require travelling to Mount Seymour Provincial Park.

arau0209rb Sky Ride Canada

Who can reach for the sky?: Climb up a ladder onto the roof of a ski gondola,  
then grab three hanging flags as the car travels up the mountain. Miss any and 
ride back down before starting again.

First requires travelling to Grouse Mountain.

Does the scenery look familiar? The same cable car was used for a stunt in the  
episode of The X-Files where Agent Scully is abducted. (Spoiler!)

arau0210ri1 A Load of Bull Canada
Taking turns, ride a mechanical bull for as long as possible. Last a total of one 
minute to get the clue; whichever pair lasts longest gets a mystery prize: a 30-
minute headstart at an hours-of-operation bunch the next morning.

arau0210rb Ice Climb Canada Who's  climbing  the  walls?:  Use  ice  climbing  gear  to  climb  25m  up a  frozen  
waterfall and grab a clue, then abseil back down.

arau0210dt Search or Ski Canada

Search: Use an avalanche beacon to find a transmitter buried somewhere in a 
4000m² snowfield.  Ski:  Ski  down  a  basic  slalom course  without  missing  any 
gates. You must be standing as you pass through each gate.

Both first require travelling to the Lodge of the Ten Peaks.

Teams who finish Ski open the next clue in front of a row of numbered signs 
with smaller photos of  the eliminated teams beneath them; it  looks as if  the 
slalom was the first  part of  a two-part task and they then had to recall  who 
finished last on each previous leg.

arau0210ri2 Mush Rush Canada Drive to the Great Divide Trail and ride a dogsled around a 3km course to find 
clues hanging from a tree somewhere along the way.

arau0210ri3 Smash and Grab Canada
Drive to the Fairmont Lake Louise and use only the provided items (a grater, a  
high heel, a scrubbing brush, a bottle opener, a ball of steel wool, and a teacup 
and saucer) to extract a clue frozen inside an ice sculpture.



arau0211dt Waiter or Wheel China

Waiter:  Memorise  food orders  given  by eight  restaurant  diners  in  Mandarin, 
recite them to the chef correctly, then serve each diner the correct meal. Wheel: 
Taking turns, spin a lazy Susan marked with ten different delicacies and have 
your partner eat whatever comes up until a total of four items have been eaten.

Both first require travelling to Liang An Yi Jia restaurant.

I  refuse to  believe  duck anus spring  rolls  are  an  actual  delicacy  rather  than 
something the show made up to mock Chinese food.

arau0211ri1 Foot Massage China Travel to Wuzhisheng Foot Reflection Health Center and each get a painful ten-
minute reflexology foot massage.

arau0211ri2 Counter Attack China
Travel to Marco Polo Bridge and correctly count the number of lion statues.

Shorter: “Legend has it that the statues are impossible to count. Off you go!”

arau0211rb Up the Wall China

Who can crack the warrior code?: Climb up a steep section of the Great Wall of 
China, passing through nine rows of warriors by finding the correct warrior in 
each  row.  First  come first  served;  get  blocked  by  three wrong  warriors  and 
return to the back of the line.

First requires travelling to the Mutianyu section of the Great Wall. (Or to Inner 
Mongolia, apparently.)

During the Pit Stop, teams are taken to Guilin.

arau0212ri1
If Wishes Were 

Fishers... China
Travel to Lijiang River and ride on a raft to a group of fishermen, then search for  
the one with the next clue by asking with a provided Mandarin phrase.

arau0212dt Teach or Learn China

Teach:  Choose a  pupil  and use flashcards  to  teach them ten Australian slang 
terms until  they can repeat them all  when tested.  Learn: Choose a pupil  and 
work with them to learn ten Mandarin words using flashcards, then repeat them 
all when tested.

Both first require travelling to a kindergarten in Yangshuo.

arau0212ri2 Made in China China
Travel  to  Baisha Market  and find a marked stall,  then sell  ten  common local 
“kitchen gadgets” to bystanders.

arau0212ri3 Know Your Partner Australia
One at a time, answer five opinion-based questions about the race, selecting a 
team as each answer. The second player must correctly match the five answers 
given by the first player, but is not given any hints if the combination is incorrect.

arau0212rb Attention to Details Australia

Who has total recall?: Wade to a row of clueboxes in the shallow water, read the  
multiple-choice  questions  about  the  season  in  each,  then  place colour-coded 
rings around the boxes to represent the answers. No hints will be given if any 
answers are incorrect.

Grant says there are five questions, but there are three sets of seven clueboxes.

arau0212ri4 Buried Treasure Australia

Run to the far end of the beach and dig in a marked area to find a buried treasure 
chest, then carry it to the finish line.

All three tasks held since returning to Australia have been the final task in other  
seasons – the opinion task in the American version, the other two in the Asian 
version made by the same producers as this version.

Season Three: Australia vs. New Zealand
Reference Title Location Details

arau0301ri1 Pull the Other One Australia

Tug of war. Teams from each country work together; losers get an immediate 
ten-minute penalty before leaving the start line.

Instead of the usual eleven teams, this season has five teams from Australia and  
five from New Zealand. Aside from this  task and one later in the season, the 
format otherwise remains the same as always.

arau0301ri2 Raft and Half New Zealand
Complete a whitewater rafting course with a professional,  collecting half  of  a  
ring at the end of the course along with the clue.



arau0301rb The Tractor Factor New Zealand

Who's got better traction?: Drive a tractor through a slalom to collect a haybale 
and reverse back to the start to stack it, repeating to stack four bales, then enter  
a paddock and grab the other half of your ring from around the neck of a sheep.

Each ring is unique and the joining segments are colour-coded; once the ring is  
assembled the leg's final clue can be read. (There's clearly additional info given 
off camera, given how vague the message was.)

The leg winners get two Express Passes, one to be given away before the end of  
Leg 3 and both available for use before the end of Leg 5.

arau0302ri1 Spider Sliders Cambodia Upon landing in Siem Reap, find a marked stall at the Old Market and eat a total  
of seven tarantulas. Each player must eat at least three.

arau0302rb Beads to Their Own Cambodia

Who is  the  zen  master?:  Count  the  monks  in  a  crowd  wearing  red-and-gold 
beads, then climb up a staircase with an offering and give the answer to one of  
two waiting monks. One will give the next clue if correct; the other will treat all 
answers as incorrect.

arau0302ri2 Lock Step Cambodia

Having worn a pedometer all day, write down their current totals. The team with  
totals closest to each other wins a mystery prize: a 30-minute time credit at the 
start of the next leg.

Combining it with a Road Block involving running up and down stairs seemed 
clever... except for the problem that it was possible to rig the readings by shaking 
the pedometers or by simply resetting them.

arau0302dt Shrimp or Shoot Cambodia

Shrimp: Travel  to a fishing area and harvest 750 grams of  shrimp from local 
traps. Shoot: Travel to a floating village and find a pool hall, then level a table  
and sink five balls playing against a local.

Both first require travelling to Tonle Sap, the largest lake in southeast Asia.

Possible alternate title: Lake or Pool.

arau0303ri Race and Relaxation Thailand

Get a massage each, choosing massages from a list written only in Thai. Each 
massage lasts a different amount of time.

Thailand = Thai massage!

arau0303dt Climb Up or
Drill Down

Thailand

Climb Up: One at a time, rockclimb up a cliff to collect a flag before abseiling 
back down. Drill Down: Use a manual drill to bore holes in coconuts, draining 
the juice into a jar until it reaches a marker. (This Detour has a U-Turn attached.)

Possible alternate title: Strain or Drain.

arau0303rb Down Under Thailand

Who's more likely to clam up?: Snorkel in a marked area to find a golden clam on 
the seafloor with a pearl inside. Not all of the clams have pearls; the “pearl” has  
the clue inside.

First requires travelling to Chicken Island.

arau0304ri1
Walk with

the Animals Namibia
Pick  two  young  baboons  and  transport  them  along  a  marked  trail  any  way 
necessary. A small amount of food is provided to use as needed.

arau0304rb A Cut Above Namibia

Who's got a healthy appetite?: Cut animal innards to prepare two buckets of lion 
feed to match an example, then take them via wheelbarrow to a feeding station 
and feed the lions.

Remember: Drink water before you decide to haul a wheelbarrow across the 
Namibian veldt.

arau0304ri2 Double Click Namibia
Walk to a nearby school and learn a short song in a local dialect, then sing it to  
the students' satisfaction.

arau0304dt Pipe or Poo Namibia

Pipe: Use traditional methods to make a fire strong enough for a Bushman to 
light  his  pipe.  Poo:  Alternating  turns,  spit  two  pellets  of  springbok  manure 
across a marked line eight metres away.

Possible alternate title: Flame or Aim.



arau0305rb
Semaphore
and Against Russia

Who's ready to crack the code?: Memorise a set of Semaphore signals from an 
ongoing demonstration, then use a translation guide on a nearby sign to convert 
the message into Russian Cyrillic.

Held  on  the  Battleship  Aurora,  also  the  first  location  the  American  version 
visited on their first trip to Russia.

arau0305cc1 Photographic 
Memories

Russia

Find a clue outside a museum, using only a photo of the building to find it.

Could have been made easier if any teams realised the Russian message was the 
museum's address.

arau0305dt Cossack or Coat Rack Russia

Cossack:  Learn  and  perform  a  traditional  Cossack dance  routine.  Coat  Rack:  
Work  out  which of  300 luggage  check tags  in  a  set  is  missing,  then  enter  a 
cloakroom and find it amongst the coats.

Both first require travelling to Beloselsky-Belozersky Palace.

Possible alternate title: Glide or Seek.

arau0305iri No Alarm, No Foul Russia
Cross a room filled with lasers without hitting any to reach a Faberge-style egg 
with the clue inside. Only two group members – one per team – compete; fail  
and return to the end of the line.

arau0305cc2 Goin' to the Chapel Russia

Find the Church of the Saviour on Spilled Blood, the Pit Stop, using only a model  
of it to do so.

There is no rest period at this leg's Pit Stop and the episode ends with several 
teams still to arrive.

arau0306ri Empty Nest Russia

Choose a matryoshka and search five huts for the smaller dolls used to finish its  
set. Clues are only given when all teams from your country are done.

It sure is convenient there were three teams from each country left.

arau0306dt Boil or Build Russia

Boil: Fill a cauldron with water to a marked line and light a fire under it to heat 
it, then climb in and submerge yourselves. Build: Stack a large pile of firewood 
into a wall to resemble the example.

Possible alternate title: Shiver or Timbers.

arau0306rb Doggone Russia

Who wants to go to the dogs?: Steer a dogsled around a marked course.

No, really. That's the entire task.

The leg winners get a Salvage Pass and can either take a one-hour head start on  
the next leg or spare the last team from elimination. (Note that the first task of  
the episode and the linear tasks otherwise make it likely the first and last teams 
will be from different countries.)

During the Pit Stop, teams are taken to Moscow.

arau0307ri
Learn & Perform

a Fado Duet Portugal

Learn a traditional Portuguese folk song using only MP3 players and written 
lyrics for assistance, then sing it with the correct tune and pronunciation.

The judge for  this  task also appeared in the American season's  23rd season; 
notably, the clue she gave teams here directed them to where she waited for the  
teams on that season.

arau0307dt Wet or Dry Portugal

Wet: Count the yellow umbrellas among thousands suspended over a series of  
alleys. Dry: Collect a washing basket from one of five ladies, then search a series 
of clotheslines suspended between buildings for a garment with her name on it,  
bringing it back.

Possible alternate title: Overhead or Underpants.

arau0307rb Just Stew It Portugal

Who's a good catch?: Deliver a large fish, 2kg of mussels, and 5kg of octopus to a 
restaurant on foot, then eat a serving of a traditional local fish stew.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.



arau0308ri Rock and Stroll Croatia
Carry a large rock each up the stairs of the City Wall to the Watchman's Keep,  
then answer a mystery question: the number of stairs.  Get it wrong and take 
your rocks back down before trying again.

arau0308ff I Second that 
Devotion

Croatia

Travel on foot to the Dominican Monastery to find the first part of a mystery  
task: collecting prayer cards from three nearby churches and taking them to a 
set  address  for  the  second  part:  getting  traditional  medieval-style  religious 
haircuts. Both partners must get the set haircuts to finish.

arau0308sb Tie Two Ties Croatia

One at a time, correctly tie a tie on your partner. One partner ties a necktie; the 
other a bowtie.

Throughout the years, many words have confused racers. But “bowtie” has to be 
the most unexpected.

arau0308rb1 Descension... Croatia
Who's always looking ahead?: Abseil face-first down Fort Bokar.

First requires walking to Fort Bokar.

arau0308rb2 ...and Ascension Croatia

Who's a social climber?: Use an ascender to climb Fort St. John.

With a “pick a departure time” bunch after the stair task trying to force a Fast 
Forward race, the last team to arrive was basically doomed with this leg design.

arau0309rb Buckle Up Argentina Who wants to horse around?: Steer a horse carriage with your partner on board  
along a trail to a polo field, then saddle a waiting horse for a polo match.

arau0309cc A Dramatic Reading Argentina Find “Buenos Aires' most dramatic bookstore”.

arau0309dt Tango or Tribute Argentina

Tango: Travel to a tango school, then learn and perform a tango routine. Tribute: 
Treasure  hunt.  Search  a  marked  page  of  a  book  to  find  Maradona's  former 
stadium, go there and work out  the second step from a verbal  clue given in 
Spanish, then find Evita's grave.

Possible alternate title: Lovers or Leavers.

arau0309ri Row Row Row... Argentina Travel to the Argentina Rowing Club and row a boat upriver to the Pit Stop.

arau0310ri1 Aussie Invasion
United States

of America

Upon landing in Los Angeles,  drive to Hollywood Boulevard and take photos 
with three people dressed as film characters played by people born in Australia, 
then take the photos to Ray's Photolab.

Why would you need to go to a photo lab for Polaroid photos? (It sure is lucky all 
of the New Zealand teams got eliminated back-to-back, leaving only Australian 
teams in the final episode. And that you can fly to “Hollywood” now.)

arau0310ri2 Sausage Fest United States
of America

Drive to Pink's restaurant and each eat a fully-loaded hot dog.

This task is totally worthy of being in the last leg of a race. #SarcasmMode

arau0310ri3 Say Goodbye
to Hollywood

N/A

Identify  a  series  of  destinations  on  a  provided airline  route  map.  Whichever 
team gets the most answers correct wins a trip to LA to enjoy after the race.

Nothing says “Free upgrade to business class because the sponsor airline wants 
to look good! Yay!” quite like flight attendants who wake you up in the middle of 
the night to make you fill out a kids' activity sheet.

arau0310ri4 Fly Fly Away Australia Ride a helicopter to the Otway Fly, then search its bridges for a cluebox.

arau0310ri5 Air, Land & Sea Australia

Part 1: From the air, search the area around Port Campbell for a mystery word, 
then land and tell a fisherman. Part 2: Walk to Port Campbell Beach and dig to  
find an item inside a giant sandcastle. Part 3: Use a paddleboard to reach an item 
attached to a buoy.

The idea is that the three items reveal the next destination when combined, but 
the first is such a giveaway you'd only do the last two tasks to avoid a penalty.

arau0310rb Visual Memory Australia

Who's got an eye for detail?: Find items worn or held by the greeters amongst an 
array of decoys and put them on barrels representing the relevant legs. No hints  
are given if there are any errors.

The Road Block tally is reset for this leg; either player can perform the task.



BrazilBrazil

Season One
Reference Title Location Details

arbz0101dt
Aventurar or  

Procurar Rio de Janeiro
Aventurar  [Adventure]:  One  at  a  time,  abseil  down  Morro  da  Urca.  Procurar 
[Search]: Travel down Morro da Urca by gondola, take a tram to Saint Teresa, 
and find Laurinda Santos Lobo Cultural Centre.

arbz0101ri Who Are You? Rio de Janeiro
Board the ferry to Niteroi and find a passenger named Shimiko. No hints are  
given to their age, sex, or ethnicity.

arbz0101rb Cabbage Match Rio de Janeiro Who knows everything about vegetables?: Choose a stack of five signs showing 
with vegetable names, then match all five to the correct vegetables in a garden.

arbz0102ri Floral Tribute Minas Gerais
Travel  to  a  flower  shop  and  buy  fourteen  flowers,  then  travel  to  Museu  da 
Inconfidencia and lay one at the grave of each martyr interred within.

arbz0102rb Gold Rush Minas Gerais
Who wants to find out how the slaves mined for gold?: Follow a marked path 
into  a  mine,  use  provided  picks  or  panning  gear  to  find  a  gold  nugget  in  a 
marked area, then drag a heavy sack back to the entrance.

arbz0102dt Atar or Desviar Minas Gerais
Atar [Tie]: Follow an ongoing demonstration to tie six complex knots used by the 
Brazilian military. Desviar [Weave]: Paintball. Working together, cross a clearing 
filled with barriers to grab a flag without being shot.

arbz0103ff Hair Today... Bahia Travel  to  Terreiro  de  Candomble  Tira-Teima  and  complete  a  mystery  task: 
having both your heads shaved.

arbz0103rb The Musical Fruits Bahia
What does  the Baiana's  tray have?:  Identify  the four foods mentioned in the  
popular local song  No Tabuleiro da Baiana, then buy them in Mercado Modelo 
and deliver them to a Baiana waiting in Praca da Se.

arbz0103dt Vestir or Andar Bahia

Vestir [Dress]: Travel to Filhos de Ghandy Cultural Centre and dress a waiting 
mannequin with items from a pile to match a photo. Andar [Walk]: Walk a much 
longer  distance  to  Largo  de  Santo  Antonio  and  find  a  capoeira  circle.  (This 
Detour has a Yield attached.)

Non-elimination; the spared team will get a 30-minute penalty if they do not win 
the next leg.

arbz0104ri1 Beach to Their Own Alagoas
Drive to Pajucara Beach and dig in dozens of sand piles to find one of several 
buried clues.

arbz0104rb Got Crabs? Alagoas Who has a steady hand?: Pull a clue out of a tank filled with live mangrove crabs, 
then transfer ten crabs into an adjacent basket before reading it.

arbz0104ri2 Saint Misbehavin' Alagoas
Travel to Igresa de Nossa Senhora de Corrente church and search for a secret  
passageway with a clue inside.

arbz0104dt Decifrar or Quebrar Alagoas

Decifrar [Crack]: Translate a message written in archaic Portuguese, then find 
the local landmark it describes. Quebrar [Smash]: Travel to a pottery workshop 
and search hundreds of clay pots on a table for the one with a clue baked inside, 
smashing them on the ground one at a time.

arbz0105ri1 Shore Thing
Rio Grande

do Norte
Ride a boat to a coral reef offshore, then swim to one of three buoys with clues 
attached.

arbz0105ri2 Soldier On Rio Grande
do Norte

Travel to Centro de Lancamento da Barreira do Inferno and memorise a military 
briefing, then travel across the base to an official's office and salute correctly.

arbz0105rb What's for Launch?
Rio Grande

do Norte
Who has attention to detail?: Assemble a simple military rocket, then transfer it 
to a launch cannon.

arbz0105dt
Sem Emoção or

Cem Emoção
Rio Grande

do Norte

San Emoção [With Thrills]:  Drive  a dune buggy around a longer course.  Con 
Emoção [Without Thrills]: Ride a camel around a shorter course.

For both, once the task is finished players must sandboard down a dune back to 
their vehicles.

arbz0106ri1 Flag Hags Ceará
Ride on a dune buggy to Morro Branco, collecting flags from three people along 
the way.



arbz0106ri2 Cliff Notes Ceará Search the maze of cliffs at Morro Branco for a hidden cluebox.

arbz0106dt Nadar or Remar Ceará Nadar [Swim]: Swim on a bodyboard to a boat anchored offshore. Remar [Row]:  
Paddle a kayak each to a boat anchored a longer distance from shore.

arbz0106rb
A Mast, Ye

Scurvy Dogs Ceará

Who's the better pirate?: Climb up a cargo net to the top of a mock pirate ship.

Non-elimination; the spared team will get a 30-minute penalty if they do not win 
the next leg.

arbz0107dt
Aventurar or  

Sobreviver Amazonas
Aventurar [Adventure]: Complete a high ropes course in the jungle canopy. One 
player  per  obstacle  at  a  time.  Sobreviver  [Survival]:  Assemble  a  common 
indigenous hunting trap to match the example.

arbz0107rb Fish... Amazonas
Who likes  fish?:  Carry  a  10kg tambaqui  fish through the streets  to  a  nearby 
market. (This task has a Yield attached.)

arbz0107ri1 ...Food Amazonas Travel to Restaurante Boto-Cor-de-Rosa and feed six fish to pink river dolphins.

arbz0107ri2 Canoe it Yourself Amazonas Working together, paddle a traditional canoe across a river to the Pit Stop.

arbz0108ff Ace in the Hole Distrito Federal Travel to Academia de Tenis and complete a mystery task: scoring five points 
each playing tennis against a professional coach.

arbz0108rb Bus-terfuge Distrito Federal
Who's a secret agent?: Search a bus terminal for a spy, whispering a code phrase  
to people until the correct reply is given.

arbz0108dt Compor or  
Compositor

Distrito Federal

Compor  [Compose]:  Travel  to  Espaco Galleria,  then write  and perform a rap 
including each Pit Stop city so far in the lyrics. Compositor [Composer]: Travel to 
Espaco Cultural Renato Russo and find the Brazilian national anthem amongst 
hundreds of pieces of sheet music, then take it to a pianist and listen to it.

arbz0109dt Terra or Agua São Paulo

Terra  [Land]:  Drive  a  4x4  vehicle  along  an  off-road  obstacle  course.  Agua 
[Water]: Assemble a raft from provided items, then paddle it across a small lake 
without sinking.

A  non-task  route  marker  earlier  in  the  leg  involved  the  first  team  to  arrive 
having to receive their clue live on national television; later teams simply got 
their clues outside the studio the show was filmed in.

arbz0109ri Tents Situation São Paulo Walk to a nearby campsite, then pitch a tent to match the example.

arbz0109rb On Track São Paulo

Who's the fast one?: Drive a go-kart around ten continuous laps of a track. (This 
task has a Yield attached.)

The  Yield  here replaces  the  usual  hourglass  with  a  stopwatch,  for  unknown 
reasons. It still isn't used.

Non-elimination; the spared team will get a 30-minute penalty if they do not win 
the next leg.

arbz0110ff
What Goes Up

Must Come Down Paraná
Travel to the Macuco Safari dock, ride a boat to the base of a tower, climb its 
stairs, free rappel 55m back to the water's edge, then whitewater raft down a 
short course with a guide.

arbz0110ri Twitch Way Paraná
Given three random bird species, walk down a trail and point out photos of all  
three attached to trees along the way.

arbz0110dt Subir or Pular Paraná
Subir  [Climb]:  One  at  a  time,  climb  to  the  top  of  a  medium-difficulty  rock 
climbing wall. Pular [Jump]: One at a time, climb up a 15m pole and jump to  
catch a trapeze nearby, all while blindfolded. Miss the trapeze and start again.

arbz0110rb Grill 'Em All Paraná Who's hungry?: Eat a 2kg serving of assorted barbecued meats.

arbz0111rb Brazil? Nuts Paraná Learn and perform a traditional Ukrainian folk dance.

arbz0111dt Skate or Sebo Paraná
Skate [New]: Travel to Drop Dead Skate Park and assemble a skateboard, then 
each perform a simple air trick. Sebo [Used]: Travel to Figaro Used Bookstore 
and find three specific items among thousands on the shelves.

arbz0111rb Ground Meats Paraná

Who's a good cook?: Dig among 60 shallow holes in a muddy field to find one of  
four buried pots containing boiled meat.

Non-elimination; the spared team will get a 30-minute penalty if they do not win 
the next leg.



arbz0112dt
Limpar Botas or

Limpar Peixes Chile

Limpar Botas [Clean Boots]: Travel to Plaza de Armas and sell shoeshines to six  
bystanders,  charging  300  pesos  each.  Limpar  Peixes  [Clean  Fish]:  Travel  to 
Mercado Central and transport ten fish from one stall to another by hand, then  
gut, skin, and fillet four of them.

arbz0112rb Book It Chile
Who's into literature?:  Take a book to a nearby bar and have it  autographed, 
then collect 150 books from Libreria Chilena bookstore and use a handcart to 
deliver them to the National Library of Congress.

arbz0113ri1 Up in Smoke Chile

Drive to Angelmor Market and find a marked stall, then work together to eat 2kg 
of smoked clams.

One team fails to finish; rather than taking a time penalty that would either have 
no effect because of overnight bunching or knock them out of contention, they 
are immediately disqualified from the race and do not finish the leg.

arbz0113ri2 A Dog's Life Chile Carry a wooden doghouse through the streets to Calle las Quemas.

arbz0113rb The Big Squeeze Chile
Who likes  apple  juice?:  Collect crates filled with  a total  of  1000 apples  from 
around  an  orchard,  then  use  a  grinder  to  turn  all  but  the  cores  into  pulp, 
straining the pulp to make apple juice.

arbz0113ri3 Naval Gazing Chile Part 1: Drive to San Juan and paint a wooden canoe shell. Part 2: Carry a smaller 
wooden boat to the town square.

arbz0113dt Casa or Concha Chile

Casa [House]: Wade to a pontoon with a cubby house on it and attach ropes,  
then work with two bulls to haul it out of a lake. Concha [Shell]: Collect four clam 
cages from the water and remove 100 clams by hand.

Both first require returning to the town beach.



CanadaCanada

Season One
Reference Title Location Details

arca0101ri Scarier Terraria Ontario

Search  Niagara  Butterfly  Conservatory  for  one of  nine  terrariums  containing 
different animals, then each reach in to grab an airline ticket. One set of tickets  
per terrarium; the ones with more frightening animals have tickets for the first 
flight to the next destination.

arca0101cc Bear? Land 'n' See British Columbia Upon landing in Kelowna, find “the yellow truck next to the Blue Bear”.

arca0101rb1 Dive for Ogopogo British Columbia

Who's not afraid of the deep?: Wearing a diving helmet, search the bottom of  
Lake Okanagan for a statue of the local myth Ogopogo.

First requires travelling by jetski (with a provided map) to the dive site.

arca0101rb2 Walk the Plank British Columbia

Who's ready to get trained?:  Climb down a 40-foot ladder to a narrow beam 
suspended  beneath  a  bridge,  walk  along  it  and  reach  down  to  grab  a  clue 
dangling from a rope, then jump off into the canyon below.

The leg winners get two Express Passes, one to be given away before the end of  
Leg 3 and both available for use before the end of Leg 7. (It is implied that giving 
away the second Express Pass here is optional rather than mandatory.)

arca0102rb Speed Skate
Richmond Oval

British Columbia Who's skating on thin ice?: Wearing speed skates, complete two laps of a short-
track course within 90 seconds.

arca0102dt Draw It or Dance It British Columbia

Draw It: Walk to Ten Ren's Tea & Ginseng and drink a cup of green tea each, then 
memorise Chinese characters beneath your saucers and walk to Dr. Sun Yat-Sen 
Park to replicate them with calligraphy brushes. If either player fails, both must 
restart. Dance It: Walk to the Chinese Cultural Centre and collect a Mandarin list  
of  locations,  find  four parts  of  a  lion  dancing costume at the locations,  then  
return to the Cultural Centre and learn and perform a lion dance routine.

arca0102ri Eye in the Sky British Columbia Travel to the DP World shipping terminal and climb to the top of a crane, then  
use binoculars to scan the Vancouver skyline for the Pit Stop location.

arca0103rb
Traditional

Line Dancing Alberta
Who  wants  to  get  in  line?:  Learn  a  complicated  line  dancing  routine,  then 
perform it in formation with a group of dancers.

arca0103dt Lump by Lump or
Bone by Bone

Alberta

Lump by Lump: Drive to Atlas Coal Mine Museum and select an empty mine cart,  
then use shovels to fill it with coal. Bone by Bone: Drive to Royal Tyrrell Museum  
and memorise a dinosaur skeleton, then go to the other end of the museum and 
build a model of it from memory.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

During the Pit Stop, teams are taken back to Calgary.

arca0104rb Polar Bear Dip Northwest 
Territories

Who wants to do a whole lotta shakin'?:  Wearing only a swimsuit  and socks, 
jump into a hole carved into a frozen lake and completely submerge yourself 
before grabbing a clue from the far end of the ice hole.

arca0104cc Planes, Trains... Yukon Upon landing in Carcross, find “the Duchess”.

arca0104sb
Weapons in the
Form of Words Yukon

Walk to a campsite and find a copy of The Shooting of Dan McGrew, memorise the 
first four verses, and repeat them verbatim to a Robert W. Service impersonator.

arca0104dt
Yukon Supply Run or  
Klondike Gold Rush Yukon

Yukon Supply Run: Use provided items to build a raft that can support you and a 
set of supplies, then paddle to a bunch of clues in the water. Klondike Gold Rush:  
Cut a slice off a log with a two-handed saw, then each throw an axe into a target, 
then use a wheelbarrow to grab five gold nuggets with one player riding inside  
and the pusher blindfolded.

Both first require driving to Bennett Lake.

Due to the long titles, graphics list the tasks as Supply Run and Gold Rush.

During the Pit Stop, teams are taken to Whitehorse.



arca0105ri1 Full Steam Ahead Yukon Walk to the SS Klondike and search it for a hidden clue.

arca0105ri2 Lentil as Anything Saskatchewan Drive to Saskcan Pulse Trading Company and dig in a truck trailer filled with 
lentils for two toys with halves of the next clue attached.

arca0105rb Make Your Bed Saskatchewan

Who's ready for bed?: Prepare a Royal Canadian Mounted Police cadet bedroom 
to the force's strict standards, with only a finished bedroom for reference.

A Fast Forward clue envelope is visible during the task but nobody attempted it; 
behind the scenes info revealed the task was a simulated police exercise.

arca0105cc Hearts and Minds Saskatchewan Find the next destination given only the clue “I ♥  Regina”.

arca0105ri3 Make it Ukraine Saskatchewan Join a group of Ukrainian dancers and perform with them for one song.

arca0105dt Brawn or Beauty Saskatchewan

Brawn:  Complete  a  series  of  Canadian football  training  drills,  then have  one 
partner catch a pass and the other kick a field goal. Fail at any part and restart  
the entire drill set. Beauty: Learn and perform a complex cheerleading routine. 
(This Detour has a Double U-Turn attached.)

Both first require travelling to Mosaic Stadium.

arca0106ri1 Go Fort Yourself Québec
Upon landing in Québec City, travel  to Lévis Forts.  When it  opens,  search the 
grounds for a hidden clue.

arca0106dt Sculpt It or Spot It Québec

Sculpt It: Travel to Place Royale and use chisels to sculpt a block of ice so only  
the outlined area remains, matching one of three examples. Spot It:  Travel to 
Parc de la Cetière and memorise a set of French words on magnets, walk to a 
local mural and find the items represented by the words, then return and put the 
magnets in the matching places on a replica missing all of them.

arca0106rb French Crêpe Making Québec

Who's ready... batter up!: Take crêpe orders from two waiting diners in French, 
prepare the crêpes (two sweet, two savoury) with the correct ingredients and 
plate them to match an example, then serve them.

As a possible extra hint, all of the clues this leg – including the task hint – were  
written in both English and French.

arca0106ri2 Great Balls a-Flyin' Québec

Travel to the Plains of Abraham and execute a lacrosse pass with one partner 
throwing and one catching, then each shoot a ball into an undefended goal.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg. 
(The greeter for this leg is former NHL player Michel Bergeron.)

arca0107cc Lost in Translation Nunavut Work out where to go from a clue written entirely in Inuktitut.

arca0107ri Deep Throats Nunavut Walk to the nearby river and search for a pair of Inuit throat singers.

arca0107dt
Harpoon Hunter
or Igloo Builder Nunavut

Harpoon Hunter: Travel to a target range 1km away with one partner pulling the 
other on a sled, both hit the target with a harpoon, then switch places and return 
to the start. Igloo Builder: Use provided tools and precut blocks of snow to build  
an igloo, using a finished igloo for reference.

arca0107sb Dog Sled Run Nunavut

Ride a dogsled along a marked course to collect a food cache, then return.

Rather than being directly before a clue as usual, this is at the end of the Detour 
– teams go from the Detour to a snowmobile parking lot where the sign is, then  
ride snowmobiles to the next task.

arca0107rb Traditional Snack Nunavut Who needs to fatten up?: Eat ten pieces of muktuk (raw whale blubber).

arca0108ri Lucky Seven Nova Scotia Collect a passport from a mock immigration desk at Pier 21, search the museum 
for seven stamp kiosks and stamp the passport at each, then return.

arca0108rb Scarecrow Building Nova Scotia

Who wants to find their long-lost twin?: Search downtown Mahone Bay on foot 
for a scarecrow matching any of  those in a  provided set  of  photos  (amongst  
several decoys), bring it to a gazebo, and dress a second scarecrow to match it  
using items from a pile.

The product placement is taken care of with the group of photos being given on  
a phone. So why have the judge compare players' copies to the photos when both  
scarecrows are right there in front of her?



arca0108dt Surf or Turf Nova Scotia

Surf: Ride a boat to a set of lobster traps in deep waters, haul six up, remove 
every lobster and band all the claws, then return to shore and deliver them to 
Grand Banker Seafood Bar. Turf: Walk to Boscawen Inn and memorise twelve 
types of German sausage by sight and taste, then walk to Zwicker Wharf and  
correctly identify all twelve. (This Detour has a Double U-Turn attached.)

arca0108cc Money Talks Nova Scotia

Find the next Pit Stop given only a Canadian ten-cent coin as a hint.

There is no rest period at this leg's Pit Stop, but everybody arrives in the first 
episode, with the first team winning a prize and part of the next clue revealed.

arca0109ri Quidi Vidi Vici Newfoundland
& Labrador

Memorise a quote displayed at the Terry Fox Monument,  travel  to Quidi Vidi  
Brewing Company and repeat it verbatim to gain access to a party, then each kiss 
a cod and drink a shot of rum.

arca0109dt Tell a Tale or
Wag a Tail

Newfoundland
& Labrador

Tell a Tale: Travel to Petty Harbour dock and listen to a story told only in local  
slang, then cross the dock and repeat it verbatim to a group of locals. Wag a Tail:  
Travel to Harbourside Park and load 12 open milk bottles and 48 eggs on a cart, 
then work with a  Newfoundland dog to deliver  them to four addresses on a 
steep street. If items spill or break before a delivery is complete, they must be 
restocked before continuing.

arca0109rb Street Performer
Newfoundland

& Labrador
Who needs to get their act together?: Choose at least one item from the available 
options and set up a busking station on George Street, then earn $50 in tips.

arca0109cc North; East Newfoundland
& Labrador

Find the Pit Stop at “the most easterly point in North America.”

Factually inaccurate – some of Alaska's outlier islands are on the other side of  
the International Date Line and are thus (much, MUCH) farther east.

The greeter is accompanied by both a Newfoundland dog and a Labrador.

arca0110ri1 Leaf it to Me Ontario

Upon landing in Toronto, search the area outside the airport for a woman in a  
maple-leaf baseball cap.

Oh, CANADA.

arca0110rb1 Face First Rappel Ontario

Who wants to hang out?: Abseil face-first down a 44-storey skyscraper.

To prevent spoilers, a decoy filming permit was made public days earlier, with 
the task allegedly taking place at Toronto City Hall instead.

arca0110ri2
Non-Copyright-

Infringing Golden 
Candy Item Task

Ontario

Find the factory  where  a  provided  bar  of  chocolate  was  made,  then unwrap 
hundreds of bars to find one of three “golden” bars.

Toronto's really more of a James and the Giant Peach city.

arca0110ri3 Hide and Seek Ontario

Travel to Toronto Zoo and find a clue somewhere on its grounds.

Yes, let's walk to the big exhibit that has signs for it all over the zoo and then not 
actually enter it to see if the clue is there. That's a great idea, idiots.

arca0110rb2 Flags & Flowers Ontario

Who's got the race all mapped out?: Match cards showing the official flags and 
flowers  for  each  visited  location  (shown  in  clues  and  worn  by  greeters,  
respectively) to the correct locations on a giant map of Canada. Holders, flags,  
and flowers for unvisited locations are provided as decoys; no notes allowed and 
no hints if incorrect.

Season Two
Reference Title Location Details

arca0201ri1 Sliding Start Alberta

Take an elevator to the top of the Calgary Olympic ski jump track, then ride a  
zipline back down one at a time.

Editing here – we see the next clue, to find a totem pole at the airport in Victoria 
upon landing, but the episode as aired skips it.

arca0201rb1 Skydive Over Victoria British Columbia Who's ready to jump into this race?: Tandem skydive with a professional from 
12,000 feet.



arca0201rb2 Afternoon Tea Service British Columbia
Who's  ready  to  get  steeped  in  tradition?:  Memorise  a  menu,  then  serve 
afternoon tea to a table of diners with the correct etiquette and terminology.

arca0201ri2 Sparkle Sparkle British Columbia

Enter a shipwreck simulator and use provided tools to plug nine leaks while the 
room slowly fills with water. No assistance of any kind is given.

Shipwreck Survival Lesson #1: SHUT THE FUCKING DOOR.

The leg winners get two Express Passes, one to be given away before the end of  
Leg 5 and both available for use before the end of Leg 8.

arca0202dt Sharp Knives
or Sharp Eyes

British Columbia

Sharp Knives: Cut 30lb of acceptable yellowtail rockfish fillets. Run out of fish  
and you must switch. Sharp Eyes: Correctly sort 1000lb of rockfish by species 
into five crates.

Both first require driving to Ucluelet Harbour Seafoods.

arca0202ri Pedal Paddle British Columbia Load a surfboard onto a bike and ride to the beach, then have one partner record 
the other with a video camera while the latter surfs for at least three seconds.

arca0202rb Sittin' Pretty British Columbia
Who gets the drift?: Assemble a traditional beach chair out of debris and a net to 
resemble the finished example.

arca0203ri1 Bless is More China

Upon  landing  in  Hong  Kong,  travel  to  Lantau  Island  and  receive  a  Buddhist 
blessing, then climb the stairs to the Tiantan Buddha.

The graphics misspell “Buddha”.

arca0203dt Kung Fu Master or  
Master Chef

China

Kung Fu Master: Travel to Wan Chai Sports Ground, then learn and perform a  
mock kung fu routine.  Master Chef:  Grab a shopping list from Bo Innovation,  
then buy all ten items at Wan Chai Market before returning.

The task had some sort of U-Turn attached but it wasn't used or aired. What the 
episode DID have is a cameo by Masterchef Canada judge Alvin Leung, as judge 
for the shopping task.

arca0203rb Traditional
Snake Meal

China Is that a snake in my soup?: Drink a shot of freshly-procured snake bile, then eat 
a bowl of snake meat soup.

arca0203ri2
Lights, Camera, 

Action China

Find the  Bruce  Lee  statue  on  the  Avenue  of  Stars,  then  perform  a series  of 
action-film-like poses to a director's satisfaction.

Isn't this just a lamer version of the kung fu Detour?

arca0204ri1 Fire Away China Upon arrival in Macau, find the A Ma Temple and let off a set of firecrackers for  
good luck.

arca0204rb Free Fall China
Who wants a great view of the city?: Bungy jump 764 feet from Macau Tower.

Yes. Again. Fifth race to visit Macau, and the fourth with a similar Road Block.

arca0204ri2 Felicidade Navigate China Travel to Rua da Felicidade and search the many biscuit stores in the area for a  
hidden cluebox.

arca0204dt Stamp It or Stomp It China

Stamp  It:  Collect  a  scroll  from  St.  Paul's  Ruins  and  stamp  it  at  each  of  six  
addresses in the nearby area before returning. Stomp It: Travel to Senado Square 
and learn a complex Macanese dance routine, then perform it  in sync with a  
local dance troupe.

arca0204ri3 A Raw Deal China

Travel to Grand Lapa Hotel and correctly deal one round of Fan-Tan, using only 
an ongoing demonstration to work out its rules.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arca0205dt Ride a Sled or
Make Your Bed

Yukon

Ride a Sled: Pick a list of three sled dogs, run 1.5km to Fish Lake and find their  
leashes in a pile, then attach them and each steer the dogsled around three laps 
of a course. Make Your Bed: Hike into the woods with supply-filled backpacks 
and assemble a campsite to match the example, lighting a fire to free a key from  
a block of ice and open a food chest.

arca0205sb Trailer Tow Yukon Attach a trailer to your car, drive 12.5km to a clearing, then reverse-park the 
trailer without hitting any markers around the designated area.



arca0205rb Biathlon Yukon

Who's got a steady hand?: Ride a mountain bike around a 1km course to earn 
five bullets, then use a rifle to hit five targets 50m away. Miss any and ride again  
to earn another set of bullets.

Alain: One attempt. Nicole: Twenty-two.

arca0205ri Canoe Can Do Yukon Portage a canoe to the nearby Yukon River, then paddle 1.5km downriver to the 
Pit Stop.

arca0206cc1 Gold Rush Manitoba Upon landing in Winnipeg, find “the Golden Boy”.

arca0206ri A Penny for
Your Thoughts

Manitoba

Travel to the Royal Canadian Mint and collect ten coins from other countries, 
then match each to its country's flag in a grid of twenty. A series of flagpoles 
nearby can be used for assistance; each team gets a different set of coins.

The grid of flags was chosen to be as frustrating as possible – among others,  
both Australia and New Zealand are among the national flags present.

arca0206cc2 Passing Wind Manitoba Find “the windiest intersection” in Canada.

arca0206ff Find all 7 Ghost Signs Manitoba
Travel to the Cube and complete a mystery task: searching in a six-block radius 
for vintage painted billboards with each of seven messages, filling in the blanks  
on a provided sheet with the right words, then returning to the starting point.

arca0206dt Puck It or Pinch It Manitoba

Puck It:  Travel  to MTS Centre and take turns sliding hockey pucks through a 
slalom before firing them at five holes in a target, scoring at least once in each.  
Pinch It: Travel to a Ukrainian Orthodox church and make 74 perogys following 
an ongoing demonstration.

The episode title misspells perogy “pierogi” - the latter is more well-known, but 
they're basically two regional versions of the same dish.

arca0206rb Stage Fright Manitoba Who has performance issues?: Memorise the lyrics of an 80s-style rock song, 
then perform it verbatim in front of a bar crowd.

arca0207rb Dilute Calvados France

Who's ready to give it 40%: Choose one of several storage barrel numbers, find it  
in  a  storage warehouse and extract  a sample  of  calvados,  then use provided 
mathematical formulas to dilute it to 40% alcohol by volume. No calculators; get 
it wrong and restart the entire task.

arca0207dt Show It or Tell It France

Show It: Drive to a farm in Lower Normandy and secure a Percheron horse, then 
French braid its mane for show. Tell It: Drive to the Bayeux Tapestry museum 
and  use  descriptions  on  nine  signs  to  arrange  boards  showing  parts  of  the 
tapestry in the correct order. There are four decoy boards.

Titles taken from the explanation; the clue calls them Show Me and Tell Me.

arca0207ri1 Blo Me France Drive to Asnelles and each steer a Blokart around ten laps of a beach course.

arca0207ri2 Lest We Forget France

Drive to Beny-sur-Mer Canadian War Cemetery and briefly pay your respects to 
the D-Day victims interred within, then collect a card with a poppy and deliver it 
to a soldier at a monument near Juno Beach before walking to the Pit Stop on the 
beach itself.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg. 
(The greeter for this leg is Canadian D-Day veteran Jim Parks.)

arca0208dt Haute Couture or
Plat du Jour

France

Haute Couture: Travel to a fashion school and make a dress by pinning pieces of 
fabrics to a mannequin, using only a finished example for reference. Plat du Jour: 
Travel to Marais and find three cafes with marked menu items, buy them and 
memorise their names, then serve them to a table of diners nearby. (This Detour  
has a Double U-Turn attached.)

arca0208sb Play the Accordion France Learn to play the traditional French song Au Clair de la Lune on accordions, then 
perform it in unison for a crowd.

arca0208rb
Re-Create Art  
Installation France

Who likes candies?: Place over 1000 pieces of colour-coded candy in an easel-
like holder to exactly replicate a piece of street art.

arca0209rb Precision Driving Québec Who can turn on a dime?: Complete two advanced driving stunts – a quarter 
drift and a reverse 180-degree turn – in a product-placed car.



arca0209ff Strike a Pose Québec
Select one of several shown poses, then hold it while an art class sketches you,  
removing layers of clothing throughout until you are nude for the final section.

arca0209dt Flamed or Grilled Québec

Flamed: Travel to a gallery and use traditional techniques to turn coloured glass 
rods into five beads matching the examples. Grilled: Find a canalside kiosk and 
memorise ten types of grilled cheese sandwich by sight and taste, then run to a  
nearby food truck and correctly identify all twelve.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arca0210ri Jockey for Position
Prince Edward 

Island
Dress  as a  horse and jockey,  then complete  two laps of  a  racetrack with the 
jockey sitting on a harness racing carriage pulled by the horse.

arca0210rb Step Back in Time
Prince Edward 

Island

Who's your daddy?: Ask costumed extras outside Province House for names and 
iconic details of ten historical figures at a recreation of Canada's founding inside,  
then enter and correctly identify all ten people.

arca0210sb Find Hidden Bottles
of Moonshine

Prince Edward 
Island

Search a large pile of horse manure for three jars of moonshine.

Believe it or not? Actually culturally relevant.

arca0210dt Mussels or Mass
Prince Edward 

Island

Mussels: Drive to an aqua farm and strip three bins of mussels from their socks,  
putting them all in empty bins. Mass: Drive to a farm and use a tape measure and 
calculator to find the total weight of over 10,000,000 potatoes in a warehouse.

During the Pit Stop, teams are taken back to Charlottetown.

arca0211ri1 Ice Ice Baby New Brunswick

Drive to New Brunswick and find a fast food restaurant in Shediac, then ice a  
cake and serve it and frozen drinks to an Acadian birthday party.

Oh, it  is SO culturally relevant and not just an egregious excuse for a random 
product placement.

arca0211dt By Land or By Sea New Brunswick

By Land: Collect a GPS from a nearby trailhead,  then use it  to find ten items 
hidden within  a  2000m² search area.  By  Sea:  Travel  to  Hopewell  Rocks  and 
memorise  seven  messages,  run down  the  beach  and  use  a  book  to  find  the 
nautical flag shorthand for each, return and find the correct flags among a set of  
nearly 100, then hang them in the right order. No notes.

arca0211rb Rappel Cape Enrage New Brunswick
Who's ready to rage against the cape?: Abseil down a cliff to the beach below, 
collecting half a clue on the way, then run to a second cliff and rock climb up it to 
grab the second half.

arca0211ri2 Buckle Up New Brunswick Run to a nearby zipline and have one partner harness the other correctly, with  
only their own harness for reference, then ride to the Pit Stop.

arca0212ri1 River Deep,
Mountain High

Ontario
Collect a kayak from Fleet Street Pumping Station and carry it to a nearby dock, 
paddle down an Olympic  training course to Parliament Hill,  then walk to the 
Centennial Flame.

arca0212ri2 Lost in Time Ontario
Walk to the House of Commons Speaker's office, pick one of three dates, search  
Hansard for the historical event debated in Parliament that day, then walk to the 
Library of Parliament and tell the waiting librarian.

arca0212rb1 Military Search Ontario
Who's da bomb?: Search the Diefenbunker for three military miniatures hidden 
in different places. There are five sets of miniatures hidden.

arca0212rb2 Climb Atrium Ontario

[Hint not revealed]: Use an ascender to climb 60 feet to the top of an atrium,  
grabbing a suspended clue along the way, then pull yourself along a horizontal  
rope to a balcony.

First requires travelling to the Canadian Museum of Nature.

arca0212ri3 Paintings from
the Race

Ontario

Hang 36 paintings showing images from throughout the season on a wall in the 
correct chronological  order.  There are decoy paintings to make it harder; the 
only hint given is that there are three correct paintings per leg.

Sounds hard, but it becomes even more so when you realise a different task was 
implied: clues had outlines of visited locations on them and, with Hong Kong and 
Macau counted separately as the show did, there was exactly one task with a 
memory element in each, meaning it would have been logical to expect “match 
the memory task to the location outline”.



ChinaChina

Season One
Reference Title Location Details

arch0101ri1 Orange You Glad... Shanghai
Travel by train to Shanghai South Railway Station and find a woman with an 
orange umbrella. First five get tickets on the first train to the next destination; 
the next five get tickets on a later train.

arch0101rb Eat Turtle Zhejiang
Who's ready to come out of their shell?: Eat a small turtle, leaving only the shell  
on the plate.

arch0101ri2 Pick Strawberries Zhejiang Pick 5kg of strawberries by hand, transferring them to a bucket positioned at the 
end of a greenhouse.

arch0101ri3 Paintball Zhejiang
Collect ten colour-coded flags from a barrier-filled clearing while avoiding a set  
of paintball snipers, with only one gun to share for defence.

arch0101ri4 Puzzle Game Zhejiang

Travel to Ningbo's waterfront and find a stack of 100 tiles, then assemble them 
in a frame to form an image of the Pit Stop.

The image shows the inside of the Pit Stop building, but the mat is outside.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arch0102ri1 Green; Arrow Jiangsu
Ride a boat down a canal and find a building with three green lanterns, then 
follow a marked path on foot to the clue.

arch0102sb Feat of Clay Jiangsu Make a teacup each out of provided clay.

arch0102rb Brick Matching Jiangsu
Who's the better matchmaker?: Select a half-brick and search over 1000 half-
bricks on an adjacent table for the one that will complete the chosen brick.

arch0102dt
Warrior Strength
or Warrior Skill Jiangsu

Warrior Strength: Ride a boat to a tower in the water, then each climb up a rope  
ladder on one side and free rappel down the other. Warrior Skill: Carry a bow 
and arrows to an archery range, then eat hit a target on a mannequin.

arch0102ri2 Count Flowerpots Jiangsu Count the number of flowerpots on and around a giant outdoor staircase.

arch0103dt Rock or Roll Jiangsu
Rock: Drive a boat across a lake to a rock-climbing wall, then climb it one at a  
time.  Roll:  Travel  around a marked course to  a  skate  park,  with one partner 
riding a bicycle cart and the other being towed behind them on a skateboard.

arch0103ri1 China Brush Jiangsu
Search among 2000 wooden combs for one of  nine marked with the Chinese 
characters for Changzhou, then travel to Miduqiao Primary School and comb and 
tie ten schoolgirls' hair.

arch0103ri2 Baijiu Roulette Jiangsu
Travel to Baguo Buyi restaurant and spin a lazy Susan with a clue and several  
glasses of baijiu on it; have a glass land in front of you and one partner must 
drink it before spinning again.

arch0103rb Row a Boat Jiangsu
Who's the captain of the team?: Use one long oar to paddle a boat across a lake  
to collect a flag, then return to the dock.

arch0104dt Blade or Brush Jiangsu

Blade: Two minitasks – cutting out a given design and using a scalpel to trace a 
different design. Brush: Two minitasks – writing Yangzhou in Chinese with a 
calligraphy brush and copying a painting of a bamboo grove.

For both tasks, one partner does each minitask.

arch0104rb Eat Fried Rice Jiangsu

Who's ready to have some fan?: Eat a 1.5kg serving of fried rice.

At a route marker before the Road Block there is a Yield, but the hourglass is 
replaced by a coil of incense. In later seasons, the hourglass is used.

arch0105rb Carve a Duck Beijing Who can make the cut?: Watch a demonstration, then correctly carve a Peking 
duck. Fail and chop ten leeks before trying again.

arch0105ri Copycat, Copy That Beijing
Walk to Yan Club Arts Centre and recreate a simple drawing, with one player 
unable to see the original and following their partner's directions. Each team has 
a different drawing to copy, and the guide cannot see the copy attempt.



arch0105dt
Go for the Gold or

Go for the Goal Beijing

Go for the Gold: Search the seats in the Birds' Nest for one of several hidden gold 
medals.  Go for  the Goal:  Score one soccer  goal  from a corner kick,  with  one 
player kicking and the other headbutting it into an unguarded net.

The graphics omit the “the” from each task title. (Allan also omits the rules when 
explaining the tasks, instead letting a single pun explain everything.)

During the Pit Stop, teams are taken back to Beijing (from the Great Wall).

arch0106rb Climb a Dam Shandong Who's the best damn climber?: Use an ascender to climb Dragon Reservoir Dam.

arch0106ri1 Stairway to Heaven Shandong Dress in opera costumes and climb a set of outdoor stairs to reach an “Empress”.

arch0106ri2 The Long Haul Shandong

Travel to Taishan Stone Shop and search among hundreds of engraved stones for  
one marked with the Chinese symbols for “China Rush”.

The stone must then be delivered to the next destination.

arch0106dt Trees or Keys Shandong
Trees: Walk down a steep outdoor staircase to collect a small tree, then carry it  
back up to a temple and plant it. Keys: Walk directly to the temple and use a key 
to open a lock somewhere among hundreds of decoys.

arch0107ri Feed Whale Fish Shandong Gut 20kg of fish and carry it to a whale tank, then feed the whales.

arch0107rb SCUBA Dive Shandong
Who's ready to get tanked?: SCUBA dive in an aquarium tank and find seven 
letters on transparent tiles, then rearrange them to spell a mystery word.

arch0107dt
Buried Metal or
Carried Metal Shandong

Buried Metal: Travel to Old Stone Man Beach and use a metal detector to find a 
compass  buried  somewhere in a  marked  area.  Carried  Metal:  Travel  to  Beer 
Street and carry six full beer kegs from one end of the street to the other.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arch0108ri Rig a Sailboat Shandong
Follow a demonstration to rig a boat sail  correctly,  then ride in the boat to a 
cluegiver offshore.

arch0108sb Ear Cleaning Sichuan Each have your ears cleaned using traditional tools.

arch0108dt Hot Pot or Teapot Sichuan

Hot Pot:  Travel  to a local restaurant and each eat servings of meat, tofu, and 
lettuce cooked in  a Szechuan broth,  as  well  as  a  serve of  diced red peppers. 
Teapot: Travel to a local teahouse and pour seven cups of tea each from a long-
spouted teapot without spilling. (This Detour has a U-Turn attached.)

arch0108rb Find a Scroll Sichuan

Who's not afraid of the dark?: Search the 24-acre grounds of Du Fu Cottage in  
the dark for one of five hidden scrolls, with only a small flashlight for assistance.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arch0109rb Feed the Pandas Sichuan
Who wants to feed some pandas?:  Wash 10kg of bamboo leaves and transfer 
them to a feeding area without any touching the ground. Fail and bring all the 
leaves back before restarting.

arch0109sb Tone Deaf Sichuan Learn a short Mandarin song about the local region, then sing it verbatim.

arch0109dt
Face Detection or

Face Detention Sichuan

Face Detection: Find a particular student among a school's classes, using only a  
cropped photo showing half of their face, then take them to the principal's office. 
Face Detention: Write a provided Chinese sentence on a blackboard 50 times 
without error. Make an error and restart the entire task.

arch0109ri After Rafter Sichuan

Whitewater raft down a river to the Pit Stop.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg. 
(This is the first time there have been three consecutive non-eliminations; based 
on the reaction it got, it's not surprising it hasn't happened since.)

arch0110rb Island Golf Yunnan
Who's ready to tee it up?: Use a golf club to hit tennis balls between a series of 
five islands in a swamp, landing a ball on each to advance to the next. If all ten  
balls land in the water, they must be collected by boat before continuing.

arch0110ri Transport Wood Yunnan Load 20kg of wood into baskets strapped to a donkey, then lead it up a hill to a 
dropoff point, then carry the wood farther up the steps to a Taoist temple.

arch0110sb Plow a Field Yunnan One at a time, lead a buffalo-drawn plow around three laps of a muddy field.



arch0110dt Fish or Float Yunnan
Fish: Catch two fish in a waterlogged rice paddy with your bare hands. Float: 
Build a raft of any design from provided bamboo and rope, then paddle across 
Wild Duck Lake.

arch0111ri1 Eat Cockroaches Guangdong Eat ten fried cockroaches each, leaving only the legs.

arch0111ri2 Water and Fire Guangdong
Travel to Bagua Village and find a well a short distance from the village walls, fill 
buckets  with  water  and  carry  them  through  the  narrow  alleys  to  a  plaza, 
repeating until a larger bucket is full, then light a set of firecrackers.

arch0111rb Waterfall Rappel Guangdong Who's ready to get wet?: Abseil down a waterfall into the pond below, then swim 
to a nearby pontoon.

arch0111dt Crags or Cranes Guangdong

Crags: Search a cavern for tiles with numbers and Chinese characters, then use 
this information to find a clue on one of 500 statues on a nearby island. Cranes:  
Walk to a crane sanctuary and use only flags on poles to herd seven red-crowned 
cranes into a pen.

arch0112rb Climb the Wheel Shanghai Who can conquer the wheel?: Climb up a 15m-high wheel structure to collect a 
clue, then perform a free rappel back to the ground.

arch0112ri1 Start a Car Shanghai
Enter an adjacent automobile museum and find one of three cars with its keys in 
its ignition, then start it and deliver the keys to the museum entrance.

arch0112ri2 Slow and Steady Shanghai
Drive a car around one lap of a test track, staying within 3km/h of the posted 
speed limits. Only the passenger in  the backseat will  be able to see the car's  
current speed.

arch0112ri3 Wine Tasting Shanghai
Correctly match five glasses of red wine to the corresponding bottles any way 
necessary. No hints are given if there are any errors.

arch0112ri4 Keep Track Shanghai

Travel to the China Railway Pavilion at the World Expo and mark the ten Pit Stop 
cities on a map of China to show the order in which they were visited.

There were actually eleven Pit Stop cities but Chengdu is used for both Leg 8 and  
Leg 9, even though Leg 9 ended in nearby Dujiangyan.

arch0112cc Lost in Translation Shanghai

Find the finish line given only a clue written entirely in Mandarin.

The finish  line is  the Oriental  Pearl  Tower; it  was  also the start  line for this 
version's semi-canon predecessor Shanghai Rush.

Season Two
Reference Title Location Details

arch0201ri1 Red Ahead Zhejiang
Travel  to  Wuzhen Wedding Hall  Museum and find one of  several  hidden red 
envelopes, then deliver it to a bride in a wedding parade on a nearby street.

arch0201dt Hang Out or Dig In Zhejiang

Hang Out: Travel to the Foliage dyeing workshop and find calico strips with four  
different designs in a large pile, then use bamboo poles to each hang two of the  
strips  from  overhead  drying  rails.  Dig  In:  Travel  to  the  Syria  Chang  Sauces 
factory and search among 78 vats of bean paste to find a coin like the example.  
There are decoy coins also hidden.

arch0201ri2 Luck of the Drawer Zhejiang

Travel to East Wuzhen Pharmacy and search over 100 medicine drawers for four 
tiles  showing  different  Chinese  characters  and  Romanised  equivalents,  then 
arrange them in the right order to reveal the Pit Stop location.

A Road Block in between the Detour and this task was edited out as only two out  
of  eleven teams were able to  complete it  successfully.  It  involved sitting in  a 
bathtub-sized boat and catching fish by hand.

arch0202ri1
Navigate Winding  
Village Streets to
Find the House

Jiangxi

Travel on foot through the narrow and unmarked alleys to a specific address, 
then assemble 64  tiles  to  form an image matching the  example shown on a 
banner hanging from an adjacent house.

Odd title, that one. The navigation wasn't even really shown.

arch0202dt Hunting or Gathering Jiangxi

Hunting: Search a 10,000m² tea field for one of several hidden golden tea leaves. 
Gathering: Pick exactly 150g of tea leaves, measuring with a traditional scale.

The clue (and by extension the teams) calls the tasks Hunters and Gatherers.



arch0202ri2 Clock Lock Jiangxi
Travel  to  Millennium Guzheng and search its  rooms for  a  repeating  numeric 
code, then use it to open a combination lock on a box with a clue inside.

arch0202rb Climb Up Waterfall Jiangxi Who's  ready for a rush?:  Rock climb up a 12m waterfall,  wearing traditional 
shoes made of grass.

arch0203dt Wheels or Peels Fujian

Wheels: Pedal an aquabike to a giant floating ball, unclip it from its anchor, then 
ride back to shore on a banana boat. Peels: Ride a Segway down the beach to a  
dig site, then find six different buried fruits.

In  addition  to  clearly  being  almost  impossible  by  design,  behind  the  scenes 
information suggests Peels was even harder because producers hadn't  buried 
most of the fruit before teams started to arrive.

arch0203ri Pedal Paddle Fujian Travel to North Bank Park and steer a paddleboat around its lake to find one of 
nine floating clues. (This task has a Yield attached, with the sign at the dock.)

arch0203rb
Blood Clams
and Baijiu Fujian

Who wants to chow down?: Eat a large serving of blood clams and drink three  
glasses of baijiu wine. The clams are served in their shells.

arch0204ri Sack Up Guangdong Travel to Xianjuyuan Taoist Temple and use only a pole to deliver a 35kg sack of  
rice up a steep path from the temple entrance to the temple itself.

arch0204rb
Climbing Rocks

in Xuanjitai Guangdong

Who feels rock solid?: Climb down a rope ladder to collect a clue from the base 
of a cliff, then climb back up.

First requires a hike to Xuanjitai Platform.

arch0204dt
Chasing Chickens
or Dancing Lions Guangdong

Chasing  Chickens:  Travel  to  a  free-range  chicken  farm,  then  catch  ten  live 
chickens and place them in baskets. Dancing Lions: Walk to the town square and 
select a lion dancing head, search the village for the costume's tail, then return to 
the square and perform a short lion dance. (This Detour has a U-Turn attached.)

A team quit at the Pit Stop; rumours suggest the leg was to be a non-elimination 
with an Intersection in Leg 5 (which became impossible with an odd number of  
teams). Based on the next two legs' design... I'd say about an 85% chance it's  
true? The next Road Block in particular does feel like a repurposed Speed Bump.

arch0205ri A Cut Above Hunan
Travel to Xiang Xi Farmhouse and use hacksaws to cut a bamboo pole filled with 
aging baijiu into four pieces, draining the baijiu into a vase.

arch0205dt Name That View or  
Name That Tune

Hunan

Name That View: Travel to Sand Painting Gallery and correctly match names of 
ten local mountains with provided photos. There are decoy photos. Name That 
Tune: Travel to Baofeng Lake and ride a boat to listen to performers sing four 
songs in an indigenous dialect, memorising the shown titles, then proceed to the 
far end of  the lake and identify  which of the four is  being sung by a  second 
performer. Guess wrong and return to the first performer before trying again.

The clue (and by extension the teams) calls the tasks Look and Listen.

arch0205rb Chop Chili Peppers Hunan

Who is the spice lover?: Use a meat cleaver to finely chop 3.5kg of onions, garlic,  
and hot chillies, putting the chopped mixture in storage containers. (This task 
has a Yield attached.)

First requires travelling to Tujia Village, although the Yield is at the cluebox.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arch0206ri1 Hot & Cold Chongqing

Travel to Zhang's Lamb Hotpot and search among 600 bottles of beer for one of 
several with a small race flag on its base, then eat ten plates of lamb cooked in a  
Chongqing hotpot broth.

Teams earn morning departure times based on the order they finish.

arch0206ri2 Pig's Breakfast Chongqing
Travel to a farm in Shuanghe and prepare pig feed by chopping vegetables and 
removing dry corn from cobs before mixing them it in a grinder, then wait for 
the pigs to eat it.

arch0206sb Irrigate
Cabbage Patch

Chongqing Use  small  scoops  to  water  a  cabbage  patch,  completely  emptying  two  large 
buckets of water.



arch0206dt Roll It or Ride It Chongqing

Roll It: Travel to a zorbing hill and count the tyres in the safety wall correctly,  
then ride a zorb down the hill. Ride It: Travel to a go-kart track and complete  
two off-road laps within seven and a half minutes, switching drivers after the 
first. Fail and clean the go-kart's tyres before trying again.

arch0206rb Rappel Down Chongqing Who likes to hang out?: Perform a 90m free rappel from a nearby cliff.

arch0207rb Traditional Patterns
of Tu Minority

Chongqing

Who wants to take a trip to remember?: Ride a zipline over a river and study the 
costumes worn by two singers, then ride a second zipline back across and select  
the eight patterns on their costumes from a set of twenty. Fail and climb back to  
the first zipline before trying again.

Teams fly together to the next destination; they are released from the airport in 
the order they finished this task.

arch0207ri Baba Batter Yunnan Travel to a specified Naxi restaurant and follow an ongoing demonstration to 
correctly make two traditional baba pancakes each.

arch0207dt Renovate or 
Communicate

Yunnan

Renovate: Walk to a nearby town square, then paint and decorate a horse cart to  
match  the  finished  example.  Communicate:  Walk  to  a  nearby  theatre  and 
recreate four Naxi pictograms, with one player unable to see the original and 
following  their  partner's  verbal  directions.  The  guide  cannot  see  the  copy 
attempt. (This Detour has a Double U-Turn attached.)

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arch0208cc Find the Meaning
of “4506”

Yunnan

Given only the number 4506, find the next destination.

No,  I  mean given ONLY the number.  No additional information,  no preamble. 
Possibly the toughest cryptic clue in the show's history?

arch0208rb
Ascend Jade Dragon  

Snow Mountain Yunnan
Who wants to get high?: Wearing your backpack, carry a flag up a steep and 
snowy hill to its summit, all while over 4500m above sea level.

arch0208sb Make Ta Liu
Minority Pastry

Yunnan Walk to a nearby house and make twenty traditional rice cakes with provided 
tools, following a demonstration.

arch0208dt Through the Park
or On the Mark

Yunnan

Through the Park: Walk to a compound on one side of a village and deliver a 
variety of heavy and awkward items on foot to a compound on the other side, 
making as many trips as needed. On the Mark: Walk to an archery range and use 
traditional bows and arrows to hit a target split into zones worth different point 
values, scoring a total of at least 100 points.

arch0209ri1 Cut the Hat Qinghai Travel to Yijia Minority Products and select 40 matching Islamic hats from a pile, 
trim the loose strings, then fold and pack them for delivery.

arch0209ri2 Yellow Peril Qinghai
Travel to the edge of the Yellow River and inflate twelve lambhide floats on a  
traditional raft by mouth, then paddle across a fast-moving section of the river 
and climb up to the cluebox on a nearby bridge.

arch0209dt Sun or Bun Qinghai

Sun: Find a specific  home and assemble a solar cooker to match the finished 
example.  Bun:  Find  a  specific  home  and  fold  twenty  sweet  dumplings  in  an 
intricate manner, using an ongoing demonstration for reference.

Both first require travelling to San Lan Ba Hai Village.

That's  six food preparation tasks in the past five legs, and the third “make a 
pastry common among local minorities” task in the past three. I'm beginning to 
sense a bit of a theme.

arch0209rb Air Mail Qinghai

Who can pull their own weight?: Load a basket of supplies into a suspended cart,  
climb in and pull yourself over the river to the other side, then deliver the basket  
on foot to a nearby monastery before returning the same way.

There is no rest period at this Pit Stop; all teams arrive within the first episode.

arch0210rb Shadow Puppet  
Puzzle

Qinghai

Who is the piece maker?: Correctly assemble six Ming Dynasty shadow puppets 
from their component pieces.

“The only thing I got right the first time was the horse, because it had four legs, 
and that's pretty much the same in every country I think.” Except Wales.  But 
Wales totally doesn't count.



arch0210ri1 Taste Test Qinghai
Travel to Dong Xia Shen and study a cup of Eight Treasures Tea, then enter a 
store and find the correct eight ingredients on the shelves. Two wrong attempts 
per team are allowed; further failures incur immediate fifteen-minute penalties.

arch0210ri2 Light it Up Qinghai Travel to Guang Hui Temple and light a series of six candles, then greet a waiting 
Buddhist monk.

arch0210dt Spin It or Stack It Qinghai

Spin It: Transfer two wooden plates from a beehive to a plate spinner, then spin 
it to release the honey within. Stack It: Tie bundles of hay into five bales, then 
carry them across a bridge and stack them vertically to match a finished stack.

Both first require travelling to Duo Long Village.

arch0211ri1 A Raw Deal Shandong
Walk to Hai Xian Ju restaurant and each eat two raw sea cucumbers.

Teams earn morning departure times based on the order they finish.

arch0211irb Search Fishing Net  
Containing Clues

Shandong

Who's ready to reel  it  in?:  Board a fishing boat and ride to a group of buoys  
offshore, then pull up the nets attached to the buoys until one with clues inside 
is found. Not every net has clues.

One player per team performs the task, working with the partner team's player.

arch0211dt
Count the Vines or

Find the Wine Shandong

Count the Vines: Count the number of vines in a five-acre vineyard field. Find the 
Wine: Use four pairs of wineglasses filled with different amounts of wine and 
representing different digits to solve a code, then work out the digits shown by 
five other  pairs  before finding the corresponding numbered wine barrel  in  a  
basement and rolling it outside.

Both first require travelling to Chateau Junding.

arch0211ri2 For Whom the
Bells Toll

Shandong
Travel  to  San Xian  Shan Park and watch a  bell  performance,  then spend ten 
minutes learning to play the same song before performing it in unison. Fail and 
receive a fifteen-minute penalty before trying again.

arch0212ri1 Dress a Deluxe Room Shanghai Study  a  hotel  room  for  three  minutes,  then  proceed  to  a  second  room  and 
furnish it to match the example room. No hints are given if errors are made.

arch0212dt Spin It or Snap It Shanghai

Spin It: Complete two laps of a course while keeping a diabolo each balanced. 
Snap It: Select a photo showing a tourist in a nearby location, then search the 
area for the tourist, bring them to the location, and recreate the photo exactly.

No, Allan. Recreating a photo of you looking like a douche wasn't necessary.

arch0212ri2 Fork Off Shanghai
Drive to a beer factory and use a forklift to each transfer six pallets of beer from  
one  marked  area  to  another.  Break  anything  and  get  a  fifteen-minute  time 
penalty before trying again.

arch0212rb Match the Legs Shanghai

Who's ready for a trip down Memory Lane?: Search a set of giant leg statues for 
22 placards showing names and images of the eleven Pit Stop cities, then match 
them into pairs and put them on signs in the order they were visited.

First requires walking to Red Town Sculpture Park.

Season Three
Reference Title Location Details

arch0301ri1
The Loneliest 

Number Shanghai

Run to a group of flags and find one with an archaic hanzi character meaning 
“one”, then bring it to Allan. First five to finish get tickets on the first bus to the 
next  destination;  the  next  five  get  tickets  on  the  second  bus;  the  last  team 
searching is eliminated immediately.

arch0301ri2 In Plain Sight Shanxi Upon arriving in Yangcheng, search the area immediately next to the bus for a 
hidden clue while a local performance takes place.

arch0301ri3 Dragon Hunt Shanxi

Walk to a nearby palace rooftop and search from the elevated lookout for one of  
ten pieces of a ceramic dragon, then collect it and put it in the proper place in an 
incomplete dragon statue on the rooftop. Break your piece and you get a task  
failure penalty.

arch0301ri4 Han Boat Dash Shanxi Put on traditional costumes including a two-person pantomime boat, then walk 
down a dry riverbed.



arch0301rb Monkey Swing Shanxi

Who's  ready  to  monkey  around?:  Assemble  a  bamboo  swingset  for  wild 
monkeys, using only a finished swing for reference.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg. 
The leg winners receive an Express Pass, although no reference is made to when 
it expires.

arch0302ri
Matryoshka
Doll Match Heilongjiang

Choose  a  matryoshka  doll  and  search  the  building  for  the  other  nine  in  its  
complete set, assembling it correctly. No trading; all dolls taken apart must be 
rebuilt before continuing.

arch0302sb
A Chip Off

the Old Block Heilongjiang

Use chisels to break through a large block of ice and collect a clue frozen within.

I realise this version has never had the production values of the US version, but 
it's really, really noticeable here.

arch0302dt Log It or Slog It Heilongjiang

Log It: Chop 30 logs into halves, then stack them in a fifteen-level tower. Slog It:  
Search  a  marked  section  of  forest  for  a  'singing  tree',  using  only  a  pair  of  
parabolic microphones, then dig up a buried clue.

Both first require travelling to Shuangsen Village.

arch0302rb Barrack Bed-Making Heilongjiang
Who's ready to fall in?: Make a bed and fold its blanket to Peoples' Liberation 
Army standards, using only a made bed for reference.

arch0303ri1 Etiquette Education Jilin
Part 1: Use a student ID card written only in Korean to find a nearby school and 
the student themselves. Part 2: Learn and perform a series of “formal Korean 
mannerisms”. Fail and get a ten-minute penalty before trying again.

arch0303ff Gem of a Ginseng Jilin
Travel  to  Tungsen  Biotechnology  Company and  search a  marked area  of  the 
storage warehouse for an irregular piece of ginseng shown in a giant picture.

arch0303dt Pot Luck or Pot Belly Jilin
Pot Luck: Balance a pot of cabbage on your head, then walk across a courtyard 
and back without touching or dropping it, one at a time. Pot Belly: Eat a 1.2kg 
serving of kimchi each. Vomit at any point and receive a twenty-minute penalty.

arch0303ri2 Extreme Swinging Jilin

Travel  to  Jindalai  Square  and  work  together  to  ring  a  bell  suspended  three 
metres in the air in front of a giant swingset, with one player standing on the  
seat and the other launching them from the ground. Fail to hit the bell within 
three swings and get a ten-minute penalty before trying again.

arch0304iri High-Pressure Horse Zhejiang
Basketball. Each score goals from three set points, then have one player sink a  
shot from the three-point line. Fail to sink every shot within six minutes and get  
an immediate ten-minute penalty before trying again.

arch0304ri Scarecrow Stuff-Up Zhejiang Travel to Maji Village and make a scarecrow, then set it up in a field.

arch0304dt Showdown or
Chow Down

Zhejiang

Showdown: Travel to Pinghu Folk Culture Museum and beat a local child in a 
game of watermelon chess. Chow Down: Travel to Meiyantang Restaurant and 
use traditional techniques  to shell  five duck eggs  without breaking the inner 
membrane, then each eat a fermented egg.

arch0304rb Pipa Perfection Zhejiang
Who's ready to carry a tune?: Learn and perform a short local song on the pipa.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arch0305sb A Snail's Pace Zhejiang

Walk to a nearby antiques store, then each eat 1.5kg of cooked river snails.

Despite  the way it  was presented,  behind the scenes information implies the 
task was waived once it became clear the snails hadn't been cleaned and thus 
were unsafe for human consumption.

arch0305ri1 Up Sheep Creek Zhejiang
Load a  sheep into a  sampan, then paddle  along a marked route  through the  
canals of Xinshi without losing the sheep.

arch0305dt Head Up or
Head Down

Zhejiang

Head Up: Take a machete on foot to a nearby bamboo forest, then find one of  
eight trees with clues at the top and chop it down. Head Down: Travel on foot to 
the same forest and find a marked set of twelve poles, then transport them to a  
stacking area at the bottom of a steep hill.

arch0305rb Sword Diving Zhejiang
Who's ready to retrace history by going down under?: SCUBA dive in a reservoir 
to collect a submerged sword for use in the next task.



arch0305ri2 Take a Shine Zhejiang

Travel  to  Jiangshi  Scenic  Area  and  find  the  Sword  Stone  Pond,  then  use  a 
grindstone to clean the sword collected in the Road Block until the words carved 
into it are legible.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg. 
(Behind the scenes information implies it originally wasn't and the last-placed 
team threatened to sue after production difficulties.)

arch0306sb Farmer's Feed Anhui Use yokes to transfer 10kg of hay and 10kg of grass from one side of a village to 
the other, travelling through its narrow alleys.

arch0306ri Character Count Anhui
Walk to the Luo Family  Temple,  then correctly  count  the number of  Chinese 
characters displayed on the walls.

arch0306dt Food Stall or  
Performance Hall

Anhui

Food Stall: Travel to Tunxi Old Street and select a tofu stall, then prepare and sell  
enough hairy  tofu  to  earn  100  yuan.  Performance  Hall:  Travel  to  Tunxi  Hot 
Dishes Restaurant and watch a four-minute opera performance, then repeat it to 
a judge's satisfaction.

Teams earn morning departure times based on the order they finish.

arch0306rb Waterfall Fall Anhui
Who's ready to be at the end of their rope?: Abseil 120m down the Nine Dragons 
Waterfall into the water below.

arch0307rb Dishing it Out Jiangsu

Who's ready to slice and dice the competition?: Study a restaurant dish without 
tasting or touching it, then pick the correct ingredients from an array of decoys 
and recreate it to the chef's satisfaction. Hints are provided after errors, but the 
entire dish must be remade after an wrong attempt.

arch0307dt
Screw This or

Scrap That Jiangsu

Screw This: Use wrenches to attach 87 sections of siding to a high-speed rail  
track. Scrap That: Use handcarts to transfer fourteen cartons of scrap metal from 
one side of a giant warehouse to the other, each taking only one carton at a time.

Screw  this,  indeed.  Remember  when  this  version  used  to  have  Detours  that 
weren't just tedious busywork?

arch0307ri In a Tailspin Jiangsu

Travel  to  Nanjing  University  of  Aeronautics  and  Astronautics  and  memorise 
images of ten planes while being spun around in a wheel-like device, then find 
the correct images in a set of twenty. Fail and spin again before making another 
guess. (This task has a Yield attached.)

Allan claims there are “more than twenty” images, but we're shown a close-up of 
the board and each image is clearly numbered. (In the similar zipline task last  
season he made the exact same mistake, claiming 30 patterns even though there 
were only twenty.)

arch0308dt Take Flight or
Hang Tight

Taiwan

Take Flight: Travel on foot to a lantern shop, then make a rice paper lantern and 
write a wish on it before lighting it and releasing it into the sky. Hang Tight:  
Travel to Jingan Bridge and hang 150 bamboo chimes from the railing, writing a 
wish on the last.  If  a chime falls,  serve an immediate  twenty-minute  penalty 
before continuing.

arch0308rb Paragliding Surprise Taiwan
Who's ready to stand strong?: Wait at a paragliding landing site while the player 
not chosen to perform the task travels to the top of a nearby cliff and paraglides 
back down in tandem with an expert.

arch0308cc Total Blackout Taiwan
Find the next destination given only a silhouette of a rock formation adjacent to  
the cluebox as a clue.

arch0309dt Catch It or Stack It Guizhou

Catch It:  Walk  to  a  nearby river  and catch five  ducks  with  your  bare  hands, 
placing  them  into  adjacent  baskets.  Stack  It:  Walk  to  a  field  and  follow  an 
ongoing demonstration to stack a bundle of loose hay in a two-metre-tall pile, 
spiralling it around a central pole. (This Detour has a U-Turn attached.)

arch0309ri1 Bridal Tiles Guizhou

Travel to a lookout in Xijiang Miao Village and search the skyline for a house  
with an incomplete roof, then go there and use 300 tiles to finish a section of it,  
with one player loading tiles into a basket while the other hoists it up and places  
them in a traditional pattern.

The graphics misspell “bridal”. There are no horses involved. Sorry.



arch0309rb Miao Couture Guizhou

Who has  an eye for  tradition?:  Assemble 63 tiles  to  form a photograph of  a  
woman  in  an  adjacent  group  of  brides,  then  select  the  wedding  accessories 
shown in the photo from a set of decoys and wait for her to dress in them. Select  
the wrong items and she will not accept them.

arch0309ri2 Bridal Procession Guizhou

Travelling on foot,  lead the bride dressed during the Road Block through the 
streets to a village elder's house.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arch0310ri1 Dali Delicacy Yunnan
Upon arrival in Dali, travel to Erhai Gate and find a rushan stall, then each eat 
one serving of the local street food.

arch0310sb Milkin' It Yunnan Drink a large pitcher of freshly-squeezed milk each.

arch0310ri2 Dairy Duties Yunnan
Travel to Hengfeng Dairy Farm and transfer six large baskets of carrots from the 
farm entrance to the cows' troughs, then enter an adjacent cow pen, fill  two 
buckets each with fresh manure, and deliver them to a compost heap.

arch0310dt Bride or Ride Yunnan

Bride: Study a complete costume and identify  the five items missing from an 
incomplete version, then find them in a studio complex and bring them back. 
Ride: Memorise a Wanted poster, dress as a guard and prisoner and cross the 
studio with the guard pulling the prisoner in a rickshaw-like cage, then have the  
prisoner recite their crimes. Fail and return to the start before trying again.

arch0310rb
Don't Lose

Your Marble Yunnan
Who can pick up the pieces?: Tangram. Fit all seven giant marble pieces into a 
square frame.

arch0311cc Flutter By Yunnan Find the next destination given only two dried butterflies as a clue.

arch0311ri Net-Working Yunnan
Memorise three shown butterfly species, then enter a butterly garden and use 
nets to catch five of each, transferring them into containers.

arch0311rb Medicinal  
Mountaineering

Yunnan

Who wants a taste of their own medicine?: Rock climb 15m up a cliff to collect a 
basket of herbs, then abseil back down.

First requires hiking up a trail to the cliffs.

arch0311dt Teas or Seas Yunnan

Teas:  Travel  to Linden Center and participate in a tea-tasting ceremony,  then 
enter an adjacent courtyard and find the three teas tasted in a set of  twelve, 
matching them correctly. Seas: Travel to Sha Village Performance Area and load 
a cormorant onto a boat, paddle to a fishing boat and exchange it for a basket of 
fish, then return to shore. (This Detour has a U-Turn attached.)

arch0312rb1 Fallen Dragons Chengdu

Who  wants  to  dance  with  some  old  friends?:  Arrange  eight  dragon  dancers 
wearing photos of the eliminated teams in the order the teams were eliminated, 
using cities marked on the dragon's poles for assistance, then watch them dance 
and replace the tail for an encore. The dance will not start unless dancers are in  
the right order.

arch0312ri Smokestack Shuffle Chengdu
Travel to East Chengdu Music Park, then have one member use an ascender to 
climb 60m up a smokestack before abseiling down, while the other belays.

arch0312rb2
Penetrating the
Hua Rong Path Chengdu

Who can escape?: Slide puzzle. Slide a set of large crates around a frame until the 
largest (which starts at the top) is able to slide out of the frame through a hole at 
the bottom.

It's the same slide puzzle design seen a few times on Survivor.



FranceFrance

Season One
Reference Title Location Details

arfr0101ri1 Locks and Key France Travel to Pont des Arts and search among thousands of locks on the bridge's 
railings for which of 100 marked locks can be opened with a provided key.

arfr0101ri2 Find Yourself
United Arab 

Emirates
Upon landing in Dubai, search the airport car parks for a taxi driver with a photo  
of your team, then ride with him to the next destination.

arfr0101dt Perles or Chameaux United Arab 
Emirates

Perles [Pearls]: Use a sieve to find all the pearls in a clay urn filled with sand,  
then correctly count them. Chameaux [Camels]:  Lead a camel down a trail  to 
collect two bundles of hay and return them to the start, with one partner riding  
and one walking alongside.

arfr0101rb Leap of Faith
United Arab 

Emirates

Which one of you has two feet on the ground?: Skydive in tandem with a local  
jumpmaster from 4000m.

First requires travelling to Skydive Dubai.

arfr0101ri3 Snow Way
United Arab 

Emirates

Travel  to Ski  Dubai and use buckets and shovels  to transport snow from the 
indoor skifield to an area outside, building a 1.4m tall snowman in the desert 
heat before the snow melts.

arfr0102dt Degustations
or Provisions

Thailand
Degustations [Acquired Taste]: Find a marked stall, then work together to eat 
two scorpions and three cockroaches. Provisions [Acquired Supplies]: Buy ten 
ingredients in a market, using a list written in Thai for reference.

arfr0102ri1 Four Play Thailand Travel to Wat Pho and find a student waiting near the Phra Chedi Moo Ha. Teams 
are not told there are four such statues but only one student.

arfr0102rb Surely Temple Thailand
Whoever has stronger legs will be better armed...: Climb the stairs of Wat Arun,  
count the number of statues on the top level, then come back down to guess. 
Guess wrongly and climb back up to recount before trying again.

arfr0102ri2 Dunk a Trunk Thailand Ride an elephant into a nearby river, then use provided brushes to scrub off its 
ceremonial markings.

arfr0103ri1 Lost in Translation Japan
Upon landing in Tokyo, travel  to Shibuya Crossing and find a video billboard 
showing the Amazing Race logo, then have the Japanese word appearing directly 
after translated and use it to find a cluegiver.

arfr0103rb Snatch Game Japan
Who can make weight?:  Enter a sumo wrestling  ring and grab  a clue from a 
young wrestler without being pushed out of the ring or to the ground. Fail and 
get an immediate five-minute penalty before returning to the back of the line.

arfr0103ri2 Pink Ink Japan
Travel to Jingu Bashi Bridge and find a cosplayer dressed as the anime character  
pictured in a provided illustration, then give them something pink.

arfr0103dt Nouilles or Poissons Japan

Nouilles [Noodles]: Carry six bowls of noodles 150m to a table of diners while  
wearing  kimonos and getas.  If  any  bowl's  broth  spills  beneath a  marker,  the 
entire task must be restarted. Poissons [Fish]: Use ricepaper nets to catch fifteen 
goldfish in a small tank of water. (This Detour has a U-Turn attached.)

Non-elimination leg; there is no penalty for the spared team.

arfr0104rb
Semaphoreign 

Exchange
United States

of America
Who knows their flags?: Memorise a chart showing semaphore coding for each 
letter of the alphabet, then watch a brief message and translate it from memory.

arfr0104dt
Glace Pilée or
Pierre Cassée

United States
of America

Glace Pilée [Crushed Ice]: Use a sword to shave ice from a giant block, filling an 
adjacent  bucket.  Pierre  Cassée  [Broken  Stone]:  Paddleboard  to  a  buoy,  dive 
down to collect a 2kg rock from the seafloor,  then return to shore and use a 
chisel to release a clue from inside.

Both are based on tasks from the American version. This wouldn't be notable...  
except both of the original tasks were Road Blocks.

arfr0105dt Pic à Glace or Picasso United States
of America

Pic  à Glace: Sell ice cream cones to locals on Venice Beach for at least $2 each, 
earning at least $30. Picasso: Paint caricatures for paying customers on Venice 
Beach, earning at least $30.



arfr0105ri1 Disneys as Usual
United States

of America

Part 1: Listen to a CD with French versions of nine classic Disney songs while 
driving to a hotel for a mandatory overnight rest. Part 2: In the morning, drive to 
Walt Disney Concert Hall, find a saxophonist, and correctly identify which of the 
nine songs he is playing.

Surprisingly for so many reasons, A Whole New World isn't one of the songs.

arfr0105ri2 Star-Crossed
United States

of America

Drive to the Hollywood Walk of Fame and identify four celebrities shown in a  
mock  image  of  Mount  Rushmore,  then  photograph  their  stars  and  show  a 
Marilyn Monroe lookalike.

arfr0105rb Lights, Camera, 
Action

United States
of America

Who's the best driver?: Perform a burnout on an action film set.

First requires driving to the Golden Oak Ranch.

arfr0106dt
Connaissance

or Patience Brazil
Connaissance  [Mixed]:  Match  five  items  from  each  of  Argentina,  Brazil,  and 
Paraguay with  people representing  each country.  There are two decoy items. 
Patience [Tangled]: Untangle a giant knot to release a clue.

arfr0106ri1 The Wheel Deal Brazil
Repair and inflate the tyres of waiting bikes, then use said bikes to ride along a  
marked path to the next destination.

arfr0106ri2 Beginning... Brazil Paddle kayaks 5km downriver to the next clue.

arfr0106rb ...Middle... Brazil Who wants a beautiful view of Iguacu Falls?: Abseil 55m down Canion Iguacu.

arfr0106ri3 ...End? Brazil
Whitewater raft 4km downriver to the Pit Stop.

There is no rest period at this Pit Stop.

arfr0107rb Just for Kicks Brazil
Who can reach their goal without touching the ground?: Kick a soccer ball into a 
small  goal  twice within five attempts without hitting a block of wood on the 
ground; fail and return to the back of the line.

arfr0107dt Jeu de Jambes or
Jeu de Plage

Brazil

Jeu de Jambes [Leg Game]: Learn and perform a samba routine in unison. Jeu de 
Plage [Beach Game]: Finish a sand sculpture of Corcovado by adding the word 
“Race” beneath the “Amazing” already present and covering a model of Cristo 
Redentor with sand.

Both first require travelling to Copacabana Beach.

arfr0107ri State of Play Brazil Find people born in eight different states of Brazil.

arfr0108dt Radio or Disco South Africa
Radio: Travel to the V&A Waterfront Market and assemble two local radios to  
match the  completed examples.  Disco:  Learn  and perform a  Gumboot  dance 
routine with a group of professionals.

arfr0108ri1 Streets... South Africa
Assemble provided wooden blocks to reveal two local street names, search the 
District Six Museum's giant map for the name of  a person who lived at their  
intersection before apartheid, then find them in the museum.

arfr0108ri2 ...and Sheets South Africa Buy a copy of the Cape Times newspaper and find a clue hidden in its pages.

arfr0108ri3 About Time South Africa

Perform assorted chores at an orphanage for 67 minutes.

The task is a reference to Mandela Day, a South African public holiday where 
citizens are encouraged to spend 67 minutes helping the community.

Non-elimination leg; there is no penalty for the spared team.

arfr0109ri Eight is Enough South Africa
Ride around a set course in a safari jeep, using binoculars to find eight signs 
with numbers along the way, then use these numbers to correctly answer eight 
trivia questions about African animals.

arfr0109dt Jeux de la Terre
or Jeux de l'Eau

South Africa

Jeux de la Terre [Dry Game]: Taking turns, throw knobkieries to break a series of 
hanging clay targets without breaking the black target in the centre. Break the  
black pot and incur a ten-minute penalty. Jeux de l'Eau [Wet Game]: Crack open 
an ostrich egg and drain its contents, then use the shells to fill a jar with water  
from a nearby bucket. (This Detour has a U-Turn attached.)

arfr0109rb On a Roll South Africa

[Hint unknown]: Roll  a 120kg wine barrel  along a marked course to a filling 
station as wine leaks from its hole, then use buckets and a funnel to refill it.

During this Pit Stop, teams are taken back to Cape Town.



arfr0110rb Body Shots South Africa

[Hint unknown]: Ride a boat to a shark habitat, dive down in a shark cage, and 
take a photo fitting an entire shark into frame before surfacing. Fail and get a  
fifteen-minute penalty upon landing back in France.

Teams were given the clue for the Road Block upon arriving at the previous leg's  
Pit Stop.

arfr0110ri1 Sand Which France Dig among a series of small sand piles to find a clue. Every pile has a clue but 
most are decoys simply saying to try again.

arfr0110dt Crème Fouettée
or Cible Visée

France
Crème Fouettée [Soft  Cream]:  Prepare a batch of Crème Chantilly  to  a  chef 's 
satisfaction. Cible Visée [Sharp Eyes]: Use a bow and arrow to hit a target six  
times, getting two arrows in each of the blue, red, and yellow areas.

arfr0110ri2 Long Way Round France Arrange a series of distance markers next to signs marking each location visited 
during the race, showing how far they are from Paris.



IsraelIsrael

Season One
Reference Title Location Details

aris0101ri1 Self Service Israel
Search Ben-Gurion Airport for a marked ticket counter and select one of ten clue 
envelopes containing tickets to the first destination. Tickets on the two available 
flights are randomly allocated to envelopes.

aris0101ri2 Tow the Line South Africa
Drive to Kragga-Kamma Game Park and along a marked track to a log, securing it 
to the car and towing it to a set point farther along the track.

aris0101ri3 Use Your Head South Africa Balance a fruit basket on each of your heads and deliver it to a sangoma across  
the village without touching or dropping it, then receive a traditional blessing.

aris0101dt Meym or Shemeym South Africa
Meym [Water]:  Walk to a  waterfall  and perform a free rappel one at  a  time, 
adding three numbers shown on signs along the way. Shemeym [Air]: Walk to a 
zipline and ride in tandem across a valley.

aris0101ri4 Smash Hit South Africa Drive to Khoisan Village and take turns throwing knobkieries at a hanging clay  
urn until it breaks.

aris0101rb Leap of Faith South Africa
[Hint unknown]: Bungy 216m from the Bloukrans Bridge.

First requires driving to said bridge.

aris0101ri5 A Tents Situation South Africa

Drive to Storms River  Mouth and assemble a  campsite to  match the finished 
example, then run to the adjacent Pit Stop.

Non-elimination leg; the saved team loses everything except their passports and 
worn clothes, and will not get any money at the start of the next leg.

aris0102dt Derkh Hayayn or
Derkh Hekhvenet

South Africa

Derkh Hekhvenet  [Gun Barrel]:  Skeet  shooting.  Drive to Valley  Gun Club and 
shoot a total of six clay targets, switching shooter every five shots. Derkh Hayayn 
[Wine Barrel]: Drive to Nelson's Creek winery and transport an empty barrel  
across a vineyard, then use buckets and a funnel to fill it with red wine from a 
nearby vat.

aris0102ri1 Sliders South Africa Drive to Atlantis Dunes and sandboard down a steep dune, passing through a 
narrow goal at the bottom. Fail and hike back up to try again.

aris0102rb A Race Within a Race South Africa

[Hint unknown]:  Drive  a  racecar  around one lap of  the Killarney  race  track,  
behind a pace car, within two minutes.

First requires driving to said race track.

aris0102ri2 Feeling Sheepish South Africa Buy two raw Smileys (sheep heads) and bring them to a communal cooking site,  
then have them cooked in the traditional fashion and eat all the meat.

aris0102ri3 Dance Tips South Africa
Drive  to  the  Nelson Mandela  Monument at  Marina V&A  and  perform with  a  
group of gumboot dancers, collecting 30 rand in tips.

aris0103ri1 Pedal Petal Peddle Vietnam Pedal  a  flatbed  tricycle  around  Ben  Thanh  Market  to  sell  flowers  to  locals, 
earning at least 150,000 dong.

aris0103dt Botz or Qefots Vietnam

Botz [Swamp]:  Complete  an  obstacle course spanning the length of  a  muddy 
field. Qefots [Jump]: Cross a river by jumping across a line of five giant lilypads.

Both first require travelling to Mr Tu Hai's Rice Field in Cai Be.

aris0103ff Rats Entertainment Vietnam Travel to a nearby restaurant and complete a mystery task: eating a serving of  
grilled rat each.

aris0103ri2 Cock of the Walk Vietnam

Travel to Bang Chicken Farm and catch 20 chickens in a pen, loading them into 
shoulderbaskets, then take them to the local market.

After finishing, teams receive a live goose they must bring to the Pit Stop.

aris0103rb Clench and Release Vietnam [Hint unknown]: Enter a snake enclosure and catch five live snakes barehanded,  
placing them in a bag, then deposit them in a nearby barrel one at a time.



aris0103ri3 Stage Presence Vietnam
Travel  to  a  specified  theatre  in  Ho  Chi  Minh City  and watch  a  performance,  
writing down a series of Hebrew letters displayed on the performers' prop fans 
as they dance in formation.

aris0104ri1 On Your Bike Vietnam Assemble a small motorbike, using only a finished motorbike for reference.

aris0104rb Running in Circles Vietnam
[Hint unknown]: Lead a carabao around a figure-eight course using only verbal  
commands. If help is required the task must be restarted.

aris0104ri2 Fish in a Barrel Vietnam
Travel to Vung Tau market and find a marked stall, then count the number of fish 
in a large basket, using only an empty basket for assistance. Each basket has a 
different total.

aris0104dt Syrah Bemeym or  
Ledvesh Bergeleym

Vietnam
Syrah Bemeym [Basket Boats]: Paddle a coracle each across a lake to collect a 
hanging clue, then paddle back. Ledvesh Bergeleym [Basket Bikes]: Ride a bike 
loaded with an unwieldy number of shrimp baskets each along a 2.5km course.

aris0104ri3 Pole Dance Vietnam
Travel to a plaza and take turns crossing a series of ankle-high bamboo poles as 
locals  move them in a set pattern,  then cross together. Get hit by a pole and 
restart the entire task.

aris0104ri4 Stacked Vietnam Travel to Niet Ban Tinh Xa Temple and solve a five-level Tower of Hanoi puzzle.

aris0104ri5 Bike Bookends Vietnam Travel by cyclo to the Pit Stop, with one player riding and one pedalling.

aris0105ri1 Lost in Translation Japan
Upon landing in Tokyo, travel  to Shibuya Crossing and find a video billboard 
showing a message written in Hebrew, then use it to find a cluegiver.

aris0105ri2 Characters on 
Characters

Japan Walk to J-Pop Cafe and find a cosplayer wearing a specific hiragana character  
somewhere on their outfit. Each team must find a different character.

aris0105dt Lelmed or Lelmod Japan

Lelmed [Teach]: Choose a pupil and use flashcards to teach them ten Hebrew 
words until  they can repeat  them all  when tested.  Lelmod [Learn]:  Choose a 
pupil and work with them to learn ten Japanese words using flashcards, then 
repeat them all when tested.

aris0105rb Ninja Worrier Japan
[Hint unknown]: Pass through three rows of gate-guarding ninjas by finding the 
correct  gate in  each  row.  First  come  first  served;  get  blocked  five  times  and 
return to the back of the line.

aris0105ri3 Tanks for Nothing Japan
Drive to a nearby health spa and spend seven minutes with your feet in a tank of  
baby piranhas, then extract the next clue from a traditional Japanese puzzle box.

aris0105ri4 Swanning Around Japan Drive to Lake Yamanaka, then use a paddleboat to cross the lake to the Pit Stop.

aris0106ri1 Morning Wood China

Part 1: Carry a wooden dragon head to the Kuan Yin statue and collect a wooden 
tail, then take them to the dragon boat docks at Nam Van Lake. Part 2: The next  
morning, attach the head and tail to a dragon boat and paddle around one lap of  
a marked course.

aris0106rb Skyfall China

[Hint unknown]: Walk around one lap of Macau Tower's outdoor observation 
deck, then jump from the building and be lowered over 200m to the ground at 
high speed.

First requires travelling to said tower.

aris0106dt Ateriot or 'Eogiot China

Ateriot [Noodles]: Drive to a restaurant and use traditional local techniques to 
make four balls of noodles. 'Eogiot [Cookies]: Drive to a market and select a table 
loaded with local cookies, then bite through them one at a time to find the only  
cookie on the table with a piece of jerky baked inside.

aris0106ri2 Unchain My Heart China Travel to Fortaleza do Monte and collect a key, then proceed to the top of the fort  
and use it to open one of 1000 locks placed on the chain railings.

aris0107ri1 Creative Accounting China
Search the surrounding area for the numerical answers to five questions, then 
travel to Cosmo Hotel and use these answers along with a provided formula to 
work out the combination to a safe.

aris0107rb Lucky Seven China

Who's  good with children?:  Score seven points playing  table  tennis against a 
local child champion.

First requires travelling to Southorn Stadium.

aris0107ff Bald Ambition China Travel to Lai Chi Kok Park and perform a mystery task: shaving both your heads.



aris0107ri2 Stock Shock China
Travel to Ko Shing Market and buy a list of exotic ingredients from vendors, then 
take them to a nearby herbal chemist and have them turned into soup before 
eating a bowl each.

aris0107dt
Kung Fu or

Reyqod HaReyah China
Kung Fu [Stance]: Learn and perform a series of slow kung fu moves, then each  
punch a stack of seven clay tiles. Reyqod HaReyah [Dance]: Learn and perform a 
fast two-person lion dance routine. (This Detour has a U-Turn attached.)

aris0107ri3 Future Sight China
Travel to Wong Tai Sin Temple and find one of three specific fortune tellers, then  
each have a reading.

aris0107ri4 Step Counter China

Travel to Ten Thousand Buddhas Monastery and climb up the staircase to the Pit  
Stop, counting the number of Buddha statues with only one visible hand along 
the way. Fail and return to the bottom to count again.

Non-elimination; the spared team will get a 30-minute penalty if they do not win 
the next leg.

aris0108ri1 Sightseeing Australia

Use a pair of binoculars to scan the shores of Sydney Harbour for a giant flag 
showing the name of the next destination.

The clue specifies the exact neighbourhood, which is basically pointless when 
none of the teams are from Sydney and they arrive late at night when there is 
nobody  around  to  ask.  It  looks  as  though  it's  more  of  a  blatant  attempt  for 
comedic mispronunciations of “Woolloomooloo”.

aris0108ri2 Six of the Best Australia
Work together to eat six meat pies topped with mashed potato and peas.

Teams earn morning departure times based on the order they finish.

aris0108ri3
Oy Vey, Oy Vey,

Oy Vey Australia
Memorise the full version of the “Aussie, Aussie, Aussie” cheer, then climb up the 
Sydney Harbour Bridge and back down before repeating the cheer.

aris0108dt Reyqod Bemeym or  
Gelgol Beshemeym

Australia

Reyqod Bemeym [Water  Dance]:  Travel  to  the  Olympic  swimming  pool,  then 
learn  and  perform  a  four-person  synchronised  swimming  routine  with  two 
experts.  Gelgol  Beshemeym [Air  Roll]:  Travel  to  a nearby circus  school,  then 
perform a trapeze catch one at a time. (This Detour has a U-Turn attached.)

aris0108ri4 Australia = Beaches! Australia Travel to Manly Beach, then search the sand for “a sheila in an Aussie cozzie”.

aris0108rb Don't Look Down Australia [Hint unknown]: Abseil face-first down the Hilton Hotel.

aris0108ri5 Head Job Australia

Pour three glasses of beer each, carry them on trays to the Argyle and pour three 
more each, then carry all of them to the Orient Hotel. If any glass spills beneath a  
marked line the entire task must be restarted.

The greeter for this leg is Sydney Town Crier Graham Keating, the only person to 
have performed the duty on two separate seasons (and the only non-host to 
appear on four separate seasons, having made cameos in two others).

aris0109ri1 Hooking Up New Zealand Rig a yacht sail correctly, using only a pre-rigged sail for reference.

aris0109ri2
The Wizard of
Middle Earth New Zealand

Search the Hobbiton film set for a ring and a staff, then bring them to a waiting  
Gandalf impersonator.

aris0109rb Flock Off New Zealand

[Hint unknown]: Select a paddock filled with 40 sheep, then use portable corral 
fencing to separate the three marked sheep.

First requires driving to Shire's Rest Farm.

aris0109dt Lechtof or Letfos New Zealand
Lechtof [Snatch]: Drive to a rugby field and transport a ball across a 22m section 
without being tagged by any of three local players, then each kick a conversion.  
Letfos [Catch]: Learn and perform a traditional Maōri stick-throwing routine.

aris0109ri3 Stuck in the Mud New Zealand Drive  to  Hell's  Gate  and  search  a  mud  pool  for  two  wooden  statues  hidden 
beneath the surface.

aris0110ri1 Gotta Jet New Zealand
Drive to Shotover Jet Boats, then ride down the river in a jetboat and grab a 
suspended clue while passing.

aris0110ri2 Hay There New Zealand Drive to a nearby farm and work together to unroll 50 haybales, searching for 
one of three clues embedded within select bales.



aris0110ri3 Cake to Bake New Zealand

Drive to The Bakery and bake four pavlovas, then sell them on the streets for a 
minimum total price of $50.

No, it's actually called “The Bakery”. Imaginative.

aris0110ri4 Seen and Saw New Zealand

Drive to Lake Hayes and use a double-handed saw to cut five slices from a thick  
log, then each cut two slices alone, then use them as markers to answer nine 
multiple-choice questions about the race. No hints are given if any questions are 
answered incorrectly.

aris0110rb Take Flight New Zealand [Hint unknown]: Ride in a biplane as it completes a series of aerobatic stunts.

aris0110ri5 Sledging... New Zealand Drive to Mad Dog River Boarding, then each ride a sledge down a section of the  
Kawarau River.

aris0110ri6 ...Match New Zealand
One at a time, answer eight opinion-based questions about the race, picking a 
team as each answer. The second player must correctly match the eight answers 
given by the first player, but is not given any hints if the combination is incorrect.

aris0110ri7 Scenic Backdrop New Zealand

Perform a 120m canyon swing facing backwards.

This was one side of a Detour. Based on the task and these producers tending to 
copy tasks between the versions of the show they are involved with, it  seems 
likely the alternative was another bungy jump, which was the other choice when 
this swing was used as a Detour in The Amazing Race Asia 4.

aris0110ri8 Over the Hill New Zealand
Use three rolling logs to transport a platform with a 250kg globe on it up a hill,  
then run down the other side to the finish line.

Season Two
Reference Title Location Details

aris0201ri1 Rope a Dope Israel
Untangle a giant rope to release a ring with car keys attached, then climb up 
cable ladders into a car suspended from a crane and honk the horn in order for  
it to be lowered to the ground.

aris0201ri2 True Colours Israel

Listen to local singers perform three songs and identify the colours referred to 
by each, then search a field for balls in those colours and use the numbers on  
them to open a combination-locked safe in your car.

Teams are awarded flights to the first destination based on airport arrival; the 
last to arrive is immediately eliminated from the race.

aris0201ri3 Feelin' Hungary Hungary
Drive to Shivabenstube Restaurant and each eat a bowl of an extremely spicy 
goulash, feeding each other one teaspoon at a time. Only one small glass of water  
is provided to share.

aris0201ri4
Bring Home
the Bacon Hungary

Drive to Puss Laci and catch three pigs in a small pen, handing them to a farmer.

Yes. Pigs. On a reality show featuring almost exclusively Jewish contestants.

aris0201dt Qerqes or Vales Hungary

Qerqes [Circus]: Two circus minitasks – one player walks across a tightrope, the 
other must balance themselves on top of a  cylinder for a set amount of time 
without falling. Vales [Waltz]: Learn and perform a waltz routine for a panel of  
three judges who will score it out of ten, earning at least 20 points out of the 
possible 30. (This Detour has a Must Vote U-Turn attached.)

Both first require driving back to central Budapest.

aris0201ri5 Siphon So Fun Hungary
Travel to Obuda Square and fill a glass of soda with one player holding it above 
their head and the other using a soda siphon to spray soda at them, then have 
one player drink it all.

aris0201ri6 Strait Away Hungary Travel to the next destination wearing straitjackets.

aris0201rb The Grate Escape Hungary

Who's ready for a breathtaking experience?: With your hands and feet chained 
to a grate,  use  a  ring  of  keys  to release yourselves  while the grate  is  slowly 
lowered into a tank of water. First come, first served; signal to stop an attempt 
and return to the back of the line.

aris0201cc Block Heads Hungary Solve one side of a Rubik's Cube to reveal a photo of the Pit Stop.



aris0202ri1 Ice Ice Baby Hungary
Ice hockey. One player scores two goals against a professional goalkeeper, while 
the other holds a large block of ice in the air. The scorer can only shoot if the ice 
block is off the ground.

aris0202db
Gratuitous “Mud” 

Wrestling Challenge Hungary

Climb into a shallow tub of liquid chocolate and scoop it into a beaker on the far  
end, wrestling with the opponents as needed to get past them. First to fill their  
beaker to the marker gets the clue.

First requires travelling to Almassy Ter.

aris0202dt Khocheb Qelnoah or  
Khocheb Televysiah

Hungary

Khocheb Qelnoah [Movie Star]: Travel to Ligetvaros Irodahaz and dub a scene 
from  a  Hungarian  film  into  Hebrew,  using  subtitles  for  reference.  Make  any 
errors and you must restart. Khocheb Televysiah [TV Star]: Travel to the NAP TV 
studios  and  memorise  a  map  of  Hungary,  then  present  a  weather  report  in 
Hebrew  with  one  player  reading  a  script  and  one  putting  weather  symbol 
magnets on a giant map. Make any errors and you must restart. (This Detour has 
a Must Vote U-Turn attached.)

aris0202ri2 A Bunch of Posers Hungary

Convince five locals to recreate a provided photo of Theodor Herzl by putting on 
a coat and fake beard, leaning on a fence, and saying his famous quote.

Why is  the quote part  of  the challenge when players  are taking still  photos? 
(Between  offensive  cultural  stereotypes,  and  tasks  that  are  closer  to  Israeli  
propaganda than commentary on the visited location itself, “Why?” is all but a  
recurring motif on this version from this season onwards.)

aris0202rb Smash and Grab Hungary

Who's ready to crack?: Use an assortment of odd items (a hacksaw, a wrench, 
nunchuks, a high heel, and a water pistol) to extract a clue from a giant ice cube.  
No other items can be used.

First requires travelling to Elizabeth Square.

aris0202ri3 Counter a Track Hungary
Count the railings in the barrier on one side of the Elizabeth Bridge.

During the Pit Stop, teams are taken to Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina.

aris0203ri1 Food Flight Bosnia and 
Herzegovina

One player throws a sardine into the other player's mouth for them to eat; that 
player must then eat it without using their hands. After every five misses, the 
thrower must eat one sardine.

aris0203db Game of Thrones Bosnia and 
Herzegovina

Play musical chairs against a group of five locals. The last team with a player left  
gets the clue.

First requires travelling to Old Town Square.

aris0203ri2 Bottoms Up Bosnia and Herz. Drink a cup of tea to reveal the next destination, printed on the cups' bases.

aris0203rb Snow Tow
Bosnia and 

Herzegovina

Who looks better in their winter collection?: Wearing only a swimsuit, hold onto 
a towrope as a snowmobile drags you down a slalom course on a snowhill. First 
come first served; fall and return to the end of the line.

aris0203dt Khedoregel or  
Khedorsel

Croatia

Khedoregel  [Soccer]:  One  at  a  time,  score  three  goals  into  different  hanging 
targets while your partner dresses and acts as a cheerleader. The second player 
must hit the targets left by the first. Khedorsel [Basketball]: Score ten baskets  
each against professional players, using a chair, a ladder, a shopping trolley, and 
a trampoline to score at least one basket each.

aris0203ri3 Look Ma, No Hands Croatia Drive to Gradskavana restaurant and eat 1.5kg of cremeschnitte cake with your 
hands tied behind your backs.

aris0203ri4 Gold Rush Croatia
One partner uses an ascender to climb up Dubrovnik's city walls while the other 
begs  passersby for  gold  coins.  The climber  must  pause at  three points,  only 
continuing once the beggar has collected five gold coins.

aris0203ri5
Water You

Waiting For? Croatia

Find the Lady Pee Pee fountain at Minceta Tower and each drink a glass of water 
from it, then walk to the adjacent Pit Stop.

There is a Must Vote Yield at the fountain; teams voted as they started the leg 
but it was shown out of order after the sardine task.



aris0204ri1 Communist Block Poland
Convince as  many bystanders  as  needed  to help you carry  a  Communist-era 
Polish car across Main Market Square, then all  climb into it  at once and stay 
there with the doors closed for ten seconds.

aris0204ri2 To Get Away from
the Chicken

Poland Use a tablet to research jokes about Polish women, then to tell  them to three 
Israeli comediennes in a video call. Tell five laughworthy jokes to pass.

aris0204dt Hachmey HaChelm or  
Qenyeydel'ek

Poland

Hachmey HaChelm [Drain]: Fill buckets of water and load them onto a pole, then 
walk backwards along a slalom course while they leak to pour the water into a  
barrel, repeating until it is full. Qenyeydel'ek [Brain]: Identify two songs played 
by an accordionist. Only one note will be played at first; to hear each extra note,  
eat two matzo balls. (This Detour has a Must Vote U-Turn attached.)

aris0204ri3 Raise the Barre Poland Learn and perform a short ballet sequence from Swan Lake.

aris0204rb Off the Rails Poland

Who likes sweet surprises?: Push a minecart along a mineshaft to a cavern, lick a 
section of the saltmine wall to find a “sweet” spot, then dig through the rocks in  
the cart to find a prism, using it to open a mock crypt. Each cart has multiple 
prisms but only one will fit in the hole.

I get why the  Indiana Jones referencing, but why are they stealing the idea of 
lickable wallpaper from Charlie and the Chocolate Factory?

aris0204ri4 Kiss Me Once Poland

Convince 50 different locals to pose for photos kissing one player on the cheek 
while the other takes the photos.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg. 
(The  greeter  is  a  Holocaust  survivor,  and  the  Pit  Stop  at  her  old  house  in  
Krakow's former ghetto. Classy.)

aris0205ri1 Head Count Czech Republic
Count the number of skulls in the Bone Church's main hall. One player counts,  
the other reads a history of the church aloud as a distraction.

aris0205ri2 Clean Sweep Czech Republic Follow  a  marked  path  to  an  underground chamber,  then use  only  the props 
inside to find a hidden clue.

aris0205db Witchcraft Czech Republic

Holding a two-person broom between your legs, rollerskate around a room to 
collect four colour-coded toy bats and throw them into a container. First to finish 
gets the clue.

So that's three separate tasks within one single building. Impressive. None of  
them is particularly GOOD, but that's beside the point.

aris0205rb Light Up the Night Czech Republic Who wants to be the next hot thing?: Put on a protective suit and be set on fire, 
then run across a clearing and find the next clue in one of three briefcases.

aris0205ri3 Czech... Czech Republic
Travel to the Trafika newsagent and buy a copy of a local newspaper, then search  
it for a hidden clue written in Hebrew.

aris0205cc ...Mate Czech Republic Find the next destination, told only that it is a famous statue of a horse.

aris0205ff Skin Deep Czech Republic
Travel to a nearby art school and complete a mystery task: posing nude for a still  
life class for one hour.

aris0205ri4 Tour Guide Czech Republic Ride a carriage to three landmarks with a tourist, explaining the importance of  
each using only seven provided dot points for assistance.

aris0205ri5 Jana? Yeah, No Czech Republic

Find two random locals named Jana, buy them each a gift from your own money, 
then take a photo of them.

How does the task judge know if the people in the photos are really Janas?

aris0205sb Foreign Exchange Czech Republic Memorise  a  Czech  song  shown  in  a  subtitled  video,  then  perform it  on  the  
streets and earn 100 koruna in tips.

aris0205ri Kiddy Litter Czech Republic
Wearing suits of armour, carry a litter with a crown in it through the streets to a  
set destination, then find the child princess the crown belongs to.

aris0206ri1 Three Way China Select  one of  three gymnastics  apparatuses – balance beam, parallel  bars,  or 
ribbons – then each learn and correctly perform a basic routine.

aris0206ri2 Put Your Feet Up China Walk to the next destination wearing shoes with block-like heels.

aris0206db Bite Me China Use only your mouths to shell nuts. First to get 25g of shelled nuts gets the clue.



aris0206dt Meltzerot or Gelgel  
Beysh HaMazel

China

Meltzerot [Waiter]:  Memorise food orders given by eight restaurant diners in  
Mandarin, recite them to the chef correctly, then serve each diner the correct  
meal.  Gelgel  Beysh HaMazel [Wheel]: Taking turns, spin a lazy Susan marked 
with ten different delicacies and have your partner eat whatever comes up. (This 
Detour has a Must Vote U-Turn attached.)

Both first require travelling to Huguang Guild Hall.

aris0206rb Race and Relaxation China Who wants to be pampered?: Receive a painful twenty-minute reflexology foot 
massage. Signal to stop at any time and it must be restarted.

aris0206ri3
Contraband 
Contrabass China

Travel to 798 Art Zone and find a group of locals representing the lyrics of a 
provided song about Chinese people.

aris0206ri4 Sack Up China

Walk to 798 Space and find all the plush toys in a sack with “Made in China” tags, 
then count them. The number of relevant toys in each sack varies.

Non-elimination; the spared team will get a one-hour penalty if they do not win  
the next leg. 

aris0207ri1 A Maze, in Race China
Travel to Yuan Ming Yuan Maze and search its paths for four items invented in  
China, then bring them to the centre. There are many decoys present, but only 
five items are correct answers.

aris0207ri2 Up the Wall China

Travel to the Mutianyu section of the Great Wall and ride a chairlift to collect a 
scroll, walk to a guard tower and solve the word search printed on it, then walk 
to the next guard tower.

Teams must also carry a giant plush panda from the maze to the final tower.

aris0207dt Shpeytz or Q'feytz China

Shpeytz [Play]: Use only your feet and palms to keep a featherball in the air for  
25  consecutive  touches,  taking  turns  to  hit  it.  Q'feytz  [Perform]:  Learn  and 
perform  the  Chinese  version  of  Twinkle  Twinkle  Little  Star,  with  one  player 
singing and dancing and the other playing an erhu. (This Detour has a Must Vote  
U-Turn attached.)

Both first require travelling to Zhongshan Park in Beijing.

aris0207rb Grooming Rituals China

Who wants to break the glass?: Two minitasks: Put on red lipstick then use only 
your lips to write “I  Love U” on a sheet,  then brush your teeth with wasabi-
flavoured toothpaste for one minute.

If you're wondering about the clue, the minitasks are alleged wedding traditions. 
And the players are almost entirely Jewish.

aris0207ri3 Flashmob China
Travel to Zhongguancun and convince ten bystanders to dance together while 
singing Hava Nagila.

aris0207ri4 Bull in a China Shop China

Wearing a padded two-person elephant costume, walk along a zigzagging course 
through a china store. A time penalty of unstated length is given for each plate  
broken.

For the record: A male elephant is called a bull.

aris0208ri1 Think Tank Thailand
Charades.  One  player  mimes  four  words  through  a  window,  the  other  must 
SCUBA dive in an aquarium tank and pick up cards marked with their guesses 
from the tank floor.

aris0208db Bowler Hats Thailand

One player holds a meditation pose with a bowl on their head, the other tries to  
make the opponent drop their bowl. No touching for the first five minutes; items 
are then provided to tickle the opponent with. First to make the opponent drop 
their bowl gets the clue.

aris0208dt Leqnot or Lemkhor Thailand

Leqnot [Buy]: Collect a set of ten photos from a market stall, then buy the items 
shown  from  other  vendors  using  a  limited  supply  of  money,  bargaining  as 
needed. Lemkhor [Sell]: Prepare and sell twenty serves of falafel to locals for a 
set price.

aris0208rb Boxing Match Thailand Who flies like a butterfly and stings like a bee?: Learn and correctly perform two 
Muay Thai kickboxing manoeuvres.



aris0208ri2 Home and Away Thailand
Search  Khaosan  Road  for  ten  Israeli  tourists  and  bring  them  to  Shoshana 
Restaurant, then have them all  put on team shirts and sing the Hebrew song 
Shoshan Shoshana to the cashier.

aris0208ri3 The Fabric of Reality Thailand

Collect a bolt of fabric from a store at Fahorat Market and take it by tuktuk to B.  
Bogie's collections, then wait to have custom suits made and wear them for the 
rest of the leg.

There  is  no  rest  period  at  this  leg's  Pit  Stop  and  though  there  are  multiple 
episodes per leg, an episode still ends after the second team's arrival. (There is a 
Must Vote Yield at the Pit Stop.)

aris0209ri1 Stick Around Thailand
Travel to Wat Arun and eat a series of flavoured ice sticks from a container until  
the one with a clue printed on the stick is found.

aris0209ri2 Music Makes the
World Go Round

Thailand Travel in a party taxi to Pattaya, singing a karaoke version of the Israeli song Olé,  
Olé the entire time. If you stop, so does the taxi.

aris0209ri3 Low Bar Thailand
Limbo to earn  a morning  departure  time.  Each  height  represents  a  different 
time; if both players clear the bar, it is lowered to an earlier time. The task when 
either player touches the pole or they reach the earliest time.

aris0209db Walking on Eggshells Thailand
Using coconut half-shells connected together by a rope as makeshift shoes, walk 
across a beach to collect five coconuts each and place them in baskets on your 
back. First team to collect all ten coconuts and cross the finish line gets the clue.

aris0209dt
Sheqsheq Aotov
or Potzetz Aotov Thailand

Sheqsheq Aotov [Slosh It]:  Identify the fruits used in a provided smoothie by  
taste, then cross the beach in a two-person potato sack and collect oversized  
prop versions of  the three fruits  used. No hints are given if  errors are made. 
Potzetz Aotov [Pop It]: Pop a series of colour-coded balloons in a wading pool by 
sitting on or biting them. One player pops while wearing blackout goggles, the 
other gives verbal directions. (This Detour has a Must Vote U-Turn attached.)

aris0209rb Full of Shirt Thailand
Who doesn't have a weight issue?: Put on a shirt and lay down while an elephant 
presses on it with its feet and trunk, then stand up and hold a board under the  
shirt while the elephant paints it with its trunk.

aris0209ri4 Beach to Their Own Thailand
Travel to Pattaya Beach and collect three phone numbers from bystanders of the 
opposite sex. One player collects numbers, the other uses a walkie-talkie to tell 
them what to say.

aris0209ri5 Thai High Thailand

Travel to Pattaya Park Tower and ride a tandem zipline from the rooftop to the  
ground below, searching for a giant sign showing the Pit Stop location.

Non-elimination; the spared team will get a 30-minute penalty if they do not win 
the next leg. 

aris0210ri1 Sew What Sri Lanka
Find a literal  needle in  a haystack, sew an emblem onto two Buddhist robes,  
then put them on and travel to a nearby temple before receiving a blessing.

aris0210ri2
Mask and Ye

Shall Retreive Sri Lanka
Travel to a festival and spin a wheel twice to select a mask each, memorising the 
design before finding the person wearing it. Once both have found their person, 
collect a clue from a basket with a cobra inside using a wooden claw.

aris0210dt Sebley Tebleyneym
or Khobsyem

Sri Lanka

Sebley Tebleyneym [Spice Porters]: Travel to Kollupitiya Market and stuff a sack 
each with 25kg of chillies, then carry them to a workstation and use a rolling pin  
to crush enough chillies to make a ball of chilli paste. Khobseym [Laundrymen]:  
Travel to an outdoor laundry and wash a set of 50 sheets, searching for three 
with words printed on them.

aris0210ff Half-Hearted Sri Lanka Travel to Mr. Pierce Studio and complete a mystery task: each getting a tattoo of  
a designated design.

aris0210ri3 Deuce of Cakes Sri Lanka
Fill  a  basket  each with cow manure,  balance it  on your heads and walk to a 
drying area, then use it to make 100 fuel cakes.

aris0210rb Mail Call Sri Lanka

Who can read between the lines?: Search a mail cart filled with 7000 letters for 
one addressed to your team.

First requires travelling to the Sri Lanka Central Mail Exchange depot.



aris0211dt Zechar or Neqebah Sri Lanka

Zechar [Male]: Using only your right hands, load a buffalo cart with coconuts and 
lead the buffalo along a marked course. Neqebah [Female]: Using only your right 
hands, milk a female buffalo to fill a bucket.

Both first require travelling to a coconut plantation on Colombo's outskirts.

aris0211ri Temple of Doom Sri Lanka

Travel to Gangaramaya Temple and have one player walk across hot coals, then 
have the other player lay on a bed of nails for three minutes.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg. 
(During the Pit Stop, teams are taken to Singapore.)

aris0212ri1 Cash and Carry Singapore
Wearing  high  heels,  carry  prop  banknotes  representing  the  winner's  prize 
through the streets to the Fountain of Wealth, then walk around three laps of the 
fountain and touch the water before placing the money in a briefcase.

aris0212sb Singapore; Flier Singapore Travel  to  Flight  Experience Flight  Simulator  and complete  a four-stage  flight  
simulation, performing at least three stages to an acceptable standard.

aris0212ri2 Alakasham Singapore
Learn a magic trick and perform it in front of a crowd, with one player as the  
magician and one as their lovely assistant.

aris0212ri3 Mission: Implausible Singapore
Travel to Art Science Museum and have one player abseil down its  atrium to 
collect  fifteen suspended  merlion  figurines  while  blindfolded,  with  the  other 
player using a headset and a CCTV feed from their helmetcam to guide them.

aris0213ri1 Fire Away Singapore
Travel to Hong San See Taoist Temple and have one player “eat” a fire stick, then 
have the other breathe fire to burn a sheet of paper to reveal a clue.

aris0213ri2 Take a Seat Singapore

Travel to the Singapore Flyer observation wheel and board a capsule, then work 
out which two of the many props inside have markers indicating they will be 
used in the next task. The next clue will not be given unless the right two props  
are chosen.

aris0213ri3 Chair Chain Singapore
Travel to Marina Bay Sands with your chair and megaphone, then convince 58 
bystanders to sit in a chain holding team flags, with the first person on the chair  
and each successive person sitting on the last person's knees.

aris0213ri4 Tight Finish Singapore

Walk  across  parallel  tightropes  suspended  between  two  55th-floor  rooftops, 
using only each other to balance. Fail and return to the end of the line.

I realise Singapore is small, but why have a Pit Stop and three separate tasks 
(this, the chair task, and the previous leg's magic task) all in the one place? Isn't  
this show supposed to be about, you know, seeing the world?

Season Three
Reference Title Location Details

aris0301ri The Crate Pyramid Israel
Use an assortment of props to climb on top of a shipping crate, climb a cable 
ladder over a gap to a second crate, swing across a rope to a third crate, then 
climb to collect the clue from on top of a final crate.

aris0301dt
Aley'ezer Vahegzer

or Hamfuzer
Mekhfer Azar

Israel

Aley'ezer Vahegzer [Chain]: Convince twenty bystanders to donate clothes, then 
tie them together to make a long rope and pull a giant carrot out of the ground.  
Hamfuzer Mekhfer Azar [Train]: Transport twelve full sacks across a field, with 
one player carrying them and the other shuffling behind them on their knees to 
imitate a train engine.

aris0302db Air Bed Israel Endurance. One player is harnessed above a mattress, face down, and holds the 
other in the air for as long as possible. Last pair in the air gets the clue.

aris0302cc Old Money Israel
Find the next destination given only a historical flyer for assistance, then drive 
there and pay the doorman the modern equivalent of the stated entry fee.

aris0302ri1 Soup; Song Israel

Part 1: Find a poet and listen to her read a famous poem, then listen to a song 
and use it to find the suite where the poem's original author lived. Part 2: Find 
the suite where Tel Aviv's first mayor lived and taste a soup, then walk to the 
hotel dining room and search hundreds of bowls for a matching soup. Any bowl 
tasted must be completely eaten.



aris0302ri2 Model Citizens Israel

Drive to Mini Israel and search the exhibits for one of ten hidden clues to the 
first international destination, then check in at the adjacent Pit Stop.

The leg winners get a Salvage Pass and can either take a one-hour head start on  
the next leg or spare the last team from elimination.

aris0303rb A Load of Bull Spain

Who looks good in pink?: Bullfighting. Hold a cape to one side for the bull to 
touch, then plant a ribbon anywhere on its body.

Teams are given the option to hire drivers for the first half of the leg, but must do 
all of their own navigation regardless of what they choose.

At the time this task was filmed, bullfighting was illegal in Spain.

aris0303dt
Flamenco or  

Macarena Spain

Flamenco: Drive to Amor de Dios and learn a flamenco routine, then walk to 
Villa Rosa in full costume and perform it for a panel of judges. Fail and return to  
Amor de Dios for more practice. Macarena: Drive to Calle de Fuencarral and find 
a  marked  storefront,  then  pose  in  the  window  and  perform  the  Macarena 
whenever a passerby pushes a button until it has been performed fifteen times. 
(This Detour has a Must Vote U-Turn attached.)

aris0303ri1 Flower Power Spain
Put on Dali-esque fake moustaches and load 50 cauliflowers into your car. Once 
they are in, you must walk everywhere back-to-back with your arms linked until 
further notice.

aris0303ri2 Hello Dali Spain

Enter a room filled with items and signs for their Hebrew names, work out that 
the names are anagrams, then use the letters to form two mystery words. Fail to  
do so before an hourglass runs out and assemble a surrealist jigsaw as a penalty.

The jigsaw can be solved 'normally'; there is no indication it is not intended to 
be aside from the mystery words (Salvador Dali), which any players who had to 
solve the puzzle weren't aware of.

aris0303ri3 Fruit Flies Spain Put your heads through holes in a box filled with flies and eat a suspended apple  
covered in honey.

aris0303db Food Fight Spain

One player must search a pile of tomatoes for a small placard while the other 
joins locals to pelt the opponent with tomatoes. First to find it gets the clue.

One team was forced to quit the race after an injury sustained during the Road 
Block; rather than wait around for nobody, the team in second-last was given the 
usual last-place penalty instead.

aris0303ri4 Dul(l) Cine(m)a Spain

Dressed as Don Quixote and Sancho Panza, perform a series of minitasks based 
on their characters.

Yeah, I'm not even going to bother explaining the minitasks here.

The clue mistakenly calls the latter character “Sancho Pancho”.

aris0303cc Who am I? Spain

Find the Pit Stop, given only an ID card showing the person it is named after  
with their first name and surname redacted from the visible details.

Why is a tower named after Picasso so... regular?

aris0304ri1 Soap a Dope Spain Scrub each other with bars of soap to reveal a small card embedded into the bar. 
At regular intervals, locals will douse you with ice water.

aris0304ri2 Log Stroll Spain Carry two heavy logs through the streets to the Museum of the Inquisition.

aris0304rb Nobody Ever 
Expected

Spain

Who wants to put their hand into the Inquisition?: Select a covered jar full of  
either mice, mealworms, or rotten meat and use your hand to find a tile with a  
number on it,  then wait  while your partner holds two buckets of  sand above 
their head for that many minutes.

aris0304ri3
When You Wish
Upon a Statue Spain

Part 1: Find the statue of a man shown in a provided Israeli banknote. Part 2:  
Dance at the statue with a rabbi briefly, then make a wish.

Teams are awarded morning departure times based on the order they finish.

aris0304ri4 Lifters and Leaners Spain Lay on a single bed together and convince locals to carry you through the streets 
to Seville Cathedral.



aris0304ri5 Two Face Spain Mimic seven photos of people pulling faces.

aris0304dt Melkh HaShetyheym  
or Melkh HeSerenedot

Spain

Melkh HaShetyheym [King of Rugs]: Travel to Plaza de Espana and clean all the 
dust from a suspended rug, with one player riding the other's shoulders and 
using  a  wooden  paddle  to  bat  the  dust  off.  Melkh  HeSerenedot  [King  of  
Serenades]: Travel to Calle de Sierpes and sing a Hebrew serenade for a local  
with a group of musicians, handing the local a violet every time the word 'violet'  
is sung. (This Detour has a Must Vote Double U-Turn attached.)

The team with the most votes was U-Turned and had the sole right to use the  
second U-Turn, with its usual rule that there was no affect if the chosen team 
had already passed.

aris0304ri6 Sausage Feast Spain Eat 2kg of chorizo.

aris0304ri7 Soccer To Me Spain

Travel to Estadio de la Cartuja and score a goal playing soccer against two local 
defenders, with one player kicking the ball and one shouting the word “Goal” 
into a decibel meter. If the shouter stops shouting or shouts quieter than the set 
level, the kicker must restart.

aris0304ri8 Crowd Sourcing Spain
Search Estadio de la Cartuja's 60,000 seats for one of a small number of clues. 
Some clues are decoys and simply say to try again.

aris0305cc A Capital Idea Spain

Work out the next country given only its national anthem, then fly to the capital  
city and find a clue outside the airport.

After leaving the airport, teams are forbidden from speaking in languages other 
than Hebrew until further notice.

It sure is lucky that (1) a team thought to check they were going to the right 
place AFTER buying tickets  to  London and (2) everybody arrived in  Paris  at  
Charles de Gaulle rather than Orly.

aris0305ri1 You Know, Charade
is a French Word?

France

Travel to Passerelle Debilly and find a mime, then correctly identify a series of  
mimed actions.

The same mime later re-appeared as the greeter for The Amazing Race Canada's 
leg in Paris.

aris0305ri2 Yes Oui Can Can France Learn and perform a cancan routine to the satisfaction of a task judge sitting in a  
theatre balcony.

aris0305dt
Marie Antoinette or  
Tzemer Gefen Metoq France

Marie Antoinette: Travel to Place Marcel-Ayme and eat the raw ingredients of a 
cake:  flour,  an  egg,  oil,  sugar,  cocoa  powder,  and  the  candles.  Tzemer  Gefen 
Metoq [Cotton Candy]: Travel to Rue d'Assas and eat a large serving of cotton 
candy while riding a carousel, finishing before the ride does.

aris0305ri3 Poodles and Doodles France

Collect a small dog and search the area around Montmartre for a caricaturist  
who has drawn a picture of you and your dog.

The dogs must be kept until  further notice and players must brush, feed, and 
sing to it whenever it barks. (On the other hand, they are no longer restricted to  
speaking in Hebrew, so... swings and roundabouts?)

How did the caricaturists know which dog each team would select?

aris0305db Turn to the Left France

Model underwear on a catwalk for two judges. The better pair as determined by  
the judges gets the clue.

Following the task, teams may leave their dogs behind.

aris0305ri4 No Love Locked France
Who has the key to a locked heart?: Dressed as Quasimodo, use a provided key 
to open one of  the hundreds of  locks  on  the Pont  des  Arts  bridge.  For  each 
incorrect lock tried, your partner must ring a handbell.

aris0305ri5 A Boozy Doozy France
Travel to Pavilion Kleber and build a twelve-level champagne pyramid with one 
glass on top,  then fill  it  all  without  breaking any glasses. Every  five  minutes, 
drink a glass of champagne. (This task has a Must Vote Yield attached.)



aris0305ri6 Oui or Non France

Travel to the Arc de Triomphe and find the Pit Stop, then guess what the greeter  
(covered by a sheet) is dressed as by asking up to 21 yes-or-no questions. Fail to 
guess  the  greeter's  costume  within  two  minutes  of  starting  and  get  an 
immediate fifteen-minute penalty before trying again.

Non-elimination; the spared team must spend the next leg – in a warm country 
(spoiler!) – wearing only their winter clothes.

aris0306ri1
Dancing in
the Streets Brazil

Learn a basic samba routine, then perform it repeatedly while walking to the  
next destination with a samba instructor.

Teams must continue to samba until the end of the Road Block, including while 
travelling in vehicles but excluding while performing other tasks.

aris0306ri2 Beach Bums Brazil Complete a 20-minute beach aerobics class.

aris0306ff Beach Balls Brazil Travel to Abrico Beach and complete a mystery task: Playing frescoball (beach 
tennis) nude with two locals, keeping the ball in the air for 30 hits in a row.

aris0306ri3 Over and Out Brazil
Who's a floater?: Take a taxi to Pedra Bonita and paraglide back down, then use a 
surfboard to collect your partner from a buoy in the water.

aris0306dt Khedoregel or Qefeh Brazil

Khedoregel [Balls]: Walk to a favela soccer field and have one partner get a ball 
away from four locals playing keepaway, then have the other score in a narrow 
goal against a goalkeeper.  If the latter misses,  both must perform their parts 
again. Qefeh [Brews]: Walk to a coffeeshop and match five coffee brews to their  
sources,  with  one  player  drinking  the  coffee  and  the  other  tasting  only  the 
ground beans. (This Detour has a Must Vote U-Turn attached.)

aris0306ri4 Wax On, Wax Off Brazil

Have your bodies  waxed,  then learn  and  perform a bodybuilding  routine for 
three judges who will score you out of five, earning a total of at least ten points.

It's implied the leg ends with a cryptic clue involving finding the Pit Stop at a 
location between two places mentioned in provided songs (Copacabana and The 
Girl from Ipanema, naturally), except we're shown the tablets teams use and the 
names of the songs are shown, eliminating the “challenge” part.

aris0307ri1
Where There's 

Smoke... Cuba

Watch a cigar-making demonstration then work together to make one, with one 
player blindfolded and the other giving verbal directions only.

For reasons that are completely unrelated to the United States being its main 
defender, Cuba does not recognise Israel as a country. Just... you know, FYI.

aris0307db Quicker Liquor Cuba
Using only one hand each, carry a tray loaded with twelve daiquiris to Ernest 
Hemingway's  former  hotel.  Whichever  team  spills  least  before  arriving  (or 
arrives first) gets the clue.

aris0307ri2 More or Bless Cuba Drive to a Santeria priestess's house and get a traditional Santeria blessing.

aris0307ri3 It's in the Cards Cuba Drive to Hospital Street and find a fortune teller, then receive a Tarot reading.

aris0307dt
Mesibah Qubeneyt or 
Mesperah Qubeneyt Cuba

Mesibah Qubeneyt [Cuban Party]: Convince 40 locals to put on bandanas and 
salsa  with  you  simultaneously.  Mesperah  Qubeneyt  [Cuban  Barbershop]:  
Convince two local men to follow you to O'Reilly Street Barbershop, then wash  
their hair and shave their faces with straight razors. (This Detour has a Must  
Vote U-Turn attached.)

Teams voted after the fortune teller task; this seems odd – it's fairly plausible,  
especially with self-driving, that the leaders could finish the Detour before the 
last teams voted.

aris0307ri4
Mi Casa es Tu

Et Cetera Cuba

Collect a hitchhiker from a specified location and take them home, then stay for 
dinner. At the end, the clue will be given along with a care package from home.

Non-elimination;  the  spared  team  will  have  their  start  time  on  the  next  leg 
delayed by 30 minutes.

As this version shows most legs over multiple episodes, this one task – pretty  
dull even by this version's standards – gets an entire episode to itself.



aris0308ri1 Croc and Roll Cuba
Enter a pen filled with baby crocodiles and use only your hands to catch them, 
each holding eight crocodiles simultaneously, then enter another pen and work 
with a handler to catch a fully-grown crocodile.

aris0308db Horse Course Cuba Harness racing. First team across the finish line gets the clue.

aris0308ri2 Message in a Bottle Cuba
Write a letter to your loved ones for at least 25 minutes, put it in a bottle, and  
throw it out to sea.

aris0308dt
Shod Beyem or
Shod Baveyer Cuba

Shod Beyem [Sea]: Wade to a rowboat filled with an assortment of items and 
carry them to shore without getting them wet, then carry a sailor to shore in the 
same manner. At least one item must be transferred at the same time as the 
sailor. Shod Baveyer [Air]: Suspended in a net, swing back and forth using ropes 
to collect a flag and a bag of loot without dropping either. (This Detour has a  
Must Vote U-Turn attached.)

For no reason beyond a sight gag, teams must wear pirate costumes from a route 
marker directly before this Detour until they arrive at the Pit Stop.

aris0308ri3 Necks in Line Cuba
One partner buries the other up to the neck in sand, then pours bottles of gunge 
over them until a pearl is found.

aris0309ri1 Spin Psycho
United States

of America

Travel to Fremont Street and find a carnival wheel, then spin to determine what 
position you'll leave in. If your spin is higher than your arrival position you must 
serve an additional time penalty to allow later teams a head start.

aris0309ri2 Biker Beer
United States

of America
Win an arm-wrestling match against a biker,  then drink a large glass of  non-
alcoholic beer each within two minutes.

aris0309ri3 Goin' to the Chapel
United States

of America

Find a couple on the streets willing to get married, take them to City Hall for a  
marriage  licence,  then  take  them  to  the  Little  White  Wedding  Chapel  and 
witness their wedding.

aris0309db
Fear and Clothing

in Las Vegas
United States

of America

Strip “poker”. The game is actually War; whichever team is dealt the lower card 
takes off one item of clothing. The battle ends when a team is either naked or as 
naked as they are willing to get; their opponents get the clue.

Instead of waiting for their time penalty, the team who loses the last battle must 
walk on the Vegas strip for its duration wearing only cardboard boxes.

aris0309iri Beef Up United States
of America

Eat a 2.5kg hamburger.

At a route marker before this task, teams must put on a two-person shirt and 
pants, then travel like this until further notice.

aris0309ri4 Elvis Lives
United States

of America

Learn and perform an Elvis Presley song in costume, using a video for reference.

Upon arrival, teams are no longer forced to wear their shirt and pants. But they 
do have to wear their Elvis costumes instead.

aris0309rb1 Revolver
United States

of America

Who wants to be a superhero?: Enter a revolving door and change from your  
Elvis costume into a superhero outfit within 20 seconds, then carry your partner 
and a cardboard car cutout down the Vegas Strip to find a damsel in distress.

Surely producers knew the history of the pink triangle before putting it on one  
of the superhero costumes, right? Especially on a version produced for a country  
literally created as a result of the Holocaust?

aris0309rb2 Leap of Faith United States
of America

Who wants to fly like Superman?: Jump from the Stratosphere Tower and be  
lowered to the ground at high speed.

There is no rest period at this leg's Pit Stop; all teams arrive within the leg's final  
episode. (There is a Must Vote Yield at the Pit Stop.)

aris0310ri1 There's Trouble 
Hebrewing

United States
of America

Work out that the words spoken in a Blair Witch parody video are all titles of  
American horror films translated into Hebrew.

Bonus cameo by the theme song from The X-Files. Twice. Because why not?

aris0310rb Bury the Evidence
United States

of America
Who lives  like  they're  in  a  film?:  Stay  in  a  coffin  for  ten minutes  while  it  is  
covered in dirt in a simulated Mafia burial.



aris0310ri2 Trick or Treat United States
of America

Travel to a given address and knock on the door three times, picking either an  
unknown “Trick”  task or  an  unknown “Treat” task each time.  There are  two 
tasks for each option, but the tasks are not known at the time they are chosen.

For the record: Trick tasks are kissing a frog each and bobbing for five apples  
each, while Treat tasks are eating a fist-sized gummy bear and taking a cream 
pie to the face.

aris0310ri3 The Card's in It
United States

of America

One player sits above a dunk tank full of gunge; when their partner manages to 
dunk them, they must search the gunge for a small card.

If you haven't realised this is a bizarrely pop-culture-heavy leg yet,  you won't 
care that the cluegiver was randomly dressed as Magenta from Rocky Horror.

aris0310ri4 The Bra Code United States
of America

Score a touchdown against four lingerie football players.

America: Land of the free and home of the gratuitous tits.

aris0310ri5 Truck Off United States
of America

Use harnesses and a rope to haul a twelve-ton truck across a parking lot.

How nice to see we're now borrowing challenges from The Biggest Loser instead 
of other Amazing Race franchises.

aris0310ri6 Show Us Your Rigs
United States

of America

Convince three passersby to pull into a bikini car wash, then wash their cars for 
the set price of $3 each.

America: Still land of the free and home of the gratuitous tits.

During the Pit Stop, teams are taken to Flagstaff, Arizona.

aris0311ri1 Snow Go United States
of America

Carry a toboggan up a snowhill and use an avalanche beacon to find a buried  
mannequin, then load it onto the toboggan and slide back down.

aris0311db Sled Ahead
United States

of America
Ride a dogsled around a  marked course,  one at  a time in  a relay.  First team 
across the finish gets the clue.

aris0311dt1 Lasof or Leschob
United States

of America

Lasof  [Sturdy Stack]:  Stack a  provided  pile  of  firewood  into a  two-metre-tall 
wall. Leschob [Sturdy Back]: Wearing snowshoes, carry a local each around a 
marked course. (This Detour has a Must Vote Double U-Turn attached.)

aris0311ri2 Dances With Wheels
United States

of America

Perform a Native American hoop dance using only an ongoing demonstration for 
reference,  then  receive  a  traditional  blessing,  including  getting  a  local  name 
which must be used for the rest of the leg.

As  you  would  expect  from this  version,  the  specific  Native  American  nation 
involved in this task is never stated.

aris0311ri3 On Target
United States

of America

One partner uses a bow and arrow to hit a wheel as it rolls along the ground,  
then the other uses a spear to hit a target thrown in the air. Run out of either 
arrows or spears and perform a traditional dance in order to get a new supply.

aris0311ri4 No Sweat
United States

of America
Enter a sweat lodge for a short period, then roll around in the mud outside and  
wash it off in a frigid lake before returning to the sweat lodge to heat back up.

aris0311ri5 That's 
Tentertainment

United States
of America

Build a fire and a teepee, using only a finished teepee for reference, then spend 
the night in your teepee.

aris0311ri6
A Horse is a Horse,

of Cows, of Cows
United States

of America
Ride horses down a trail to a corral, then work on foot to herd three cows in  
colour-coded bandanas into a smaller adjoining corral.

aris0311dt2 Rodeo or Country United States
of America

Rodeo:  Each  ride  a  mechanical  bull  for  a  continuous  30-second  sequence.  
Country: Learn and perform a local yodelling song in time with the music.

aris0311ri7 Pop Quiz United States
of America

Answer three quiz  questions  about  the other teams by using  a  gun to shoot 
targets marked with the right answers. For each incorrect answer, a time penalty 
must be served before continuing.

aris0311ri8 Shoe In United States
of America

Search a mock Old West village for one of several hidden horseshoes, then take it  
to the nearby Pit Stop.

aris0312ri1 Swing Song Taiwan
Sit on a swing set and sing a well-known Hebrew song while the seat is lowered  
into a water tank and snakes are poured in. Make any lyrical errors and the task 
must be restarted.



aris0312ri2 Juice... Taiwan Sell twelve glasses of fruit juice using a bicycle-powered vendor cart.

aris0312cc ..Blocks Taiwan

Find the next destination using only a giant piece of pixel art showing its name 
written in Chinese.

The  location  is  the  Taipei  Confucius  Temple,  which  also  had  an  oversized 
“translate the Chinese name” cryptic clue when the American version visited.

aris0312ri3 Repeat After Me Taiwan

One  partner  memorises  a  Confucian  proverb  read  over  a  payphone  without 
taking notes, then recites it to their partner (standing on one leg with a book on  
their head), who repeats it to a monk. If the provern is repeated verbatim, the  
clue is given; fail enough times and the tai chi is replaced with the second player  
holding a bowl of stiny tofu up to their nose.

aris0312ri4 Market Down Taiwan Travel to Raohe Street Night Market and search for a hidden clue.

aris0313ri1 Double Jeopardy Taiwan
Work together to cross a pair of parallel ropes and grab a flag, using only three 
planks  (one  per  player  and  one  in  the  middle  to  push/pull  as  needed)  for 
assistance, then return across the ropes the same way.

aris0313ri2 My Two Suns Taiwan Find two locals with parasols and convince them to replace the parasols with  
bottles of sunscreen.

aris0313ri3 Flash in the Pan Taiwan

Convince ten locals to form a flashmob and dance with you to  Gangnam Style, 
copying the moves made by a dancing robot.

You know, notable Taiwanese internet fad Gangnam Style. (South Korea? Never 
heard of it. YOU LIE.)

aris0313ri4 Up, Down, and
All Around

Taiwan

Part 1: One player climbs atop a cable car gondola to grab a hanging clue. Part 2:  
The other  player  climbs down a  cable  ladder beneath the gondola to  grab a  
satchel with a coin inside. Part 3: At the top of the gondola ride, use the coin to 
collect a clue from a skill tester machine.

aris0313ri5 Back; to the Future Taiwan
Travel to Huaxi Street Night Market and find something related to the skill tester 
part of the above task.



NorwayNorway

Season One
Reference Title Location Details

arno0101ri1 Unscripted Norway

Search a grid of 20 flags for the three representing countries where provided 
forms of lettering (Cyrillic, Arabic, and Chinese) are used.

While eighteen of the flags are for sovereign nations, one represents the Isle of 
Man and one is completely fake.

arno0101ri2 Counter Attack Norway
Drive to Oslo Airport and search for a clue at one of four specific counters. Each 
counter has a limited number of clues; there are only ten in total and the team 
left without is instantly eliminated.

arno0101ri3 Arrivals and 
Departures

United Arab 
Emirates

Upon landing in Dubai, search the area outside the arrival terminal for a camel 
handler named Hassan, then travel with him to the next destination.

arno0101ri4 Hump Day
United Arab 

Emirates
Lead a camel along a marked course through the sand dunes, with one player  
riding and one walking alongside.

arno0101rb Shark Park United Arab 
Emirates

Who  wants  to  go  for  a  swim?:  Snorkel  in  an  aquarium  tank  to  collect  a 
submerged clue suspended from an anchor rope.

arno0101ri5 Slide Ride
United Arab 

Emirates
Walk to the Leap of Faith and ride down the six-storey waterslide, one player at  
a time.

arno0101dt Karat or Bære Smart
United Arab 

Emirates

Karat (Carat): Find a specific jeweller in the Gold Souk, deliver a jewellery bag to  
an address written on it in Arabic, then deliver a new bag from there to a second 
address in the same manner. Bære Smart (Carry): Travel to Dubai Harvour and 
find a marked boat, then load ten heavy sacks onto it from an adjacent dock.

Non-elimination; one of the tasks in the next leg will be modified for the spared  
team to make it more difficult.

arno0102ri We Three Kings India
Search Agra Fort for three wise men who will hand over parts of a cryptex, then 
assemble it to reveal a message and find the woman described.

arno0102dt Ull or Stein India
Ull  (Wool):  Travel  to Jain Carpet Industries, then carry 50kg of  dyed wool to 
Diamond Carpets. Stein (Stone): Travel to JK Cottage Industries and follow an 
ongoing demonstration to grind two mosaic tiles into triangles.

arno0102hri Dung Not Disturb India
Make  50  dung  cakes  from  cow  manure  and  hay,  working  barehanded  and 
placing them on a wall to dry, then stack 200 dry dung cakes in a tower. (The 
handicapped team must make 75 cakes and stack 300.)

arno0102rb I Came, I Jigsawed,
I Conquered

India Who's better at puzzles?: Assemble a 120-piece jigsaw showing the Taj Mahal.  
Once the puzzle is done, both partners can proceed to the adjacent Pit Stop.

arno0103ri1 Bread or Alive India Follow an ongoing demonstration to make a piece of chapati each.

arno0103rb Stepping Stones India Who has an eye for precious gems?: Search dozens of small boxes placed around 
the Panna Meena stepwell for one of several gems, then take it to a holy man.

arno0103ri2 Paint Misbehavin' India
Travel to Ramdulari Pandey Ki Printing and screenprint a basic design onto a  
sheet, then print a message onto it and use it to find a nearby person who will  
give the clue (in the form of another screenprinted clue).

arno0103dt Langsomt og Vond or  
Kort og Brutalt

India Langsomt og Vond (Slow and Painful): Lie on beds of nails for a set amount of  
time. Kort og Brutalt (Short and Brutal): Walk across hot coals.

arno0103ri3 Crush Rush India

Travel to a specified address and use a mortar and pestle to crush chillies into  
powder, repeating the process until a tray is covered in ground chilli.

The leg winners get an Express Pass for use before the end of Leg 6.

arno0104ri1 Peddler Paddlers Thailand Row around a floating market  searching for  vendors selling starfruit,  longan, 
dragonfruit, guava, and monkey apple, buying 1kg of each fruit.

arno0104ri2 Puppet Master Thailand
Learn  and  perform  two  parts  of  a  Thai  puppetry  routine  with  a  group  of  
professional puppeteers.



arno0104dt Dandere or  
Maltraktere

Thailand
Dandere (Scattered): Travel to Nang Leong market and find a market stall, then 
each make a phuang malai floral  garland.  Maltraktere (Mangled):  Travel  to  a 
muay thai stadium and use kickboxing techniques to break a bamboo pole each.

arno0104rb Smash and Grab Thailand Who is ready for the next Ice Age?: Use only a hammer to extract a clue frozen  
into a giant block of ice.

arno0104ri3 Cannon Shall Pass Thailand

Count the number of cannons surrounding the Democracy Monument.

Non-elimination; one of the tasks in the next leg will be modified for the spared  
team to make it more difficult.

arno0105cc Soldier On Vietnam

Find the  next  destination  using  only  a  historical  photograph of  an  unknown 
man: US politician and former prisoner of war John McCain.

The task clue is obtained by giving a Lenin impersonator a coin. Did nobody in 
production understand what Lenin stood for?

arno0105dt Bure Fugl or
Plukke Fugl

Vietnam
Bure Fugl (Birdcage): Assemble a bamboo birdcage using only a finished model 
for reference. Plukke Fugl (Pluck Birds): Pluck all the feathers from four chicken 
carcasses by hand.

arno0105rb Snake Bite Vietnam

Who likes fresh food?: Hold a snake while a local extracts its blood and bile, then 
drink both before eating a cooked serving of snake.

First requires a trip to Quoc Trieu restaurant in Le Mat.

arno0105hri The Two Towers Vietnam

Travel to Hanoi Flag Tower and solve a lifesize five-level Tower of Hanoi puzzle, 
then proceed to the adjacent Pit Stop. (The handicapped team must solve a six-
level tower instead.)

And really, if ever there was a valid reason to justify using one of the most cliché 
puzzles in existence, doing it at a literal tower in Hanoi would come close...

arno0106ri1 Raising the Dead Vietnam Upon arrival in Hue, travel to Tu Duc Tomb and search the grounds for a clue,  
then work out how to reach it as it is suspended high above the ground.

arno0106rb Flower Power Vietnam
Who can charm the flower girls?:  Memorise  a  bouquet with  several  types  of  
flowers in it, then search Minh Mang Tomb for women holding baskets of each 
flower and collect them all before making a replica.

arno0106dt På Jordet or
På Bordet

Vietnam

På Jordet (In the Ground): Travel to a farm and work together to steer an ox  
plow around a  marked  course without  assistance.  På Bordet  (On the Table): 
Travel  to  an  outdoor  workshop and  make  50  sticks  of  incense,  following an 
ongoing demonstration.

arno0106ri2 Rubber Bland Vietnam
Travel to Quoc Hoc High School and receive a 30-minute massage each.

Right before the Pit Stop? Odd choice, but... um, okay?

arno0106ri3 The Empire
Bikes Back

Vietnam Travel  by cyclo to  the Imperial  City,  with  one player  pedalling  and the other  
riding as a passenger, then search on foot for the Pit Stop.

arno0107ri1 Every 'Wich Way
But Loose

Australia

Part 1: Assemble a wooden pallet, using a finished model for reference. Part 2: 
Eat half of a Vegemite sandwich each.

It's odd to say given it can literally be described with “he just smiled and gave 
me a Vegemite sandwich”, but... this task could have been more Australian.

arno0107dt Ball or Bikini Australia

Ball: Score seven points playing beach volleyball against a pair of locals. Bikini: 
Search the area for a woman in an Australian-flag bikini.

Both first require travelling to Coogee Beach.

arno0107rb Boomer Slang Australia

Who  understands  Aussie?:  Memorise  five  Australian  slang  expressions  given 
verbally, then repeat them verbatim to a man nearby.

First requires travelling to Dunningham Reserve.

Approximate translation: “Hello. You seem surprised to see me. Don't get angry. I  
am dehydrated. Let's fight!” So the answer to the hint is “...not whoever chose the 
combination of expressions”.



arno0107ri2 Knot on Your Life Australia

Pilot a small yacht across Sydney Harbour to Fort Denison, then recreate three 
shown nautical knots before proceeding to the adjacent Pit Stop.

Non-elimination; one of the tasks in the next leg will be modified for the spared  
team to make it more difficult. (Well... not so much. But KIND OF.)

arno0108ri1 Beach to Their Own Australia

Travel to Bondi Beach and use a paddleboard to travel around a buoy and back 
before running around a marked course on the beach, one at a time.

Is lying about sharks being in the water REALLY appropriate behaviour for a 
lifeguard on one of the world's most popular beaches?

arno0108rb Snakes and Pains Australia
Who's an animal lover?: Use your bare hands to carry two snakes from a basket 
to a second basket on the far side of a clearing.

arno0108ri2 The Jig is Up Australia
Travel to Minni-Ha-Ha Falls and assemble a tile puzzle with two tiles missing, 
then wade across a pond to collect the correct missing tiles from amongst a set  
of decoys.

arno0108dt
Kort Opp or
Langt Ned Australia

Kort Opp (Short Way Up): Rock climb up a small cliff, one at a time. Langt Ned 
(Long Way Down): Abseil down a large cliff, one at a time.

arno0108ri3 Round Trip Australia

Drive to a specified location and each throw a boomerang so that it  leaves a 
throwing circle before returning and landing inside it.

Getting to the Pit Stop requires hiking down one of several trails starting in a 
central  location;  the  handicapped  team  must  walk  down  a  different  trail  to  
collect a toy, then return to the start and take it to the Pit Stop.

During the Pit Stop, teams are taken to the outskirts of Melbourne.

arno0109rb Skyfall Australia

Who wants wings?: Skydive in tandem with a professional.

First requires travelling to Lilydale Airport.

This is the second of only two times a leg's first clue is a Road Block; the only  
other time is also the only other leg to ever start in Melbourne.

arno0109ri1 Wine and Dine Australia
Transport three empty wine barrels across a vineyard and stack them in a two-
level pyramid, then proceed to an adjacent restaurant and serve wine and lunch 
to a table of diners.

arno0109ri2 Kangaroo Court Australia

Part  1:  Travel  to  AC/DC  Lane  and  find  a  small  camouflaged  version  of  The  
Scream among the alley's graffiti. Part 2: After being arrested and locked in Old 
Melbourne Gaol,  solve an English-language riddle. One-hour time limit;  guess 
right and be released early.

arno0109dt Liten Ball or Stor Ball Australia

Liten Ball (Small Balls): Travel to Scotch College and score twice playing tennis 
against  local  players.  Stor  Ball  (Big  Balls):  Taking  turns,  carry  an  Australian 
Rules football through a group of defenders with training pads, then kick it over 
a defender into a goal, scoring a total of three goals.

How odd to have the tennis task explained on Rod Laver Arena – the main court  
at the Australian Open grand slam – when the task itself is held suburbs away.

arno0109ri3 Stairway to Heaven Australia

Climb up the interior stairwells of Eureka Tower to the Pit Stop on its 88th floor 
observation deck.

Non-elimination; one of the tasks in the next leg will be modified for the spared  
team to make it more difficult.

arno0110hdt Rask Ball or Rask Mat China

Rask Ball (Fast Ball): Score ten points playing table tennis together against one 
local child champion. Rask Mat (Fast Food): Eat a plate of dumplings each, both 
finishing faster than a local. (The handicapped team must complete both tasks.)

Both first require travelling to Hong Kong Park.

arno0110ri1 Rock With You China
Assemble a series  of  puzzle  pieces  to  form a pyramid,  using  only  a  finished 
model on a nearby table for reference. You must stand behind a marked line 
when looking at the example.



arno0110ri2 Dragon Around China
Walk to Stanley Main Beach, then paddle a dragon boat around a marked course 
without assistance.

arno0110ri3 Sign of the Times China Travel  to Times Square and find a clue hidden in plain sight:  a movie poster 
showing the host, with the clue as its title and tagline.

arno0110rb Hole Punch China

Who has the best focus?: Learn a series of kung fu techniques, then break a stack  
of wooden boards.

First requires travelling to the Chinese Traditional Kung Fu Association.

Non-elimination; one of the tasks in the next leg will be modified for the spared  
team to make it more difficult.

arno0111ri1 You Raise Me Up China Walk around the Macau Tower's outdoor observation deck to a suspended clue, 
then collect it any way necessary.

arno0111rb
Generic Macau Tower 

Big Fall Road Block 
#68B

China

Bungy jump from Macau Tower. (Road Block; hint not revealed.)

Must we use the Macau Tower for the Road Block nearly every time a race visits  
the city?

arno0111dt Pensler or Pinner China

Pensler (Brushes): Use calligraphy brushes to write the Chinese characters for  
The Amazing Race,  with only a small  version on the far side of  the ruins for 
reference. Pinner (Sticks): Use a pair of chopsticks each to transfer a variety of 
beans,  noodles,  and tofu from bowls  to  adjacent  plates.  No lifting  any of  the 
bowls or plates.

Both first require travelling to St. Paul's Ruins at Senado Square.

arno0111ri2 Light it Up China
Correctly count the number of lanterns hanging in a marked area adjacent to 
Senado Square.

arno0111ri3 Bacon Makin' China Walk to a nearby restaurant and assemble a small pig from an assortment of  
cooked and cut pieces.

arno0111ri4 Street Tart China
Travel to A-Ma Cultural Village and follow a provided recipe to prepare a batch 
of Portuguese egg tarts.

arno0111hri Candle with Care China
Light a candle and deliver it on foot to the Pit Stop without it being blown out.  
Fail and return to the starting point before restarting. (The handicapped team 
must carry two lit candles at once, restarting if either goes out.)

arno0112ri1 Choc and Awe Kazakhstan
Search  among  1500  small  pieces  of  chocolate  for  one  with  a  miniature  clue 
inside the wrapper. Every chocolate opened must be eaten.

arno0112dt Hoppe 300 Meter or  
Løfte 10,000 Kg

Kazakhstan

Hoppe 300 Meter  (Jump 300m):  Jump off  diving boards  repeatedly  until  the 
combined jump heights is at least 300m.  Løfte 10,000 Kg (Lift 10,000kg): Lift 
weightlifting  weights  over  your  heads  repeatedly  until  the  combined  weight 
lifted is at least ten tonnes.

arno0112rb Snowball Fight Kazakhstan
Who can keep a cool head?: Find a clue among hundreds of decoys hanging in  
bunches from trees while locals throw snowballs at you.

arno0112ri2 Rock Slide Kazakhstan Travel to Luxor Hall and take turns sliding stones across a curling pitch (with 
locals sweeping for assistance) until a total of fifteen stop in the target.

arno0112ri3 Slope a Dope Kazakhstan Ski down a slope while towing an avalanche rescue stretcher each.

arno0112ri4 Bizarre Bazar Kazakhstan Travel  to  Green  Bazar  and  buy  a  provided  list  of  ingredients  for  traditional 
Kazakh recipes, then wait for them to be cooked and eat everything.

arno0113ri1 From the Earth
to the Stars

Norway
Upon landing in Oslo, travel to Oslo City and find a clue hidden in plain sight: an  
electronic billboard showing two famous Norwegians with instructions to find 
where they work.

arno0113ri2 Worldly Knowledge Norway

One  player  reads  a  weather  forecast  script,  while  the  other  points  to  cities 
mentioned on an unlabelled map of Europe and the surrounding region. Make 
any mistakes and you must study a fold-out map before trying again.

Each of the correct cities, as well as about two dozen decoys, is marked with the 
same “sunny” graphic.



arno0113ri3 A Woodchuck Chucks Norway
Drive to a given address and collect bundles of firewood, deliver them to three 
houses in the surrounding area in a set order, then assemble a flatpack shelf set  
at the last delivery address.

arno0113rb Bi the Way Norway

Who's best under pressure?: Ski around a course to earn five bullets, then use a 
rifle to hit five targets. For each missed target, a penalty lap must be completed.

First requires driving to Holmenkollen National Arena.

The first team to get the clue accidentally calls it  a Road Block (instead of its 
Norwegian name “Veisperring”) after seeing the red card.

arno0113ri4
Photographic 

Memory Norway
Arrange dozens of photographs showing things seen during the race in the order  
they were seen, then ride a tandem zipline to the finish line.

Season Two
Reference Title Location Details

arno0201ri1 Ship of Fools Norway
Travel to the Fram Museum and search a replica of Nansen's famous ship for one 
of ten hidden clues.

arno0201ri2 Good News Norway Drive to Karl Johans Street and find a newspaper vendor named Jan Egil, then 
buy a paper from him and search it for a hidden clue.

arno0201ri3 It's Terminal South Africa

Upon landing in Cape Town, search the terminal for a man named Shiraz.

This season, teams put their names on a sign-up board when they arrive at an  
airport, with the first task upon arrival being handicapped according to these 
standings. Here, the task is kind of irrelevant and teams really just get clues in 
five-minute intervals based on the order they signed up in Oslo.

arno0201ri4 A Nobel Effort South Africa
Answer a six-question quiz about Nobel Prize winners from South Africa. Once 
the right answers are known, arrange their starting letters to form a common 
Afrikaans word.

arno0201ri5
These Boots Were
Made For Dancin' South Africa

Learn and perform a traditional gumboot dance routine.

The task was inspired by a Detour from the South African leg in the American  
version's second season... except here it's held in the same township as that leg's 
Road Block. (Doubly ironically? The location where the Detour was held turns 
up in the next leg as the site of its Detour.)

arno0201cc Wish You Were Here South Africa Find the next destination given only a postcard showing a photo of it.

arno0201rb Unlockin' Key South Africa
Who wants to find the key to success?: Use a ring of keys to unlock one of the 
doors at the Castle of Good Hope, then collect the next clue from behind it.

arno0202ri1 Floral Tribute South Africa Search the area near the leg's  starting point for four flowers shown in given 
photos, using a tablet to take a replica photo of each.

arno0202rb Hut Hut Hike South Africa

[Hint unknown]: Find beach huts with three specific  numbers and memorise 
their facades, then run down the beach and replicate them with puzzle pieces by 
finding the correct pieces in a pile of decoys. Each team has different numbers 
and thus different designs, but the pile is communal.

arno0202ri2 Harbour Ambition South Africa Drive to Kalk Bay Harbour and find “Ferial”.

arno0202dt Telle or Pelle South Africa
Telle (Look): Count the number of fish of two different species in a large tube of  
shaved ice. Pelle (Hook): Hang five fish on a single hook in a traditional manner, 
using only a finished model for reference.

arno0202ri3 Two Heads Are
Better Than One

South Africa Deliver a frozen sheep head to Masiphumelele Cellphone and Takeaway,  then 
each eat a roasted sheep head.

arno0202ri4 Cannon Shall Pass South Africa
Walk down a  marked  path  to  a  set  of  cannons,  then load  and  fire one with 
professional assistance before proceeding to the adjacent Pit Stop.

arno0203ri1 Hide Seek Namibia

From a set of six animal hides, identify as many of the animals as needed, with  
the mounted heads shown in an adjacent taxidermy shop for reference.

The first three teams to arrive at Cape Town Airport must identify two hides; the 
next two teams must identify four; the last three must name them all.



arno0203ri2 Tyre Gain Namibia
Part 1: Travel to Etyapa Tyre Repair, buy a car tyre, and remove the rubber from 
its rim. Part 2: Have the rubber cut up and assemble it  to make two pairs of 
sandals, using a finished pair for reference, then walk to the next destination.

arno0203dt Hugge or Skrubbe Namibia
Hugge (Scrap): Walk to Matteus' Woodchopping and chop a small pile of logs  
into smaller pieces for use as firewood. Skrubbe (Scrub): Walk to Tangeni Car 
Wash and wash a waiting car to its owner's satisfaction.

arno0203ri3 Take a Hike Namibia
Hike along a  marked path  through Okapuka Game Reserve,  collecting animal 
droppings by hand along the way. There is no collection limit; teams are only 
told that having more will make the next task more pleasant.

arno0203rb Shit Spit Namibia

Who's got a potty mouth?: Put one pellet of animal dung in your mouth and spit 
it as far as possible, using a stick to mark where it stops and repeating with a  
new pellet to travel from one end of a stationary train to the Pit Stop at the other.

During the Pit Stop, teams travel by train across the Namib Desert; rather than 
departing from the same place with their time gaps intact, they are let off the  
train at different points along the journey.

arno0204ri1 Jack Off Namibia Attach a tyre to a car, which will be used for travel throughout the leg.

arno0204rb Dialect Coach Namibia When it comes to learning, who clicks faster?: Learn and correctly pronounce 
the local words represented by five images on provided fabrics.

arno0204ri2
A Pigment of

Your Imagination Namibia
Watch a demonstration, then use traditional techniques to make natural paint 
like that used in local cave paintings.

arno0204ri3 Nest Eggs Namibia Search the surrounding area for two ostrich eggs, to be used in the next task.

arno0204dt
Spare Vann or Koke 

Vann Namibia

Spare Vann (Save Water): Use reed straws to suck mouthfuls of water from an 
underground supply, fill your ostrich eggs with it, then bury them. Koke Water 
(Boil Water): Use sticks to start a fire, then boil enough water in a teapot to fill  
both of your ostrich eggs.

arno0204ri4 Blanket Coverage Namibia

Search among hundreds of picnic blankets for one with a clue underneath, then 
proceed to the adjacent Pit Stop.

Non-elimination; one of the tasks in the next leg will be modified for the spared  
team to make it more difficult.

arno0205ri1
Once More,

With Feeling Chile

Upon landing in Santiago, search the terminal for a man named Fernandes.

The only difference between this and the first alleged task in South Africa is the 
time difference between teams is ten minutes rather than five.

arno0205ri2 Eye in the Sky Chile Search the area around La Moneda for a clue hidden in plain sight: an electronic  
billboard visible at the top of a nearby tower.

arno0205rb Nuts to This Chile

Who shakes the fastest?: Choose a food stall, then prepare and bag one kilogram 
of nuts for sale.

First requires travelling to Paseo Ahumada.

arno0205ri3 Cannon Shall Pass Chile Collect  numbered  cannonballs  from  each  of  six  cannons  positioned  around 
Cerro Santa Lucia, then deliver them to the top of the hill.

arno0205hri Astrology, Astronomy Chile

Memorise the astrological symbols for the twelve star signs, then arrange the 
symbols with the correct star signs on a replica display a short walk away. (The 
handicapped team must put all of the symbols and star sign names in order, with 
only the dates for each star sign provided for reference.)

arno0205dt Henge Høyt or
Stable Drøyt

Chile

Henge Høyt [Gutsy]: Complete an aerial ropes course, one at a time. Stable Drøyt 
[Ballsy]: Stack 110 golf balls into two five-level square pyramids.

Both first require travelling to Mall Sport.

arno0205ri4 Eternal Optimism Chile

Travel to Parque Forestal and each successfully use a cup-and-ball so the ball 
lands in the cup, one at a time, then run to the adjacent Pit Stop.

Non-elimination; one of the tasks in the next leg will be modified for the spared  
team to make it more difficult.



arno0206ri1 The Great Train 
Robbery

Chile
Upon arrival in Valparaiso, find the Old Train and search for a clue hidden in  
plain sight: a small wanted-poster-style photo of the host, holding a sign with 
the name of the next destination on it.

arno0206hri Piure of Mind Chile Prepare and eat one serving of piure. (The handicapped team must prepare and 
eat two servings.)

arno0206ri2 About Time Chile
Walk around one lap of the Vina del Mar sundial, finishing in exactly 60 seconds  
but without using clocks or watches for assistance.

arno0206dt Klatre or Klatte Chile

Klatre [Flying]: Sheet acrobatics. One player follows a demonstration to perform 
a simple maneouvre; the other climbs 5m up a sheet. Klatte [Colours]: Finish a  
cubist paint-by-number painting.

Both first require travelling to Parque Cultural de Valparaiso.

arno0206rb Blown Away Chile
Who wants to play their way to the Pit Stop?: Learn and perform the chorus of 
the Chilean song El Condor Pasa on the panpipes.

arno0207rb Days of Wine
and Races

Chile Who's best with grapes?: Prepare a bottle of wine by mixing the correct amounts 
of each ingredient, then seal and label the bottle.

arno0207ri1 Cellar Seller Chile Deliver the wine made in the Road Block to the owner at a nearby restaurant.

arno0207ri2 Hotel Stuff
Coming Through

Chile

Deliver two laundered shirts to a specified hotel room, collect bread from the 
bakery, then collect two drinks from a bar and serve them to a couple sitting on 
the balcony. Once all three are finished, use binoculars to search the surrounding 
area for a clue.

arno0207dt Opptur or Nedtur Argentina
Opptur [Upturn]: Carry a 20kg sack up a steep hill to a climber 120m above the 
starting point.  Nedtur [Downturn]: Climb 230m up the same hill  to  collect  a 
rope, then deliver it to the same climber on your way back down.

arno0207ri3 Put Your Ass
Into Gear

Argentina Load an array of supplies onto a mule, then lead it along a marked course to the 
Pit Stop.

arno0208ri1 Drinking with Mates Argentina
Buy the ingredients to make mate, bring them to En Palenque, then make and 
drink the mate.

arno0208ri2 Cattle Call Argentina Working on foot, enter a corral filled with cattle and herd ten marked cows into 
an adjoining pen.

arno0208ri3 Sack Up Argentina
Fill up a sack each with at least 50kg of animal feed, then load it onto a horse 
and take it to Avenida Estancia la Figura. There are no scales at any point before  
the end of the task; fail to bring enough and you must return to fill up.

arno0208db Horsing Around Argentina One player rides a horse through a slalom and back, the other then repeats the  
course but uses a stick to grab a ring at the end. First to finish gets the clue.

arno0208dt Mat or Innmat Argentina

Mat [Food]: Eat two kilograms of beef. Innmat [Guts]: Eat one kilogram of ox. 
(This Detour has a U-Turn attached.)

Most sadistic placement of a U-Turn ever, surely. And we've had a U-Turn on a  
leg where both tasks were basically 100m+ bungy jumps before.

arno0208rb Lasso What Argentina

Who can capture the horse?: Use a lasso to snag a wooden horse target, then  
drag it across a marked line.

Non-elimination; one of the tasks in the next leg will be modified for the spared  
team to make it more difficult.

arno0209ri1 Book It Argentina
Travel to Libertador Bookstore and find a specified book on the shelves, then use 
the information on page 97 to find the next destination.

arno0209rb It Takes Two Argentina Who can dance for two?: Learn a series of Argentine tango steps, then dance 
with a professional for two minutes.

arno0209hdt
Gull i Munn or

Sølv i Bunn Argentina

Gull i Munn [Make Dough]: Bake 50 croissants, with only a demonstration for 
reference. Sølv i Bunn [Earn Dough]: Sell 50 croissants for a minimum of two 
pesos each. (The handicapped team must do double the work for whichever task 
they choose.)

arno0209ri2 Read All About It Argentina Assemble 50 copies of a local newspaper from a pile of printed sheets.

arno0209ri3 A Bitch of a Task Argentina Walk a group of ten dogs through the streets to the Pit Stop.



arno0210ri1 Copy Haste Argentina
Upon landing in Puerto Iguazu, copy a display map onto a sheet of paper for use 
throughout the leg. No other maps can be used; one team at a time, with teams 
released from the terminal in the order they reached the airport in Buenos Aires.

arno0210ri2 Pig Out Argentina Catch a piglet in a pen, then deliver it to the chief of a neighbouring village.

arno0210dt Høste or Nøste Argentina
Høste [Weight]: Harvest and clean ten kilograms of corn cobs. Nøste [Length]: 
Use traditional techniques to make a 4m-long rope from bark.

arno0210rb Assault of the Earth Argentina

Who is unstoppable?: Complete a military assault course.

Non-elimination; one of the tasks in the next leg will be modified for the spared  
team to make it more difficult.

arno0211ri1 Return to Sender Brazil
Upon  landing  in  Rio  de  Janeiro,  collect  as  many  trolleys  left  throughout  the 
airport terminals as required: five for the first team to Foz do Iguacu airport, ten 
for the second team, fifteen for the third team, and twenty for the last team.

arno0211hrb Stairing Contest Brazil

Who has an eye for detail?: Search the tiles of Escadaria Selaron for ten tiles in  
provided photos, then use the letters written on them to work out a mystery 
phrase.  (The player performing the task for the handicapped team must find 
fifteen photographed tiles.)

arno0211db The World Game Brazil
Play five-a-side soccer for ten minutes, partnering with three locals. The winners 
get the clue.

arno0211ri2 Beach to Their Own Brazil Travel to Copacabana Beach and find a clue hidden in a large sandcastle.

arno0211dt Nett or Svett Brazil
Nett  [Net]:  Clean and  hang  a  fishing  net.  Svett  [Svett]:  Learn  and perform a 
Capoeira routine. (This Detour has a U-Turn attached.)

arno0211ri3 Melting Moments Brazil
Use a provided formula to work out how much ice would melt in an 800m walk,  
then carry enough ice to a pier 800m away so exactly twenty kilograms of ice 
arrives unmelted.

arno0212ri1 Buoy Oh Buoy Brazil
Swim to a buoy and collect your team photo, then return to shore and put it on a  
sign up board for usage handicapping the next task.

arno0212ri2 Training Wheels Norway

Upon landing in Oslo, travel by train to Drammen and find a marked car parked 
near the station.

Each team has a set car to find, located a different distance away – 350m for the  
first team, 990m for the second team, and 1.4km for the last team.

arno0212rb Musical Memory Norway
Who has silver tonsils?: Learn and perform Konigsberg Drikkevise, a traditional 
local song.

arno0212ri3 Under the Sea Norway
Part 1: Build a model of an undersea pipe coupling, using only a manual written 
in Portuguese for reference. Part 2: Navigate an underwater robot to collect a 
clue placed eight metres underwater.

arno0212ri4 On Your Mark Norway Complete a difficult Telemark skiing course.

arno0212ri5 Smash and Grab Norway Use a hammer and chisel to release a clue from inside a concrete block.

arno0212ri6 Fencing Match Norway Score one point fencing against a former national fencing champion.

arno0212ri7 Crack the Code Norway
Arrange four provided digits in the correct order to unlock a safe containing the 
final clue. After five errors, the safe will lock up for five minutes before another 
attempt is possible.



PhilippinesPhilippines

Season One
Reference Title Location Details

arph0101ri1 Set Sail Metro Manila
Travel  to  Manila  Yacht  Club and translate  a message displayed  with  nautical 
flags. A translation guide is hidden in the yacht club's noticeboard, out of sight of 
the flags themselves.

arph0101ri2
Baccarat to
the Future Metro Manila

Travel  to  Midas  Hotel  and Casino  and  win  nine hands  of  baccarat  against  a  
professional dealer.

arph0101rb Holding Court Metro Manila
Who can shoot?: Basketball. Score five baskets from the free throw line.

First requires travelling to Cuneta Astrodome.

arph0101ri3 Lame-O Metro Manila
Travel  to  Plaza Miranda  and convince  twelve  locals  to  sing  Bingo in  unison. 
Lyrics in both English and Tagalog are provided for assistance.

arph0101dt Pindot or Ikot Metro Manila

Pindot [Sharp Eyes]: Use a camera to photograph a race flag somewhere in the  
surrounding  area  while  riding  an  inverted  rollercoaster.  Ikot  [Sharp  Minds]: 
Solve a series of three simple mathematical equations while on a pendulum ride. 
Get any wrong and return to the back of the line; each attempt has different 
equations to solve.

Both first require travelling to the Star City amusement park.

arph0102dt Gawa or Nguya Ilocos Sur

Gawa [Cook]: Follow an ongoing demonstration to make 24 Vigan longanizas.  
Nguya [Eat]: Eat 70 Vigan longanizas.

First requires travelling to Bantay Market. (Ironically, given the theme, this is the 
only task in the leg held outside the city of Vigan.)

arph0102iri Pony Up Ilocos Sur
Load 60 clay pots onto a horse-drawn cart and lead it through the streets to a 
marked address on Calle Crisologo. Arrive with fewer than 55 pots intact and 
receive an immediate one-minute penalty per broken pot.

arph0102rb Canoe Can Do Ilocos Sur

Who's good at paddling?: While your partner free rappels from a bridge, paddle 
a canoe into the water to collect them, then paddle back to shore.

First requires travelling to Quirino Bridge.

arph0102ri Smash Hit Ilocos Sur Travel to Plaza Burgos and smash a hanging pot, with one player blindfolded and 
swinging a pole while the other uses only a tambourine to provide directions.

arph0103ri1 Over the Hills
Mountain 
Province

Travel to Kadchog Hanging Bridge and cross it, then search the surrounding rice 
terraces for a clue. There are several clueboxes, but only one has correct clues.

arph0103dt
Magkarga

or Magsaka
Mountain 
Province

Magkarga [Carry]:  Travel  to  Kimakim's  Chicken Farm and catch 20  chickens, 
then use shoulderbaskets to deliver them to a stall at the local market. Magsaka 
[Plow]: Travel to a rice paddy and use an ox-plow to find a flag in a muddy field.

Graphics list the tasks as Karga and Saka.

arph0103rb Pot Head Mountain 
Province

Who's hard-headed?: Learn a traditional dance, then perform it for 90 seconds 
while balancing a pot on your head. First come first served; drop your pot and  
return to the back of the line.

First requires travelling to Provincial Plaza.

arph0103ri2 Rice Rice Baby Mountain 
Province

Fill a sack with 20kg of rice each, then carry it down a trail to the Pit Stop.

Non-elimination; the spared team is not penalised.  The leg winners receive an 
Express Pass, although no reference is made to when it expires.

arph0104rb Miner Problems Benguet

Who wants to be very rich?: Find a key hidden in the small holes in a mine wall,  
unlock a chest to collect a large block of gold, and haul it out of the mine. Each  
team has a separate chest and only one of the hidden keys will open it.

The “gold bar” is fake – a real one that size would weigh over half a ton.



arph0104dt Sell 10 or Buy 10 Benguet

Sell 10: Sell ten locally made broomsticks for a minimum price of 60 pesos each. 
Buy 10: Purchase ten photographed items from market vendors for any price 
necessary, using only a limited cash supply. (This Detour has a Yield attached.)

In addition to the usual hourglass, graphics show a countdown clock for the time 
penalty at the Yield, suggesting it lasted eighteen minutes. (Why eighteen?)

arph0104ri1 Marcos My Words Benguet Walk to BM Parungao Shoe Store and correctly pair twenty unmatched shoes 
hidden throughout the store.

arph0104ri2 Stairway to Heaven Benguet
Travel  to  Our  Lady  of  Lourdes  Grotto  and  count  the  number  of  stairs  in  an 
outdoor staircase leading to the Pit Stop at the top. Get the wrong total and go 
back down before recounting.

arph0105ri1 Fearful Symmetry Zambales Travel to Zoobic Safari and feed the tigers.

arph0105rb High and Mighty Zambales

Who's up for a challenge?: Arrange photos of the six most recent presidents of  
the Philippines in the correct order within fifteen seconds while your partner is  
suspended 100 feet above the ground. First come, first served; fail and they are  
dropped at high speed and you must return to the back of the line. (This task has 
a Must Vote Yield attached.)

First requires travelling to Tree Top Adventure.

arph0105ri2 Smash and Grab Zambales

Travel to the Global Ship Terminal and use provided tools to release a clue from 
a giant cylinder of concrete.

There is no rest period at this leg's Pit Stop; due to this version's airing schedule,  
with each leg shown over several half-hour episodes, there is no cliffhanger.

arph0106rb Flour Power Pampanga

Who's on target?: Fly over a giant target (split into scoring rings) in an ultralight  
aircraft and drop flour bombs onto it, repeating until a total of at least five points  
have been scored.

First requires travelling to Angeles City Flying Club.

arph0106dt Tamaan or Iwasan Pampanga

Tamaan [Shoot]: Shooting. Each fire a bullet into a mannequin-like target, with 
one player using a pistol and the other using a military rifle.  Iwasan [Strafe]: 
Cross a barrier-filled clearing to collect a backpack with a clue inside without  
being shot by a series of stationary paintball snipers. (This Detour has a Must 
Vote U-Turn attached.)

Both first require travelling to Clark Eagle Range and Gun Club.

arph0106ri Car; Go Hauling Pampanga

Drive to SM City Clark and park in a marked area, convince ten locals to lift and 
carry your car to a second marked area, then all climb inside simultaneously for 
30 seconds.

The Pit Stop is in the neighbouring province of Tarlac; it's especially odd since 
teams are taken back to Angeles in Pampanga during the rest period.

arph0107ri1 Suit Yourself Pampanga Collect eight items of luggage from an adjacent hotel reception, taking them with  
you throughout this leg for use in a later task.

arph0107ri2 Hot and Cold Albay
Travel to Red Labuyo Restaurant and each eat servings of both Bicol Express (a 
local curry) and strawberry ice cream.

arph0107dt Pig or Jig Albay
Pig: With greased arms, catch four piglets in a muddy pen and deliver them to an 
adjacent pen. Two pigs each, taking turns. Jig: Learn and perform a traditional 
harvest festival dance to the approval of two judges.

arph0107ri3 Peace of Mined Albay
Travel to the World War II Japanese Tunnels and put on headlamps, then search 
the dark maze for a hidden cluebox.

arph0107rb Ace of Case Albay

Who can solve a case?: Choose one of your eight suitcases and load it onto an  
ATV, then ride down a trail to have it opened. Only one suitcase at a time, only  
one of the eight has a clue inside.

Non-elimination; the spared team will get a 30-minute penalty if they do not win 
the next leg.



arph0108ri1 Dine and Dash Albay
Travel to Lana's Halo-Halo Store at Legazpi Public Market and each eat a serving 
of halo-halo to reveal the next destination, on the base of the bowl.

arph0108dt Crabs or Coconut Albay

Crabs: Search a swamp-like area for a basket of live crabs, then deliver them to a 
waiting farmer. Coconut: Extract the flesh from two and a half coconuts by hand,  
then follow an ongoing demonstration to turn it into 350ml of coconut milk.

Both first require travelling to Barangay Damacan.

arph0108rb Suite and Sour Albay
Who's ready to open their palms to unlock the next clue?: Carry a tray of four full  
cocktail glasses around a resort, one-handed, to find an unmarked room with the 
clue inside. Drop or spill and return to the resort lobby to reset your tray.

arph0108ri2 Shipwrecked Albay Use a set of provided items to build a seaworthy raft of any design, then paddle  
around the shoreline to the Pit Stop.

arph0109ri Store Wars Cebu
Travel to Vanafi Jewellers and arrange five unmarked items of jewellery in order 
from least expensive to most expensive.

arph0109dt Saang or Uling Cebu
Saang [Shellfish]: Travel to Tres de Abril Street, then open, skewer, and sell 35 
shellfish for a minimum price of fifteen pesos each. Uling [Charcoal]: Travel to Jiji 
Ulingan and fill 50 small plastic bags with charcoal for sale.

arph0109iri Hair Today... Cebu
Convince two locals to accompany you to Coco Hair Studio, then wash, blow dry,  
and style their hair.

arph0109rb Tower of Power Cebu

Who's the social climber?: Climb up a rock climbing wall on a skyscraper rooftop 
to reach the building's spire, then climb up a ladder to collect the clue. (This task 
has a Blind Yield attached.)

First requires travelling to Crown Regency Hotel. (The Yield, unusually, is on the 
landing between the two climbing sections, meaning only the players chosen for 
the Road Block can make the decisions on their team's behalf.)

arph0110ff ...Gone Tomorrow Aklan Travel to R.P. Barber and complete a “mystery” task: Having your heads shaved.

arph0110dt Lulubog or Lilitaw Aklan
Lulubog [Sink]: Put on dive helmets and move a tube each through a rope maze  
in an underwater fence. Lilitaw [Float]: Sail an outrigger yacht to three buoys, 
with one player controlling the boat and one collecting a coconut from each.

arph0110ri Undercover Aklan
Travel to a nearby beach party and find a vendor with a basket of soft drinks, 
then open and drink bottles one at a time until a bottle with an Amazing Race 
logo beneath its cap is found.

arph0110rb Dig Deep Aklan
Who isn't shallow?: Dig within a marked area to find a buried clue.

First requires travelling to Puka Shell Beach.

arph0111ri1
Women's Liberation; 

Movement Metro Manila

Upon landing in Manila, travel to Marajo Tower and find out the year in which  
women  were  given  the  right  to  vote  in  the  Philippines,  then  enter  it  into  a  
product-placed printer, exchanging the printout for a clue.

Travelling halfway across the country just for this? Granted, Philippines travel is  
so centralised they would probably have gone through Manila anyway, but still.

arph0111ri2 A Tents Situation Palawan
Assemble a tent on the beach for the night, using a finished tent for reference.

Teams earn morning departures based on the order they finish.

arph0111ri3
It's All Just a Little Bit 
of History Repeating Palawan

Travel in a boat along the Puerto Princesa Subterranean River and take a photo 
of a sign showing the year Lt. H. G. Warwick first visited the river.

The year is the same as the answer from the above printer task.

arph0111rb Sea Saw Palawan

Who has a high memory?: Ride an 800m zipline over the water and memorise  
four multi-coloured signs shown on boats below, then replicate the signs using 
colour-coded boards. Make any mistakes and restart the entire task.

First requires travelling to the Sabang X zipline.

arph0111ri4 Flesh Wound Palawan
Travel to Elephant Cave and use provided tools to smash open a pile of coconuts 
until the only coconut in the pile with dyed flesh is found.



arph0111dt Swing or Stroke Palawan

Swing: Travel to Barangay Buenavista Elementary School and learn and perform 
a  complex  baton-twirling  routine.  Stroke:  Travel  to  Buenavista  Fisherman's 
Village and repair a marked boat by filling its dents and painting the shell.

The first  team to finish the baton-twirling Detour must spend a few minutes 
shilling for the show sponsors by donating a “surprise” 100,000 peso cheque to 
the school.

Non-elimination; the spared team will get a 30-minute penalty if they do not win 
the next leg.

arph0112ri1 Make Your Move Palawan Travel to Malvar Street and find a cluebox hidden in plain sight: a roving vehicle 
with the word “cluebox” on it.

arph0112dt Count or Carry Palawan

Count: Find a marked stall and count all of the fish in a crate, with only an empty 
crate for assistance. Carry: Collect three eels, a tray of eggs, and two blocks of ice 
from marked stalls, then take them on foot to JA Seafoods Restaurant using only 
a flatbed trolley for assistance.

Both first require travelling to Puerto Princesa Public Market.

Graphics list the former task's title as “Counting”.

arph0112rb Message in a Bottle Palawan

[Hint  unknown]:  Search among  hundreds  of  messages  in  bottles  around the 
shoreline for one with the next clue on the scroll inside.

First requires travelling to Starfish Island.

arph0112ri2 Know Yourselves Palawan
One at a time, answer five opinion-based questions about the race, selecting a 
team as each answer. The second player must correctly match the five answers 
given by the first player, but is not given any hints if the combination is incorrect.

arph0113ri1 Taboo Palawan Sent to different locations, one partner describes the next destination by phone 
to their partner to guess, without using any of the words on a provided list.

arph0113rb1 Course Collection Davao del Sur
How's your legs?: Arrange twelve numbered flags next to outlines of the visited 
provinces to show the order in which the provinces were visited.

arph0113ri2 Tight Finish Davao del Sur Walk across parallel tightropes suspended over a crocodile pen, using only each 
other to balance. Fail and return to the end of the line.

arph0113rb2 Victory Laps Davao del Sur

Who knows how to drive a motorbike?: Drive a motorbike around twenty laps of  
a motocross course.

Teams are restricted when deciding who performed the first Road Block because 
of the division rules; for this Road Block the tally is reset and either player can  
perform the task. (This makes it possible for one player to perform both tasks.)

arph0113ri3 Undersea... Davao del Norte Drive a jetski to a line of buoys and find a clue beneath the 97th buoy in the line.

arph0113ri4 ...and Underground Davao del Norte
Dig  in  a  marked area to find one of  several  treasure chests.  Only  one of  the 
chests in the area contains a clue.



UkraineUkraine

Season One
Reference Title Location Details

arua0101ri1 Coat Rack Ukraine Find a coat of arms representing the next destination – the UAE – in a wall filled 
with coats of arms representing various countries.

arua0101ri2 Maketh the Man
United Arab 

Emirates

Take a photo of yourselves with a local wearing traditional Arabic clothing.

Each leg this season features a task involving taking a photo with specified items 
visible; it is implied this was going to be a memory task but nothing came of it.

arua0101dt Sklo or Zoloto United Arab 
Emirates

Sklo [Glass]: Travel to Al-Arsa Souq and find component pieces for ten hookahs 
in a large crate, then assemble them all. Zoloto [Gold]: Travel to a marked store 
in the Gold Souq and arrange five unmarked items of jewellery in order from 
least expensive to most expensive.

arua0101ri3 Sliders
United Arab 

Emirates
Travel to the Aquaventure Water Park and ride down the six-storey Leap of Faith 
waterslide, one at a time.

arua0101rb Dune Hot Disturb
United Arab 

Emirates

[Hint unknown]: Drive a dune buggy around a marked course.

How... inventive.

arua0102ri1 Sew What Sri Lanka Find a literal needle in a haystack and sew an emblem onto two Buddhist robes.

arua0102ri2 Blue Cheese Sri Lanka Take  a photo  of  yourselves  in  the robes  from the previous  task,  with  a  blue 
tuktuk in the background.

arua0102dt Hostro or Brudno Sri Lanka

Hostro [Hot]: Travel to Kollupitiya Market and stuff a sack each with 25kg of 
chillies, then carry them to a workstation and use a rolling pin to crush enough 
chillies  to  make  a  ball  of  chilli  paste.  Brudno  [Dirty]:  Travel  to  an  outdoor  
laundry and wash a bag of laundry, hanging it on a clothesline.

arua0102ri3 Fangs for Nothing Sri Lanka Travel to Donegal House and use a pair of wooden tongs to collect a clue from a  
basket of cobras.

arua0102rb Mask and Ye
Shall Receive

Sri Lanka

Who's the most attentive?: Spin a wheel to select a mask, then memorise the 
design and find the person wearing that mask in a nearby festival.

Non-elimination; the spared team will get a 30-minute penalty if they do not win 
the next leg.

arua0103ri1 The Caged Bird Sings Sri Lanka Travel to Mahazime Chicken Shop and collect two caged chickens, which must be 
carried for the rest of the leg.

arua0103rb Nuts to This Sri Lanka
Who has commercial talent?: Prepare 25 coconuts for sale, then sell them for a  
minimum price of 25 rupees each.

arua0103dt Voda or Korzhiky Sri Lanka

Voda [Water]: Enter a lake and use coconut husks to scrub ceremonial markings 
from a waiting elephant. There are only five elephants available. Korzhiky [Fire]:  
Make 150 dung cakes from buffalo manure and hay, barehanded, sticking them 
on a wall to dry.

Both first require travelling to Wevita Lake.

arua0103ri2 Get Shirty Sri Lanka Take a photo showing yourselves, your chickens, and a local in a provided shirt.

arua0103ri3 No Rest for
the Wicked

Sri Lanka One player chooses to either walk barefoot across hot coals or lay on a bed of  
nails for three minutes; they are then told their partner must perform the other.

arua0104ri1
Water You

Waiting For? Singapore
Upon landing in Singapore,  travel  to Bugis Junction and collect  a clue from a 
cluebox in the middle of a dancing fountain.

arua0104dt Polit or Pokhid Singapore

Polit [Soar]: Travel to the G-Max Reverse Bungy at Clarke Quay and find a red 
and yellow umbrella while being catapulted into the sky, then walk to it upon 
returning to the ground. Pokhid [Climb]: Travel to the Stamford Hotel and climb 
73 flights of internal stairs to its rooftop.



arua0104rb Cliff Notes Singapore
[Hint unknown]: Rock climb up an artificial wall to collect a clue.

First requires travelling to Climb Asia.

arua0104ri2 Gotta Zip Singapore Ride the 450m-long MegaZip zip line, one at a time.

arua0104ri3 Sands of Time Singapore

Take a photo of yourselves with the Marina Bay Sands in the background.

For unknown reasons, teams were given this task during the night while waiting 
for the MegaZip to open; in the morning they just got their photos checked.

arua0104ri4 In Plain Sight Singapore Search the surrounding area for a clue hidden in plain sight: a message on a set 
of flyers being handed out by nearby locals.

arua0105ri1 Mulva Philippines Travel to Malvar Street and find “Delores”: a roving vehicle with “Delores” on it.

arua0105rb Balut and Plunder Philippines
Is this adventure worth a damn? The task is not for the timid.: Eat six balut.

I'm assuming the hint is a bit lost in translation. Probably.

arua0105ri2 Crowd Scene Philippines
Take a photo showing at least one team member and twenty locals, with at least 
four locals wearing hats and at least one each holding flowers, a large plush toy, 
and a broom.

arua0105dt Plyashki or Rybki Philippines

Plyashki [One for All]: Travel to Starfish Island and search hundreds of messages 
in bottles on the beach for one with the next clue on the scroll inside. Rybki [All  
for One]: Travel to Luli Island and count all of the fish in a basket, with only an  
empty basket for assistance.

There is no official rest period at this Pit Stop (but... you know, the below task).

arua0106ri1 On Tenterhooks Philippines
Assemble a tent on the beach for the night, using a finished tent for reference.

Teams earn morning departures based on the order they finish.

arua0106ri2 River Deep... Philippines Travel in a boat along the Puerto Princesa Subterranean River and take a photo 
of a sign showing the year Lt. H. G. Warwick first visited the river.

arua0106rb1 ...Mountain High Philippines

[Hint unknown]: Ride an 800m zipline over the water and memorise four multi-
coloured signs  shown on boats  below,  then  replicate  the signs  using colour-
coded boards. Make any mistakes and restart the entire task.

First requires travelling to the Sabang X zipline.

arua0106rb2 Do or Dye Philippines

[Hint unknown]: Use provided tools to smash open a pile of coconuts until the 
only coconut in the pile with dyed flesh is found.

First requires travelling to Sabang Beach.

arua0107ri1 Discount Lion Safari South Africa
Walk to a nearby animal enclosure, then bottle feed either a lion or tiger with 
the help of a zookeeper.

arua0107dt Palytsya or Yaytse South Africa

Palytsya [Broken]:  Taking  turns,  throw  knobkieries  to  break  a  total  of  three 
hanging clay  targets.  Yaytse  [Cracked]:  Use reed straws to suck mouthfuls  of 
water from an underground supply, fill twelve ostrich eggs with the water, then 
bury them. 

arua0107rb Once More
Onto the Bridge

South Africa
[Hint unknown]: Bungy 216m from the Bloukrans Bridge.

First requires driving to said bridge.

arua0107ri2 Baa Humbug South Africa Eat a roasted sheep head.

arua0107ri3 Home on the Range South Africa
Drive to Storms River Mouth and take a photo of yourselves with a park ranger,  
then proceed to the adjacent Pit Stop.

arua0108ri1 Take From the Sky South Africa Take a photo of the Cape of Good Hope from the summit of Table Mountain.

arua0108rb Take To the Sky South Africa [Hint unknown]: Tandem skydive with a local jumpmaster from 9000 feet.

arua0108ri2 For the Birds South Africa Drive to Rietvlei Wetland Reserve and follow provided instructions to prepare a 
meal for a group of penguins.

arua0108ri3
The Bald and
the Beautiful South Africa

Drive to Langa and convince two locals to travel with you to Omega Hair Salon, 
then shave their heads.



arua0108dt Blysk or Smak South Africa

Blysk [Shine]: Drive to Yair Shimansky museum and find the first diamond ever 
discovered in South Africa. Smak [Taste]: Drive to a small restaurant and prepare 
a batch of samosas.

Non-elimination; the spared team will get a one-hour penalty if they do not win  
the next leg.

arua0109ri1 On Your Bike Netherlands Upon landing  in  Amsterdam,  travel  to  Melkmeisjesbrug  and search a bicycle 
parking lot for one of several bikes with clues attached.

arua0109dt Syr or Sharmanka Netherlands

Syr [Grater]: Use a wooden stretcher to transfer exactly 400kg of cheese from 
one end of West Market Square to a scale at the other. Sharmanka [Grinder]: 
Find one of three nearby street organs and have one partner play it while the 
other collects €30 in tips.

arua0109ri2 Wind Smarm Netherlands Travel to Browerie 't IJ and take a photo showing yourselves and two locals with 
the De Gooyer windmill in the background.

arua0109rb Fishing Line Netherlands
[Hint unknown]: Eat five soused herrings hanging from a line while blindfolded 
and with your hands tied behind your back.

arua0110ri1 In the Ghetto Poland Take a photo of yourselves at the gates of the Remuh Synagogue.

arua0110rb Piece it Together Poland

[Hint unknown]: Complete a giant jigsaw puzzle showing an unknown image.

First requires travelling to Krakow Barbican.

Teams are presented the task as if there is no reference image to work from; in 
actuality, there is a completed puzzle beneath the black cloth covering the tables  
at each solving station.

arua0110ri2 A Tongue of Fun Poland Correctly recite a Polish tongue twister.

arua0110dt Proïkhatysya or  
Proytysya

Poland

Proïkhatysya  [Ride]:  One  partner  sits  in  a  car  with  a  local,  while  the  other 
pushes them around one lap of Main Square. No help allowed. Proytysya [Walk]: 
Climb the interior stairwells  of  Town Hall  Tower and the tower at St.  Mary's 
Basilica, counting the stairs. Get within two stairs high or low of the actual total  
to get the clue.

arua0110ri3 Fill 'Er Up Poland

Travel to the Vistula River and find a lifesize toy lamb, then stuff it with sulphur 
by having one partner collecting small pellets of sulphur from the far side of a  
bridge before sewing it shut and weighing it. If it balances a waiting lamb the  
clue will be given; fail and it must be unstitched and more sulphur added.

Polish mythology is weird. But: yay, dragons!

arua0111cc Streets Ahead Poland Find “the oldest street in Krakow”.

arua0111dt Korol or Monakh Poland

Korol [King]: Drive to Wieliczka Salt Mine and push a minecart along a track to a 
cavern, then search the salt inside to find a prism, using it to open a mock crypt. 
Each cart has multiple prisms but only one will fit in the hole. Monakh [Monk]: 
Drive to Tyniec Benedictine Abbey and abseil down a cliff one at a time to collect  
a basket of food each, then carry it back up the hill to a waiting monk.

arua0111ri Last Shot Poland Take a photo of yourselves at the Saint Florian monument in Myslenice.

arua0111rb On Target Poland

Who is keen and strong?: Archery. Two ways to get the clue: hit the target five 
times, or hit an apple in the bullseye once.

First requires driving to Cape Stylchen.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arua0112sb Wave Goodbye Ukraine Convince 50 locals to perform the Wave together.

arua0112ri1 Book Smarts Ukraine
Travel to Kiev-Mohyla Academy and find a specified book in the library, then lay 
a hole-filled card over a particular page so the letters visible through the holes 
spell a mystery word.

arua0112rb Snow Way Ukraine
[Hint unknown]: Ride an inflatable toboggan down a snowhill, memorising flags 
of visited countries as shown along the way, then arrange them in order.

arua0112ri2 Liquid Gold Ukraine Travel to Lviv Handmade Chocolate and prepare ten cups of hot chocolate, then 
sell them to bystanders for 20 hyrvnia each.



arua0112dt Hlechyk or Harbuz Ukraine

Hlechyk [Pot]: Taking turns, use a whip to knock a total of six clay pots from 
their perches.  Harbuz [Pumpkin]: Taking turns, use a sword to cut through a 
total of ten pumpkins in one slice each.

Both first require travelling to Mamaeva Sloboda.

arua0112ri3 Wish You Were Here? Ukraine

Travel to the Central Post Office and collect the postcards mailed after each of 
the season's previous photography tasks.

Still not sure why these tasks were even there. I doubt it was product placement, 
even if only because the frequent gratuitous shots of the more attractive male 
teams preparing to race by putting on the sponsor deodorant (and, indeed, the 
sponsor beer brand's  logo being helpfully emblazoned on teams' taxis  in this 
very leg) suggest subtlety wasn't exactly this version's strong point.



United States of AmericaUnited States of America

Season One
Reference Title Location Details

arus0101cc Knife Point Zambia “Keep an eye out for the smoke that thunders, then walk the knife's edge.”

arus0101ff Boiling Over Zambia Find the Fast Forward given only the clue “A watched _____ never _____s.”

arus0101dt Air or Land Zambia
Air: Ride a zipline across Batoka Gorge, then complete a 300-foot canyon swing. 
Both parts are completed one at a time. Land: Hike down a trail to the base of 
Batoka Gorge.

arus0101rb The Yolk's On You Zambia

[Hint not revealed]: Cook an ostrich egg. Once it's done, work with your partner 
to eat it all before checking in at the adjacent Pit Stop.

This task was edited out of the original broadcast, but included as an extra on  
the season's DVD.

arus0102ff River Phoenix Zambia Find “Bundu” and complete a mystery task: Whitewater rafting down a section 
of the Zambezi River.

arus0102dt Near or Far Zambia

Near: Drive 20km to Mosi-Oa-Tunya National Park and takes photos of any three 
uncommon animals from a list of five. Far: Drive over 100 kilometres to Chobe 
National Park in Botswana and photograph an elephant.

For both, teams deliver their taken photos to Mukuni Village, near the Detour 
starting point, and participate in a traditional tribal ceremony before getting the 
clue itself.

arus0102cc Figure It Out Zambia
Find the next destination given a model of it.

Probably would have been harder if the destination wasn't the Eiffel Tower.

arus0102rb Stair Master France
This task requires strong legs and keen eyes.: Climb up the stairs to the Eiffel  
Tower's upper observation deck, then use the tourist binoculars to find a race  
flag flying from the “monumental” next destination: the Pit Stop.

arus0103ff Tea Time France Travel to the Mariage Freres tea shop in Rive Gauche, then ask for “L'Aventurier”.

arus0103dt
Easy Walk or
Tough Climb France

Easy Walk: Find a cat statue near Foucault's Pendulum. Teams are not told there 
are two such pendulums in Paris, but that only one has opening hours matching 
those in the clue. Tough Climb: Travel to the Cathedral of Notre Dame and climb 
the bell tower, then each ring the bell.

arus0103rb Walk Through Sewer France
[Hint not revealed]: Put on a hazmat suit and walk along a marked path through 
the Paris sewers to an exit two blocks away, while your partner walks overland  
to the same destination carrying both of your backpacks.

arus0104cc1 Flag Hags France
Find a man waiting at an unspecified landmark in another country, given only a  
photo of him at the landmark, the country's national flag, and directions to travel  
by boat from Marseilles.

arus0104dt
Full Body Brew or
Full Body Massage Tunisia

Full Body Brew: Find a nearby coffeeshop using only a photo of it,  then each 
drink a cup of strong local coffee. Full Body Massage: Use a pictographic map to 
find a bathhouse, then each receive a twenty-minute massage.

arus0104cc2 Lights Out Tunisia
Find the next destination given only a cigarette lighter (for use in the next task)  
with an illustration of it on the side.

arus0104rb Tunnel of Glove Tunisia

Not for anyone who is scared of the dark.: Light a torch and carry it around the 
Amphitheatre of Thysdrus to find its underground section, collect a sword from 
behind a fence,  then return to  the surface and slide  it  into its  sheath at  the  
adjacent Pit Stop.

arus0105cc The Lost World Tunisia Find the next destination given only a photo of it and the name “Tataouine”.

arus0105dt Puzzling or Listening Tunisia

Puzzling: Travel to Ksar Ouled Soltane and complete a simple puzzle. Listening: 
Travel to the Star Wars film set at Ksar Hadada and use walkietalkie feedback to 
find a hidden walkietalkie with a clue next to it. One team at a time.

The puzzle isn't explained as nobody picks it.



arus0105rb Ride Camel Tunisia

Who wants to go for a ride?: Use a compass to navigate a camel across a section  
of the Sahara Desert to a flag and then to the Pit Stop, while your partner walks 
alongside you.

During the Pit Stop, teams are taken to Gabes for safety reasons.

arus0106cc
All Roads

Lead to Rome Italy
Upon landing in Rome, find the location shown in a provided photograph.

The Colosseum? So hard.

arus0106dt Hoof or Foot Italy

Hoof: Find a statue of a horse given only a partial photo showing its hoof. Foot:  
Find a well-known statue of a foot given only a photo of it.

The implication is that teams who find the horse can travel by taxi to the next 
destination while those who find the foot will have to walk; it's a decoy and the  
foot statue opens half an hour earlier to make up for it.

arus0106rb
All Roads Lead

Away from Rome Italy

For someone who likes to take things slowly.: Drive a SmartCar along a ten-mile  
route to the Pit Stop, using only a map written in Italian for reference. The player 
not performing the task is taken to the Pit Stop in a sportscar.

Non-elimination leg; there is no penalty for the spared team.

arus0107ff Find Boat in Moat Italy
Find a castle in Ferrara with only a photo for reference, then use a rowboat to 
search the moat walls for the Fast Forward.

arus0107dt Glide or Ride Italy

Glide: Travel to Ferrara airfield and complete a glider flight, with one player in 
the glider and one in the tow-plane, then take a taxi to the train station. One  
team at a time. Ride: Travel to a bike shop in Ferrara and rent a bike each, then 
ride along a set course to the train station using a map to navigate.

arus0107rb Hire Rickshaw,
Find Shopkeeper

India

For a person with a good sense of direction.: Hire a rickshaw and direct its driver 
to a specified stall in a crowded marketplace.

The last clue is presented as if it was a cryptic clue; in actuality the Pit Stop was  
named and teams just weren't told it was in a different city.

arus0108ri Around the Grounds India “A route marker is located somewhere on the grounds of the Taj Mahal. Find it.”

arus0108dt Elephant or Row Boat India
Elephant: Travel to the Amber Fort and ride an elephant up a trail to the fort 
itself, then search the building for a holy man. Row Boat: Travel to Man Sagar 
Lake and paddle a rowboat to Jal Mahal, then search the building for a holy man.

arus0108rb
Walk Through
Temple of Rats India

The person who performs this task may want to put on some extra socks.: Take  
your shoes off and search the rat-infested Shri Karni Mata temple for a hidden  
canister of clues.

Non-elimination leg; there is no penalty for the spared team.

arus0109ff Money to Urn Thailand

Upon landing  in  Bangkok,  find “where  the  Buddha  reclines”  and  complete  a 
mystery task: picking a bowl of coins from a table and putting one coin into each  
of the 108 urns lining the temple wall. There are 30 bowls available, but only one 
has the right number of coins.

arus0109dt Public or Private Thailand

Public: Travel to a specified bus terminal and take a public bus to Kanchanaburi. 
Private: Search the surrounding neighbourhood (within a set area) for a car with 
a specified number plate, then ride in it to Kanchanaburi bus terminal.

The end of the task is edited out; teams are instead shown finishing at the site of 
the next task even though they all arrive in other forms of transportation.

arus0109rb Along Came a Tiger Thailand
The one who does this should probably be a cat lover.: Dress as a Buddhist monk  
and walk across a pit filled with tigers to collect a clue before returning.

arus0110cc The King Has Arrived Thailand “Check in with the King at Raile Beach.”

arus0110dt Hike or Climb Thailand

Hike: Hike up a steep hill to reach a clifftop cave with clues inside. Climb: Rock 
climb up the same cliff to reach the clue-filled cave.

The implication is that it's a “fear of heights” versus “what are you, chicken?” 
task; in either case, teams must abseil down both this cliff and a second cliff to  
reach boats that will take them to the next destination, defeating the purpose.



arus0110rb
Two for the
Price of One Thailand

Upper body strength is  the key to success.:  Paddle a two-person kayak (with  
your partner and both your bags on board) downriver to a cave and search it for  
a clue with snorkelling gear for use in the next task.

Teams must return the kayak at the end of the task; either player may paddle on 
the way back.

arus0110ri Dive at Chicken Island Thailand

Travel to Chicken Island and snorkel near a marked buoy to find one of several 
clues hidden underwater.

Non-elimination leg; there is no penalty for the spared team.

arus0111dt Volley or Rally China

Volley: Travel to Chaoyangmen Community Centre and score five points playing 
table tennis against a local child champion. Only one player at a time competes;  
switching player is allowed. Rally: Take a Route 101 bus to Hu Jia Lou, then ride 
in a waiting motorcycle sidecar to Liu Jia Yao, then ride a waiting pedicab to  
Quan Xin Yuan restaurant.

arus0111ri Mystery Shopper China

Collect a shopping list from the entrance of Hongqiao Market, then buy the listed 
items (given only in Chinese, with quantities in English) from market stalls with 
the help of a translator.

Items: One squid, two chicken feet, and five beetle larvae.

arus0111rb
Have Food Cooked.  

Eat it All. China

Who's hungry?: Deliver the food purchased in the above task to a chef, wait for it  
to be cooked, then eat it all.

First requires walking to a nearby dining hall.

arus0112ri1 Take Flight China Enter Tiantan Park and use a map to find a group of kite fliers, then pull down 
one of the kites to grab the attached clue.

arus0112dt Steep or Flat China

Steep: Climb up a steep section of the Great Wall to reach a pavilion, leaving your 
bags at the start. Flat: Hike along a longer, flatter section of the Great Wall to a  
different pavilion, carrying your bags.

All three teams choose Steep; the pavilion used for Flat later reappeared as the 
first Pit Stop in season ten.

arus0112ri2 Experience Alaskan  
“Blanket Toss”

United States
of America

One player stands on a blanket and jumps to search the surrounding area for a 
race flag marking the next clue, while a group of locals use the blanket to make 
them bounce as if on a trampoline.

The flag is close enough that the blanket is just filler; still, the blanket tore as the 
first teams were attempting the task and an actual trampoline was used when 
the last placed team attempted the task the following day (having fallen so far  
behind due to missing a task's hours of operation).

arus0112rb Climb Ice Wall
United States

of America

This could be a slippery situation.: Use ice climbing gear to climb up Matanuska 
Glacier, collecting a clue from the top before abseiling back down.

Non-elimination leg; there is no penalty for the spared team. (In theory; they're 
so far behind by the time they arrive that the leading teams are pretty much at  
the finish line before they leave the Pit Stop.)

arus0113dt Dog Power or
Horse Power

United States
of America

Dog  Power:  Ride  dog  sleds  along  an  eleven-mile  course.  Horse  Power:  Ride 
snowmobiles along a thirty-mile course.

arus0113rb
Plunge into

Freezing Water
United States

of America
[Hint not revealed]: Wearing only a swimsuit, completely submerge yourself in a 
hole cut out of a frozen lake, then collect a clue from the far end of the hole.

Season Two
Reference Title Location Details

arus0201ri Kiss Me Once Brazil Travel to Paqueta Island and kiss “Fat Maria”.

arus0201dt Mountain or Beach Brazil
Mountain: Abseil 590 feet down Sugarloaf Mountain, one at a time. Beach: Take a 
gondola down Sugarloaf Mountain and travel to Ipanema Beach, then find the  
woman who inspired The Girl from Ipanema, using only a photo for assistance.



arus0202ri Dancing Queen Brazil

Travel to a “samba club” and find the dancer wearing a headdress made with 
feathers matching one given.

Due to spoilers making the original planned location unsafe, the “samba club” is  
actually a dance school.

arus0202ff Volleyball Brazil Travel  to  Copacabana  Beach  and  score  ten  points  playing  beach  volleyball  
against a pair of local professionals who will only use their feet.

arus0202dt Freak Out or Seek Out Brazil
Freak Out: Paraglide in tandem with professionals to Sao Conrado Beach, one at 
a time. Seek Out: Travel by taxi to Sao Conrado Beach, then use a metal detector 
to find a clue buried somewhere in a 1.5-mile-long section of beach.

arus0202rb
Direct Speedboat  

Through Rapids and  
Spot Flag

Brazil
That person should have keen eyes and a good sense of direction.: Use a map to 
direct a speedboat driver towards Iguacu Falls, find a race flag at a lookout point, 
and climb it to collect the cluebox before navigating back.

arus0203ri Prison Break South Africa
Upon landing in Cape Town, find Nelson Mandela's former jail cell, then search it  
for a hidden clue.

arus0203dt Dance or Deliver South Africa
Dance: Perform with a gumboot dancing troupe, mimicking their dance moves 
and earning 25 Rand in tips. Collecting tips is only allowed at the end of a song.  
Deliver: Transport 125kg of fish from a boat to scales at the far end of a dock.

arus0203rb
Find Ndaba Sangoma,  

Drink Potion South Africa

That person should have a strong sense of direction and a strong stomach: Buy a  
roasted sheep head and a box of epsom salts from local vendors, take them to a 
sangoma and present the sheep head as an offering, then drink a bitter potion 
made with the epsom salts.

arus0204ri1 Locate Vehicle in  
Nearby Parking Lot

Namibia From the top of Swakopmund Lighthouse, scan the surrounding area for a fleet  
of cars, then proceed to them on foot.

arus0204ff Literal Train of 
Thought

Namibia
“Find the spot where the train tracks used to be.” The clue refers to a hotel using 
an old train station building, and the clue is literally where the tracks ran: in the 
middle of the pool.

arus0204dt Slide or Stride Namibia Slide: Ride sandboards down the steep side of the Matterhorn Sand Dune. Stride: 
Hike down the flatter side of the Matterhorn Sand Dune.

arus0204ri2 It's in the Cards Namibia Travel to Spitzkoppe General Dealer and ask for the “postcard of the day”.

arus0204rb Negotiate for Five  
Woodcarvings

Namibia

That  person  should  know  his  animals.:  Bargain  with  market  vendors  to  buy 
woodcarvings of Africa's  Big Five animals using whatever money you have in 
your possession.

After collecting an elephant, lion, rhinoceros, buffalo, and leopard, the clue given 
is tied to a large wooden giraffe carving, which must be taken to the Pit Stop.

arus0205dt
Confusion Now or  
Confusion Later Thailand

Confusion Now: Walk to a ferry dock, take a ferry to a bird market, then find a  
sparrow  vendor  and  release  a  cage  of  sparrows.  Confusion  Later:  Travel  to 
Chinatown and buy a (paper) car, then take it to Li Thi Miew Shrine and burn it.

Both tasks are traditional good luck rituals. (Essentially it's the same “get to a  
hard-to-find location and do something easy or go somewhere easy to find and 
do something hard” Detour seen several times last season, so why this one is  
more confusing than usual is unknown.)

arus0205rb Find Clue in Cave Thailand That  person  should  be  comfortable  in  a  crowd.:  Put  on  protective  gear  and 
collect a clue from a cluebox in a dark, bat-filled cave.

arus0206dt Boat or Beast Thailand
Boat: Paddle a bamboo raft 1.5 miles downriver, using only a pole for assistance.  
Beast: Ride an elephant 1.5 miles down the riverbank.

arus0206rb Wash Markings
off Elephant

Thailand

That person should enjoy getting wet.:  Wade into a lake and wash a series of 
ceremonial chalk markings off of an elephant.

Non-elimination leg; there is no penalty for the spared team.

arus0207cc1 Sky High China

Upon landing in Hong Kong, travel to the top floor of the city's tallest building.

Not only did teams not go to the top floor (they instead went to an observation 
deck about halfway up), they weren't even in the right building.



arus0207ff The Library is Open China
Travel to Wong Tai Sin Temple and find Amelia Chow, then have one player get a  
face reading and the other get a palm reading.

arus0207cc2 Star Search China Use binoculars to search the Hong Kong skyline for the “green and white star”.

arus0207dt Wishing Tree
or Herbal Tea

China
Wishing Tree: Travel 18 miles to Lam Tsuen Wishing Tree, then write a wish on 
a  scroll  each and throw it  into the tree.  Herbal  Tea:  Walk 2km to Sang Sang 
Medicine Hall and each drink a “foul-tasting” herbal tea.

arus0207rb
Use Crane to Move  

Container off of Truck China

That person should have steady hands, even high above the ground.: Climb to 
the cabin of a container crane, lift a container from a truck below, wait for the  
truck to move and lower the container to the ground, then reset the crane.

Crotch cam optional.

arus0208ff Stairway to Heaven China

Travel to the Po Lin Monastery, then climb up an outdoor staircase to reach the  
largest Buddha statue in Hong Kong.

Presented as a plot point but not claimed.

arus0208dt Dragon or Lion China
Dragon:  Working alone,  paddle  a  twelve-person dragon boat  around  a  600m 
course. Lion: Put on a two-person lion dancing costume then walk along a 2.4km  
street course.

arus0208rb Slanging Match Australia

That person should speak good Australian.: Treasure hunt. Take a bus to Martin 
Place and walk back to the Sydney Opera House, collecting clues from locals at 
various landmarks while using only clues written in local slang to identify them.

Rather than have a single graphic explaining the task, each slang clue is shown in 
its own graphic.

“The Road Block is not over until you have successfully completed each part and 
received a clue specifically telling you to return to your partner.” What's so hard?

Non-elimination leg; there is no penalty for the spared team.

arus0209ff Find Harry's Cafe Australia Travel to Harry's Cafe de Wheels in Woolloomooloo and each eat a meat pie.

arus0209ri A Bridge too Far Australia

Climb the Sydney Harbour Bridge.

Phil explains the task as though teams have to find a clue; for safety reasons they 
are shown a copy of it when they reach the top and get a physical copy once they 
return to the ground.

arus0209dt Cool Down or Heat Up Australia

Cool Down: Drive to the Opal Quest mine, enter an underground cavern, find one 
of several opals hidden in a large pile of dirt, then bring it to the surface. Heat 
Up: Drive to Coober Pedy Golf Club and complete any three holes on the course,  
alternating shots.

arus0209rb Boomerang Throw Australia
[Hint  not  revealed]:  Throw  a  boomerang  so  that  it  leaves  a  throwing  circle 
before returning and landing inside it.

arus0210ff Shore Thing New Zealand Travel to Shotover Jet Boats and ride in a jetboat along the Shotover River to find 
a race flag somewhere along the riverbed.

arus0210dt
Quick Jump or

Long Hike New Zealand

Quick Jump: Bungy jump in tandem 450 feet from the Nevis Platform. Long Hike: 
Ride a gondola from the Nevis Platform back to steady ground, then hike to the  
base of the valley below.

Behind the scenes information suggests the bungy task was originally planned 
so that one team member would be blindfolded as they jumped; for whatever  
reason (probably safety concerns), this didn't wind up happening.

There were four teams left  in this  episode,  and even then one took the Fast  
Forward. So... why were there six clue envelopes laid out?

arus0210rb Separate Three Black  
Sheep into Small Pen

New Zealand

That person should be ready for a wild and woolly time.: Enter a corral filled  
with nineteen white sheep and three black sheep, then herd the black sheep into 
a smaller adjoining corral any (safe) way necessary. Once done, both partners 
can check in at the adjacent Pit Stop.

Non-elimination leg; there is no penalty for the spared team.



arus0211ri Late Welcome New Zealand
Drive across New Zealand to the Maōri Arts and Crafts Institute in Rotorua, then 
participate in a traditional Maōri welcoming ceremony.

arus0211ff Volcano Scree Run New Zealand Drive to the summit of Mount Tarawera and hike down a trail  made of loose  
rocks into the dormant volcano's crater.

arus0211dt Drop or Climb New Zealand
Drop: Free rappel 350 feet to the base of the Lost World cave one at a time, then  
walk to a nearby rock. Climb: Climb down a 100-foot ladder into a different part 
of the Lost World cave, then hike a longer distance to the same rock.

arus0211rb ATV Trail Ride New Zealand That person should be a rough rider.: Drive an ATV along an off-road course to a  
beach, then collect a clue from a cluebox in the shallow water before returning.

arus0212cc Father Figure New Zealand
“Sir  John Logan Campbell  is  known as  the Father of  Auckland.  Find him and 
you'll find your next clue.”

arus0212dt Bike or Walk
United States

of America

Bike: Search a pineapple field on bikes for the only red plastic pineapple. Walk:  
Search a pineapple field on foot for one of four yellow plastic pineapples.

What's to stop you from taking bikes, riding until you find a yellow pineapple,  
and immediately switching tasks?

arus0212rb Find Clue Sealed in  
Underwater Case

United States
of America

Sink or swim?: Using a snorkel for assistance, swim to a buoy and dive down to  
find one of three submerged cases, then unbuckle a series of straps holding it  
closed to release the clue from inside.

Non-elimination leg; there is no penalty for the spared team.

arus0213ri1 Spend Night in Igloo United States
of America

Spend a night camping in an igloo, then put on snowshoes and hike down a trail  
to the cluebox.

arus0213ri2
Drive Snow Cat Across  

Frozen Lake
United States

of America

Exactly what the title says: Drive a Snow Cat across a frozen lake to the next clue.

The clue reading is noticeably absent from the start of this task; given the lack of  
a Detour in this leg otherwise the decision was probably edited out when teams 
all chose the same task. (One of the players has also since reported a task with  
sled dogs was edited out for unrelated reasons.)

arus0213ri3 Tools Ahead United States
of America

Drive to Homesteader's in Big Lake and collect a set of assorted hardware items  
for use in the next task.

arus0213rb Retrieve Clue from  
Inside Ice Globe

United States
of America

That person should be able to chip away at a challenge.: Use any or all of the  
tools collected in the previous task (including a hammer, chisel, saw, blowtorch, 
and an ice drill) to collect a clue frozen inside a globe ice sculpture.

arus0213cc A Game of Numbers United States
of America

Upon landing in Oakland, travel across the Golden Gate Bridge to San Francisco, 
then find Landmark #97.

Season Three
Reference Title Location Details

arus0301cc Find Pablo Mexico “There are 21,000,000 people in Mexico City but you need to find only one. His  
name is Pablo and we've enclosed his picture. Happy hunting!”

arus0301ff Find Street Typist Mexico
Travel to Santo Domingo Plaza and work out which of the plaza's street typists 
has a “special message”: the Fast Forward.

arus0301dt Wings or Wheels Mexico

Wings: Skydive in tandem with jumpmasters from 11,000 feet. Wheels: Use only 
a pictographic map to navigate a donkey cart driver (who speaks no English) 
along a set seven-mile course.

None of  the five teams who complete Wheels are shown finishing. (With the 
time it would have taken to get a safety briefing and climb to altitude, it wouldn't 
surprise me if Wheels was actually faster.)

arus0302ff Voladores Mexico
Drive to the Museum of Anthropology in Mexico City and find the Voladores of  
Papantla, then perform a traditional aerial stunt with the performers.

arus0302dt
Man Power or
Horse Power Mexico

Man Power: Paddle a two-person kayak around a small mangrove lagoon to find 
a clue hanging from the mangroves. Horse Power: Use a jetski to find a clue on a  
buoy somewhere within a seven-square-mile lagoon.

This is the only Detour ever in which teams get a visual aid to help them decide.



arus0302rb
Find Clue in

Dolphin Lagoon Mexico
That person should be ready for the swim of a lifetime.: Enter a dolphin-filled 
lagoon and use a snorkel to find one of several clues hidden on the lagoon floor.

arus0303ff Tank Obstacle Course England

Travel to Duxford Imperial War Museum in Cambridge and drive an army tank 
around a figure-eight course within 90 seconds, with one partner steering and 
the other navigating.

The winners are given a limousine ride to the Pit Stop to celebrate. (However, it  
seems likely they later switched to a regular car.)

arus0303dt Punt or Bike England

Punt: Punt one mile downriver to Magdalen Bridge, with one player using a pole 
and the other using a boat paddle. Bike:  Ride a tandem bike along a six-mile  
course through the streets to Magdalen Bridge, using only race flags to navigate.

For both tasks, the clues are dangling from the bridge by ropes; this seems to be  
solely to disadvantage anybody who chooses Bike.

arus0303rb Highland Games Scotland
That person should be feeling a bit gamey.: Complete three accuracy tests from 
the Highland Games – caber toss,  hammer throw, and shotput. Each must be 
completed successfully before moving on.

arus0304ri Bottle Feeders Scotland

Walk to Stonehaven Harbour and find “a message in a bottle”.

The “message in a bottle” is actually a message ON a bottle – the address of the 
next destination is printed on a mock wine label.

“Walk to Stonehaven Harbour. It says walk. You can't go any other way.” The first 
non-clue racer line of the episode, and it's the best piece of foreshadowing in  
this show's entire history.

arus0304dt Old School or
New School

Portugal

Old School: Load a 90-pound barrel onto a boat, then help its oarsmen paddle 
across a river before delivering the barrel to a nearby restaurant. New School:  
Load nine crates of port wine bottles onto a ute and deliver three crates to each 
of three restaurants around Porto.

arus0304rb Block One
Penalty Kick

Portugal

That person should have long arms and fast feet.: Act as a soccer goalkeeper and 
block one penalty kick from a teenage player.

Due to a train delay the task was held well after midnight; parent complaints  
about their children being kept up so late on a school night are the main reason 
Road Blocks started occasionally being held before Detours in legs from the next 
season onwards.

arus0305cc Go West Portugal “Find the western-most point of continental Europe.”

arus0305dt Ropes or Slopes Portugal
Ropes: Ride a jeep to the Ursa Cliffs, then abseil 300 feet to the bottom, one at a 
time. Slopes: Hike down a series of sloping trails to the base of the Ursa Cliffs.

arus0305rb Find Clue in Vats Morocco
That person should have a keen sense of direction and a not-so-keen sense of  
smell.: Walk to Dar Dbagh tannery, then search 25 vats of “foul-smelling” leather 
dye to find a submerged clue. Players are not told only three vats have clues.

arus0306ff Find Carpet with Fast  
Forward Emblem

Morocco
Upon arrival in Marrakech, travel to a specified carpet shop and search among 
hundreds of rugs piled in a marked area for the one with the Fast Forward clue 
symbol woven into its design.

arus0306dt Now You See It or  
Now You Don't

Morocco

Now You See It: Ride horses to a nearby race flag, then dig in a marked area to  
find a tajine with a clue painted on it.  Now You Don't:  Drive an ATV along a  
marked course of unknown distance to reach a stone with a clue etched into it,  
then use crayons and paper to make a rubbing of it.

arus0306cc Lost in Translation Morocco
Work out where to go using only a clue where all but one word and the opening 
hours of the next destination are written in Arabic.

arus0306rb Sell Five Bowls
of Escargot

Morocco

[Hint not revealed]: Help a local food vendor set up a stall, then sell five bowls of  
snails for a price of five dirham each.

Ladies and gentlemen, Flo's only Road Block.

arus0307ff Surfer Germany
Travel to the Eisbach River and find a man surfing on a standing wave, then get 
his attention any way necessary and meet up with him when he returns to land.



arus0307dt Sled or Skate Austria

Sled: Travel to the Olympic bobsled track and ride a bobsled down it with two 
professionals. There are only two sleds available; it takes about twenty minutes 
to return a bobsled to the top. Skate: Travel to the Olympic short-track speed 
skating rink and complete a four-man relay with two professionals.

Usually it's clear why Detour tasks aren't used, but why on EARTH did nobody 
go speed skating? Especially with an opening-hours bunch, the teams at the back 
should have realised how far behind they'd be if they stayed at the sled track.

arus0307rb
Descend from 

Gondola Austria
That person should welcome the chance to dangle for a while.: Ride a gondola 
halfway up a hill, then step out and be lowered to the ground on a rescue cable 
before running back down the hill to the gondola station.

arus0308ri
Find Clue in a  

Haystack Germany
Drive to Augustinerhof Farm and find a marked barn, then find one of several 
clues hidden inside a giant pile of loose hay.

arus0308dt
Count the Money or  

Run the Numbers Switzerland

Count the Money: Count the Swiss currency in a goldfish bowl, then enter the 
six-digit total into an adjacent safe. Run the Numbers: Walk through Zurich with 
your backpacks to solve three simple puzzles at landmarks up to a mile away,  
getting a two-digit number at each, then return to the start and use the six digits 
to open a safe.

arus0308rb
Shoot Apple with  

Crossbow Switzerland

That person should be ready to take a shot at success.: Use a crossbow to shoot 
an apple off a mannequin's head.

Non-elimination leg; there is no penalty for the spared team.

arus0309ri1 Ain't No Valley
Low Enough

Switzerland Travel to the Gletscherschlucht and hike down its boardwalks to the base of the 
glacial gorge, searching for “the keys to your next adventure”.

arus0309ff Wheel of Cheese Switzerland

Drive to a cheese-making cabin near Kandersteg, then select cubes from a diced 
wheel of cheese and eat them until the Fast Forward clue hidden beneath it is 
completely uncovered.

How would this have been handled if more than one team attempted the task?  
It's a moot point because only one team was still eligible to claim a Fast Forward, 
but still.

arus0309dt Extreme Swiss
or Very Swiss

Switzerland

Extreme Swiss:  Bungy jump 620 feet from the adjacent Red Bridge,  one at  a  
time. Very Swiss: Drive eight miles to a farm, then enter a paddock filled with 75 
goats and collect one of several keys hanging from bells around their necks.

After both tasks, teams get a product-placed phone and can make a call to their 
loved ones; however, they must finish the call before returning to their cars.

arus0309rb Assemble a Bike Switzerland
That person should be a nuts-and-bolts kind of person.: Assemble a Swiss Army 
bike for use in the next task, using only a finished bike for reference.

arus0309ri2 Pedal Paddle Switzerland

Ride the two bikes from the Road Block (your assembled bike, and the finished 
example) through the streets to Basset Marina, then take a paddleboat to the Pit  
Stop anchored on Lake Geneva.

Non-elimination leg; there is no penalty for the spared team.

arus0310cc1 Jet Flag Switzerland

Work out the next destination country using only its national flag for assistance.

The cryptic element probably would have been harder had they not chosen the 
country's most famous buildings as the next destination and mentioned them by 
name in the clue. And yet, only one out of five teams knew where the Petronas 
Towers were.

arus0310ri Take Picture Malaysia

Have a local use a product-placed camera to photograph you with the Petronas 
Towers in the background, then walk to a photography store in a mall one mile 
away and print the photo.

You can't spell “Malaysia” without “mall”. Wait. No. Scratch that.

arus0310cc2 Flower Power Singapore

Upon arrival, travel to the National Orchid Garden and find “Margaret Thatcher”.

“Teams will need to figure out that Margaret Thatcher is an orchid.” Also, that 
2+2=5 and that we have always been at war with Eastasia.



arus0310dt Dry or Wet Singapore

Dry: Drive to Choa Chu Kang and find an apartment building at a set address, 
then find “Singapore's #1 television star” in a specific apartment. All of the roads 
in the neigbourhood are named Choa Chu Kang, and the elevator will not stop on 
the right floor. Wet: Drive to Singapore Zoo, find the “mermaids” (manatees), and 
swim across their habitat to a cluebox.

The “television star” is actually a sitcom character; the actor was nearly cast as a 
player on The Amazing Race Asia 4 but was cut at the last minute. Thank God.

Due to spoilers making the planned Road Block unsafe to complete, a substitute 
Road Block was held that amounted to collecting a clue from the middle of a 
fountain. Given just how lame the replacement was, it's not surprising that it  
was shown as another “get clue, leave” destination without the task mentioned.

arus0311dt Easy Buy or Hard Sell Vietnam

Easy Buy: Ride a sampan into the Cai Be floating markets and find the one boat 
selling water coconuts, then buy one for any price possible. Hard Sell: Carry a  
shoulderbasket of fruit through narrow market alleys, selling fruit for any price 
to earn a total of 40,000 dong.

As the usual race flags are similar to the former South Vietnam's national flag, all  
route markers in Vietnam are yellow only. Replacing flags is standard in Vietnam 
on all versions (though here and The Amazing Race Asia 3 are the only times it is  
mentioned)... except for season 22, where the usual flag showed up at a Vietnam  
War memorial.

arus0311rb Ride Cyclo Bike Vietnam

That person should have strong legs and a strong back.:  Ride a cyclo along a  
marked  course  with  your  partner  as  a  passenger,  then  walk  to  the  Pit  Stop 
adjacent to the end of the course.

The issues teams had finding the task were a production error: the cluebox was 
at the wrong address.

arus0312dt
Basket Boats or  

Basket Bikes Vietnam

Basket Boats: Paddle a coracle each to a nearby island and collect a clue, then 
paddle back. Basket Bikes: Ride a bike loaded with dozens of shrimp baskets 
each to a cluebox one mile away.

The clue (and therefore teams) calls the tasks Boats and Bikes.

Behind the scenes information suggests getting local assistance with either was 
forbidden; all teams broke this rule and got penalties, which were not shown.

A miscellaneous “get clue, leave” route marker at the Imperial City was shown as 
a “search the grounds” task, but teams were clearly told where to go.

arus0312rb Raise Fishing Net Vietnam

That person should be fishing for a clue.: Use a manual winch to raise a giant 
fishing net from the water, allowing your partner to collect a clue from it.

First requires travelling to a nearby fishing platform.

Non-elimination leg; there is no penalty for the spared team.

arus0313ri The Big Et Cetera United States
of America

Upon landing in Honolulu, drive to Puaena Point and get a traditional blessing 
from a kahuna.

arus0313dt Quick Drop or
Slow Walk

United States
of America

Quick Drop: Ride a tandem zipline into a pond 160 feet below, then swim to the  
edge and walk a short distance to a cluebox behind Wailua Falls. Slow Walk: Hike 
down a marked, uneven path to the base of Wailua Falls to collect the clue.

Flo's “not a choice?!” meltdown makes more sense when you realise there really 
wasn't one – spoilers resulted in the cluebox being moved, and the new location  
made it impossible to complete Slow Walk.

arus0313rb Spin Animal Faces United States
of America

That person should have a good memory.:  Spin five rotating rings on a mock 
totem pole so that the carved animal faces above a slot display the animals used 
in tasks during the season in the order they appeared.

Yes, fans who keep asking for animals to be an end-of-season memory task. Not 
only has it been done before, it was the very first one.



Season Four
Reference Title Location Details

arus0401ri Ca Planter Pour Moi Italy

Search Galleria Vittorio Emmanuele II for one of three hidden boxes containing 
tickets on charter buses at unknown times. Each box has a limited ticket supply 
for the same departure time and is hidden near a planter or ashtray; once tickets 
are taken they cannot be exchanged.

arus0401ff Snowshoe Hike Italy Travel to Passo Giau, find a marked snowhill, and hike up it wearing snowshoes.

arus0401dt Search or Rescue Italy

Search: Use an avalanche beacon to find a set of snowmobile keys buried in a 
160-acre snowfield, then drive it to the cluebox. Rescue: Cross a cable bridge 
between two cliffs, then ride a zipline 250 feet to the ground and walk to the 
cluebox. Only one player on the bridge and one on the zipline at a time.

Despite the rule, one player got stuck climbing up off the bridge that the player 
behind them was sent forward to help push them up.

arus0402ri Snow Way Italy
Travel to the base of the Cortina D'Ampezzo Olympic ski jump and ride a van to 
the top, then slide back down the hill in an inflatable raft. First come first served.

arus0402ff Join the Commedia  
Dell'Arte

Italy

Walk to a plaza near the Rialto Bridge and join a group of travelling performers 
in a street theatre skit, taking part until the Fast Forward clue appears as a prop.

Though the Fast Forward is offered at the same time as the Detour below, it isn't  
attempted until after it, when all eleven teams are bunched waiting for the Road 
Block to open.

arus0402dt Waterway
or Pathway

Italy
Waterway: Navigate a gondolier through Venice's canals to Campo Querini, using 
only a provided map. Pathway: Travel on foot through Venice's alleys to Campo 
Querini, without a map but with the ability to ask locals for assistance.

arus0402rb Match the Mask
to the Photo

Italy

[Hint not revealed]: Take one of four photographs from a doorman and enter a  
masquerade  ball,  searching  in  dim  lighting  for  the  guest  wearing  the  mask 
shown. Only four players allowed in at a time; pick the wrong guess and return 
to the back of the line.

arus0403ri Go Fiacre Yourself Austria

Part 1: Upon arrival in Vienna, travel to a specified intersection and walk along a  
marked path through the sewers to an exit point. Part 2: Claim a fiacre (horse-
drawn cart) and ride to the next destination. Fiacres arrive in three groups in 
half-hour intervals; pull the ticket from a fiacre's door to claim it.

arus0403ff Carry Glasses Across  
Dance Floor

Austria

Upon arrival  at  Schonbrunn Palace, find a marked ballroom and each carry a 
tray loaded with full champagne glasses across a dance floor filled with waltzing 
couples without spilling anything.

The clue was given at the end of the sewers, even though if a team wanted to  
claim it they'd still have to take the fiacre to Schonbrunn Palace.

arus0403dt Mozart or Beethoven Austria

Mozart: Deliver a bass fiddle to the well-known house where Mozart wrote The  
Marriage of Figaro, six miles away. Beethoven: Deliver a portfolio of sheet music 
to a lesser-known house (among five residences in  Vienna) where Beethoven 
wrote The Heiligenstadt Testament, eleven miles away.

arus0403rb Bungy Jump off of  
Danube Tower

Austria Which of you doesn't mind hanging from their ankles?:  Bungy jump 460 feet 
from the Donauturm.

arus0404rb That Other
Amazing Race

France

The person who performs this task will need to fit into a tight space.: Roll four 
tyres from their starting points to a waiting race car, change the tyres, then ride  
in the car as a driver completes one lap of the Le Mans race track.

This is the first time a Road Block appeared in a leg before a Detour; attention  
isn't really drawn to the fact (though it is mentioned), and yet it's easily the most  
successful twist in the show's history.

arus0404ff
Assemble Painting

to form Chateau
des Alpilles

France

Drive to the Musee des Tapisseries and assemble a pile of twenty giant puzzle  
tiles on a wall to form an image of the Pit Stop without any reference.

As the team who tried the task decided to do it after getting lost finding the  
Detour, the task was revealed as others were already headed to the Pit Stop.



arus0404dt Ropes or Slopes France

Ropes: Abseil 230 feet down a cliff, one at a time. Slopes: Hike down a trail to the 
base of the same cliff.

One team completes  Ropes,  misses  the cluebox at  the bottom and continues 
hiking  farther down the trail  than intended,  decides to hike back to the top,  
misses the cluebox again on the way, then essentially completes Slopes as well. 
And still? Not the biggest mistake they make during the race.

Oh? You thought the haybale thing was the first time they shamelessly recycled a 
task? Not even close, dear. Was southern France that hard up for task ideas?

arus0405ff
Ride Molen Van
Sloten Windmill Netherlands

Travel to the Van Sloten windmill in North Amsterdam, then each get strapped to 
one of its sails and ride it as it spins for ten full revolutions.

Oddly, the show repeatedly calls the country “Holland” in this episode. It's a bad 
enough mistake at the best of times, but one of the show's creators is Dutch.

arus0405dt 500 Kilograms
or 15 Feet

Netherlands

500 Kilograms: Drive to an outdoor market 30 miles away, then put on clogs and 
use a two-person carrier to transport exactly 500kg of cheese from one end of 
the market to a set of scales at the other. 15 Feet: Drive to a farm twelve miles  
away and search barehanded for one of several clues hidden inside a fifteen-
foot-tall pile of cow manure.

arus0405rb The Big Squeeze Netherlands Which one of you has a firm grip and likes seafood?: Use only your hands to 
transfer 25 live eels from a boat deck into an adjacent storage container.

arus0406ri Production Cycle India
Ride bikes across the Film City studio complex to find Studio 10, then find a clue 
hidden somewhere on a Bollywood film set as a dance routine takes place.

arus0406dt Suds or Duds India

Suds: Travel  to an outdoor laundromat and choose a marked bag of  laundry,  
then wash it by hand to find the garment with a clue written on it. Duds: Travel 
to P. Amarlal sari shop and search the stock for one of several saris with a clue 
printed on it.

For both tasks, teams can only travel on foot or by public transportation.

This is the only time we get a recap explaining which teams are doing each task. 
(It would have been more necessary had more than one team picked Duds.)

arus0406rb Find 20 Palai Fish
in Fish Market

India
Who feels like the catch of the day?: Memorise a specific local fish (palai), carry a 
large basket through a fish market to a marked vendor and find twenty matching 
fish, then carry them back to the starting point.

arus0407ri Give Me a Sign India Upon arrival at Ernakulam Junction, travel south along Highway 47 and search 
the roadside for a marked billboard.

arus0407rb Bull Racing India

Who can put up with a lot of bull?: Hold onto a towrope as a pair of bulls drag  
you along a muddy track the length of a football field. Fail and return to the back 
of the line.

What Phil doesn't mention is that while bull racing is indeed a sport invented 
over a hundred years ago,  no woman had ever competed in it until  this task. 
Even then, both co-ed teams left in the race had the male do the Road Block.

arus0407dt Baskets or Trunks India

Baskets: Catch ten live chickens in a pen and load them into baskets on the back 
of a flatbed tricycle, then use only a simple map provided to deliver them to a 
nearby farm. Trunks: Load two bundles of coir onto an elephant, then climb on 
and ride it through the streets to a fabric store.

arus0408ri Bless is More Malaysia
Upon arrival in Kota Kinabalu, travel to Monsopiad Cultural Village and receive a 
traditional blessing for good luck.

arus0408dt Net or Trap Malaysia
Net: Travel to a fishing platform and use butterfly nets to catch fifteen fish in a 
small breeding pen, storing them in an adjacent basket. Trap: Travel to a group 
of lobster boats, board one, and haul up a weighted lobster trap.

arus0408rb Hit Three Targets Malaysia

Who's skills are the most on target?: Hit targets at three stations using different 
traditional  weapons –  bow and arrow,  blowpipe,  and spear.  Succeed at  each 
before moving on; after hitting the third target, run to the adjacent Pit Stop.

Non-elimination leg; there is no penalty for the spared team.



arus0409ff
Feed Fruit to the
Wild Orangutan Malaysia

Drive to Sepilok Orangutan Sanctuary and collect four pieces of fruit, then carry 
them down a trail to a feeding station and feed them to wild orangutans.

arus0409dt Chop or Haul Malaysia

Chop: Use traditional tools to chop down bunches of palm nuts with attached 
clue envelopes. Only one of every four clue envelopes has a clue inside. Haul: Use 
a wheelbarrow to transport 25 bunches of palm nuts to a waiting truck, then 
throw them over the side of the truck into the open-top trailer.

I get that this is culturally relevant and all, but it's bizarre that this is a Detour in 
the same episode as a task involving orangutans, since harvesting palm oil is the 
reason orangutans are endangered in the first place.

arus0409rb Rattan Ladder Climb Malaysia
It's time for the ladder part of the race.:  Climb 50 feet up a ladder to reach a  
second horizontal ladder, then crawl along it to the end and use the attached 
rope to pull up a basket with a clue inside.

arus0410ri
Search for 

Enlightenment Malaysia
Drive to Puu Jih Shih Temple and search among thousands of miniature Buddha  
statues on several columns for one marked with your names, then take a key 
from behind it and unlock the next clue.

arus0410rb Swim Under the Ice South Korea
Which of you has the colder personality?: Strip to your underwear, jump into a 
hole carved into a frozen river, then swim under the ice to an exit hole a short  
distance away before warming back up to your usual body temperature.

arus0410dt Strong Hands or  
Strong Stomach

South Korea

Strong Hands: Walk to a nearby martial arts school and learn a short series of  
taekwondo  moves,  then  punch  through  three  stacks  of  boards  each.  Strong 
Stomach: Walk to a nearby restaurant and each eat a serving of an unknown 
local delicacy – chopped live octopus.

Non-elimination leg; there is no penalty for the spared team.

arus0411ri Night Kite Flight South Korea
Travel to Hangang Park and find a marked table with a flying kite attached, then 
pull on the string until a clue attached to the kite is released.

arus0411ff
Australian
Surf Rescue Australia

Travel to Caloundra Beach and paddle a lifeguard rescue board each to a buoy,  
load a waiting “victim” onto the boards, and bring her back to shore.

With three of the four remaining teams having not claimed a Fast Forward so far,  
even though more were taken this season than ever (seven, compared to six in 
season two and five in seasons one and three), this is the first time a team has 
reached the finale without claiming one.

arus0411dt
Face First or

Foot First Australia

Face First: Abseil face-first 200 feet down the side of a hotel, one at a time. Foot  
First: Scan the surrounding skyline for a building with a race flag on it, then walk 
down twenty flights of stairs back to ground level, across to the building, and up 
thirty flights of stairs to its rooftop.

Why is one swear word muted and another just two lines later bleeped?

arus0411rb Find Underwater  
Treasure Chest

Australia Just when you thought it was safe to go back in the water...: SCUBA dive in an  
aquarium tank to collect a clue from a treasure chest on the tank floor.

arus0412ri1 Baa Humbug Australia
Drive to the Australian Woolshed in Ferny Hills and search a giant pile of wool 
for a hidden clue. Each team has a different pile to search.

arus0412ri2 Proceed to Croc Pen  
and Feed Sultan

Australia

Take a product-placed camera across Wild World Zoo to a crocodile enclosure, 
have one player feed Sultan the crocodile while the other takes a photo, then  
walk to the zoo's gift shop and print the photo.

Idiot-proof photograph printing device, meet idiot. More than one of you is going 
to come out looking substantially less clever than you did five minutes ago.

arus0412dt Saddle or Paddle Australia

Saddle: Ride horses along a 1.5-mile stretch of beach to find any of four race 
flags, then get off and search within 25 feet of the flag for a set of clue envelopes. 
Only one of the four sets contains correct clues. Paddle: Use a handpump to blow 
up an inflatable two-person kayak, then paddle to a buoy.

arus0412rb Drive Race Buggy Australia
Who's up for a wild ride?: Drive a race buggy along a seven-mile off-road course.

Non-elimination leg; there is no penalty for the spared team.



arus0413ri Hello Goodbye Australia
Drive  to  Tjapukai  Aboriginal  Cultural  Park  and  participate  in  a  traditional 
welcoming ceremony.

arus0413dt Wing It or Wander It Australia

Wing It: Skydive in tandem with jumpmasters from 10,000 feet. Wander It: Drive 
to a mangrove forest, search the boardwalks for a dock, then drive a motorboat 
out of the forest and to the skydive landing site.

Gee, I wonder which one they wanted teams to pick. Do you think putting the 
cluebox at the airport gave teams a hint about which task would be better?

arus0413rb Retrieve Rock
from Ocean Floor

United States
of America

Who is a strong swimmer and good with a hammer?: Swim to a tiki head buoy,  
dive down to collect a rock from the seafloor, bring it  back to shore any way 
necessary, then use a hammer and chisel to release a clue from inside.

arus0413cc Solve Stadium Riddle United States
of America

“Happy Valentine's Day + White + White.” More specifically, translate each part 
of the riddle into a number, then use them to find a specific section, row, and  
seat in Sun Devil Stadium where the final clue is waiting.

The first part isn't just a cryptic way to get the number 214: it's an in-joke about 
the task being filmed on Valentine's Day.

Season Five
Reference Title Location Details

arus0501ri1 Log Off Uruguay
Search among almost 100 trees in a marked area for clue envelopes marked with 
times representing morning ferry departures.  There are three different times 
available; once a team pulls off a time marker they cannot switch.

arus0501ri2 Where's the Beef? Uruguay

Carry  a  55-pound  side  of  beef  half  a  mile  through  the streets  to  La  Rosada 
Carniceria. (This task has a Yield attached.)

The route appears to be a fairly straight line; the Yield appears halfway along 
said route rather than at the start of the task. (This season the Yield appears in 
each of the first eleven legs, replacing the Fast Forward as an optional power; as  
it is only used once – at the very last chance – it is usually edited out and from 
next season it is cut to a limited number as the Fast Forward was this season.

arus0501dt Zips or Chips Uruguay

Zips: Travel to a casino rooftop and use a pulley to haul yourself across a cable  
between two wings, then ride a zipline into the pool eighteen floors below. Both  
parts are one player at a time. Chips: Enter the casino and find a marked table,  
then use 20 chips to play roulette, putting up to five chips on different numbers.  
Win and get the clue; run out of chips and you must switch.

The greeter for this leg is Miss Uruguay Natalia Rodriguez Lassiy.

arus0502ri Shake; Your Booty Uruguay
Drive to Shake Mega Disco in Montevideo and search the crowded dance floor 
for an inflatable globe containing a clue while foam rains down from above. Not 
every globe contains a clue.

arus0502cc
Don't Lie to Me 

Argentina Argentina
Find Eva Peron's grave.

The clue – and Phil – mistakenly call her Evita Peron. Evita was just a nickname.

arus0502dt Perro or Tango Argentina

Perro: Walk eight dogs along a one-mile course to La Flor, using only a map to 
navigate. Cards  with Spanish dog training commands must  be collected from 
three checkpoints along the way. Tango: Travel to a theatre a mile and a half 
away, collect a program, then find the pictured man amongst a group of dancers  
performing the tango on stage. Fail and get a new picture before trying again.

arus0502rb Ribbon Roping Argentina

The person who performs this  task should have quick hands and quick feet.:  
Enter a cattle corral and remove a bandana from around the neck of a calf. No 
tackling the calves.

Yes. You might have to stick your hand in a cow's ass, Charla and Mirna. Why the 
hell would that even be in your top twenty guesses, let alone first?

arus0503rb Find White
Chocolate Centre

Argentina
That person should have a sweet tooth.: Search among nearly 11,000 pieces of  
chocolate for one of twenty with a white nougat centre. You must bite them one 
at a time, but do not have to eat any.



arus0503dt Smooth Sailing
or Rough Riding

Argentina
Smooth Sailing: Paraglide in tandem with professionals from 5000 feet. Rough 
Riding: Ride mountain bikes  along a  six-mile  offroad course to  the paraglide 
landing site.

arus0504dt Block 5 Shots
or Drink 1 Shot

Russia

Block 5 Shots: Travel to a nearby ice hockey rink and defend a goal net together 
against five slap shots from local players. Drink 1 Shot: Travel to Anichkov Palace 
and each balance a shotglass of vodka on a sabre, then drink it without dropping  
or touching the glass.

arus0504rb Eat Caviar Russia Who's got a taste for the good life?: Eat one kilogram of Russian caviar.

arus0505ri One in Three Million Russia Travel to the Hermitage and find Rembrandt's Return of the Prodigal Son.

arus0505ff
Carry Sarcophagus

to Temple Egypt

Travel to the Dr. Ragab Pharaonic Village and collect a sarcophagus from outside 
the entrance, then carry it across the village to a priest.

From this season on (and continuing into all other franchises), Fast Forwards 
are limited to select legs rather than being omnipresent. The same rules apply 
regarding its usage, essentially changing it from a potential saving grace for a  
trailing team to an automatic lead extender for a leading team. However,  the 
tasks are now usually more extreme than usual to make up for this failing.

arus0505rb
Climb Down
Osiris Shaft Egypt

Who's up for going down?: Climb down a series of ladders to a chamber 140 feet  
beneath the Pyramids, collect a satchel of puzzle pieces from a pool, then bring 
them back up the ladders to the surface.

arus0505cc
Rock Around

the Block Egypt
Assemble the puzzle pieces from your satchel  over an outline on a provided 
map, leaving a small hole representing the next destination.

arus0505dt Rock & Roll or
Hump & Ride

Egypt

Rock & Roll: Use three logs as rollers to transport a sled loaded with 600 pounds 
of  rocks  across  a  100-yard  clearing.  Hump  &  Ride:  Riding  horses,  lead  two 
camels loaded with carpets along a one-mile course.

Non-elimination; the spared team has their savings confiscated and will not get  
any at the start of the next leg.

arus0506dt Herd It or Haul It Egypt

Herd It: Travel five miles to Banana Island and load ten waiting sheep onto a 
waiting boat, then sail across the Nile to deliver them to a shepherd. Haul It: 
Travel three miles to Pigeon House Farm and fill  an urn with water from the 
Nile,  then deliver it  to a farmhouse with one player holding it  while riding a 
donkey and the other leading it, repeating until a larger urn is full.

arus0506rb Dig for Stone Scarab Egypt
This  task  requires  and  a  lot  of  patience.:  Use  any  or  all  of  the  provided 
archaeology tools to find a stone scarab buried somewhere in a marked plot of 
sand. Each player has a different plot.

arus0507dt Buzzing or Busy Tanzania

Buzzing: Ride a tandem bike to a honey farm, then harvest two kilograms of 
honey from hives. Busy: Walk to Katongo Furniture, load two chairs onto a cart,  
then deliver them through the streets to a specific address before returning.

The leg starts with teams flying to Nairobi and finding a charter airline in the 
airport terminal; despite being a forced part of the route, Kenya is not included 
as a visited country at the end of the season the way Spain was in season three.  
(More surprising? Kenya hasn't ever been visited otherwise.)

arus0507rb Eat an Ostrich Egg Tanzania Who's really hungry?: Crack open an ostrich egg and fill a bowl with its contents, 
then cook it and eat it all.

arus0507ri On the Line Tanzania

Walk to the edge of  a  gorge and ride a tandem zipline across the 230ft-deep 
valley to the Pit Stop on the other side.

There's literally no reason for this other than continuing the running joke so far  
of having teams reach each Pit Stop in a different way – taxi in Leg 1, horse cart 
in Leg 2, self-driving in Leg 3, carriage in Leg 4, walking in Leg 5, water taxi in 
Leg 6, then a zipline in Leg 7 and camels in Leg 8. (After Leg 8, however, the only 
new form of transport is kayaks in Leg 12. Way to continue a theme, guys.)

arus0508dt Off Plane or Off Road United Arab 
Emirates

Off  Plane:  Travel  to  Umm  al-Quwain  Aeroclub  and  skydive  in  tandem  with 
jumpmasters from 10,000 feet. One team at a time; 45 minutes between flights. 
Off Road: Travel to the Margham Red Dunes and drive an off-road vehicle along a 
six mile course to the skydive landing site.



arus0509ri My Humps
United Arab 

Emirates

Board a camel and use a GPS to navigate its handler to lead you to the Pit Stop.

Non-elimination; the spared team has their savings confiscated and will not get  
any at the start of the next leg.

Wondering  why the leg  is  so empty?  It  was a  replacement leg  after  Istanbul 
became unsafe during filming of the Russia leg... and then the Road Block was 
edited out anyway, with a veiled reference to it existing made in the next leg.

arus0509ri Sliders United Arab 
Emirates

Ride the Jumeirah Sceirah waterslide, one at a time.

Are waterslides a notably Emirati tradition? Because they've turned up so many 
times in the country and yet NEVER anywhere else.

arus0509ff Shave Heads India

Travel to a Hindu temple seven miles away and complete an unknown ritual: 
having both your heads shaved.

The location where the Fast Forward is given has a Yield in front of it; it is the  
only time a Yield appears at a cluebox not containing a Detour or a Road Block.  
(However, it has appeared mid-task three times, and the Israeli version's Must  
Vote Yields are revealed at the Pit Stops of their legs.)

arus0509rb Make 20 Mud Bricks India Who's ready to get down and dirty?: Use mud and a traditional wooden mould to 
make twenty bricks.

arus0509dt
Heavy but Short

or Light but Long India

Heavy but Short: Travel ten miles to a specific street in Landsdowne and select a  
marked taxi, then transport it half a mile to Panditji's Garage. Teams are not told 
the taxis have no motors. Light but Long: Travel to Mullickghat Flower Market 
and find a marked stall, collect a floral garland, then take it to the nearby Ganges 
River and release it for good luck.

Non-elimination; the spared team has their savings confiscated and will not get  
any at the start of the next leg.

arus0510dt Clean or Dirty New Zealand
Clean: Drive to Okere Falls and ride sledges down a one-mile whitewater course.  
Dirty: Drive to Hell's Gate and search a specified mud pool for one of several  
submerged clues. (This Detour has a Yield attached.)

arus0510rb Ride in Zorb New Zealand
Who's ready for a wild ride?: Inflate a zorb, climb inside and roll down a hill, 
push it across a marked line, then climb out and walk to the adjacent Pit Stop.

arus0511rb Climb Auckland  
Harbour Bridge

New Zealand

The person who performs this task should have strong arms, strong legs, and no 
fear of heights.: Climb a 75-foot cable ladder to the girders beneath the Auckland 
Harbour Bridge, then walk across a girder to collect the clue before jumping off 
and being lowered back down.

First requires travelling by boat to the waters directly beneath said bridge.

arus0511ri Pimp My Ride Philippines
Use provided tools to attach a series of waiting decorations to a jeepney, which 
will then be used to travel to the next task. (This task has a Yield attached.)

arus0511dt Plow or Fowl Philippines

Plow: Use an ox plow to till a muddy field, searching for one of several hidden 
ropes with clues attached. Fowl: Herd 1000 ducks from a pen on one side of a 
waterlogged field to a pen on the other side, 50 yards away.

Not that “My ox is broken!” isn't an iconic moment or anything, but didn't we do 
“find a buried clue in this muddy area” in last week's Detour?

Non-elimination; the spared team has their savings confiscated and will not get  
any at the start of the next leg. (The greeter for this leg is Luli Arroyo, daughter  
of then-President Gloria Arroyo.)

arus0512ri1 Find Philippine Flag Philippines

Use a pair of binoculars to find three nearby islands with large flags visible on  
their  beaches,  then direct  your boat driver  to the island with the flag of the  
Philippines. Travel time between islands after errors is about twenty minutes;  
no asking the boat driver for help.

The wrong flags are those for the Czech Republic and Equatorial Guinea. (The 
former first appeared on this version exactly ten seasons later; the latter has yet 
to be visited.)



arus0512ri2 Clam Up Philippines
Travel around the shoreline to a marked beach, then use snorkels to search in a  
set area of the water for one of four mock giant clams with clues inside.

arus0512rb Ascend 150 Feet Philippines

Have vertigo? Don't go.: Use an ascender to climb 150 feet up Lagen Wall, collect 
a clue, then free rappel back down to the platform at the bottom.

This is the first time four teams have made it to Leg 12; as a result, it is the first 
time the leg ends in an elimination.

arus0513dt Slide or Ride Canada
Slide: Complete a two-man luge down the Calgary Olympic track in 34 seconds 
or less. Ride: Ride mountain bikes down a slalom course, both crossing the finish 
line at the bottom in three minutes or less.

arus0513ri A Maze: In, Race United States
of America

Take a key from a board into a maze, find the box it opens and collect a photo  
from inside, then bring it back to the start before repeating the process. After  
three photos have been collected and returned,  find and unlock a fourth box  
with another key inside, then return to the entrance and unlock the final clue.

The photos represented places visited – the Hand in the Sand statue in Uruguay, 
the Great Pyramid in Egypt, and the Olympic Cauldron in Canada – yet the task is 
edited so teams are only shown collecting the cauldron photo before finding the 
key. (It's especially odd when insert shots show the task was always intended to 
be broadcast this way.)

Season Six
Reference Title Location Details

arus0601ri An Ice Night Iceland
Ride snowmobiles across a glacier to a campsite, then claim a departure time 
from one of  the boards outside each tent.  Four different departure times are 
available and are randomly distributed; once you take a time you cannot switch.

arus0601dt
Ice Climb or
Ice Search Iceland

Ice Climb: Drive 35 miles to a glacier and hike down a trail, then use picks to 
climb a steep ice wall, one at a time. Ice Search: Drive a much shorter distance to  
a glacial lagoon and navigate a boat driver around a seven-square-mile search 
area to find a buoy with clues attached.

arus0602rb Ride Zip Line Norway

Who's ready to perform an Olympian feat?: Climb the Holmenkollen ski jump 
tower, then ride a 1000-foot zipline back to the bottom.

You know, the ancient Olympic sport of ziplining. (I kid, mostly – the season has 
“the Olympics” as a recurring motif – but it is an odd hint. And ungrammatical.)

arus0602ri Norse Race Norway
Working as a group with four other teams, paddle a traditional viking longboat 
across a fjord to a finishing dock.

arus0602dt
Endurance
or Accuracy Norway

Endurance:  Rollerski  around  a  1.75  mile  course.  Accuracy:  Complete  three 
Viking skill tests – throwing Kubb sticks to knock over eight smaller pegs before 
knocking over the king in the centre, throwing an axe into a log so it sticks, and 
hitting a target with a bow and arrow. Players alternate turns in the Kubb part, 
then one player performs the axe throw and the other does the archery.

arus0603ri1 Ice Ice Baby Sweden
Slide a shotglass across the Icebar bar so that it stops on a small target circle.  
Only one partner needs to succeed; fail and return to the back of the line.

arus0603ri2 What's in Store Sweden Travel to the world's largest Ikea and search its aisles for a hidden cluebox.

arus0603dt Count It or Build It Sweden

Count It: Count the number of pots, pans, and plush toys in three storage bins. 
Guess wrongly and you must count again. Build It: Assemble a flatpack desk.

Naturally, two teams have since reported their flatpack kits were missing pieces.

arus0603rb Hay Bale Roll Sweden
Who has hay fever?: Enter a field containing 270 haybales and unroll them one  
at a time to find one of twenty clues hidden inside selected haybales. (This task  
has a Yield attached.)

arus0604cc Find Senghor's Grave Senegal Find out who wrote a provided poem called Femme Noir, then find his grave.

arus0604dt
Stack 'Em Up

or Pull 'Em Up Senegal
Stack 'Em Up: Carry baskets of fish to a nearby table and lay the fish out to cover 
the table's surface completely. Pull 'Em Up: Ride a boat to a fertile fishing area,  
then use traditional lines to catch four fish.



arus0604rb Salt Harvest Senegal

Who wants to bathe in rose water?: Wade to a group of boats in Lac Rose, then 
use traditional tools to harvest salt from the lake floor and bring it back to shore, 
pouring it into a 25-gallon bucket and repeating until the bucket is full.

Non-elimination; the spared team has their savings confiscated and will not get  
any at the start of the next leg.

arus0605ri Never Forget Senegal Enter the Slave House and briefly pay your respects before laying a rose as a  
memorial at the Gate of No Return.

arus0605dt Beer or Brats Germany

Beer: Travel to Brauhaus Spandau and search the bar tables for five coasters 
with your team photo on them, exchanging two full steins of beer for each. Brats: 
Travel to the Citadel and use a manual sausage maker to make a chain of five 
bratwurst links, each at least seven inches long.

arus0605rb Soap Box Derby Germany Who feels the need for speed?: Hike up a hill and ride a soap box derby car back 
down, crossing the finish line within 37 seconds or less.

arus0606rb Hot Rocket Bungy Germany

Who's ready to be stretched to their limits?: Complete a reverse bungy jump, 
being flung nearly 200 feet into the air.

It's noted in the episode that this Road Block is attempted only by women; this is  
the first of only four instances on this version where this is the case. (For the  
record, the others are the limbo task in season seven, the coffee bean task in  
season eight, and the airplane drop task in season 23.)

arus0606dt
Catapult Crash or  
Cannonball Run Hungary

Catapult Crash: Use a trebuchet to hit a target 150 feet away with a watermelon. 
Cannonball  Run: Push a  cannon up a hill  to  a  courtyard,  then carry 55 four-
pound cannonballs up the same hill and stack them in a five-level pyramid.

arus0606ri See the Future Hungary

Upon arrival back in Budapest, travel to Net Klub Internet Cafe and use provided 
login details to view a video clue.

There is no Pit Stop for this leg; the episode ends with six teams waiting for the 
cafe to open and the seventh at the train station waiting for a morning train.  
(The twist was needed once producers realised begging – the usual way to deal  
with the non-elimination penalty – was illegal. Ironically, with an overnight hotel  
rest to pay for and no extra money, begging became MORE likely.)

arus0607ff Drink Blood Hungary

Travel to Budavari Labirintus and search it for a marked room, then complete a 
mystery task: drinking a goblet of pig blood each.

No escaping the gross food challenge for you, contestants.

arus0607dt Swim or Paddle Hungary
Swim: Enter an adjacent swimming pool and score a goal playing water polo 
against a professional local player. Paddle: Walk to the shore, use a handpump to  
inflate a raft, then paddle across the Danube.

arus0607rb Eat Spicy Soup Hungary Who's  ready  to  spice  up  their  life?:  Eat  a  24-ounce  bowl  of  traditional  but 
“extraordinarily spicy” Hungarian soup, using only a teaspoon.

arus0608cc
Find Napoleon's

Birth House France
Upon landing in Ajaccio, Corsica, find the house where Napoleon Bonaparte was 
born, then search for the exact room.

arus0608ff Walk the Ocean Floor France

Travel to Ajaccio Harbour and each use an antique diving suit to reach the Fast 
Forward clue inside a lobster trap on the seafloor a short distance from the dock.

The winners are given a Cessna ride across Corsica to a town closer to the Pit  
Stop, then must drive the rest of the way.

arus0608dt Climb Up or
Fly Behind

France

Climb Up: Use an ascender to climb a 45-foot wall, collect a medal from a nearby 
terrace, then abseil 75 feet back down. Both the ascender and abseil are one at a 
time. Fly Behind: Travel to a set of 25 buoys in the water, with one player riding 
in a boat and the other toed behind on a raft, then search them for one of twelve  
clues beneath selected buoys.

arus0608rb Stomp Grapes France

Who's ready to have a barrel of fun?: Use your feet to crush grapes in a barrel so 
the juice flows out of a tap into a wine bottle, switching the bottles when full  
until five are filled, then drink a glass of juice.

Non-elimination; the spared team has their savings confiscated and will not get  
any at the start of the next leg.



arus0609dt
Raise the Roof
or Mud the Hut Ethiopia

Raise the Roof: Work with seven locals to carry a thatched roof to a house two 
thirds of a mile away, then lift it into place and place a jug on top. Mud the Hut:  
Collect a load of mud plaster from a shallow pit, carry it to an adjacent house,  
and cover one wall with it, repeating the collection as many times as needed.

arus0609ri Haul Ass Ethiopia

Collect two donkeys from an adjacent farm and lead them on foot to a church  
shown in a provided photo.

Learned: Correctly count the number of asses in your travelling party.

arus0609rb Match Pendant Ethiopia

Who has an eye for detail?: Follow a marked path into St. George's Church and 
get a cross necklace from the priest, then search 100 worshippers outside the  
building for the one wearing a matching cross. (This task has a Yield attached.)

For unknown reasons, the usual Pit Stop mat is replaced by a grayscale local rug.

arus0610ri1 Run Relay Race Ethiopia Choose a pair of local runners and work with them to complete a 4x400m relay.

arus0610dt
Tree Trunks or  

Elephant Trunks Sri Lanka

Tree Trunks: Travel to a coconut plantation, then climb a 50-foot tree, cross a 
two-rope traverse to collect a jug of sap, and return to the ground, one at a time. 
Elephant Trunks: Travel to an elephant polo field and each dribble a polo ball 
along one lap of the field and back to score a goal, one at a time.

arus0610ri2 Make an Offer Sri Lanka Upon arrival in Kandy, travel to the Kandyan Art Association and purchase an 
offering, then deliver it to a Buddhist monk at the adjacent Temple of the Tooth.

arus0610rb Ascend Lion Rock Sri Lanka

Who's got strong legs and keen eyes?: Climb up over 1000 stairs to the summit 
of Lion Rock, use binoculars to search the surrounding area for a giant race flag 
marking  the  Pit  Stop,  then  walk  back  down  to  collect  your  partner  before 
directing a tuktuk driver to the Pit Stop.

The Pit Stop is at a hotel, next to the pool; for no reason beyond continuing the  
Olympic theme, teams must swim across the pool to the mat.

arus0611ri1 Around the Grounds China Upon arrival in Shanghai, travel to Yuyuan Gardens and search the grounds for a 
hidden cluebox.

arus0611rb Wash Windows China

Hua Xia Bank Tower is 40 storeys high...  but someone has to wash it.:  Lower 
yourself in a window-washing chair to a marked window, clean it with provided 
items to reveal a mystery word, then lower yourself to the ground. (This task has 
a Yield attached.)

First requires travelling to said tower.

arus0611ri2 Master Find China
Travel  to  the Monument to the People's  Heroes,  then find a  group of  tai  chi 
performers and search among them for one of four “masters”. Each master has 
only one clue.

arus0611dt Bricks or Ice China

Bricks: Use yokes to transport a total of 300 bricks from a docked barge to an 
nearby pallet. Ice: Load two 220-pound ice blocks onto a flatbed tricycle, deliver 
them to a stall  at  a  fish market  four blocks  away,  and break the blocks  into 
smaller pieces for use.

Non-elimination; the spared team has their savings confiscated and will not get  
any at the start of the next leg.

arus0612dt Spray or Scroll China

Spray: Travel to a car factory and use spray guns to completely cover the shell of  
a local car with paint. Scroll: Travel to a textile factory and use a light table to 
find two Chinese characters printed in different places on ten provided bolts of 
white fabric, then cut them out.

arus0612rb Lock & Key China

Which one of you is more methodical?: Find which lock among over 3000 can be 
opened with a provided key. Break the key and walk to a nearby hotel to collect a 
replacement before continuing. The task closes at 7pm; fail to find the lock by 
the time it does and you get a four-hour quitting penalty.

arus0613dt Outfits or Outriggers United States
of America

Outfits: Drive ten miles to the Hilo Hattie clothing distributors, select a pair of 
mannequins, and find the matching shirt and dress on racks loaded with over 
165,000 garments. Outriggers: Drive six miles to Lokahi Canoe Club and paddle 
an outrigger canoe two and a half miles down the Alu Wai canal.



arus0613rb Skydive to Sandbar
United States

of America
Who's ready for an ocean dive?: Skydive in tandem with a jumpmaster from over 
11,000 feet, landing on a sandbar in Kaneohe Bay.

arus0613ri The Last Cut
is the Deepest

United States
of America

Travel to Gino's East Pizzeria and each eat two slices of a deep-dish pizza.

Yes. The last of what has otherwise been a very good set of tasks is eating pizza. 
And it's not even a big one.

Season Seven
Reference Title Location Details

arus0701ri1 High and Low Peru
Travel  to  Playa  Hermosa  and  dig  in  three  giant  sandpiles  for  sets  of  airline 
tickets leaving in the morning. Each pile represents a different time and has a  
limited number of tickets; no switching once you find a pair.

arus0701ri2 Zip Zag Peru
Travel to the top of a nearby gorge, ride a zipline across to the other side, then  
ride a second zipline 1400 feet to the gorge's base. Both parts are one at a time.

arus0701dt
Rope a Llama or

Rope a Basket Peru
Rope a Llama: Use ropes to catch two llamas in a clearing, then lead them up a  
trail to a holding pen. Rope a Basket: Use ropes to pick upa basket filled with 35  
pounds of alfalfa each, then carry them to a store two thirds of a mile away.

arus0701ri3 Truck Off Peru

Travel to Pisac market, then search the stalls for a hidden cluebox.

For whatever reason, the flag on the cluebox appears to be a different colour. (It  
may be related that this Pit Stop is the last with the race flag on the location sign:  
it is there when teams start Leg 2, but is gone by the time teams finish the leg.)

arus0702rb Shine Shoes Peru

Who loves shoes?: Take a portable shoeshine kit onto the streets and shine five  
pairs of shoes for a price of one sol each, then bring the kit back.

The first five to finish receive tickets on an earlier flight to the next destination  
with the next clue; the last five to finish get tickets for a slower flight.

arus0702dt Shop or Schlep Chile

Shop: Travel to Donde Augusto restaurant and collect a list of five ingredients, 
then walk to Mercado Central and buy them all before returning. Schlep: Travel 
to a bookstore and load 180 books onto a delivery trolley, then deliver them to 
the Library of Congress eight blocks away.

arus0703dt Paddle or Pedal Argentina Paddle: Whitewater raft down a seven-mile course. Pedal: Ride mountain bikes 
along a seven-mile course. (This Detour has a Yield attached.)

arus0703rb Argentine Feast Argentina Who's not a vegetarian?: Eat a four-pound serve of traditional barbecued meats.

arus0704rb Gaucho Challenge Argentina
Who's ready to horse around?: Ride a horse slalom-style along a row of barrels, 
then gallop back to the start and use a stick to grab a hanging ring, finishing the  
course within 40 seconds.

arus0704dt Shipwreck or Island Argentina

Shipwreck: Find a particular shipwreck in a seven-square-mile boat graveyard, 
using only a 30-year-old photo of the pre-wreckage boat for reference. Island: 
Navigate a boat four miles through the San Antonio delta to an island shown on a 
provided map.

So it's a choice between “tedious boat search” and “tedious boat search”? Worst. 
Detour. EVER.

I wouldn't normally mention a “find the costumed cluegiver” non-task, but why 
does Buenos Aires have an English Clock Tower? Even if it was a gift, Falklands.

arus0705ff Orlando Cooling  
Station

South Africa Drive to Orlando Cooling Station and each walk across a narrow wooden bridge 
suspended from one side of a cooling tower to the other, 30 storeys high.

arus0705dt Tunnels or Tribes South Africa

Tunnels: Drive to Wild Caves and spelunk along a marked course to collect a 
hidden clue, then continue along the path to return to the surface. Tribes: Drive 
to Lesedi Cultural Village and select a set of six tribal items, then deliver five of 
them to the correct tribal camps around the village. Only one item can be carried 
at a time, and no hints are provided.

arus0705rb Baragwanath Market South Africa

Who likes to shop?: Purchase a provided list of supplies for a nearby orphanage 
from stalls in Baragwanath Market.

Players are shown buying five items, but a close-up of the list says they need ten.



arus0705ri Supply On Demand South Africa

Deliver the items bought in the Road Block to the Orlando Children's Home.

Non-elimination; the spared team has their savings and possessions (all except 
clothes worn upon Pit Stop arrival and passports) confiscated and will not get 
any at the start of the next leg.

arus0706ri Feed the Lions South Africa Sign up for one of two shuttle jeeps to a lion habitat, then throw meat from the  
jeep to feed the “wild” lions.

arus0706rb Spear Throwing Botswana

Who's got good aim?: Throw a spear to hit a sandbag pendulum swinging twenty 
feet away.

Naturally, the player who'd already been on Survivor twice finished dead last.

arus0706dt Food or Water Botswana
Food: Use two poles to grind a bowl of corn into powder, until the powder fills a  
second basket to a marker. Water: Use reed straws to suck up water from an 
underground spring, fill twelve ostrich eggs, then bury them in a shallow pit.

arus0707dt Carry It or Milk It Botswana

Carry It: Deliver three items each (a tray of corn, a bucket of water, and a bundle  
of sticks) to a cooking area 70 yards away, balancing each on your head. No using 
your hands. Milk It: Select a goat from a pen, secure it, and milk it to fill a ten-
ounce cup.

arus0707rb Move Logs Botswana
Who's ready for a real roadblock?: Drive your car through a river, select one of  
six paths and use the car to remove two logs blocking the path, then drive to a  
clue waiting on the roadside.

arus0708rb Search Boxes India

Who has a lot of patience?: Search over 600 tin boxes of different sizes for one of  
ten hidden clues. (This task has a Yield attached.)

Why does a “steel emporium” like the one used here have so many tin boxes?

arus0708dt Solid or Liquid India

Solid: Travel one mile to a coal depot and fill two sacks with 175 pounds of coal,  
then deliver them by flatbed tricycle to a store four blocks away. Liquid: Collect a 
teacart from a store three miles away, push it 100 yards to an office building,  
then serve cups of tea to any five workers from a list of ten before returning the  
cart to the depot.

There is no rest period at this leg's Pit Stop and the episode ends with the first 
team arriving.

arus0709ff Shave Heads India
Travel over ten miles to a lakeside temple and complete a mystery task: having 
both your heads shaved.

arus0709dt Trunk or Dunk India

Trunk: Travel to the Old City and find a lifesize wooden elephant on wheels, then 
push it half a mile to a temple. Dunk: Travel to a nearby neighbourhood and use 
traditional techniques to tie-dye 25 sheets, searching for the one sheet that will 
show the clue when unfurled.

arus0709rb Race Camel Carts India
Who's ready to steer their team in the right direction?: Steer a camel-drawn cart  
around two full laps of a dirt track.

arus0710ri Find Gnome Turkey

Before heading to the next  destination,  search a  small  island  for  one of  four 
product-placed gnomes, which must be carried for the rest of the leg.

Teams are not told the gnomes have different images on their bases; rather than 
the leg winners getting a prize, whoever has the plane on their gnome does.

arus0710dt Columns or Kilos Turkey

Columns: Travel to Binbirdirek Cistern, use a map to find numbers on four of 
224 support columns, then pull up a box from a well and use the digits in some  
order to open its combination lock. Kilos: Travel to Yeni Camii and collect a set of 
bathroom scales, then weigh bystanders to reach a total of at least 2500kg.

arus0710rb Storm the Fortress Turkey

Is climbing your forte?: Climb a 25-foot rope ladder to the battlements of Rumeli  
Hisari, walk to the roof and find a key, then abseil back to the ground and use the 
key to open a book with the clue printed inside.

In this context, “forte” is pronounced “fort”. Stealth pun!

Non-elimination; the spared team has their savings and possessions (all except 
clothes worn upon Pit Stop arrival and passports) confiscated and will not get 
any at the start of the next leg.



arus0711cc Walk this Way England

Upon landing in London, find the zebra crossing seen on a Beatles album cover.

Gretchen, they can't have made the clue about Mel Torme instead. Mel Torme 
never put the Abbey Road zebra crossing on an album cover.

arus0711ri Eyes Down England Travel to the London Eye and ride it while scanning the surrounding skyline for 
a race flag, then walk to it upon returning to the ground.

arus0711dt Brains or Brawn England

Brains:  Complete  a  treasure hunt  on the Underground,  collecting items from 
three train stations before taking them to the Sherlock Holmes Museum. Brawn: 
Travel to Battersea Park and use a trolley to transfer five rowboats from a lake to 
a gazebo 500 yards away, stacking them on top of each other.

arus0711rb Drive a Bus England
Who's  got  the  drive  to  win?:  Drive  a  double-decker  bus  through  an obstacle 
course without hitting any traffic cones. Fail at any point and the entire course 
must be repeated.

arus0712rb Dance the Limbo Jamaica

How low can you go?: Limbo under a bar representing one of five times. Eight 
tries are given, and you earn whatever you have after your last attempt, with 
lower heights earning earlier times.

Where this leg and the next aired as a double episode, the next task is edited out  
and the results are shown as morning departure times; where the legs aired as  
separate episodes, the times represent entry times at the next task and teams  
could leave at any time after 6am. (Oddly, the missing task wasn't included on  
the DVD released shortly after the season.)

arus0712ri Hot and Cold Jamaica Search a school's classrooms for one of three hidden clues while the students 
chant hints about how 'hot' (near) or 'cold' (far) away you are from a clue.

arus0712dt Raft It or Build It Jamaica

Raft It: Use only a pole to steer a bamboo raft eight miles downriver. Build It:  
Assemble a bamboo raft using only a finished raft for reference, then use a pole 
to paddle across the river and collect a clue before paddling back.

Non-elimination; the spared team has their savings and possessions (all except 
clothes worn upon Pit Stop arrival and passports) confiscated and will not get 
any at the start of the next leg. (The Pit Stop for this leg is at the Round Hill  
resort, used a year earlier as the cast accommodation for season six of The Real  
World/Road Rules Challenge.)

arus0713ri Jerk Off Jamaica Collect a sack of onions from a beachside shack, take them to a jerk restaurant, 
and dice the onions to a chef 's satisfaction.

arus0713dt Pony Up or Tee It Up Jamaica

Pony Up: Ride horses into the water until they start to swim, then slide off and 
hold its tail as it swims around two buoys and back to shore. Tee It Up: Take 
turns hitting golf balls from a tee until one hits a small green 140 yards away.

How do the horses  know which way to swim? And doesn't  pulling their  tail 
count as animal cruelty? I mean, it doesn't matter when the golf was so clearly 
faster they had to mention changing into uniforms as part of the task, but still. 
Inquiring minds.

arus0713rb Jump Off Bridge Puerto Rico
Who's  ready to take the plunge?:  Jump 30 feet from a bridge into the water  
below, then swim 90 yard to a buoy with clues attached before riding a boat  
back to shore.

arus0713cc King of the World
United States

of America
Travel to Little Havana and find a cigar store with a Spanish name, given only an 
English translation of the name with no hint that it must be translated back.

Season Eight: Family Edition
Reference Title Location Details

arus0801ri1 Grab and Go New York
Drive to Eastern Mountain Sports in SoHo and collect a set of camping supplies 
for use in a later task.

arus0801ri2 Cross the
Delaware River

Pennsylvania

Paddle a rowboat across the Delaware River into New Jersey, collect a thirteen-
star flag, then paddle back across the river to Pennsylvania and witness a flag-
folding ceremony.

An extra part of this task is not shown; it involves delivering the folded flag to a 
flag store in Philadephia.



arus0801ri3 Future Tents Pennsylvania

Drive to Belmont Plateau and set up your tent for the night. Morning departure  
times are awarded based on the order in which you finish.

The clue we are shown specifically ends with the line “Yes. Drive there.”

arus0801dt Build It or Buggy It Pennsylvania

Build It: Assemble a miniature, working water mill, using a finished example for  
reference.  Buggy  It:  Transport  an  Amish  buggy  along  a  one and  a  half  mile 
course, with two players inside the buggy and two pushing. Switching places is  
allowed but the buggy cannot move while doing so.

arus0802ri
Find Limousine
and Briefcase

District of 
Columbia

Travel to Third Street and find a parked limousine, then collect a briefcase and  
bring it with you to the next destination.

arus0802rb Find the Spy District of 
Columbia

Who's ready for a covert operation?: Carry your briefcase around the Tidal Basin 
and use a provided code to find which of 50 patrolling people with matching 
cases is a spy who will exchange your case for theirs, which has a clue inside.

Because this season has four-player teams, there are two changes to Road Block 
rules – rather than being limited to six Road Blocks each member must perform 
at least one during the race, and some Road Blocks are performed by two team 
members working together.

arus0802dt Heat of the Battle
or Heat of the Night

Virginia

Heat of the Battle: Enter a Civil War reenactment and use a stretcher to collect 
five injured soldiers, carrying each to a nearby first aid tent. Heat of the Night: 
Roll a barrel of oil to a workstation, fill twenty oil lamps, then carry them to a 
table and light them all.

Instead of a clue, both tasks end with teams given a flag, which they must carry  
down a trail to the Pit Stop.

arus0803dt Forrest Gump or  
Muddy Waters

South Carolina

Forrest  Gump:  Drive  seven  miles  to  Wando  Shrimp  and  board  a  boat,  then 
dehead 200 pounds of shrimp by hand while the boat travels to a dock near the  
next destination. Muddy Waters: Drive 37 miles to the Ridgeville Mud Run and  
drive a jeep around one lap of a 400-foot mud bog without getting stuck.

What possible reason is there to even consider the jeep task?

arus0803rb Centrifuge Alabama
Who wants  to  pull  more  than 3Gs?:  Ride  a  NASA training centrifuge until  it  
reaches a force equal to 3.2 times the force of Earth's gravity. Two players per 
team; one team at a time.

arus0803ri Space Case Alabama

Walk to Rocket Park and enter the Space Museum, then use a waiting laptop to  
view a product-placed video clue.

The Pit Stop for this leg is beneath the Pathfinder space shuttle; the greeter is 
astronaut Colonel Bob Springer, who flew on Atlantis I.

arus0804ri1 On Your Bike Alabama
Walk to Talladega Super Speedway and ride a party bike around one lap of the 
2.6-mile track.

arus0804cc Southern... Mississippi Upon arriving in Hattiesburg, find the “Southern Colonel”.

arus0804ri ...Comfort Mississippi
Search among 37 trailer homes for hidden boards showing one of three morning 
departure times. Once you claim a time, you cannot switch; the home it is found  
in becomes your accommodation for the night.

arus0804dt Work or Play Louisiana

Work: Use a two-handed saw to cut four slices of wood from a twelve-inch-wide  
log, with two players working at a time. Play: Paddle a canoe to a riverboat, then 
win three hands of blackjack against a dealer. To win a hand, the dealer must  
bust or all four players must beat them with their hands simultaneously.

The greeter for this leg is Richard Matthews, leader of the Olympia Brass Band 
(who are performing inside a building teams run through to reach the mat).

arus0805ff Tandem Bungy Jump Panama
Travel to the Panama Canal and find Pier 14, then split into pairs and perform 
two tandem bungy jumps from a crane.

arus0805dt Rhythm or Coos Panama

Rhythm: Travel  to Casco Viejo and find musical  instruments at four different 
locations, then deliver them on foot to a nearby jazz club. Coos: Travel to Parque 
Metropolitano and use binoculars to find five wooden birds in the surrounding 
trees, circling the matching birds on a sheet filled with dozens of decoys.



arus0805rb Get a Base Hit
or Home Run

Panama

Who can hit in a pinch?: Baseball. Try to hit balls pitched by a teenage player  
until you can make it to first base safely. Fail to do so within three pitches and 
return to the back of the line.

Non-elimination; the spared team has their savings and possessions (all except 
clothes worn upon Pit Stop arrival and passports) confiscated and will not get 
any at the start of the next leg.

arus0806rb Find Red Coffee Bean Costa Rica
[Hint not revealed]: Search among 800 pounds of coffee beans for the one and 
only red bean hidden amongst them, using a rake for assistance. (This task has a 
Yield attached.)

arus0806dt Relic or Ripe Costa Rica

Relic:  Drive  to Rainmaker Rainforest  Reserve and hike along a  marked  path,  
collecting four mock Mayan relics along the way. Ripe: Drive to Frutas Selectas 
del Tropico banana plantation and load fifteen bushels of bananas onto a pulley 
system, then haul them to a nearby processing facility.

arus0807ri Offshore Holdings Costa Rica

Walk to Playa Maracas, then have one team member swim to collect a clue from  
a buoy offshore.

How sad that “a buoy just off the Costa Rican shoreline” is the closest the race  
got to leaving North America this season.

arus0807dt Brush or Barrel Costa Rica

Brush: Travel to an oxcart factory and choose two partially-painted wheels, then 
use the painted sections as an example to finish painting the rest of the wheels. 
Barrel: Travel to a sugarcane plantation and load one ton of sugarcane stalks 
onto a trailer, then ride to a rum factory six miles away and find a marked rum  
barrel in a warehouse.

arus0807rb Complete 50 Laps Arizona

Who's ready to start their engines?: Drive a go-kart around 50 laps of a track. A 
mandatory break must be taken after 25 laps, though other breaks are allowed.

Non-elimination; the spared team has their savings and possessions (all except 
clothes worn upon Pit Stop arrival and passports) confiscated and will not get 
any at the start of the next leg.

arus0808rb
Fighter Plane  

Aerobatics Arizona
Who's feeling the need for speed?: Ride in a fighter jet with a professional pilot  
as it takes off, then take the controls and complete a 360-degree vertical loop.

arus0808dt Bearing or Bailing Arizona

Bearing: Select a colour-coded card and use a compass to navigate to the listed 
co-ordinates, collecting a card of the same colour and repeating the process with 
the directions on this card until three locations have been found. Bailing: Use 
small buckets to empty a waterlogged boat, then carry it across an adjacent line.

Both first require travelling to Horseshoe Bend.

arus0809dt
Drop Down

or Ride Down Utah

Drop Down: Complete a two-stage rappel 270 feet to the base of Bull Canyon,  
then walk a short distance to the cluebox. Both rappels are one at a time. Ride 
Down: Ride mountain bikes along a six-mile course to the base of Bull Canyon.

For this leg and the next two, teams have caravans attached to their cars as an 
added hindrance.

arus0809rb Ski Jump Utah

Who's ready to jump into the unknown?: Ski down a 60-foot moguls training 
ramp and jump into the pool at its base. (This task has a Yield attached.)

Yes. Moguls. Not actually ski jump. Just, you know, for the record.

A miscellaneous route marker before this task involved finding “Bart the Bear” 
and was presented as a cryptic clue; details of this leg's tasks, revealing teams 
actually got the full  address and eliminating the “task” part of  the task, were 
spoiled after Phil and his crew accidentally left production notes in a diner.

Non-elimination; the spared team has their savings and possessions (all except 
clothes worn upon Pit Stop arrival and passports) confiscated and will not get 
any at the start of the next leg. (The greeter for this leg is Jessica Garcia, Miss 
Latin Utah.)

arus0810ri Up, Up, and Away Utah
Travel to a hot-air balloon site and help a crew inflate a balloon, then ride in it to  
the next destination.



arus0810dt Spike It or Steam It Utah
Spike  It:  Assemble a  twenty-foot-long section  of  railway track.  Steam It:  Use 
buckets and wheelbarrows to transport almost 400 pounds of coal from a pile  
on the ground to an adjacent steam train tender.

arus0810rb Drive Cattle Wyoming Who's ready to cowboy up?: Riding horses, herd six cows and calves from their 
starting point into a corral a quarter of a mile away. Two players per team.

arus0810cc The Amazing Waits Wyoming

“I'm old and faithful. See me erupt.”

How on earth can teams be expected to make the connection to Old Faithful?

There is no rest period at this leg's Pit Stop and the episode ends with the first 
two teams arriving together.

arus0811dt
Pioneer Spirit or
Native Tradition Wyoming

Pioneer Spirit: Search the surrounding area for four colour-coded wheels, attach 
them and horses to a wagon, then ride it around a quarter-mile course. Native  
Tradition: Assemble and furnish a teepee, using a finished teepee for reference.

arus0811ri Make it Snappy Wyoming

Drive to the Irma Hotel  and dress in  period costumes, then have your photo 
taken with a Buffalo Bill impersonator.

Zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz. Zzzzzzz. Zzz.

arus0811rb Find Four Golf Balls Montana
Who's up to par?: Select a coloured flag, then drive a product-placed golf cart 
around the back nine of  a  golf  course for four balls  of  the same colour. Two  
players per team.

arus0812dt Slide It or Roll It Canada

Slide It: Travel to McGill Arena and each slide a curling stone down a rink into  
the target while the rest of your team sweeps the ice. Roll It: Travel to Morgan 
Arboretum and use lumberjack tools to roll four logs along a 100-foot-long pair 
of rails, one at a time.

Is it  possible someone misunderstood what log rolling was when told it  was  
popular in Canada?

Due to uncertain flight availability, teams are provided flight tickets from Billings 
to Montreal, but are free to seek better flights if they wish.

arus0812rb Flying Trapeze Canada Who wants to fly through the air with the greatest of ease?: Learn and perform a 
trapeze catch routine.

arus0812ri Seats to Their Own Canada

Search the 56,000 seats of Montreal's Olympic Stadium for one of three morning  
charter flight departure times. Once you claim a time, you cannot switch.

The complete meltdown the task caused, and the results taking the designated 
villains out of contention? Totally worth the price of admission. It might even be  
worth the exorbitant price of the stadium.

There is no Pit Stop for this leg; however, teams spend the night on camp beds in 
the middle of the stadium.

arus0813ri1 Eye in the Sky Canada Travel to the CN Tower observation deck and use one pair of binoculars to scan 
the surrounding skyline for a race flag at the next destination, then go to it.

arus0813dt Ship or Shoe Canada

Ship: Sail a yacht across Toronto Harbour to the Kajama tallship, then have one 
player climb its 100-foot mast to collect a nautical flag. Shoe: Travel to Bata Shoe 
Museum and pick a pair of shoes, then search 100 barefoot women for the one 
who fits in the shoes.

Yes. It's literally a choice between one hundred foot and one hundred feet.

arus0813rb Geography Jigsaw United States
of America

Who paid attention in Geography?: Assemble 71 jigsaw pieces to form a map of  
continental North America. Once done, the team can run to the finish line.

arus08xx The Final Amazing  
Challenge

United States
of America

Run to one of twelve clueboxes and collect an image representing something 
seen during the race, then bring it back and put it on your map to show where 
you saw it. First family to get all twelve right wins a product-placed car.

This challenge was only shown on the official website as an online extra, and  
only the teams who finished second and third in the race competed. It was never 
mentioned in the show, and was only viewable in the United States.



Season Nine
Reference Title Location Details

arus0901dt Motor Head
or Rotor Head

Brazil

Motorhead: Travel one mile to Caverna Moto Peças and assemble a motorbike, 
using only a finished motorbike for reference. Rotorhead: Travel three miles to 
Campo de Marte Airport and find one of  three local  buildings in a helicopter  
flight directory, then fly there and search a set area for a hidden clue. Buildings 
are different distances away and a limited number of helicopters will fly to each.

Does this episode sound kind of sparse for a two-hour opening? Spare a thought  
for Australians, who had the episode split into two separate one-hour episodes, 
then had the second half aired two weeks after the first to boot. This after not 
having season eight broadcast at all (though it did eventually air months later).

arus0901ri Just Pray When Brazil

Travel  to  a specified address  in  Santa Cecilia  and participate  in  a  traditional 
Candomble ceremony.

An extra part of this task, buying a white candle for use in the ceremony, was 
edited out.

arus0902rb Fire Drill Brazil
Who's ready for a fire drill?:  Climb up the stairs  of  a  fire escape, then abseil  
almost 400 feet back down. There are three fire escapes available, but only one 
abseiling line at each; all are first come first served.

arus0902dt Press It or Climb It Brazil

Press It: Drive to Camping Bela Vista and use a manual grinder to crush stalks of  
sugarcane, then distill the juice formed to make half a litre of ethanol. Climb It:  
Drive to Usina Jacaré and hike to a waterfall, then use ascenders to climb 90 feet 
to the top, one at a time.

arus0903ri Zipline Brazil Drive to a farm three miles away, then ride a 300-foot zipline across a valley, one 
at a time.

arus0903rb Plunge 10 Metres Russia

Who wants to take the plunge?: Change into a swimsuit and jump off a ten-metre 
diving board into the pool below, then swim to a lane rope and dive down to 
collect a submerged clue.

Dear show: Metres are a measurement; meters take measurements.

arus0903dt Scrub or Scour Russia

Scrub: Travel to a trolley depot and completely clean the inside and outside of a 
trolleybus.  Scour:  Travel  to  Dubrovka  Theatre  and  search  over  1500  sets  of 
nesting dolls on stage for one of ten miniature clues hidden inside select dolls. 
Fail to find a clue in a set and it must be reassembled before continuing.

There is no rest period at this leg's Pit Stop and the episode ends with the first 
team arriving.

arus0904ri Wall of Death Germany Ride in a car as a professional driver completes a lap of the Mercedes test track.

arus0904rb Find Roaming Gnome Germany Who's ready to reap a reward?: Search among 150 covers placed throughout a 
field for one of eleven product-placed gnomes hidden in shallow holes.

arus0904dt Break It or Slap It Germany

Break It: Take turns breaking stunt bottles on each others' heads, searching for 
the German word for cheers printed on the back of a bottle's label. One smash  
per chime of a cuckoo clock. Slap It: Learn and perform a folk dance routine.

It's hard to believe that, nine seasons in, this is the first “learn a dance” task.

arus0905dt Foundry or Laundry Italy

Foundry: Walk to a nearby foundry and collect a 110-pound bell, load it into a  
waiting car and drive to an outdoor staircase, then carry the bell up them to the  
church at the top. Laundry: Walk to a nearby alley and search from the adjacent 
balconies for one of  sixteen marked garments among 2400 pieces of laundry 
hanging overhead.

arus0905rb
Assemble

Greek Statue Italy

Who's good at piecing things together?: Assemble a lifesize Greek-style statue. 
Players are not told there are two decoy pieces. (This task has a Yield attached.)

A Greek task in Italy? When the next country visited is Greece?

arus0906ri Head Count Italy Count  the  number  of  miniature  heads  on  the  fenceposts  around  Anfiteatro 
Romano, then enter and tell the total to a man somewhere on its grounds.



arus0906dt Big Fish or Little Fish Italy

Big Fish: Walk to Via Alessi and collect a 32-pound swordfish each, then carry 
them to Mercato Storico la Pescheria and deliver them to a specified vendor. 
Little Fish: Walk to Mercato Storico la Perscheria and find a marked stall, then 
sell four kilograms of triglia to locals.

Interesting  that  most  teams  thought  it  would be too  hard to  sell  fish  in  the  
morning. That's actually the best possible time to be selling.

arus0906rb Play Kayak Polo Italy Who's well-balanced?: Enter an ongoing kayak polo match and collect the ball, 
then score one goal against a local goalkeeper.

arus0907ff Break Plates Greece

Walk to Stamatopolous Taverna and break a series of plates stacked on a table 
one at a time, searching for a paper race flag baked into only one of the hundreds 
of plates.

There's an additional side trip to Rome for no reason other than plugging a film 
(not set in Italy), but it's just running around. Instead of the leg winners getting 
a prize, the first to arrive with props collected in this sidetrip wins the prize: a 
trip to the film's premiere. (They didn't end up attending.)

arus0907rb Bungy Jump Greece

Who wants to hear the sound of their own screams?: Bungy jump 240 feet above 
the Corinth Canal.

First requires walking to said canal.

arus0907dt
Herculean Effort or  
It's All Greek to Me Greece

Herculean Effort: Complete three Ancient Olympic events – throwing a javelin 
and a spear past marked lines, then wrestling a local out of a ring. One player 
does each throwing task; the team then works together in the wrestling. It's All  
Greek to Me: Collect nine pieces of pottery marked with Greek letters, have them 
translated into English letters, then identify a town on a provided map spelled 
with those nine letters.

Both first require driving to the ancient stadium at Nemea.

arus0908dt Camel or
Watch Tower

Oman

Camel: Use a pulley system to load a camel into a ute tray, then use a simple map 
to deliver it to a Bedouin camp one mile away. Watch Tower: Collect a message 
box from one of three nearby watch towers, then deliver it to a silversmith one 
mile away. One tower is empty; the other two have limited numbers of boxes.

arus0908rb Dig for Shuwa Oman

Who is  willing to work for food?:  Dig in 117 sand mounds to find one of six 
buried meals cooking in underground “ovens”.

Teams must bring the meal to the Pit Stop; it is the only food they will be given  
for dinner that evening.

Non-elimination; the spared team has their savings and possessions (all except 
clothes worn upon Pit Stop arrival and passports) confiscated and will not get 
any at the start of the next leg.

arus0909dt Sand or Sea Australia

Sand: Select a pile of 40 large tree branches and drag them 126 yards down the  
beach to a sand dune. Sea: Snorkel in an area containing 50 lobster traps on the  
ocean floor for one of several containing live lobsters, collecting one lobster each 
and bringing it back to shore.

Both first require travelling to Salmon Bay.

126 yards is equal to 115.2 metres, so the distance is odd even in the metric  
system (as used in Australia).

arus0909rb Search Tunnel System Australia

Who's ready for a great escape?:  Search the cells in one section of Fremantle 
Prison for product-placed batteries and a torch, take them to the entrance of the  
tunnels beneath the prison, then use it to search the tunnels for one of several 
hidden clues.

arus0910ri Croc Value Australia Upon landing in Darwin, drive to Crocodylus Park and wade into a crocodile pen 
to collect a dangling clue.

arus0910rb Skydive Australia
Who's ready to take the fall for their team?: Tandem skydive with a jumpmaster 
from 12,000 feet. (This task has a Yield attached.)



arus0910dt Wet or Dry Australia

Wet: Drive six miles to Buley Rockhole and hike one mile through a riverbed to a 
cluebox. Dry: Drive twelve miles to the Lost City and pick a painted didgeridoo,  
find a man playing a matching didgeridoo nearby, then each perform one note.

Non-elimination; the spared team has their savings and possessions (all except 
clothes worn upon Pit Stop arrival and passports) confiscated and will not get 
any at the start of the next leg.

arus0911ff Eat Crickets &  
Grasshoppers

Thailand Travel to a restaurant two miles away and complete a mystery task: Eating a 
large bowl of stir-fried crickets and grasshoppers each.

arus0911rb Prepare Monkey Feast Thailand

Who's ready for some monkey business?: Prepare a ceremonial feast for a group 
of monkeys, matching a finished example feast exactly, then work with locals to 
carry it to a feeding area.

With the clue envelope containing both the Road Block and the Fast Forward,  
teams get a third envelope which must stay sealed until the Pit Stop; rather than 
the leg winners getting the prize, the team who picked the clue with a golden 
gnome card inside the sealed envelope gets it. (Note the two times an alternate 
prizing system is used are the two legs with Fast Forwards.)

arus0911dt Move It or Altar It Thailand

Move It: Walk to Jom Jam Pottery Factory and use only a wooden board each to 
carry clay pots through the alleys to a boat, repeating until 70 pots are delivered 
unbroken. Altar It: Walk to Wat Chimphli Temple and assemble a shrine using a 
finished example for reference, then gold-leaf a Buddha statue centrepiece.

arus0912ri1 Night Lights Japan
Upon landing  in  Tokyo,  travel  to  Shibuya  Crossing  and  search the  electronic  
billboards for directions leading to a cluegiver.

arus0912dt Maiden or Messenger Japan

Maiden: Travel to a tea garden seven miles away, then carry a palanquin with a 
woman inside a third of a mile to a tea ceremony. Messenger: Walk to a parking 
lot and assemble two folding bikes, then deliver parcels to two listed addresses 
before returning.

arus0912rb
Locate Clue from  

Thrill Rides Japan

Who's ready to coast through their day?: Ride three specified thrill  rides in a 
theme park, searching for a man holding a sign marked with a mystery phrase 
who will be visible from one ride. Fail to find him and repeat all three rides.

Yes, they do use a riff on  Turning Japanese for a task that starts with riding a 
carousel-like rollercoaster. Why do you ask?

arus0912ri2 Swanning Around Japan

Drive to Lake Yamanaka, then use a paddleboat to cross the lake to the Pit Stop.

Non-elimination; the spared team has their savings and possessions (all except 
clothes worn upon Pit Stop arrival and passports) confiscated and will not get 
any at the start of the next leg.

arus0913dt Drill It or Deliver It United States
of America

Drill It: Walk across a frozen lake and use an augur to drill ten ice-fishing holes 
at marked points, then push an ice-fishing shack across the ice until it covers at 
least two of the holes.  Deliver It:  Load a set of  medical  supplies onto a bush 
plane, then ride 75 miles in the plane to Girdwood Airport and unload them.

Deliver It also requires a 75-mile trip back to the starting point;  the point is  
moot as inclement weather makes it unsafe to fly and forces all teams to Drill It. 
(Girdwood Airport did later appear on the show though – it was the finish line in  
season twelve.)

arus0913ri Lost in Time United States
of America

Upon  landing  in  Denver,  travel  to  Clear  Creek  History  Park  and  search  the 
grounds for one of three hidden clues.

arus0913rb Flag Hags United States
of America

Who remembers most about the places you've been?:  Find the flags for each 
visited country in a field containing 285 from various countries, arranging them 
in the correct order in  a workstation. A placard showing the nine unlabelled 
flags with three decoys is provided; the partner not chosen can give advice only.  
Once done, both players can run to the finish line.

During  Phil's  explanation,  he  stands  in  front  of  flags  not  only  for  his  home 
country of New Zealand, but for Canada and Antigua & Barbuda, where he has  
lived in the past. (Also, the New Zealand flag is backwards when it is shown.)



Season Ten
Reference Title Location Details

arus1001rb Eat Fish Eyes China

Who's hungry to stay in the race?: Use chopsticks to collect eight eyeballs in a  
wok filled with fish heads and broth, then eat them all.

Following this task teams must travel to the Forbidden City and sign up for a 
morning departure time; there are only eleven times available and the last team 
to arrive is immediately eliminated.

arus1001dt Labor or Leisure China
Labor: Travel one mile to Rundeli Market and pave a 45-square-foot section of  
pavement in a set pattern, using only a finished example for reference. Leisure: 
Travel two miles to Beihai Park and learn and perform a taiji bailong routine.

arus1001ri The Great Gate China
Travel  to  the  Juyong  Pass  section  of  the  Great  Wall  and climb  a  rope to  the 
landing using footholds for assistance, one at a time, then walk to the adjacent 
Pit Stop.

arus1002ri Show and Tell Mongolia
Upon  arrival  in  Ulaanbaatar,  travel  to  Choijin  Lama  Temple  and  observe  a 
traditional Buddhist performance.

arus1002dt Take it Down
or Fill It Up

Mongolia

Take it Down: Disassemble a ger, fold up its component pieces, and load them 
onto a camel for transport. Fill it Up: Load four empty urns onto a yak cart, lead  
the yak 500 yards to a river and fill the urns before returning, repeating until a 
barrel at the start is full to a marked line.

arus1002rb Shoot Flaming Arrow Mongolia
Who's ready to aim high?: Use a bow to fire a flaming arrow over a fence so that  
it lands in a cauldron 160 feet away. Once done, run to the adjacent Pit Stop.

arus1003ri Fighter Flight Vietnam Enter the Hanoi Hilton and search its grounds for former prisoner of war John 
McCain's flight suit.

arus1003rb Sell Flowers Vietnam
Who's ready to peddle some goods?: Select a bicycle loaded with flowers and sell  
enough flowers to locals to make 80,000 dong.

arus1003dt Fuel or Fowl Vietnam
Fuel: Walk to a local house and collect wet coal from a pile, then use a traditional  
press to make 30 fuel  bricks. Fowl:  Walk to the local  church and assemble a 
bamboo birdcage, using only a finished example for reference.

arus1004cc Sound Off Vietnam

Travel to Ly Thai To Garden and “listen for the next clue”.

At the start of this leg teams got their money in local currency; aside from being 
easier for them to use there's a logistical reason for it – local law bans tourists  
from leaving Vietnam if they have more money in their possession than when 
they arrived.

arus1004rb Ascend Cliff Vietnam
Who's got strong arms and legs?: Use an ascender to climb up 90 feet to the top 
of an offshore rock formation, collect a clue, then free rappel back down before 
opening it. Three ascenders available; first come first served.

arus1004dt Over or Under Vietnam

Over: Row a sampan to a supply boat, collect a set of supplies, then continue 
rowing to a floating village and deliver the supplies to  two addresses  before 
returning to the supply boat. Under: Row a sampan to a pearl farm, then haul up 
30 oyster baskets before delivering them to the nearby pearl farmer.

arus1005dt Wild Things
or Wild Rice

India

Wild Things: Travel nine miles to Madras Crocodile Bank and work with two 
wranglers to catch a crocodile before transferring it to a new enclosure. Wild 
Rice: Walk 200 yards to Sthala Sayana Perumal Temple and use coloured rice to 
fill a mandala outline on the ground so that it matches a provided illustration.

arus1005rb Driving School India

Who's the driving force behind this team?: Complete a short driver's ed class,  
then pass an Indian driving license test.

Once done, teams must drive across Chennai to the Pit Stop. For safety reasons, 
they are accompanied by their instructors.

Non-elimination; the spared team will get a 30-minute penalty if they do not win 
the next leg.

arus1006cc1 Kuwait and See Kuwait Upon landing in Kuwait City, find the location shown in a provided video clue.



arus1006ff Confront Oil Well Fire Kuwait
Drive to an oil field eighteen miles away, then collect a clue from a cluebox near a 
simulated oil well fire.

arus1006rb Climb Kuwait Tower Kuwait

Who's strong in both mind and body?: Climb a service ladder around the Kuwait 
Tower's minaret to collect a satchel of puzzle pieces, 610 feet above the ground,  
then return to the ground and use the pieces along with extra pieces waiting in a 
chest to assemble a puzzle showing the clue.

arus1006cc2 Lost in Translation Kuwait
Work out where to go from the clue assembled in the above task, written wholly 
in Arabic.

arus1006dt Manual or Automatic Kuwait

Manual: Drive to a feed lot and fill ten 110-pound bags of camel feed, then stack 
them on a pallet 100 yards away. Automatic: Drive to the Kuwait Camel Racing 
Club and attach a robotic jockey to a camel, then use its voice operated controls 
to get the camel to run along a 140-yard track.

arus1007cc Anchors; Away Mauritius Find the next destination – a boat – using only a model of it for assistance.

arus1007dt Salt or Sea Mauritius

Salt: Drive two miles to a salt pan, then search among three giant piles of salt for  
a salt shaker containing the next clue. Sea: Walk to a dock and ride to an island 
two thirds of a mile offshore, use a treasure map to find a mast and sail, then 
bring them back to the boat and attach them.

Both tasks have hidden complications – the salt piles have decoy shakers filled  
with pepper; the sail task has a shallow covered pit right before the sails.

Non-elimination; the spared team will get a 30-minute penalty if they do not win 
the next leg.

arus1008iff Eat Cow Lips Madagascar
Travel two and a half miles to Analakely Market and find a marked stall, then 
each eat a serving of cow lips.

arus1008idt Long Sleep or
Short Letter

Madagascar

Long Sleep: Travel to a market and wrap eight foam mattresses in covers, then  
take them on foot to a specified address one mile away. Short Letter: Travel to a  
paper-making workshop and use traditional methods to make and decorate 28 
sheets of paper.

arus1008rb Find Stamps Madagascar

Who  can  cut  through  the  red  tape?:  Search  among  dozens  of  rubber  stamp 
vendors on outdoor staircases in the surrounding area for four stamps matching 
the plane, train, boat, and car images shown on the clue. Once done, travel to the 
Pit Stop alone and reunite with your partner before checking in.

arus1009ri1 A Race to Call Home Finland

Upon landing in Helsinki, travel to Kappeli Cafe and use a waiting laptop to view 
a product-placed video message from your loved ones.

Due  to  uncertain  flight  availability,  teams  are  provided  flight  tickets  from 
Antananarivo to Paris, but are free to seek better or alternate flights if they wish.

arus1009dt Swamp This or  
Swamp That

Finland

Swamp This:  Cross-country ski along a muddy one-mile course.  Swamp That: 
Complete an obstacle course in a mud bog.

The skiing includes an obstacle component too, essentially making this the least 
interesting choice ever. Just in case the unimaginative titles didn't give it away.

arus1009rb Retrieve Limestone Finland
Who's ready for a miner inconvenience?: Ride a bike more than a mile down a 
steep hill into a cavern, collect a limestone rock, transport it back up the hill, and 
smash it open to release a clue from inside.

arus1009ri2 Don't Look Et Cetera Finland

Take an elevator to the top of the Olympic Tower, then complete a mystery task: 
abseiling face-first 236 feet back to the ground, one at a time.

There is no Pit Stop for this leg; the episode ends with the first team finishing 
this task and getting a clue telling them to keep racing. Unlike previous To Be 
Continued legs, teams receive more money for the second half this time.

arus1010cc1 Delayed Reaction Finland

Work out the next destination, told only that it is the capital city of the country 
where the Chernobyl disaster happened.

The destination is Kyiv, the capital of Ukraine... but since it was part of the Soviet 
Union when the disaster happened, Moscow is the clue answer. (Phil even points 
out the Soviet connection in his exposition. He also says “nucular” though, so...)



arus1010cc2 Found in Translation Ukraine Work out where to go from a clue written entirely in Ukrainian Cyrillic.

arus1010rb Drive Tanks Ukraine

Who's ready to take command?: Drive a Soviet-era army tank along a 1.2-mile 
military training course.

One tank, graphics people. They drive one tank.

arus1010dt Make the Music
or Find the Music

Ukraine

Make the Music: Travel to the Dance & Groove hiphop club and write a rap using  
the names of each country visited so far in its lyrics, then perform it for a crowd. 
Find the Music: Travel to the National Music Academy and search thousands of  
pieces of sheet music on a table for a specific song, then search 120 practice 
rooms for one of six pianists and listen to them play the song.

arus1011rb Race Chariots Morocco

Who wants to be a gladiator?: Ride a chariot around a racetrack, collecting two 
colour-coded banners along the way. (This task has a Yield attached.)

Again: Singular.

arus1011dt Throw It or Grind It Morocco

Throw It: Drive to a pottery workshop and use a kickwheel to make a clay pot 
each. Grind It: Drive to an olive farm and use an olive mill to crush 77 pounds of  
black olives, filling a set of plastic bags with the crushed mixture.

Both detours have only three stations available and are first come, first served.

Non-elimination; the spared team will get a 30-minute penalty if they do not win 
the next leg. (Rather than the leg winners getting the prize, teams collected an 
ornamental necklace each at the start of the leg, and whichever team picked the 
necklace matching the greeter's won it.)

arus1012rb Eat Camel Meat Morocco
Who's got a taste for the unusual?: Find a marked market stall and collect half a  
kilogram of camel meat, take it to Cafe 11 and prepare it for cooking following a 
traditional recipe, then have it cooked and eat it all.

arus1012ri A Maze; In, Race Spain
Upon landing in Barcelona, travel to Parc del Laberint d'Horta and find a cluebox 
in the centre of a hedge maze.

arus1012dt Lug It or Lob It Spain

Lug It: Travel four miles to Las Ramblas and collect a giant costume each from 
Meremagnum Bridge, then walk over a mile to Placa de Sant Felip Neri. Lob It:  
Travel nine miles to a town square and search a giant pile of tomatoes for one of  
several hidden clues while locals throw tomatoes at you.

arus1013cc1 Working Hard or 
Hardly Working?

Spain
“Barcelona has a church that has been under construction for 124 years. Find it.”

The clue is actually in the park behind Sagrada Familia.

arus1013cc2 On Tour Spain

Find the next destination given only a photo of it.

Remember how back in season one I commented that the statue clue was easy 
because it was the Eiffel Tower? Making it a photo doesn't make it any harder.

arus1013rb Tandem Skydive France

Who's  ready  to  storm  the beach?:  Tandem  skydive  with  a  jumpmaster  from 
13,000 feet, landing on Omaha Beach, then ride a waiting vehicle to the local 
train station and reunite with your partner.

Players not performing the task also ride in the planes; for no reason beyond  
shock value, the planes do nosedive stunts once the skydivers have left.

arus1013dt Art or Fashion France

Art: Collect a large painting from an art gallery and carry it through the streets  
to a painter waiting on the Seine riverbank. Fashion: Walk to Anatomy Fashion 
School and cut, pin, and fit a jacket so it fits a mannequin, using a finished model 
for reference.

Art is kind of rushed over since nobody did it, but based on the footage it seems  
as though the painter is about a half-hour walk away at the best of times. Still,  
I'm not seeing why it's so unpreferable by comparison.

arus1013cc3 Twice is Nice United States
of America

Find the next destination, given only a photo of it and instructions to walk to the 
East Village.

Yeah, the entire US section of the finale is literally “land, go here, now find this 
place, now go to the finish line”. Sigh.



Season Eleven: All-Stars
Reference Title Location Details

arus1101dt Wrangle It or
Recover It

Ecuador

Wrangle It: Wait for a local cowboy to catch a wild horse, then trim its hooves,  
mane, and tail to safe lengths. Recover It: With one partner wearing a military 
uniform, search a high-altitude field on foot for the three missing items: a sword, 
an epaulet, and a button.

arus1102rb Boardroom Puzzle Chile
Who has an eye for detail?: Enter a boardroom and search for a series of letters  
hidden in plain sight, then use most of them to form a mystery word, working  
out that it is one of the ten mining sites shown on plaques.

arus1102dt
By Hand or
By Machine Chile

By Hand: Attach a series of bolts and washers correctly to secure a two-ton tyre 
to a mining truck. By Machine: Taking turns, use a bulldozer to pick up gravel 
and transfer it to a pole, dumping it until the pile reaches a marked line.

arus1103rb Fish Farming Chile
Who can handle a slippery situation?: Empty an 1800-gallon fish farm tank by 
catching the 80 flatfish inside and transferring them in crates to a holding tank 
at the far end of the farm, then read the clue on the bottom of the tank.

arus1103dt Vertical Limit
or River Wild

Chile

Vertical Limit: Walk 200 yards to La Roca and rock-climb up it to collect halves 
of a clue hanging 40 feet above the ground, one at a time. River Wild: Drive two 
miles to Rio Petrohue, then complete a two-and-a-half-mile whitewater rafting 
course with two guides.

arus1104dt Navigate It or Sign It Argentina

Navigate It: Use a provided map to find the town plaza on foot, collect a compass 
from a waiting sailor, then walk due south to the Nautilus salvage business. Sign 
It: Carry a pole and painting supplies uphill to a map of Magellan's voyage, then 
paint 14 signs with the names of his destinations and nail them to the pole in the  
right order and with correct spelling.

“The cities must be spelled correctly.” Over a shot of a sign reading “Philippines”.  
Oy vey, Phil. You've been there.

arus1104rb Find Team Letter Argentina

Who's good at sorting things out?: Sort through a bag filled with 1600 letters to 
find one of two addressed to your team, then read it aloud.

Letters were written by members of teams not cast;  the two letters for each  
team were written by different people.

arus1105ri Snow Way Argentina
Travel to the summit of Martial Glacier and collect an avalanche beacon, then 
hike half a mile to a snowfield and look for a buried transmitter.

arus1105rb Minesweeper Mozambique Who smells a rat?: Use a mine-detecting rat on a harness to search a marked  
area for a race flag buried above a deactivated landmine.

arus1105dt Pamper or Porter Mozambique

Pamper:  Travel  half  a  mile to Mercado Central  and collect  a nail-painting kit, 
then find customers and paint their nails to earn 30 meticai. Porter: Travel two 
miles to Mercado Janet, fill ten sacks with 45lb of coal and sew them shut, then  
carry one sack of coal to a nearby address.

Non-elimination; the spared team will get a 30-minute penalty if they do not win 
the next leg.

arus1106dt Solve It or Schlep It Tanzania

Solve It:  Travel a third of a mile to Baytal Chai Hotel and fit 62 double-sided 
puzzle pieces into a frame to form a tingatinga design matching the example. 
Schlep  It:  Travel  one  mile  to  Kijangwani  Lumberyard,  load  two  logs  onto  a 
handcart, then deliver the logs to a shipyard over one mile away.

arus1106rb Toss Rungu Tanzania
Who's on target?: Throw a rungu to smash a clay target 65 feet away.

Sound familiar? Rungus were first used in a challenge on Survivor: Africa.

arus1107dt Perfect Pitch or  
Perfect Angle

Poland

Perfect  Pitch:  Travel  three-quarters  of  a  mile  to  Prymas  Palace  and  identify 
which key on a grand piano is out of tune, then tune it to a pianist's satisfaction.  
Perfect Angle: Travel half a mile to Escada Boutique, collect a mannequin and 
carry it 400 yards to Panoramik Laboratory, then use an X-ray machine to read a  
clue written inside their mannequin.

The  Amazing  Race:  The  only  reality  show  were  X-rays  aren't  the  result  of  a 
challenge gone horribly wrong. But even then.



arus1107cc Polish; Statue Poland

Work out that the Polish words on the clue refer to a statue and its location, then 
travel there.

Non-elimination; the spared team will get a 30-minute penalty if they do not win 
the next leg. (If this leg seems short, it's worth noting the Road Block – similar in 
concept to the one edited out of last season's Mauritius leg – was edited out to 
allow for a ridiculously complex flight sequence.)

arus1108ri Never Forget Poland Upon arrival at Auschwitz, take a moment to pay your respects before lighting a 
memorial candle at the concentration camp's infamous train tracks.

arus1108iff Count Steps Poland

Travel to Market Square and find two specific towers, counting the stairs while 
climbing up both, then add your answers together to get the correct total.

The group who wins is never officially split back up; they check-in at the Pit Stop 
together and must decide which team will be given the prize. (As they won the 
Fast Forward as a four-person group, they are also allowed to claim the later  
Fast Forward on their own, breaking the usual “one per team” rule.)

arus1108idt Eat it Up or Roll it Out Poland

Eat it Up: Travel a mile and a half to Zapraszamy do Srodka market and use a  
sausagemaker to each make a three-inch link of kielbasa, then eat eat a two-foot 
length of kielbasa. Roll it Out: Travel a mile and a half to J. Mazurek bakery in the 
Jewish Quarter, roll dough to form 20 bagels, then deliver a basket of bagels to 
Klezmer-Hois restaurant a quarter of a mile away.

arus1108rb Knight in Armour Poland
Who wants to be a knight in shining armour?: Put on a suit of armour and lead a 
horse half a mile down a trail to the Pit Stop.

arus1109dt
Artistic Expression or  

Cookie Confection Malaysia

Artistic  Expression: Travel  a third of a  mile to Dewan Lama,  then use a wax 
stencil to apply batik designs to a 45-foot-long sheet of cloth before dyeing it. 
Cookie Confection: Walk half a mile to Chow Kit Bomba and find a marked stall,  
then choose a table loaded with cookies and bite through one at a time to find 
the only cookie with a licorice centre. (This Detour has a Yield attached.)

arus1109rb Part-Time Job Malaysia
Who's ready for a part-time job?: Ride a bike with a sidecar around a suburban 
neighbourhood and collect old newspapers from locals for recycling, bringing 
them to a newspaper truck to make a stack eight hands high.

arus1110ff High-Speed
Movie Stunt

China Travel to Old Kai Tak Airport and ride in a car with a stunt driver as he performs 
a series of typical action film stunts.

arus1110dt
Kung Fu Fighting or  
Lost in Translation China

Kung Fu Fighting: Travel five miles to Tonkin Street and find a marked building, 
then climb up an eleven-storey bamboo scaffold while avoiding a group of kung 
fu performers. Lost in Translation: Travel four miles to Nga Tsin Wai Road and 
find a specific store, using only a photo of its sign (written entirely in Chinese) 
for assistance.

Turns out “similar-looking signs” just means “signs with Chinese characters that 
may actually look completely different”.

arus1110rb Kick Down Doors China Who's ready to break down barriers?: Search an abandoned building for one of  
several hidden clues, kicking down every door used.

arus1110ri Gnome Home China

Drive  to  Victoria  Park  and  find  a  pond  with  several  product-placed  gnomes 
waiting on model junks, then use a string to pull one across the pond without 
the gnome falling off.

Non-elimination; the spared team will get a 30-minute penalty if they do not win 
the next leg.

arus1111cc Sky High China Find “the tallest structure in Macau”.

arus1111rb Sky Jump China

[Hint  not  revealed]:  Walk  around  the  outside  of  Macau  Tower's  observation 
deck, then jump off the tower and be lowered to the ground at high speed. (This 
task has a Yield attached.)

Oddly, teams pull numbers for the task before taking the elevator up, where the 
Yield has a new set of numbers.

A Macau Tower fear of heights task? Every cliché has to start somewhere.



arus1111dt Noodle or Dragon China

Noodle: Travel two miles to a restaurant, then use traditional methods to flatten 
and cut dough, making two bundles of noodles. Dragon: Travel  one mile to a 
warehouse, collect a drum and a wooden dragon head, and deliver them on foot  
to a dragon boat at a dock three quarters of a mile away.

Non-elimination; the spared team will get a 30-minute penalty if they do not win 
the next leg.

arus1112dt
Care Package

or Engine Care Guam
Care Package: Fill a supply drop crate with 500lb of supplies, then ride in a US 
Air Force plane as it is dropped to a nearby island. Engine Care: Use provided 
items to wash and dry one engine and sail of a military bomber.

arus1112rb Search and Rescue Guam
Who's  ready to search far and wide?:  Use a GPS to find one of  four soldiers  
hiding in the surrounding area, then follow a new set of directions to a clearing, 
then signal for a helicopter “rescue”.

arus1113ri1 Aloha, Aloha United States Upon landing in Honolulu, travel to Kamaka Air and sign up for one of three 
helicopters to Lanai.

arus1113dt Under or Over United States
Under: Travel by boat to the entrance of an underwater cave, then swim inside 
and untie a submerged clue.  Over:  Travel  by boat to a buoy,  then each use a 
stand-up paddleboard to reach a second buoy with attached clues.

arus1113ri2 Kayak and Back United States Paddle a waiting kayak through the rough waters towards a shipwreck, grabbing 
a clue from an adjacent buoy before paddling back.

arus1113ri3
I Second That 

Emotion United States

One at a time, answer four questions about your perceptions of the other teams.  
The first player uses their answers to set a safe combination; the second must 
then unlock it by matching the answers. Ten-minute time limit; fail and the clue 
is given automatically.

Season Twelve
Reference Title Location Details

arus1201rb High-Wire Bike Ireland
Who's  ready to  pedal  for  their partner?:  Ride a  high-wire bike  along a  wire  
suspended across  a  200-foot-high ravine,  while  your partner sits  on a  perch 
below as a counterbalance.

arus1201ri Donkey Walk Ireland Choose a waiting donkey and fill the baskets strapped to it with fifteen pieces of  
peat each, then lead it down a trail back to your car.

arus1202dt Hoist It or Hunt It Netherlands

Hoist It: Walk to a nearby building and use a rope-and-pulley to hoist five items 
into the top-floor window, with one partner on the ground and one inside the 
building. Hunt It: Walk to a bicycle parking lot several blocks away and search 
for two bikes marked with the given symbol, then ride them along a five-mile 
course through the streets.

arus1202rb Ditch Vault Netherlands Which of you is the acrobat?: Use a pole to cleanly vault across a twelve-foot  
ditch, then collect a clue and return across the ditch any way necessary.

arus1203rb Milk a Camel Burkina Faso
Who's ready to work up a thirst?: Milk a camel to fill a bowl to the marked line,  
then drink it all. If your camel runs out of milk, wait for other teams to finish 
before using one of theirs.

arus1203ri Four of a Kind Burkina Faso Collect four camels and lead them along a marked trail to a group of Tuareg.

arus1203dt Teach It or Learn It Burkina Faso
Teach It: Choose a local child and use flashcards to teach them ten English words 
so that they can recall all ten when tested by a teacher. Learn It: Choose a local  
child and have them teach you ten More words, then recall all ten when tested.

arus1204ri No Chicken,
No Check-In

Burkina Faso Follow a marked path to the tribal chief, then catch one of several chickens in a  
pen. The chicken must be carried throughout the leg.

arus1204dt Shake Your Pan or  
Shake Your Booty

Burkina Faso

Shake Your Pan: Choose a gold-panning site and use local methods to pan for  
one  ounce  of  gold.  Shake  Your  Booty:  Learn  a  traditional  local  dance  and 
perform it in front of a three-judge panel, adding freestyle moves. If the judges 
disapprove, a ten-minute penalty must be served before receiving the clue. (This 
Detour has a U-Turn attached.)

arus1204rb
Deliver Supplies

on Bicycle Burkina Faso
Who's ready for a juggling act?: Load a large assortment of supplies (including a 
goat) onto a bike, then ride it to a nearby market and deliver everything to a  
marked vendor.



arus1205rb Deliver Items Lithuania

Who's a good listener?: Collect a package from a nearby woman, deliver it on 
foot through the Old Quarter to Vilnius University, then deliver a package from 
its recipient to a second person in one of four locations. Delivery addresses are 
only given verbally.

arus1205ri No Place Like Gnome Lithuania

Search a folk museum village for a gnome matching a provided photo among 
dozens of decoy gnomes, then take it to the village church.

Lithuania is not the “land of gnomes”, Phil.

arus1205dt Count Down
or Step Up

Lithuania
Count Down: Walk to a midsummer festival and count the number of pickets on 
a marked fence while the locals try to distract you. Step Up: Stiltwalk along a 
marked course without falling.

arus1206rb Find Stone Croatia Who has a builder's eye?: Search a pile of 150 stones for one of eight that will fit 
in a gap in part of the city wall.

arus1206ri Take Flight Croatia
Walk to the Fort of St. Lawrence's rooftop, then ride a tandem zipline across the  
harbour to the roof of Fort Bokar.

arus1206dt Short & Long or
Long & Short

Croatia

Short & Long: Abseil down Fort Bokar one at a time, walk to the City Wall, then 
use a rope ladder to scale the wall before walking a long distance to Tig Oruzja.  
Long & Short: Ride a tandem zipline from Fort Bokar into the harbour, swim to a 
pontoon, row a boat around the City Wall to a dock, then walk a short distance to 
Tig Oruzja.

The clue lists the tasks as “Short & Long?” or “Long & Short?”.

This is the first (and to date only) Detour in which it is physically impossible to 
switch either task once it has been started.

arus1207ff Get Tattoo Italy

Drive to Fabio Studios and complete a mystery task: getting a tattoo each. Both  
partners must get the set design.

The design is two F's (for “Fast Forward”)... in the same font as the F written on a 
shirt worn by one member of the last-placed team throughout the leg.

arus1207rb
Search from  

Ultralight Italy
Who's  feeling  ultra  light  of  heart?:  Ride in  an Ultralight  and search the area 
within a six-mile radius for a large sign on the ground showing a mystery word,  
directing the pilot. The Ultralight must return to refuel every 30 minutes.

arus1207dt Invention or Tradition Italy

Invention: Walk to a courtyard and assemble a crane invented by Da Vinci, using 
only a finished example for reference, then lift up a stone and use a mirror to  
read a clue on its base. Tradition: Travel to Piazza Guido Masi, then learn and 
perform a flag-throwing routine.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg. 
(It's a deliberate choice to introduce the twist here – with Italy this leg and India 
next, it's a callback to the very first non-elimination in season one.)

arus1208ri News of the World India Upon arrival in Mumbai, travel to the M.R. Naik newspaper stall and buy a copy 
of The Times of India, then search it for a clue disguised as an advertisement.

arus1208sb Perform Yoga India
Travel to Daria Mahal and find a yogi, then follow his examples to replicate a 
series of yoga poses.

arus1208dt
Paste 'Em or
Thread 'Em India

Paste 'Em: Travel to Dadar West Bridge and paste a six-panel Bollywood film 
poster on its underpass correctly. Thread 'Em: Travel to a marked stall at Dadar 
Flower Market,  thread 108 flowers  onto a  traditional  wedding  garland,  then 
follow the sound of music to a nearby wedding and give it to the groom. (This 
Detour has a U-Turn attached.)

arus1208rb Deliver Propane Gas India

Who's got a strong back and good navigational skills?: Load six tanks of propane 
onto a flatbed bicycle, ride to two addresses, and deliver three tanks to each 
before returning.

Teams have the same addresses, but deliveries must be made to different floors.

arus1209ri1 Lost and Fort Japan Upon landing in Osaka, travel to Kishiwada Castle and search the grounds for the 
next clue.



arus1209rb Drive a Taxi Japan
Who's the backseat driver?: Drive a taxi through Osaka to deliver a couple to an  
address five miles away, then return to the start with the clue before reading it.  
No following locals; the couple will not help navigate.

arus1209dt Sense of Touch or 
Sense of Smell

Japan

Sense of Touch: Walk to the Shimojima Building and use phones to control a 
soccer-playing robot, scoring one goal each against two robotic defenders. Sense 
of Smell: Walk to Seara Flower Shop and use only your nose to find a real flower 
hidden among thousands of fake flowers in the two-level building.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arus1210cc Hole in One Japan Find “the building with a hole in it”, then search the Floating Garden for a clue.

arus1210rb Take a Tricky Ride Taiwan
Who's ready to go for a tricky ride?: Ride in a stuntcar as it is driven on and off a 
giant seesaw 25 feet in the air, then switch to an amphibious jeep and hold your 
breath as it is driven across the bottom of a pool.

arus1210sb Run Through 
Fireworks

Taiwan

Travel  one mile to a field,  put on safety gear,  then run through a gauntlet  of 
fireworks before being doused with ice water.

In keeping with the weird placements of early Yields, this Speed Bump is placed  
after the Road Block was performed but before the next clue was given.

arus1210ri Bottoms Up Taiwan Travel to GK Teahouse in Taipei and each drink a cup of tea to reveal a clue on  
the base of the cups.

arus1210cc Clowning Around Taiwan

Have  the  clue  from  the  above  task  translated  from  Chinese,  then  follow  its  
instuctions: travelling to Gong Guan Night Market and finding a happy clown.

Yes, Jennifer. You search a happy cow. Take all the time you need.

arus1210dt Fire or Earth Taiwan
Fire:  Travel  to  Zhongzheng Park and write messages on paper lanterns,  then 
light them and release them into the night sky. Earth: Travel to Youth Park, then 
walk barefoot along a 220-foot path of pointy rocks and back.

arus1211ri1 Supply & Demand United States
Upon landing in Anchorage, travel to 6th Avenue Outfitters and collect a bag of 
supplies for use in the next task.

arus1211dt
Cut the Cod or
Grab the Crab United States

Cut the Cod: Choose a pile of cod and cut through the fish to find a capsule with a  
clue inside. Only one fish in the pile has a capsule. Grab the Crab: Enter a boat  
hold filled with 500 live crabs and search for the one marked with a small flag.

arus1211ri2 The Big Freeze United States
Travel by taxi and boat to the base of 20-Mile Glacier, then climb up the ice wall 
to reach the next clue.

arus1211rb Final Road Block United States

Who wants to relive your experience on the race? Memory and logic are key.: 
Select ten objects from fifteen seen during the race and place them on stage to fit  
a list of conditions. No notes; no hints are given after wrong guesses.

Requirements:  One item per  prior  leg;  three animals  or  by-products;  one U-
Turn; two items at or taken to a Pit Stop; two wheeled forms of transport, one 
used in a Detour; and one form of transport shaped like a stick.

While the puzzle is exceedingly complex, even by final task standards, if you take 
the steps in the right order it's possible to solve the puzzle without referencing 
the requirements for either Detour bikes or stick-shaped transports.

arus1211cc Peeping James United States Find “a Cook's-eye view of the Sleeping Lady”.

Season Thirteen
Reference Title Location Details

arus1301ri
Hot Stuff

Coming Through Brazil
Wheel a local coffee cart loaded with supplies through the streets to Praça da Se, 
picking up anything which drops along the way.

arus1301dt
Hard Way Up or
Soft Way Down Brazil

Hard Way Up: Travel to Escadaria do Passo and climb the staircase on all fours, 
then correctly answer a mystery question (the number of stairs) at the top. Fail 
and walk around the block to the base of the stairs before trying again. Soft Way  
Down: Travel to Elevador Lacerda and climb down a 240-foot cargo net to the 
street below. Only three teams can be on the net at a time.

This is the last time this version has a Detour in the first leg of the season.



arus1302dt Beach It or Docket Brazil

Beach It: Drive a dune buggy to Pecém Beach, then use rolling logs to transport a 
440lb boat across the beach into an inlet 100 yards away. Docket: Drive a dune  
buggy to the Port of Pecém and use a computer to find a seven-digit number in a 
database, matching it to a shipping company, then search the relevant area of the 
port for the container with the number.

arus1302rb In Plain Sight Brazil

[Hint  not  revealed]:  Search  a  600-foot  wall  covered  in  Portuguese-language 
advertisement paintings for the name of the Pit Stop.

Among the other “advertisements” is the usual “Hurry! The last team to check in 
may be eliminated!” clue message translated into Portuguese.

arus1303ri1 Ads Entertainment Bolivia
Upon arrival in La Paz, travel to the statue of Simon Bolivar and wait for a stack 
of  newspapers  to  be delivered in  the morning,  then take one and search the 
classifieds for a hidden clue written in English.

arus1303ri2 Hold on to Your Hat Bolivia Travel to Narvaez Hat Shop and buy a cholita hat for use later in the leg.

arus1303dt Musical March
or Bumpy Ride

Bolivia

Musical  March: Travel  on  foot  to  collect  marching band members from three 
plazas, then lead them through the streets to Plaza Abaroa. Bumpy Ride: Walk to 
Mercado  de las  Brujas,  then each ride a  wooden bike  down the cobblestone  
streets to Plaza Abaroa. (This Detour has a U-Turn attached.)

Phil's explanation only says there are two plazas in Musical March, but the clue 
clearly lists three.

arus1303rb Fighting Cholitas Bolivia

Who's ready to pick a fight?: Select a Fighting Cholita and give her your hat, then  
work with her to learn a six-stage wrestling routine before performing it with 
her in front of a crowd.

“In this Road Block, that person has to set aside all decorum and fight a girl.” Oh,  
Phil. You know wrestling's not real, right?

arus1304ri1 Untie the Knot New Zealand
Upon landing in Auckland, drive to Gulf Harbour and find a Gordian knot on the 
docks, then untie it to release a clue.

arus1304ff Climb Auckland
Sky Tower

New Zealand

Drive to the SkyTower and climb up the maintenance ladders from the SkyDeck 
to the top of the spire, collect a product-placed gnome, and come back down.

The winners are taken to the Pit Stop in a helicopter to celebrate. (Phil's dad is  
the greeter, but more importantly: the helicopter leaves Auckland from Ardmore 
Airfield, one of the Pit Stops from season two's visit to New Zealand.)

arus1304rb Match Maōri Tattoo New Zealand
Who's got an eye for detail?: Collect a card showing a Maōri facial tattoo, then 
search a group of haka-performing Maōri for the one with the matching tattoo.  
Fail and collect a new card with a different image before trying again.

arus1304ri2 Spot Gnome New Zealand

Use binoculars to find one of eight product-placed gnomes hidden throughout 
the buildings and parks in the surrounding area, then collect it.

The CityLife hotel, where this task was staged, was also used for the contestant  
residence on New Zealand's version of The Apprentice.

arus1304dt Matter of Time or  
Matter of Skill

New Zealand

Matter of Time: Drive to a nearby orchard and climb into a tank of kiwifruit,  
working barefoot  to  crush them on rocks  at  the bottom and  fill  a  tank with  
twelve quarts of juice, then each drink a glass of the juice. Matter of Skill: Drive 
to Blokart Heaven and each assemble a Blokart, then steer yourself around three 
laps of a track.

arus1305ri Fill Gas Tank Cambodia Use a hand pump to fill a truck's fuel tank with 25 litres of diesel.

arus1305dt Village Life or
Village Work

Cambodia

Village Life: Travel by boat around a floating village to collect three items, using 
the collected basketball to score a goal each before leaving, then deliver them to 
the dock. Village Work: Travel by boat to a fishing area and wade through the  
waist-deep water to find two baskets filled with fish, then deliver them to the 
dock. Not every basket contains fish.

arus1305rb Search Temple Cambodia
Who has a better sense of direction?: Search the grounds of Angkor Wat for a 
small vestibule known as the Chamber of Echoes, then thump your chest so it 
echoes before picking up a clue.



arus1306rb Go Green India
Who's got an eye for artistic flair?: Cover the windows and canopy of a tuktuk 
with newspaper, then spraypaint the black section of the shell green.

arus1306dt
Launder Money or  
Launder Clothes India

Launder Money: Travel to a banquet hall and collect a necklace shell, finish it by  
adding ten notes of Indian currency equalling exactly 780 rupees (exchanging 
your own money as needed), then return and give it to one of the grooms in a  
communal  wedding.  Launder  Clothes:  Travel  to  an  outdoor  laundry  and  use 
charcoal-heated irons to press twenty pieces of clothing.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arus1307rb Holi Festival India
Who's ready for a colourful experience?: Enter a recreation of the Holi Festival 
and climb a ladder to search among hundreds of clue envelopes for one of six 
marked with the show's name, while powdered dye is pelted at you.

arus1307ri The Birds India Travel to the Charity Birds Hospital in Old Delhi, then search the building's cages 
for a hidden clue.

arus1307sb Serve Holy Water India

Travel to Gurudwars Sis Ganj Sahib Sikh temple and serve cups of holy water to a 
crowd of worshippers until everyone is satiated.

The sign for this  task is  at the bird hospital  and the task must be completed 
before searching the cages.

arus1307dt Bleary Eyed
or Teary Eyed

India

Bleary Eyed: Travel to Nai Sarak Street and walk along it while memorising a list  
of numbers on small tags attached to the overhead power lines, then give the full 
list to a waiting man who will direct you to the cluegiver. Teary Eyed: Travel to 
Ram Bhandar spice store and collect a sack of dried chillies each, carry them a 
quarter of a mile to Shwan Kumar and Sons, then use mortars and pestles to  
grind them into powder until a container is full to the marked line.

arus1308ff Eat Local Delicacy Kazakhstan
Travel to Alasha Restaurant and complete a mystery task: eating a serving of 
korduk (a local dish made with the fat from a sheep rump) each.

arus1308rb Search for Golden Egg Kazakhstan Who's feeling peckish?: Enter a warehouse filled with over 30,000 chickens and 
search for one of seven golden eggs on the ground.

arus1308ri Warriors Gate Kazakhstan
Navigate a waiting truck to Kok Tobe Arch and hike down a trail to a group of  
warriors, then wait for a falcon to deliver the next clue.

arus1308dt Play Like Mad or
Act Like Fools

Kazakhstan

Play Like Mad: Travel to the Museum of Folk Musical Instruments and learn to  
play a traditional tune on two local instruments, then perform in a park to earn 
the equivalent of $1.50 in tips. Act Like Fools: Travel to the Almaty State Puppet 
Theatre and dress as a panto cow, walk through the streets to a milk stand and 
drink a glass of milk, then walk to the place marked on the empty glass.

“We're sorry about Borat. Here, let us promote your country by making people  
run through the streets dressed as cows!”

arus1309ri Clues by Candlelight Russia
Upon landing in Moscow, travel to Krutitsy Monastery and light a candle inside 
its cathedral.

arus1309dt Boots or Borscht Russia

Boots:  Learn  a traditional  Russian  parade  march,  then march  one lap of  the  
parade grounds in sync with a group of soldiers. Borscht: Walk to a mess tent 
and serve a bowl of borscht to each of 75 waiting soldiers.

Borscht is a Ukrainian dish. And also doesn't look nearly as transparent.

arus1309rb Deliver Bags of Flour Russia

Who has a strong back?: Transfer fifty 55lb sacks of flour from a delivery truck 
into an adjacent bakery, stacking them correctly and without any items to help 
carry them.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arus1310ri1 Cold War Russia Travel to Severnoye Tushino Park and find a waiting submarine, then search it 
for an actor who appeared in The Hunt for Red October.

arus1310rb Solve Clues Russia

Who's good at solving mysteries, literally?: Count the Lenin and Stalin statues in  
Park Iskusstv, travel to a bookstore and give the totals (as a two-digit number) to 
the owner to get a book, then use the text on that page number to find a cluebox  
at the author's apartment. Give the wrong answers and wait ten minutes before 
trying again.



arus1310ri2 Big Park, Small Horse Russia
Travel to Sokolniki Park and find a lady with a Shetland pony.

The graphics misspell “Sokolniki”.

arus1310sb Perform
Russian Dance

Russia Walk  to  a  group  of  Russian  dancers  and  perform  with  them  for  one  song, 
mimicking their moves to their instructor's satisfaction.

arus1310dt
Ride the Rails or

Ride the Lines Russia

Ride the Rails: Take a train to Ulitsa 1905 station, collect a samsa from a marked 
kiosk, then take it by train to Kitay-Gorod station and deliver it to a lady waiting 
at  a  nearby statue.  Ride the Lines:  Take a  trolleybus to Krasnoselskaya train 
station and collect a key from a keymaker, then take it by trolleybus to Rizhskaya 
train station and open a storage locker.

I've simplified it  slightly –  after finishing both,  teams must continue on their  
chosen form of transport to VDNKh Park train station and search for the clue.

arus1311dt High & Dry or
Low & Wet

United States

High & Dry: One at a time, climb a 30-foot tree, walk across a 40-foot horizontal  
log, then jump to grab half of a clue from a trapeze. Low & Wet: Walk 850 feet 
across a bridge of floating logs to a cluebox.

With the safety briefing High & Dry would have had, Low & Wet is clearly the  
easier and faster option, which makes it shocking nobody picked it.

arus1311ri1 Jump Off a Bridge United States
Travel to the Bridge of the Gods and each ride a 2000-foot zipline to an island in 
the waters below.

arus1311ri2 Elementary, My
Dear Keoghan

United States

Season memory. Working one leg at a time, uncover a symbol representing part 
of the leg (route marker, Detour, Road Block, or Pit Stop) and search a field of  
150 clueboxes for one containing a photo representing it. Get it right to move on; 
get all ten right and run to a nearby bridge with a clue on it.

arus1311ri3 Step Back in Time United States “Near the Portland Building there's a green dinosaur. Find it.”

arus1311ri4 Cart Blanche United States Walk to the Alder Street cart pod and find a food cart selling food from the last 
country visited during the race.

arus1311ri5 Oh Ho Ho It's Magic United States “Travel on foot to the place where the magic is in the hole.”

Season Fourteen
Reference Title Location Details

arus1401cc Lost in the Mail Switzerland Find the next destination given only a postcard showing a photo of it.

arus1401rb
70-Storey

Bungy Jump Switzerland
Who has nerves of steel?: Bungy jump 70 storeys from Verzasca Dam.

The graphics misspell both “storey” and “bungy”.

arus1401ri1 Transport Cheese Switzerland
Carry an “antique” wooden carrier each up a steep hill, load two large wheels of 
cheese onto them, then walk back down to deliver the cheese to the bottom.

arus1401ri2 The Hills are Alive Switzerland Upon arrival in Stechelberg, follow the sound of yodellers to the Pit Stop, where 
they are the greeters.

arus1402rb Paraglide Germany

Who's ready to fly like an eagle?:  Tandem paraglide with a professional from 
6000 feet. If wind conditions are unsafe, either wait or take a “one-hour” hike on  
a marked trail to the same landing site.

Two odd things: This is basically an old-style “heights or hike” Detour recycled 
as a Road Block (the only time paragliding was used in the past, the alternative 
was a long bike ride), and Phil's explanation omits the usual spiel about what a 
Road Block is but acts as if it hadn't, with a “that member must...” beginning.

arus1402dt
Balancing Dolly
or Austrian Folly Germany

Balancing Dolly: Ride a Segway each along a two-mile trail with several small 
obstacles. Austrian Folly: Take turns throwing traditional Austrian cakes at each 
other's faces, searching for one with a cherry filling.

I haven't been able to confirm or deny, but apparently there's a reason for the 
Austrian-task-in-Germany thing – it was planned for an Austrian town but was 
moved at the last minute when it was realised it was where Hitler was born.  
(This could also explain the otherwise random Pit Stop in Salzburg, especially  
odd when teams were forced back through Germany at the start of the next leg.)



arus1402ri Cutaway Germany

Collect a log from an unspecified location, then take it to the Holzsager and wait  
for a coin-operated woodcutter display to saw a slice from the log.

The log delivery half is not mentioned, and is only known because a team got 
lost while carrying their log.

arus1403rb Perform Gymnastics Romania

Who's ready to access their inner Nadia?: Watch gymnasts perform gymnastics  
moves, then replicate them on the appropriate apparatuses (beam, parallel bars, 
and floor) to the coach's satisfaction. Nine moves, one at a time; no skipping.

“Nadia”  as  in  “Comaneci”;  the  task  was  filmed  at  the  gym  where  she  once  
trained. Despite being corrected, the show deliberately chose to mispronounce 
her name because it wasn't how Americans pronounced it.

arus1403dt Gypsy Moves or  
Vampire Remains

Romania

Gypsy Moves: Travel to a Roma camp and load a variety of items onto a horse-
drawn cart, then steer 300 yards to a new campsite and unload it, all with the 
Roma assisting. Vampire Remains: Travel to a forest and drag a chained coffin to 
a  clearing,  unlock the chains,  and impale  the wooden boxes inside on  stakes 
until a flag is released from one of them.

arus1404ri Cash In Russia Upon landing in Krasnoyarsk, travel to the location shown on a provided ten-
rouble note.

arus1404dt Stack or Construct Russia

Stack: Travel to the riverbank and use traditional methods to stack a large pile of  
firewood to match the example. Construct: Walk to a workshed and build a set of  
wooden shutters to match the example, then carry them to a nearby house and 
install them. (This Detour has a Blind U-Turn attached.)

arus1404rb Bobsled Russia

Who's ready to speed read?: Bobsled down a three-mile course in four minutes 
or less, memorising seven letters on signs along the way. If they are all found, 
walk to a nearby clearing and arrange tiles with those letters to spell the name  
of a famous Russian playwright.

Hardest part: Knowing about the existence of Chekhov. (Even the editors show 
two C's instead of two H's in the task explanation footage.)

arus1405dt Russian Bride or  
Russian Snowplow

Russia

Russian Bride: Drive to a Soviet-era apartment block and find an apartment with 
a  bride  waiting  inside,  then  drive  her  across  town  to  her  wedding.  Russian  
Snowplow: Drive to Spartak Stadium and each steer an industrial  snowplow 
through a marked course, one at a time.

Russia = Mail order brides! (Not helped by all the grooms being men in military  
uniform, or by Phil calling it “an unavoidable part” of local life.)

arus1405rb Run Winter Marathon Russia

Who has stamina and absolutely no shame?: Complete a ten-minute warmup 
with a pair of locals, then strip to your underwear and run 1.4 miles through the 
streets of Novosibirsk to the Pit Stop.

If this is as traditional as claimed, why is it such a spectacle to the locals?

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arus1406ri Tree Rings India
Upon landing in Jaipur, find the Peepli ka Pedh tree near Dhula, then work out 
that the clue must be obtained by calling a number marked on a waiting phone.

arus1406rb Care for Camel India
Who wants to be a Maharajah's caregiver?: Use provided items to transfer water  
and camel feed across a clearing, filling a trough until the water spills out a hole 
and stacking the feed around a pole until it reaches a marker.

arus1406sb Decorate Elephant India
Travel to Kala Hanuman Temple and paint a waiting elephant's trunk and ears 
for a festival.

arus1406dt Movers or Shakers India

Movers: Collect cycle rickshaws loaded with barrels of hay from one side of the 
Old City, ride a mile and a half to the other side, then search the hay for a small  
metal elephant. Shakers: Travel to a busy intersection and dress in traditional 
outfits, then dance for locals to earn 100 rupees in tips.

Yes, begging for money on the streets of India. And it was clearly the desired task 
when the other option involved stamina, navigation, and luck and was directly 
after a Road Block designed to drain players' energy.



arus1407cc On the Hunt Thailand
Upon landing in Phuket, find the gorilla in a provided photo.

It was just a statue. (Sigh.) And gorillas aren't native to Asia. Just FYI.

arus1407ri1 Dolittle Thailand

Pose for a photo with a tiger, then lay on the ground as an elephant walks and  
squats over you before getting the photo, which has the clue on it.

Shorter explanation: Yay, performing animals! (It may not be coincidental that 
the tiger keeper has only one arm.)

arus1407ri2 Luck of the Drawer Thailand
Travel to Nguan Choon Tong Herbs Shop, then take turns with any other present 
teams to have the owner open one of 99 herb drawers in search of a clue. One  
clue per correct drawer.

arus1407dt 100 Barrels or 2 Miles Thailand

100 Barrels: Load 100 barrels onto a fishing boat, with 53 empty barrels on the  
roof and filling 47 with water on the deck. 2 Miles: Collect a rickshaw from a  
temple and travel  two miles on foot to King Rama IX Park,  with one partner 
pulling the other. Switching is allowed; no following taxis.

A rickshaw challenge in Asia. With cone hats as costumes. In a country where 
neither is that traditional. Remember when this show used to, you know, try?

arus1408rb Attach Propeller Thailand

Who's ready to propel their team forward?:  Attach a propeller to a longboat, 
using only a finished version for reference.

In the show's 173rd leg, this is the first time teams took commercial domestic 
flights in an Asian country. (At the time of writing it's only happened twice more  
since, but it's much more common in other franchises.)

arus1408dt
Broken Teeth or  
Broken Record Thailand

Broken Teeth: Find the “Street of Happy Smiles” and search among 50 dentures  
in bowls for the dentures belonging to five waiting locals. Broken Record: Travel  
to a parking lot in China town and ride along a five-mile roundtrip course with a  
group of locals, using a karaoke machine to sing along with a Thai pop song the 
entire time.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arus1409sb Wash and Dry Hair China

Shampoo, wash, and dry the hair of two waiting locals.

That's it. They don't even have to go anywhere, since the clue was already at the 
salon used. (And what does it have to do with China?)

arus1409rb Cormorant Fishing China
Who's ready for some fowl play?: Ride on a raft into the river with a fisherman 
and a cormorant, then throw ten fish into the nearby water for the cormorant to 
collect, one at a time.

arus1409dt Choreography or  
Calligraphy

China

Choreography: Walk to a dance class on a nearby island, then learn and correctly  
perform a ballroom routine to the teacher's satisfaction. Calligraphy: Walk to a 
calligraphy station and follow a demonstration to write a set of Chinese symbols 
correctly, then use them to find the next station, repeating until the fourth set of  
symbols is copied.

arus1409cc Drawn Out China Travel on foot to the location where a provided sketch of the nearby Sun and 
Moon Pagodas was made.

arus1410rb Get Foot Massage China
Who's feeling manipulative?:  Drink a cup of herbal tea,  receive a painful  ten-
minute foot massage without having the masseurs stop, then drink another cup.

arus1410dt Sync or Swim China

Sync: Dive off parallel 3m springboards, landing in a pool simultaneously and 
earning maximum scores of 5 from each of two judges. Swim: Put on bodysuits  
like those worn in the Beijing Olympics and swim 400m in relay, switching after 
every 100m.

Even players don't get why Michael Phelps's 400m freestyle time is part of the 
task. (This also makes the choice of Pit Stop odd – the US volleyball team's coach 
was murdered at the Drum Tower while attending the games.)

There is no rest period at this leg's Pit Stop and the episode ends with the first 
team arriving. (The format has been adapted slightly from the last time the twist 
was used – they are now explicitly two separate legs, and the first team to arrive 
at this Pit Stop still gets a prize.)



arus1411ri Find Roaming Gnome China
Search Beihai Street Mall on foot for one of four product-placed gnomes hidden 
in shops. The gnomes are hidden in different shops.

arus1411dt
Beijing Opera or  
Chinese Waiter China

Beijing Opera: Travel to an opera theatre and put Chinese opera makeup on each 
other to match the examples, then dress in costumes. Chinese Waiter: Travel to a 
restaurant and take a table of orders in Mandarin, then recite them perfectly to 
the chef before serving the dishes correctly. (This Detour has a U-Turn attached.)

“Two local  Beijing professions famous throughout the world”.  Bit  of  a  stretch 
there, Phil.

arus1411rb Eat Street Food China

Who's got a taste for adventure?: Eat servings of fried grasshoppers, scorpions, 
and beetle larvae, and a whole fried starfish.

It's never mentioned as such, but the marked where this task is held also held a  
similar Road Block in season one. (Arguably this precedes the twist of recycling 
a task at its original location, introduced in the next season, but since that twist  
has been modified to just recycling a task the honor of being first would surely 
have to go to the Ropes/Slopes Detour used in different places in seasons three 
and four?)

arus1412ri1 Hamming it Up United States

Travel to a beachside clearing, coat a 145lb pig in herbs, then use a pole to carry 
it 200 yards to a luau before covering it for cooking in a traditional manner, with  
only a finished example for reference.

This was one half of a Detour – even without behind-the-scenes knowledge, the 
clue for the task has a yellow back – but all teams chose it and the other option is 
edited out. (This is the last time this version has a Detour in the final leg.)

arus1412ri2 Sharks and/or Jets United States
Travel to McGregor Point and drive a jetski to a group of 100 buoys anchored a 
mile offshore, then search for one of three with attached clues.

arus1412rb Surfboard Fence United States

Who's ready to build something from memory?: Search a pile of surfboards with 
images on them to find images representing each of the first eleven legs, leaning 
them on a frame in chronological order.

Between images that are hard to identify (stylised cormorants), those which are 
tenuous links at best (a reflexology diagram for the foot massage),  and those 
that were never actually seen (a generic religious image for Leg 1's church), only 
about half of the right surfboards make sense.

Season Fifteen
Reference Title Location Details

arus1501ri1 Fencing Match United States

Search among over 1000 license plates hanging from a fence for one of eleven 
from the first destination, a region in Tokyo and bring it to Phil to earn flight 
tickets. The kanji symbols for the region's name are provided in the clue; the last 
team searching is immediately eliminated.

arus1501rb Wheel of Misfortune Japan

[Hint not revealed]: As a roulette wheel loaded with ten pieces of sushi and two 
“wasabi bombs” (wasabi temaki) spins, eat whatever stops in front of you. Finish 
a wasabi bomb within two minutes.

Not only is the hint not revealed, nobody is even shown collecting the clue for 
the task, which only starts once everyone has arrived. (Part of it is probably due  
to at least one route marker and an overnight stay being edited out, but still.)

arus1501ri2 Konichi Tour Japan

Collect twenty audience members wearing visors of the same colour, then lead 
them on foot to the Pit Stop, travelling via the Shibuya Scramble Crossing.

Shibuya a pointless detour on the route, AND the editing of this episode wrongly  
implied the Road Block took place clear on the other side of Tokyo.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arus1502sb Serve Soup Vietnam
Walk to a nearby soup stand and order the ingredients for pho, then return to 
the start and serve the soup to a waiting dockmaster.

arus1502ri Root Info Vietnam Travel by sampan to a nearby orchard, then use buckets to transfer mud from a 
docked sampan to a tree, filling the marked area around it to reach a marker.



arus1502rb Duck Herding Vietnam

Who's feeling just ducky?: Use two flags on poles to herd 150 ducks from a small  
corral across a bridge, then back over and into the corral. Three players can try 
at a time; fail to finish within ten minutes and return to the back of the line.

During the Pit Stop, teams are taken to My Tho, but are not told where they are.

arus1503ri Dragon Dance Vietnam Travel to the Golden Dragon Water Puppet Theatre, then grab a clue from the 
mouth of a water dragon puppet without entering its pool.

arus1503cc Mail Away Vietnam Find the next destination, given only a postage stamp showing a photo of it.

arus1503dt
Child's Play

or Word Play Vietnam

Child's Play: Travel to Tao Dan Park and select a cement zoo animal statue from 
a kiosk, then wheel it across the park to a playground, collecting five balloons 
along the way. Word Play: Travel to Hotel A Dong and go to the roof, then search 
for six Vietnamese letters visible on moving vehicles in a crowded roundabout 
before asking locals to rearrange them into a common Vietnamese word.

arus1503rb Chop Shop Vietnam
Who's ready for a complete breakdown?: Use provided tools to disassemble two 
VCRs, sorting their component pieces into adjacent piles.

arus1504ri1 Give Me Assign Cambodia Upon landing in Phnom Penh, travel to the Foreign Correspondents' Club and 
find the assignment editor, then ask for the “next assignment”.

arus1504cc
Photographic 

Memory Cambodia

Identify the woman shown in a provided photo and find the hotel with a suite  
named after her, then search the hotel for a larger version of the photo.

Surprisingly hard for Americans to identify Jacqueline freaking Kennedy.

arus1504dt Cover or Wrap Cambodia

Cover: Travel to a motorcycle helmet and sell a set of four helmets to two adults 
and two children for US$10. Wrap: Find a specific stall in the Russian Market and 
collect a silk scarf, then search the market for a woman in a matching scarf and 
bring her back.

I'm sure motorbike helmets are needed in Cambodia, but that's at least two or 
three coincidences too many (family of four, with that specific composition, who 
fit in the helmets, who are willing to buy them, and who have American currency 
in their possession) to suspend disbelief that the task isn't totally staged.

arus1504rb Perform Monkey Act Cambodia

Who's  ready  to  go bananas?:  Dressed  in a monkey mask,  learn  and perform 
three traditional Khmer monkey dance elements on a balance beam.

Season 13: Wrestling at high altitude. Season 14: Gymnastics with a Romanian 
coach.  Season 15:  Cross  a  ground-level  log  three times.  Not  that  this  race  is 
notably easier than usual or anything.

arus1505cc Sky High
United Arab 

Emirates

Fly to “the Persian Gulf” and find “the world's tallest building”.

It wasn't officially the tallest until it was complete; at the time it was Taipei 101.

arus1505ff Drive Autodrome
United Arab 

Emirates

Drive to Dubai Autodrome and have one partner complete a lap of the track in an 
F3 racecar, finishing within 45 seconds or less.

The winners are taken to the Pit Stop in a Maserati to celebrate.

arus1505rb Find Water
United Arab 

Emirates

Who thinks they can beat the desert heat?: Search a set of sand dunes on foot for  
buried, water-filled urns, using a ladle to scoop water into a traditional satchel.  
Not every urn contains water.

arus1505dt
Build a Snowman

or Find a Snowman
United Arab 

Emirates

Build a Snowman: Transport artificial snow from Ski Dubai to a marked area 
outside,  then build a snowman with it and provided props. Find a Snowman: 
Take a chairlift to the top of an indoor ski hill and sled back down, then search a  
giant pile of artificial snow for a small toy snowman.

arus1506rb Crack the Code
United Arab 

Emirates

Who wants to row,  row, row their  boat?:  Row and inflatable boat  to a yacht  
anchored offshore,  collect a watch, then return to shore and use it to open a 
locked briefcase.

It's supposed to be a “puzzle” to figure out the time on the watch is the briefcase 
combination, but... what other purpose could the watch serve in this context?

This is the third time this task has been tried; in both previous instances (season 
ten in Mauritius and season eleven in Poland) it was edited out for being lame.



arus1506dt Gold or Glass
United Arab 

Emirates

Gold: Travel to Deepu Jewellers and use a precision scale to measure $500,000 
of gold, using the shown exchange rate to work out how much is needed. Glass:  
Travel to Deira Spice Market and assemble twelve hookahs in three styles, using 
examples of each style for reference and finding the pieces in a large crate.

arus1506ri Slides of March United Arab 
Emirates

Travel  to the Aquaventure theme park and find the Leap of  Faith waterslide,  
then slide down it one at a time.

arus1507rb Counting Bells Netherlands

Who's got strong legs and keen eyes?: Climb to the Martinitoren bell tower and 
correctly count the number of bells.

The  hint  is  a  deliberate  callback  to  the  very  first  aired  Road  Block,  which 
involved climbing the Eiffel Tower. (It was also used for the Sri Lanka Road Block 
in season six.)

arus1507dt
Farmer's Game or  

Farmer's Dance Netherlands

Farmers' Game: Cycle to a creek, strip to your underwear and swim across, then 
complete each three farmersgolf holes in eight strokes or less, alternating shots. 
Farmers' Dance: Cycle to a local “festival” and hit the bell on a high striker, then 
learn and correctly perform a Dutch folk dance, then each eat a soused herring.

The high striker  and herring  were clearly  added to make it  less  obvious the 
latter task was much easier. (Ironically, it didn't end up being easier at all.)

arus1508ri1 Fritt Fall Freefall Sweden
One partner must ride the Fritt Fall, searching the surrounding area for a race  
flag pointing to the next clue before being dropped back to the ground.

arus1508ri2 Coneheads Sweden Ring toss. A set of cones are presented as targets, some of which have product-
placed gnomes beneath; get a ring around a gnome's cone to get the clue.

arus1508dt Nobel Dynamite or  
Viking Alphabet

Sweden

Nobel Dynamite: Travel to a quarry and fill and stack enough sandbags to make 
a safety bunker, then set off an explosion to unearth a buried box with a clue 
inside. Viking Alphabet: Travel to a Viking camp and use translation runes to 
decode a message, then follow its instructions to find a cluegiver nearby.

Seriously, the Viking one is so much quicker. Why didn't anyone pick it? Oh, right. 
Big dynamite go boom. Never mind.

arus1508rb Switchback Hay Bales Sweden

Who thinks they can spot a needle in a haystack?: Select one of 186 haybales in a  
field and unroll it, looking for one of seven flags, then run to the nearby Pit Stop.

Presented as though it's recycled from season six, this one actually has worse 
odds than the original (where there were 20 clues in 270 bales), even before you 
note the flags are harder to see than clue envelopes. (Since the route was heavily  
reworked because of the swine flu outbreak shortly before filming, it's likely this 
leg was a last-minute replacement, justifying the recycled task.)

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arus1509ri Through the Keyhole Estonia
Upon arrival in Tallinn, travel to Mustpeade Maja and work out how to open the  
door using a provided ring of keys.

arus1509sb Take a Sauna Estonia Find a saunabuss parked nearby and sit in a sauna with locals for five minutes.

arus1509rb Solve Secret Message Estonia
Who can solve a Medieval mystery?: Collect a candelabra with a room number 
attached from the basement,  search the  building  for  that  room,  and  use the 
candelabra to read a clue written on a scroll in invisible ink.

arus1509dt Serve or Sling Estonia

Serve: Score five points playing volleyball against a pair of locals in a waist-deep 
bog.  Sling:  Walk  across  a  bog  and  use  slingshots  to  hit  a  round target  with 
vegetables, causing a pile of cabbages to drop and reveal the clue.

Both tasks first require travelling to Keava Raba.

Matching inexplicable crotch pixellation optional.

arus1510dt
Fast & Furious or  

Slow & Steady Czech Republic

Fast  and  Furious:  Paddle  a  two-person  inflatable  canoe  down  a  whitewater 
course  to  collect  a  ribbon hanging  overhead.  Slow  &  Steady:  Pull  yourselves 
along a rope suspended directly above the canoe course, collecting a ribbon each 
at the far end.

The clue teams get calls the tasks “Fast” and “Slow”.



arus1510cc Czech it Out Czech Republic
Use only the Czech words written on the ribbons from the Detour to find the 
next destination.

arus1510rb Find Mandolin Czech Republic

Who can remain composed under pressure?: Search the seating sections of the 
Estates Theatre for a miniature mandolin, then bring it on stage.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arus1511sb Drink Absinthe Czech Republic Travel to M1 Lounge, then each prepare and drink a shot of absinthe.

arus1511rb Kafka-Esque Czech Republic

In order to obtain the impossible, one must attempt the absurd.: Search a room 
full of ringing phones for five with a person on the other end and obtain a letter  
from each, then fill out a survey and correctly arrange the five letters to spell a  
mystery word. No notes.

You wouldn't think “Franz” (Kafka's first name) would be hard to unscramble.  
But then again, this has been that kind of season.

arus1511ri Cold Comfort Czech Republic

Change into swimsuits and spend two minutes in a cryotherapy chamber.

Terrible task, and not just because the “do this for X minutes” format is directly 
opposed to the basic concept of the show. Here, the cameras couldn't even get a 
clear shot with all of the mist in the chamber fogging up the door.

arus1511dt Legend or Lager Czech Republic

Legend: Completely cover a wooden dummy with clay to make a golem, then use 
a  handcart  to  deliver it  to  the  Old-New Synagogue.  Lager:  Travel  to  U Fleku 
brewery and load trays with 30 glasses of beer, then carry them across the Old  
Town to Kozicka Restaurant.

What kind of bar – especially one in a country where beer-drinking habits are  
apparently noteworthy – needs people to carry individual glasses of beer across  
town to serve customers?

arus1512rb Face-First Rappel United States
Who's ready to climb down the mountain?: Abseil face-first 600 feet down the  
side of the Mandalay Bay casino.

arus1512ri1
All You Need

is Flowers United States
Work together to collect a suspended bunch of flowers, with one player attached 
to bungy cords and the other pulling them back by the feet to launch them like a  
slingshot. The entire bouquet must be collected.

arus1512cc The Full Monte United States
Find “the most famous casino in the country of Monaco”.

Monte Carlo, people. Not the Venetian. GOD.

arus1512ri2 Chip Counting United States

Choose a table covered in 8400 casino chips worth four different values, then 
give a waiting dealer chips equal to exactly one million dollars.

Allegedly, one of the dealers miscounted a correct guess, which would have put 
the affected team in first place.

Season Sixteen
Reference Title Location Details

arus1601rb Walk Cable Chile

Who has the balance of a cat and the courage of a lion?: Complete a 100-yard 
two-rope traverse suspended 120 feet above the ground.

Aren't lions already cats?

arus1601ri Paint Misbehavin' Chile
Carry a set of painting supplies up Paseo Templeman to find a house matching 
the chosen paint colour, then paint the incomplete section of its facade.

arus1602dt Llama Adoration or  
Condor Consternation

Chile

Llama Adoration: Walk to a llama pen and select a llama, then put a blanket and 
scarf on it for a local festival. Condor Consternation: Put on a two-person bird 
costume and jump from a pier into the water below, then swim to a buoy.

I can't imagine why the former wasn't called Llama Adornation, given it makes 
the rhyme fit better, it's what the task involves, and Phil even makes a point of  
using  the  word  “adorned”  when  explaining  it.  (Graphics  simply  call  them 
“Llama” and “Condor”, so it's probably a moot point.)



arus1602rb Collect Ingredients Chile

It's time to make the kuchen.: Travel around a farm collecting five ingredients 
(including freshly-squeezed milk) for a cake commonly made by local German 
immigrants, then bring them to the kitchen.

Look, it's not that this leg was by far the easiest leg ever, beating even any from  
the Family Edition, it's that Phil specifically said last episode that this was “one of 
the most difficult and demanding races ever”. Total false advertising.

arus1603ri
Gnome is Where

the Card Is Argentina
Upon arrival in San Carlos de Bariloche, drive to Boliche Viejo and win a game of 
five-card  stud  poker  against  a  product-placed  gnome  to  receive  said  gnome, 
which has a clue on its base.

arus1603rb Steer Roping Argentina
Who's ready to get roped into something?: Use a lasso to snag a haybale eighteen 
feet away (with horns attached for assistance), then pull it towards you.

arus1603dt
Horse Sense or
Horse Power Argentina

Horse Sense: Orienteering.  Collect  a set  of  coordinates,  then use a stationary 
compass to follow all four and find a rope with a buried bag of coins attached. 
Each set  of  coordinates  is  different,  and there are  decoy bags.  Horse Power: 
Score a polo goal by hitting a ball across a field in nine swings or less, alternating  
turns and carrying a wooden practice horse as needed.

arus1604irb Bungy Jump Germany

Who's  ready to reach new heights?:  Travel  by train  and on foot  to  Hamburg 
Harbour, then perform a tandem 150-foot bungy jump. Upon returning to the  
non-participating partners, the Intersection is over.

So basically, there is literally no reason for the Intersection. One member from 
each team must still perform the two-person Road Block, but doing so makes 
what would have been a decent individual task (navigating public transport in 
an unfamiliar city plus heights plus navigating back) kind of lame.

arus1604dt Soccer or Sauerkraut Germany

Soccer: Travel to Adolf-Jäger-Kampfbahn Stadium and take turns firing penalty 
kicks into a soccer goal, aiming to hit five suspended targets. Sauerkraut: Travel 
to Alt  Hamburger Bürgerhaus and work together to eat a plate of  sauerkraut 
while a band plays the Sauerkraut Polka, finishing before they do.

arus1604ri
To Beer or

Not To Beer... Germany

“Share” a boot-shaped pitcher of beer, exchanging the empty boot for the clue.

Both Phil's explanation and the clue for the task – on a sign, and thus clearly  
without additional information – go to great lengths to avoid saying you have to 
drink any of it. You can theoretically share it all with the bar's other patrons and  
still be following the rules of the task to the letter.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg. 
(During the Pit Stop, teams are taken to Les Monthairons, France, but are not 
told where they are.)

arus1605ri1 Use Your Bread France Drive to Ste.  Menehould and find Boulangerie Defontaine,  then order a fresh 
baguette and work out that the next clue is baked inside.

arus1605sb Reinforce Trench France
Use provided branches to reinforce a trench wall.

Zzzzzz.

arus1605dt
In the Trenches
or Under Fire France

In the Trenches: Translate a six-word Morse code message. Under Fire: Crawl 
100 yards beneath barbed wire to a machine gun nest, collect a message, and 
return to the start. (This Detour has a Blind U-Turn attached.)

Both tasks, and the above Speed Bump, take place in a World War I recreation. 
Because CLASSY. (Not coincidentally, submitting this episode was the first time 
the show lost the “Outstanding Reality-Competition Program” Emmy.)

arus1605ri2 Cycle to Pit Stop France
Put on cycling uniforms similar to those worn in the first Tour de France, then 
ride an antique bike each four miles to the Pit Stop.

arus1606cc Arc of Infinity France

Drive to Reims and find “the only outdoor statue of Joan of Arc”.

The clue also includes a “listen to what you saw” hint to a musical saw player, 
but... honestly, the statue is the hard part. Nobody else is around the statue, and 
she's kind of noisy anyway.



arus1606rb Rappel and Search France
Who's  ready to cave in?:  Perform a 100-foot  free  rappel  into a wine storage 
cavern, search thousands of wine bottles for one of several marked with a small 
race flag, then return to the surface and use a sabre to pop the cork.

arus1606dt Tower or Terra France

Tower: Use 680 wine glasses to build a fifteen-level tower with one glass on top,  
then fill it with a magnum of champagne without breaking any glasses. Terra: 
Search a one-square-kilometre area of a vineyard for a bunch of grapes marked 
with a small race flag.

arus1607dt
Turtle Toddle

or Ox Trot Seychelles

Turtle Toddle: Use one banana to coax a giant tortoise across a marked course,  
then carry a bushel of bananas each to a fruit seller a mile and a half away. Ox 
Trot: Haul a cart to a loading area and fill it with a large pile of coconuts, have an  
ox attached, then ride to the same fruit seller and unload every coconut.

arus1607rb 7 Bottles Up Seychelles

It's time to take a deep breath...: Swim to a nearby buoy, dive down to a case of 
submerged bottles and untie one, then return to your boat with it before riding 
to shore.

The bottle contains puzzle pieces, which must be assembled to form a map to 
the Pit Stop.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arus1608dt
Buddhist Tradition
or Chinese Custom Malaysia

Buddhist  Tradition:  Travel  to  Tien Kong Than temple  and carry  twelve giant 
incense sticks up 150 stairs to a burner, then insert and light them all. Chinese 
Custom: Travel to Padang Kota Lama park and balance 32-foot flagpoles on your 
foreheads, then cross a 40-yard course without touching or dropping them.

arus1608sb Serve Tea Malaysia
Travel to the Tropical Spice Garden and find a woman crushing tea, smell it and  
guess which of three teapots contains tea made from the same mixture,  then 
deliver the correct teapot to a nearby guru.

arus1608rb Smash Coconuts Malaysia
Whose life could use a splash of colour?: Smash coconuts from a pile until one of  
several  with  a  brightly-coloured  inside  is  found,  then  use  it  and  provided 
materials to make a traditional Hindu offering and bring it to a guru.

arus1609ff
Traverse

Singapore Flyer Singapore

Travel to the Singapore Flyer observation wheel and complete a mystery task: 
riding  to  the  top  then  climbing  out  of  one capsule  and traversing  the  metal 
support frame to the next capsule, one partner at a time.

The cluegiver who gives teams the clue for this task (and the below Detour) is 
Allan Wu, host of The Amazing Race Asia and The Amazing Race: China Rush (and 
former Fear Factor contestant).

arus1609dt
Pounding the

Drums or Pounding
the Pavement

Singapore

Pounding the Drums: Travel to Speaker's Corner, then learn a traditional drum 
routine to the satisfaction of the teacher before performing it in time with a local  
group of drummers. Pounding the Pavement: Collect supplies from a truck in  
Rochor Road and carry them to a nearby ice-cream cart, then make and sell 25 
local ice-cream sandwiches for $1 each. (This Detour has a U-Turn attached.)

Graphics call the tasks “Pounding Drums” and “Pounding Pavement”.

arus1609cc Back to the Future Singapore

Find “the intersection of your last Pit Stop city and Orchard Road”.

Penang isn't  a  city.  It's  the  name of  the island.  Georgetown is  the city.  (Two  
seasons ago, they made this same mistake with the Hawaiian island of Maui.)

arus1609rb Count Chain Links Singapore
Who's ready to add some stress to their day?: Count the number of links in a 
giant anchor chain while irrelevant numbers are read out over a PA system.

arus1609ri2 Zip Line Singapore

In tandem, ride a giant zipline over 1400 feet long over the forest.

Yeah. A leg that had as much promise as this one did, ending with a tedious first  
come, first served task. Sigh.

arus1610rb1 Make Noodles China

Who wants to get their hands on some extra dough?: Turn a mound of dough  
into 1kg of noodles by hand, with only an ongoing demonstration for assistance.

Cameo by world's shortest man He Pingping; the episode is dedicated to him as 
he died before its broadcast.



arus1610ri Dress Model China

Pick a model with a fashion sketch,  then search a boutique for the matching 
items and have her change into them. All items must be correctly matched.

The four models used later pull double duty as the episode's greeters.

arus1610rb2 Assemble Puzzle China

[Hint not revealed]: Assemble 96 square cards correctly to form the image on a 
provided piece of  paper, hand them to a crowd and have them flip it  over to 
reveal a stadium seat number, then find that seat.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arus1611sb Coin Toss China Throw one coin each into a narrow hole on the top of a giant incense burner.

arus1611rb Count Statues China

Who thinks they can sum up Buddha?: Correctly count the number of golden 
statues in a hall. Get the wrong total and wait ten minutes before guessing again.

Bit of a trick here to punish misreading the clue – there are 521 Buddhas and  
two other golden statues, and 521 was coincidentally the same total from the 
chain Road Block in Singapore two legs ago.

arus1611dt
Pork Chops or

Pork Dumplings China

Pork Chops: Travel to Art Stone and search hundreds of stone stamps for those 
showing a  pig and each of  your names.  Pork Dumplings:  Travel  to  Nanxiang 
Steamed Bun Restaurant  and collect  ten steamers  of  dumplings,  then deliver 
them on foot to the far end of a crowded market.

The greeter for this leg is Bo Xishun, the world's tallest man.

arus1612cc1 Riddle Me This United States
“Solve this riddle: I was built in 1933. I'm 210 feet tall. My insides are lined with 
murals painted by 26 different artists. What am I? When you know, go to me to 
[sic] and search for your next clue.”

arus1612rb Climb Coit Tower United States
[Hint not revealed]: Use an ascender to climb 120 feet and collect a clue from 
Coit Tower's archways.

arus1612ri1 Navigate
Virtual World

United States

Complete two levels in a virtual reality game to find a clue, with one partner 
walking around a soundstage in a motion-capture suit and the other directing 
them while watching their avatar in the virtual world.

The clue spins around at high speed; to read it, the director must realise the  
mover must also spin so it doesn't appear to be moving as fast.

arus1612ri2 Hall Haul United States Carry a large trunk (for use in the next task) to the destination marked on its lid.

arus1612ri3 Step Back in Time United States

Open the trunk and hang the posters inside on a frame to list the eliminated 
teams and non-elimination legs in order.

The posters for the non-eliminations include a paragraph of text as part of their 
designs... with the paragraph being a speech Phil read over season one's credits.

arus1612cc2 Final Clue United States “Jack be nimble, Jack be quick, to find the finish line, jump over to _____.”

Season Seventeen
Reference Title Location Details

arus1701cc Back to Front England
Find “the castle that is the opposite of nor'easter”.

Wouldn't the opposite be sou'wester, not Eastnor?

arus1701ri Storm the Castle England

Climb a ladder to the battlements of Eastnor Castle while locals pour water on 
you, collect a flag, then walk to a “moat” and use a coracle to cross it without  
sinking to deliver the flag to a knight in shining armour.

Eastnor Castle has no moat; teams are actually crossing an adjacent lake.

arus1701rb Defeat the Warrior England

Who's ready to go into battle with a knight in shining armour?: Using a giant  
slingshot, fire watermelons to smash a suit of armour 50 feet away.

Yes, yes. Watermelon in the face. Doesn't change that this leg is kinda crap.

The leg winners get an Express Pass for use before the end of Leg 8.



arus1702rb Sell Sunglasses Ghana
Who thinks they can handle some shady dealings?: Compete with local vendors  
and sell sunglasses to locals, earning a total of at least 15 cedi but selling each 
pair for at least 3 cedi.

arus1702dt Tune In or Check Out Ghana

Tune In: Travel to Adom Electricals and collect a TV antenna system, then find a 
marked house nearby, install it, and tune the signal to an acceptable standard. 
Check Out: Travel to Emmanuel's Woodshop and collect an ornamental Ga coffin,  
then use a flatbed cart to deliver it on foot to the Hello Coffin showroom.

arus1703rb Pro Boxing Training Ghana
You've got a Rocky road ahead...: Correctly wrap your hands in boxing bandages, 
then complete two boxing drills  (punching a speed bag and using a skipping 
rope) for one minute each.

arus1703ri1 Special Delivery Ghana

Load two wheelbarrows with a listed set of supplies and deliver them on foot to  
the Asebi D/A Primary School.

The Pit Stop for this episode is extended; during this extra time, teams helped to 
renovate the school.

arus1703ri2
African

Geography Quiz Ghana

Join a local class and identify Ghana on an unlabelled map of Africa. After each  
wrong guess, the school children will correctly identify another country to make 
the task slightly easier.

No, really. “Find the country you are in on a map”. (I look forward to when they 
recycle this task in Canada.)

arus1703dt
Bicycle Parts or 
Language Arts Ghana

Bicycle Parts: Using only a stick for assistance, roll a bicycle rim each across a  
soccer field and back without it falling over. Language Arts: Select a scroll with a 
local  proverb,  use  a  translation  guide  to  match  eight  parts  of  it  to  Adinkra  
symbols, then find the symbols in the right order in a giant wordsearch hanging 
on an adjacent shed wall.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arus1704sb Sit on Ice Sweden Sit on chairs made from ice for ten minutes. No changing clothes.

arus1704cc Artificial Swedener Sweden Work  out  the  next  destination  from  a  clue  written  entirely  in  Swedish  (and 
carved into a large block of ice).

arus1704rb Mush Dogs Sweden

Who's feeling kind of mushy?: Ride a summer dogsled down a trail to a hunter's 
camp, collecting five hanging flags along the way (and completing a penalty lap 
of the camp for each missed flag), then switch them for a shipment of furs and 
ride back to the start.

arus1704dt Sleds or Beds Sweden
Sleds: Drive to Riksgränsen Ski Resort and ride a TechSled each down a snowy 
course, both finishing in one minute and 58 seconds or less. Beds: Drive to a 
Sami camp, then assemble and furnish a teepee-like goahti to match an example.

arus1705ff Eat Sheep's Head Norway
Drive to Stornaustet immersive restaurant and complete a mystery task: eating 
half of a roasted sheep head each, leaving only the bones.

arus1705rb Rappel and Ascend Norway
Strength, stamina, and guts; You've got to have all three...: Perform a free rappel 
130 feet from Skjomen Bridge, signal a boat to deliver the clue at the bottom,  
then use a mechanical ascender to climb back up.

arus1705dt Bike or Boat Norway

Bike: Ride mountainbikes down a trail to a sign, memorise the combination for a  
colour-coded lock, then ride back and open the lock. Boat: Board a fishing boat  
and use a map to direct the captain to a ladder on shore, then deliver two cod  
and a chainsaw on foot to a nearby lodge.

arus1706dt
Classical Music or  

Classic Cinema Russia

Classical  Music:  Travel  to  Beloselsky-Belozersky Palace and  listen to  a  set  of 
three gramophones, then enter a ballroom filled with pianists and find the three 
playing the same songs, collecting a piece of sheet music on each piano. Classic  
Cinema: Travel to Lenfilm and search a pile of film strips for one showing part of 
the sequence playing on a film screen.

Graphics list the tasks as “Music” or “Cinema”, and more than one team misreads 
the latter as “Classical Cinema” in the clue. They probably should have just called 
the two tasks “Sights” and “Sounds”.

arus1706cc Visual Learners Russia Find the next destination, given only a photo of the location for assistance.



arus1706rb Plant 50 Potatoes Russia

Who's ready for a Russian drag race?: Dress as babushkas and collect a sack of 
potatoes, carry them to a wheelbarrow and fill the latter with manure, then take 
everything to a nearby field and plant the potatoes following the instructions of  
a waiting babushka.

Non-elimination;  due  to  errors  judging the music  Detour  causing  the spared 
team to finish last, the Speed Bump penalty is waived and teams are artificially  
bunched together at the start of the next leg for fairness.

arus1707dt
Circus Band or
Circus Clown Russia

Circus Band: Learn and both correctly perform a traditional Russian song on the 
accordion. Circus Clown: Learn to platespin, then spin ten plates simultaneously 
for at least ten seconds.

arus1707ri Russian Around Russia

Treasure hunt. Part 1: “Find the bridge guarded by four creatures with golden 
wings”. Part 2: Walk to a tower, then have one partner climb it and scan the area 
for a hint to the next destination, again walking. Only two players in the lookout  
at a time. Part 3: Find where Peter the Great is buried.

Each part of this extended challenge is presented as a different clue, but it's one  
long “solve a Russian mystery” task.

arus1707rb Play Gorodki Russia

Between the two of you, who is the real player?: Knock five wooden pins set up  
in specific formations off a gorodki court by throwing batons at them, clearing 
three different formations. Fail to clear the court in two throws and the current 
formation is reset.

arus1708rb Rappel 500 Feet Oman
Who wants to add a little magic to their life?: Rappel 500 feet down a mountain 
to a landing, then search among hundreds of oil lamps on the ground for one of  
several with a ring inside.

arus1708dt Water Table or  
Wedding Table

Oman

Water Table: Fill a tanker with water from an underground well, then navigate 
the driver to a specified address and deliver it. Wedding Table: Buy ingredients  
for machbūs from a market, then cook it and deliver it to a nearby wedding.

All six teams pick Water Table; oddly, Wedding Table was considered to have so 
much potential it was recycled in a season 23 Detour with a U-Turn. (It doesn't.)

Both first require driving back to Muscat.

arus1708ri A Myrrhiad of Puns Oman
Drive to Muttrah Souq and find a specified vendor, collect  frankincense,  then 
search the market for “Ali Baba” and exchange it for the clue.

arus1709ri Sugar Rush Bangladesh Upon landing in Dhaka, find a sugarcane press in Sundarban Square and use it to 
make a glass of sugarcane juice, then have one partner drink it.

arus1709dt Balanced Meal or  
Balanced Bricks

Bangladesh

Balanced Meal: Collect 30 meal containers and travel by boat to an anchored 
cargo ship, hoist the containers to the deck and exchange them for ten empty 
containers before returning. Balanced Bricks: Transfer 100 bricks from a barge 
to a nearby shop by placing them in baskets and carrying them on your heads.  
Broken bricks do not count. (This Detour has a Double U-Turn attached.)

arus1709rb Assemble Rickshaw Bangladesh If you build it, the clue will come.: Assemble a bicycle rickshaw, using a finished 
rickshaw for reference.

arus1710rb Find Fake
Chinese Food

China
Who's feeling peckish?: Use only chopsticks to search a buffet for one of five fake  
food items. Items can be poked and prodded at will, but if a real item is picked  
up it must be eated before continuing.

arus1710dt Ding Ding or Sampan China

Ding Ding: Ride a double-decker tram along a specific route, searching the signs 
on buildings along the route for three of the same design that can be combined 
to reveal the Pit Stop. Sampan: Travel to the Jumbo Kingdom dock and load a  
cage with two birds onto a sampan, then ride into Aberdeen Harbour and deliver 
it to the boat with the same registration number on a tag on their cage.

While this is the first time Jumbo Kingdom has been visited by a race, it's not the 
first time it has appeared: it was part of the credits of The Amazing Race Asia.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.



arus1711ri
Path of Least 

Resistance South Korea

Whitewater raft down a section of the Hantan River with a group of guides to 
reach a Humvee, then ride in it to the next destination.

This is the same river which hosted the ice-swimming Road Block in season four.

arus1711sb Tanks for Nothing South Korea

Use hoses to clean an army tank.

Not explained on air as the affected team was so far behind, but shown in their  
final montage. (The team was so far behind they also skipped the rafting portion 
of the above task and simply rode all the way in a Humvee, then apparently got a  
mercy clue directly after finishing the Speed Bump.)

arus1711rb Match the Headband South Korea

Who's  ready to be all  you  can be?:  Choose a  headband  marked  with Korean 
characters from the top of a set of bleachers, then search among 200 US Army 
soldiers performing tae kwon do in unison for the one wearing the matching 
headband. Fail and collect another headband before continuing.

Korea = America!

arus1711dt Full Throttle
or Full Bottle

South Korea

Full  Throttle:  Travel  to  Mokdong Ice Rink and skate 24 laps of  a  short track  
course, alternating laps in a relay. Full Bottle: Travel to Namdaemun Market and 
deliver six jars of ginseng roots on foot to a nearby holistic pharmacy, then drink 
a glass of ginseng tonic each.

For both, teams must travel only on foot or by train.

arus1712ri1 Bungy Swing United States
Travel to the top of a shipping crane and receive the next clue, then return to the 
ground by completing a 150-foot bungy swing.

arus1712rb Decorate Float United States

Who's bright enough to float?: Decorate three sections of a Tournament of Roses 
parade float in accordance with set instructions.

This was filmed in 2010 and the float was decorated for 2011... so why was the 
2009 Rose Queen responsible for giving out clues?

arus1712cc
Answer Me These 
Questions Three... United States

Work out the answers to three general knowledge questions, then combine the 
answers to work out the next destination.

arus1712ri2 Identify Greeters United States

Search a grid of 48 screens scrolling through numbered three-second clips of 
people to  find the eleven showing this  season's  Pit  Stop greeters,  then use a 
touchscreen to match the greeters to the correct legs.

Cameo from game show host Bob Eubanks.

The other 37 screens show clips of 35 greeters and two task judges from past 
seasons (among them the very first greeter from season one). It's implied they 
were all chosen because they had headwear on, but there are several more not 
present who could have replaced the two random judges.

Season Eighteen: Unfinished Business
Reference Title Location Details

arus1801ri1 Fly High United States

Search a field of mock paper planes for “Queensland and Northern Territories 
Aerial Services” (a plane marked with its abbreviation “Qantas”) and bring it to 
Phil to earn flight tickets. The last team to finish must complete both tasks at the 
race's first Detour.

arus1801rb Swim with Sharks Australia
Who's ready to get tanked?: SCUBA dive in an aquarium tank to collect a giant 
compass, then use the guide painted around the outside to translate a long clue  
from three rows of nautical flags, then follow its instructions with your partner.

arus1801ri2 Sail 16ft Skiff Australia

Work with a crew of locals to sail a 16-foot skiff yacht across Manly Bay to one of  
three buoys, reaching out to grab an attached clue while passing.

There is no rest period at this Pit Stop; it's not too surprising since there isn't a 
Detour in this leg for the penalised team, who were likely to be at the back of the 
pack. Ten teams arrive in the first episode while the last is still at the Road Block.  
(The leg winners get an Express Pass for use before the end of Leg 8.)

arus1802cc1 Sail; Away Australia Find “To Sail, To Stop”.



arus1802dt
Spirit World or  
Natural World Australia

Spirit World: Use provided rocks and chalks to make a ground mosaic matching 
the example, then dance on top of it. Natural World: Mix pigment and water to 
make a natural paint, then spit it around your hands and two stencils to make 
four territorial marker silhouettes.

arus1802cc2 No Magpie in Team Australia Find “the home of the Magpies”.

arus1802cc3 Roo or Die Australia

Dressed as kangaroos, find the next destination on foot using only a periodic 
table with two elements marked for assistance.

The shaded elements refer to roads; the next clue is at their intersection.

During the Pit Stop, teams are taken back to Sydney.

arus1803rb
Perform Yabusame  

Ritual Japan
Who wants to go back a thousand years in time?: Memorise a choreographed 
yabusame focus ritual and perform it correctly, then sit on a wooden horse and 
use a bow and arrow to hit a small target while the horse spins.

arus1803dt
Prayer of Purity or  

Frog of Luck Japan

Prayer of Purity: Drive to Yuhi Falls and learn and correctly perform a traditional 
Shinto prayer, then stand beneath a frigid waterfall for one minute. Frog of Luck:  
Drive to a rice farm in Madarame, then strip to your underwear and search a  
giant mud pit for a frog toy while locals pelt you with mud.

Graphics list the tasks as “Purity” and “Luck”.

arus1804ri1 Ride a Yak China Saddle a yak, then have one partner ride it across a terraced river.

arus1804rb Search for Zodiac  
Charms

China
Who thinks they're living a charmed life?: Search thousands of wooden charms 
for twelve marked with the animals in the Chinese Zodiac, then hang them from 
a mobile in the correct order.

arus1804ri2 Make Zodiac Wish China Write a wish each on separate pieces of paper, then identify your Chinese Zodiac 
signs and place it in the corresponding sign on a prayer wheel.

arus1804dt Hammer or Horn China

Hammer: Walk to a confectionery store and use wooden mallets to pound a pile 
of  molten  peanut  brittle  until  it  is  flat.  Horn:  Travel  to  Nanmen  Square and 
collect a ceremonial horn, then carry it through the streets to Wenchang Palace  
while leading a group of Naxi dancers.

There is no rest period at this leg's Pit Stop; seven teams arrive in the episode, 
with one at the Detour and one lost leaving the Road Block. (The team at the  
Detour is never shown finishing their task.)

arus1805ri Flower Power China Upon arrival in Kunming, travel to Dounan Flower Market and search among its 
stalls for a cluebox.

arus1805dt Honor the Past or  
Embrace the Future

China

Honor Past: Travel to Shangri-La Palace and watch a Tibetan performance, then 
enter an adjacent room and arrange fifteen dolls dressed as the performers in 
the order they appeared. No notes. Embrace Future: Travel to Great Wall Tower 
and unload a solar water heater kit from a truck, then carry it to the roof and  
assemble it correctly. (This Detour has a Double U-Turn attached; see below).

Graphics list the tasks as “Honor Past” and “Embrace Future”.

arus1805cc
Photo You

Waiting For? China

Immediately  after  the  Detour,  find  the  U-Turn  at  the  location  shown  in  a 
provided photo.

The photo shows the Yunnan Province Cultural Centre; the show mislabels it as 
the Chinese Minority Heritage Centre.

arus1805rb Build Dinosaur China

Who's ready for a task 65 million years in the making?: Pick a dig site and collect 
dozens  of  wooden  pieces  scattered  in  it,  then  assemble  a  20-foot  model 
dilophosaurus, using only a diagram for reference.

I see the word “dig” is merely a suggestion now.

arus1806ri Tea Time China

Travel to Jin Fu Yi Zhan and complete a traditional tea tasting.

The intention is for it to be a surprise that the tea used reappears in the Road  
Block below; it lessens the impact somewhat that teams are given a brick of tea 
after tasting it and must carry it with them, presumably for usage later in the leg.



arus1806rb Taste Tea India

Who's ready to drink in the scenery?: Collect a papaya and a mango from a fruit 
stall and give them (and the brick of tea from the above task) to a tea auctioneer, 
then search a table filled with hundreds of cups of tea for one with the same type 
of tea tasted in the above task.

arus1806cc Triple Tea India Given only a product-placed bottle of iced tea, work out that the next clue is  
printed underneath the lid.

arus1806dt Hindu Art or Bengali  
Literature

India

Hindu Art: Travel to the Rakhal Paul and Sons statue shop, then paint, dress, and 
decorate a statue of Ganesha. Bengali Literature: Travel to Dey's Publishing and 
load eight bundles of children's books into a rickshaw school bus, then direct the 
driver through the streets to the Victoria Institute school and give the books to 
the headmistress.

arus1807rb Find Meaning of Life India

Who's ready to search for the meaning of life?: Use photographs to find six holy 
men at various locations in the surrounding area, collecting part of “the meaning 
of life” from each, then find a seventh holy man and tell him the full message.

Just for the record: “Once you're over the hill, you pick up speed”. (It sure is lucky 
the meaning of life is an English phrase.)

arus1807dt
Feed the Fire or
Feed the Buffalo India

Feed the Fire: Use buffalo manure to make 50 fuel patties, sticking them onto a 
wall  to  dry,  then load a  fire  place with  fuel  patties  and start  a fire.  Feed the 
Buffalo: Collect a large bundle of hay, then ride across the Ganges and carry it on 
foot through the narrow alleys to a specified address.

Both first require travelling up the Ganges to nearby addresses.

arus1808ri Back to Basics Austria

Reverse a product-placed car over a clue on the ground, using the car's reverse-
vision camera to read it.

Why not just read the clue before getting into the car then quickly reverse back 
to complete the “task”?

arus1808dt Long Hard Walk or 
Quick & Easy Meal

Austria

Long  Hard  Walk:  Travel  to  the  Freud  Museum  and  collect  a  psychoanalysis 
couch, then carry it one mile on foot to the University of Vienna. Quick and Easy  
Meal: Travel to the Wiener Riesenrad and collect a Viennese schnitzel and a slice 
of sachertorte each, taking them into one of the observation wheel's cabins and 
eating it all before the wheel completes a full revolution.

Oddly, the clue was written with these titles but behind-the-scenes videos show 
Phil explaining them with the titles “Father of Psychoanalysis” and “Mother of  
All Meals”. The broadcast titles work better – nobody would pick the meal task if  
it sounded daunting, and what Freud task would be complete without innuendo? 
Then again, Food or Thought (or Food or Freud) would have been even better.

arus1808rb Sweep Chimney Austria

Who's feeling lucky as lucky can be?: Climb onto a rooftop and use a weighted 
brush to clean three chimneys, then climb back down and collect a clue from the  
cleanout door.

The clue is  a  shoutout to  Chim-Chim-Cheree,  from that notable musical  about 
Austrians Mary Poppins. (It may have been a deliberate reference to the Austria-
Australia confusion, since Mary Poppins was written by an Australian.)

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arus1809sb Fuel Solex Liechtenstein
Use provided items to measure the correct amount of gasoline and oil needed to 
fuel the motorised bike used in the task below in accordance with a set ratio.

arus1809rb Measure  
Liechtenstein

Liechtenstein

Who's better at giving a measured response?: Use a map to navigate a motorised 
bike with an odometer on it around a set course from one end of Liechtenstein  
to the other, using the odometer reading to measure the length of the course to  
the nearest kilometre. Get the wrong answer and repeat the entire 22km course.

Cameo by six-time Winter Olympian Marco Büchel.

arus1809dt Cheese or Wheeze Switzerland

Cheese: Travel to Walliserkanne Restaurant and eat all of the cheese in a pot of 
fondue. Wheeze: Select twenty items of luggage from a large pile and use flatbed  
carts to deliver them to the hotels marked on their tags, travelling to at least five 
different hotels, then return. (This Detour has a Double U-Turn attached.)



arus1810dt Search or Rescue Switzerland

Search: Use an avalanche beacon to find a training dummy buried somewhere in 
a snowfield, then dig it up. Rescue: Rescue a mountaineer from a crevasse, with  
one partner performing a free rappel to clip the mountaineer to a rescue cable 
and the other winching them to safety.

Both first require travelling to the Matterhorn; teams get the clue after they sign  
up for helicopters (to an “unknown” location) but before they leave.

arus1810rb Chocolate Gnome Switzerland
Who wants to make a new friend?: Use provided moulds and coloured chocolate 
to make a product-placed gnome matching the example, then wait for it to set in 
the snow.

arus1811ri1 Tile Style Brazil
Upon landing in Rio de Janeiro, travel to the Escadaria Selaron tiled staircase 
and search for one of four tiles marked with one of the logos seen on clues.

arus1811rb Samba Brazil
Who's not afraid of shaking in their boots?: Learn a simple samba routine then 
perform it over and over while leading a group of samba dancers around a set 
parade route.

arus1811ri2 Body Waxing Brazil
Endure a fifteen-minute body waxing session.

Yes. Brazilian waxing in Brazil. Oy and also vey.

arus1811dt On the Rocks or On  
the Beach

Brazil

On  the  Rocks:  Walk  to  Espacio  X  bar  on  Copacabana  Beach  and  make  100 
caipirinha cocktails following an ongoing demonstration. On the Beach: Walk to 
Copacabana Beach and sell bikini tops to customers, having them change into it 
beneath a cover and earning R$100.

arus1812rb1 Transport Boat United States
Who's confident about handling a boat?: Use a heavy-load forklift to pick up a  
boat, then deposit it in a drydock safely.

arus1812rb2 Bob Dive United States [Hint not revealed]:  Use  a  one-person submarine  scooter  to  search a  lagoon 
filled with submerged treasure chests for one with a clue.

arus1812cc Twenty-Nine United States

“Off the coast near Big Pine Key there's a camp that's by the sea. To find the Mile  
Marker near where you should be, please subtract 4 from 33.”

However will they manage to solve this devilishly difficult puzzle?

arus1812ri Create Trailerhood United States Manually wheel a caravan into a marked parking area and connect it to utilities,  
then set up a campsite to match the photo in a provided brochure.

Season Nineteen
Reference Title Location Details

arus1901ri1 Tai Again United States

Search a wall of umbrellas for one marked with three letters that can be added 
twice to six shown letters to form the name of the first destination, then bring it 
to Phil. The last team to finish must complete an extra task, the Hazard, later in  
this leg.

It's more confusing than usual for the at-this-point standard “luck disguised as 
observation” opening task, but basically you need to find and add TAI to WANPEI 
in order to spell TAIPEI, TAIWAN.

arus1901cc1 The Sky's the Limit Taiwan

Upon landing in Taipei, travel to Ximending and “look up” to find a clue.

The clue's on an electronic billboard. Despite the show's tone, it's hard to blame 
players for not finding it immediately when it's not always visible and is written 
in Chinese.

arus1901cc2 Translation Nation Taiwan Have the above clue translated from Chinese, then find the specified location.

arus1901rb Call Confucius Taiwan

Confucius says, “Who's ready to play telephone?”: Use a payphone to call a given 
number and memorise a Confucian quote, then repeat it verbatim to a monk. No 
notes allowed.

All together now: “In all things success depends on previous preparation, and 
without such previous preparation there is sure to be failure.”

Spoilers reveal there was an additional part to this task, involving players having 
to get payphone credits from locals outside the temple used before calling.



arus1901hz Indoor Bungy Jump Taiwan

Exactly what it says on the tin. One member of the affected team must perform 
an indoor bungy jump in a vertical mall.

First requires travelling to Core City Pacific Mall. (The episode edits it as though 
they were the only team to, but it's fairly clear all teams had to and it was just 
edited out for everyone else.)

So the Hazard is just a rebranded Speed Bump that's also a Road Block, except it  
doesn't count towards the Road Block tally? Pass.

arus1901ri2 Race Dragon Boats Taiwan

Work with a group of waiting locals to paddle a dragon boat around a marked 
course, with one partner paddling and the other acting as coxswain.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg. 
(The leg winners get an Express Pass for use before the end of Leg 8.)

There actually is an elimination in this leg, just not the one you expected: from 
here onwards, there is no location sign at the Pit Stop.

arus1902sb Unkink Rope Indonesia
Untangle a giant knotted rope attached to a tree on one side of a clearing until 
the loose end can be clipped to a carabiner on the opposite side.

arus1902rb Spelunk Indonesia
Who's ready to spelunk?: Perform a 160-foot free rappel into a cave, then search 
it for a Javanese mask and dagger before proceeding to a giant bamboo scaffold 
and climbing back out.

arus1902dt
Shake Your

Money Maker or
Be a Ticket Taker

Indonesia

Shake Your Money Maker: Travel to a crowded intersection and busk for 30,000 
rupiah, with one player performing a traditional dance and the other playing the 
gamelan,  then travel to Aisyiyah Orphanage and donate it.  Be a Ticket Taker: 
Travel to Mal Malioboro and valet park motorbikes for money, earning 15,000 
rupiah before taking the profits to Aisyiyah Orphanage and donating them.

Graphics list the two tasks as “Money Maker” and “Ticket Taker”.

A sign at the orphanage tells teams to also donate any other money they have; 
eight out of eleven teams are sent back from the Pit Stop for failing to do so.

arus1902cc Crest in Show Indonesia

Given only a crest, work out the location of the Pit Stop: the local Sultan's palace.

Double elimination; teams were told about the twist with the first clue of the leg 
and the spared team was told at the Leg 1 Pit Stop. (It's not surprising the twist  
hasn't been repeated when it got rid of the show's biggest drawcards.)

arus1903ri Colonial Bike Ride Indonesia
Dress in Dutch colonial uniforms, then ride along a set route to Fort Vredeburg 
with a group of slow-moving locals.

arus1903dt Rice Field or
Grass Fed

Indonesia

Rice Field: Carry a provided meal to a group of farmers in a nearby field, then 
plant 300 rice seedlings by hand. Grass Fed: Fill two sacks with fresh-cut grass,  
then deliver them and two sheep to a waiting shed and fill  a trough with six  
buckets of water from an adjacent well.

arus1903rb Count Buddhas Indonesia

Who's prepared to follow the path to Buddha?: Walk around the Borobodur roof 
clockwise, counting the number of statues with their hands in each of four given 
positions, then provide the correct totals.

Players are not told they must demonstrate the hand positions when giving the 
totals; as with the billboard clue and money donation, it's far too unintuitive to 
fairly expect teams to get this on their own.

arus1904dt Coral Reconstruction  
or Beach Preparation

Thailand

Coral Reconstruction: Assemble a coral nursery from plastic pipes, load it and a  
tray of live coral onto a canoe, then take it to a buoy, put it on the seafloor, and 
insert the coral. Beach Preparation: Search a supply shed for twenty chairs and 
ten umbrellas marked with specific symbols, then set them up on the beach.

Both first require travelling by boat to Koh Khai.

For obvious reasons, graphics simply call the tasks “Coral” and “Beach”.

arus1904cc North Sea Thailand Find the island carved into a provided medal, told only to travel due north.



arus1904rb Climb Island Rock Thailand

Who wants to be the king of the hill?: Rock climb up a cliff to reach a bird nest  
with clues inside.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arus1905sb Wash Elephant Thailand Fill a waiting bucket with elephant manure from a pile, then enter an adjacent  
pond and use brushes to scrub an elephant clean.

arus1905rb1 Search Pool Thailand
Who wants to hear some water music?: Follow the sound of music to a nearby 
flautist, then search the adjacent pond for a submerged clue.

arus1905ri1 Disassemble Spirit  
House

Thailand Travel to a roadside store and disassemble a spirit house shrine, then deliver all 
of the pieces to Wat Chanathikaram.

arus1905rb2
Reassemble Spirit  

House Thailand
[No hint]: Reassemble the spirit house exactly as it was. There is a spare display  
back at the roadside store to study if needed.

arus1905ri2 Banal Canal Thailand

Upon arrival in Bangkok, travel to Bangkok Noi canal and use a provided bag of 
fish food to feed the local fish.

The odd planning for this leg is because it was an emergency leg created when  
the intended location became unsafe. (The original location was never revealed, 
but rumours persist for both Laos and Nepal. Neither has appeared yet, and as a 
result the original leg has never been used.)

arus1906rb Transport Tobacco Malawi

Who's ready to put up bale?: Using only a handcart, transport ten 200lb bales of  
tobacco through a mazelike warehouse to a stacking area, one at a time.

In accordance with tobacco advertising laws, the company whose warehouse is 
used for this task is never mentioned onscreen.

arus1906dt
All Sewn Up or
Not Grown Up Malawi

All Sewn Up: Travel to Whitehorse Designs and use manual sewing machines to 
repair the seams on a suit jacket and pants. Not Grown Up: Travel to Lilongwe 
LEA School and use recycled materials to assemble two toy trucks matching the 
shown example.

At this point, all three races to visit Africa since the first All-Stars season had had 
exactly two legs there, in a single country, with a Detour held at a school.

arus1906ri Transport Beds Malawi

Wait for a ute to arrive and load two single bed frames into its tray, then ride to 
Kumbali Village and carry the beds on foot down a trail to the Pit Stop.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arus1907sb Sliders Malawi

Walk to an adjacent flagpole and solve the 3x4 slide puzzle beneath it so the 
image matches the national flag of Malawi above.

In order  to  avoid being  missed,  the  Speed Bump sign  is  held  above  the  bus 
station crowd by a local.

arus1907rb Bike Taxi Malawi
[Hint not revealed]: Use a kabaza (bicycle taxi) to deliver a local to one of three 
addresses, then ride back to the starting point. The local cannot help navigate.

arus1907dt Dugout or Lugout Malawi

Dugout: Paddle a dugout canoe on Lake Malawi to a drummer, then return to 
shore. Lugout: Transport eight passengers and an assortment of items from an 
anchored boat to shore without anything getting wet. (This Detour has a Double 
U-Turn attached.)

arus1908ri Eye in the Sky Denmark

Upon landing in Copenhagen, drive to Vor Frelsers Kirke and climb its belltower, 
then search for two halves of the next clue.

The first half is on a nearby rooftop and is continually revealed and covered, the 
second is on a flag at the very top of the tower's spiral staircase.

arus1908rb Learn Dance Denmark
Who's ready to take a few steps back in time?: Learn a three-part Renaissance 
dance routine, then perform each part with a different partner while crossing a 
large ballroom.

arus1908dt
All Hopped Up or All  

Churned Out Denmark

All Hopped Up: Correctly set up a kaninhop (rabbit steeplechase) course, then 
each  lead  a  rabbit  along  the  course.  All  Churned  Out:  Use  manual  churns, 
buttermolds, and cream to make six sticks of butter. (This Detour has a Double 
U-Turn attached.)



arus1909rb Poetic Performance Denmark
Who's ready to take a fairytale ride?: Memorise a poem written on a plaque, then 
ride a bike (with a map on its front wheel) to the Teatermuseet and recite the 
poem verbatim and with enough dramatic flair to please a theatre critic.

arus1909ri1 Rotation... Denmark
Board a teacup ride and assemble a jigsaw made from decorated pieces of Lego 
to make a photo of the next destination. The puzzle can only be assembled while  
the ride is moving.

arus1909cc ...Nation Denmark

Drive to the next destination – in Hamburg, Germany – using only the finished 
puzzle from the above task to find it.

Nine legs in, the train station in Hamburg is the first time teams collect their clue  
from an actual cluebox.

arus1909ri2 Bodybuilding 
Posedown

Belgium

Travel to Concert Noble and put on bodybuilding swimsuits and fake tan, then 
learn and perform a bodybuilding routine for three judges, earning a score of 12  
or more out of a maximum 15.

This was one half of a Detour, but all teams picked this task and the other wasn't  
described. Based on the title, my guess is the other task could only have been  
something along the lines of Firefighting Hosedown.

There is no rest period at this leg's Pit Stop and the episode ends with the first 
team arriving.

arus1910rb Master Your Mustang Belgium
Who wants to play with the ponies?: Use a product-placed car to complete three 
advanced driving stunts – accelerating to 100mph and braking in a marked area, 
completing a slalom in 16 seconds or less, and a double donut.

arus1910dt Water or Waffle Belgium
Water: Assemble a raft from provided items, then paddle along Lieve Canal to 
find two halves  of  the next  clue.  Waffle:  Correctly  set  up a  waffle  stand and  
prepare eighteen display waffles to match the examples.

arus1910ri Pigeon Racing Belgium

Release a flock of homing pigeons and drive to reunite with them at the given 
address, collecting the next clue from one of them upon arrival.

“When it comes to international pigeon racing, Belgium is Team #1”. No. It isn't.  
This is literally just an excuse to work homing pigeons into a task (and frankly, it  
looks as though the entire visit to Belgium was to shoehorn in that Road Block).

arus1910cc
Larger Than
They Appear Belgium

Find the Pit Stop at the Atomium, using only a miniature photo of it.

Teams spend the night camping in the Atomium.

arus1911ri Comic Book Caper Belgium

Put on outfits to resemble Belgian comic book characters, then find the mural in  
a provided photo and tell a local dressed as a character from the same comic any 
of the three pairs of names used for the characters.

There are three names because they vary from country to country – the English, 
French, and Dutch versions of The Adventures of Tintin each use a different pair 
of similar names, and all other versions are translated from one of the three.

arus1911cc1 It Takes Tattoo Panama Find the next  destination,  using  only the words shown on temporary tattoos 
applied to your arms.

arus1911rb Walk Tightrope Panama

Who wants to walk on rarified air?: Using only a safety harness for support, walk 
along a tightrope suspended between two 35th-floor rooftops to collect a clue, 
then return to the start the same way.

Amazingly, this was a last-minute backup task. And yet still easily one of the best  
Road Blocks all season.

arus1911cc2 Panama or Bust Panama “Success in Suez led him to Panama. His failure inspired others to succeed. Find 
him beneath a rooster and you'll find your next clue.”

arus1911dt Filet or Sole Panama

Filet: Travel to Mercado de Mariscos and deliver provided seafood to marked 
stalls. Each vendor will  only accept a limited amount of each type of seafood. 
Sole: Travel to Mercado Salsipuedes and use a piece of leather to make a pair of 
sandals for a waiting customer.

It feels like it's been forever since there was a double-meaning Detour title.



arus1911cc3 Dancing Queens Panama

Travel to Cathedral Square and find a group of tamborito dancers, then work out  
the Pit Stop location based on their outfits.

There are two possible ways to get the right answer: their metal necklaces show 
an image of Panama Viejo, and the words “Panama Viejo” are hidden among the  
hemline design on one dancer's dress. (One team still got lost and ended up at  
the Miraflores Locks information centre, the Pit Stop from Panama's only other 
leg in season eight.)

The show erroneously calls them pollera dancers. “Pollera” is just the name for 
the type of dress the dancers are wearing.

arus1912ri1 Land Simulator  
Aircraft

United States Board a Learjet flight simulator and successfully land a flight from an altitude of  
2500 feet, with one partner as pilot and one as co-pilot.

arus1912cc1 Dump Luck United States “Find the former residence known as The Dump.”

arus1912rb Type Out Next Clue United States

Who gives a damn?: Use an antique typewriter to replicate the next clue, shown 
on a table on the other side of the room.

The entire task is realising the lowercase L looks like a 1. On the other hand, the  
clue is clearly a decoy to screw with expectations of  a  final-leg memory task  
based on the race... which'd have been great, had the memory challenge later in  
the leg been a Road Block. (It's rumoured it was planned as one but was changed 
due to the two-Road-Block emergency leg in Bangkok earlier in the season.)

arus1912cc2
Number Your 

Business United States

Use only the numbers “44 – 715 – 74” to find the next clue.

The clue is at Turner Field, where in 1974 Hank Aaron (who wore #44) broke a 
baseball record by hitting his 715th career home run.

arus1912ri2 Map Out Race United States

One partner clambers around a giant billboard world map, feeding a long rope 
through carabiners representing each country visited, while the other partner 
shouts advice from the ground. No notes.

Outlines of each country were provided for the clue telling teams to travel to 
them; despite this, neither Germany nor the Netherlands (both forced parts of 
the route without proper tasks) were part of the solution.

Season Twenty
Reference Title Location Details

arus2001ri1 Take to the Skies United States Run into a vineyard and search for ropes attached to each of 100 mock hot air 
balloons, pulling them down one at a time until one of eleven clues is found.

arus2001rb X Marks the Spot Argentina

Who's got a great sense of direction?: Use a provided landscape map to navigate 
to  a  skydive  landing  zone  while  your  partner  tandem  skydives  with  a 
jumpmaster from 10,000 feet.

To clarify: The driver is the one treated as performing the Road Block. (What 
would have happened if the skydiver refused? It can't be the usual Road Block 
quitting penalty because they're not performing the task.)

arus2001ri2 Make Empanadas Argentina

Follow ongoing demonstrations to correctly make 60 meat empanadas and 60 
cheese empanadas. Once approved, run to the adjacent Pit Stop.

The leg winners get an Express Pass for use before the end of Leg 8.

arus2002dt Boil My Water or  
Light My Fire

Argentina

Boil My Water: Travel to one of three nearby villages and assemble a working 
solar kitchen using only the pictures on the kit box, then wait for a kettle to boil. 
There are a limited number of kits in each village. Light My Fire: Travel to the 
riverbed and collect 40 pieces of clay or firewood, load them onto a donkey, then 
lead the donkey to a pottery workshop a mile away.

arus2002rb Calculate Cattle Argentina
Where's the beef?: Listen to an auctioneer give the total weight of a corral filled  
with cows, then count them and work out the average weight of each cow before  
the auction ends. No calculators.

arus2003ri Hide and Seek Paraguay
Upon landing in Asunción, travel to Metalurgica Punta de Rieles and search the 
metalyard for a hidden clue.



arus2003dt Stacked Up or
Strung Out

Paraguay
Stacked Up: Travel to Mercado Central de Abasto and stack a ten-level square 
pyramid of  watermelons.  Strung Out:  Travel  to an auditorium at Universidad 
Nacional de Asunción and correctly string a harp following a demonstration.

arus2003rb Bottle Dance Paraguay

Who's ready to use their head?:  Learn and perform a traditional dance while 
keeping a glass bottle balanced on your head. There is a limit of 50 bottles per  
player; break them all and get a two-hour penalty at the Pit Stop.

The bottles were made of sugarglass for safety reasons; this combined with the 
water inside made them so weak they often broke simply by being placed on the  
players' heads.

arus2004ff Land a Helicopter Italy

One partner must wear a helmet with a model helipad on it; the other must then 
land a remote-control helicopter on it.

Despite clearly being designed for multiple attempts – there are enough props 
for three teams, and it is right next to the Road Block – only one team tries.

arus2004rb Rappel Italy What goes up must come down...: Perform a 120-foot free abseil to the ground 
below, collecting a clue along the way within two minutes of starting.

arus2004ri Old... Italy Drive to the Museo Nazionale dell'Automobile and find the 1916 Tin Lizzie.

arus2004cc ...Money Italy Given only a 2 cent Euro coin with a building on it, find the next destination.

arus2004dt
Clean That Statue or  
Name That Salami Italy

Clean That Statue: Drive to L'Arte Marmi and use airhoses to clean all of the dirt  
from  an  imitation  marble  statue.  Name  That  Salami:  Drive  to  Gastronomia 
Salumeria and memorise fourteen kinds of salami,  then walk half a mile to a  
salami vendor in Piazza Vittorio Veneto and correctly identify all fourteen.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arus2005sb Yodel Germany

Learn to yodel, then perform a traditional song correctly.

The first clue of the leg requires a train trip to Austria and driving into Germany; 
despite being added solely to increase the number of countries visited, it is not  
counted at the end of the season.

arus2005dt
Fairy Tale or  

Champion Male Germany

Fairy  Tale:  Drive  to  Oberammergau  and  collect  pieces  of  gingerbread  while 
walking along a marked path, then use them to finish the roof of a gingerbread 
house.  Champion Male:  Drive  to  Unterammergau  and  find a  restaurant,  then 
select a bearded man and style his beard to match a provided photograph.

arus2005cc King of the Castle Germany

Find “the inspiration for Sleeping Beauty's castle”, then search it for King Ludwig  
II's former bedroom.

The clue quote has appeared on the show before – a field beneath the castle was 
a Pit Stop in season three, and Phil used the quoted section when explaining it.

arus2005rb Eisstockschiessen Germany

Who's ready to put it  on ice?:  Slide a product-placed gnome across a curling 
pitch so that it stops in the centre of the bullseye target.

It's presented as though players used the same gnomes collected earlier (they  
had the Detour clue on their bases), but it's clear there's a waiting supply here.

arus2006ff Unload and Stack Hay Azerbaijan Travel to Saman Ot Bazary and unload 150 bales of hay from a truck, arranging  
them in a stack ten bales long, three bales wide, and five bales high.

arus2006rb Escape Helicopter Azerbaijan

What goes down must come up!: Sit in a helicopter simulator as it is submerged  
and flipped upside-down, then release yourselves and escape through a panel at  
the back of the simulator before surfacing and swimming to a buoy.

Ten years earlier, the challenge appeared (without the cultural explanation, but 
with an identical format) on Fear Factor.

arus2006dt Apples or Oil Azerbaijan

Apples: Travel to a fruit market and find a marked stall, then search a Soviet-era 
car filled with apples to find one with fake leaves decorated like race flags. Oil: 
Travel to Naftalan spa and pick a local to bathe in crude oil, then use a shoehorn  
and sponges to clean the oil off.

Not saying these aren't real things, but... really, show? This is the best you can do 
in an entire region the show has only spent one leg in before?



arus2007dt
Marksmanship

or Courtship Tanzania

Marksmanship: Throw rungus to shatter one moving clay target each. Courtship: 
Jump with the Maasai for one minute at high altitude.

Both first require riding bikes to Soneto.

arus2007ri Pitch Tent Tanzania

Unload an array of items from a truck, then use them to assemble a safari tent 
matching the example before running to the nearby Pit Stop.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arus2008dt Water Supply or
Air Supply

Tanzania

Water Supply: Find a specific address and collect a set of water barrels, then take 
them to the town well and wait in line to fill them, returning them once full. Air  
Supply: Travel to Fundi Baiskeli and remove the innertube from a bike wheel 
without taking it off the bike, then find a leak and patch it before reinserting it  
and pumping it up. (This Detour has a Double U-Turn attached.)

arus2008sb Set Up Art Stand Tanzania Arrange a series of local paintings on a wall to match an example painting.

arus2008rb Harvest Honey Tanzania

To bee or not to bee...: Put on a protective suit and harvest 500 grams of honey  
from hives filled with African honey bees.

The task is repurposed from a Detour nobody chose in season five, using the  
same farm; notably, the Pit Stop for this leg is also the same as that episode's,  
albeit in a different location at the landmark.

arus2009rb Dance Bollywood India Who's got all the right moves?: Learn a Bollywood dance routine, then perform it 
in synch with a group of 30 local performers.

arus2009dt Cricket or Clutch It India

Cricket:  Travel to Ambedkar Stadium and each hit one ball bowled by a local 
cricketer past a boundary behind the bowler. Clutch It:  Travel  to A2Z driving 
school and drive an auto-rickshaw around a slalom course without hitting any 
poles, one at a time.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arus2010ri1 Hindu it Yourself India Travel  to  Daiva  Vili  Bhagvathi  Kshetram temple  in  Chandiroor  and receive a 
traditional Hindu blessing.

arus2010sb Paint Tiger India Paint a tiger on the belly of a waiting Puli Kali dancer to match the examples.

arus2010ff Shave Head India

Travel  to  Mutharamman  Devasthanam  temple  and  complete  a  mystery  task: 
each having your heads shaved.

This is the first time since season four there are more than two Fast Forwards in 
a season, and this combined with the task itself makes me wonder if it was a 
last-minute  insertion  –  two teams can't  win it,  two others  have women who 
won't do it, and the last is the Designated Woobie in a sea of obnoxious assholes.

arus2010rb
Spin & Spool

Coconut Rope India
Who's at the end of their rope?: Use traditional techniques to create 40 feet of 
rope from coconut husks, then spool four bundles of rope onto one spindle.

arus2010dt
Pachyderm or

Pack a Box India

Pachyderm: Travel to Beach Road and use provided ornaments to decorate an 
elephant to match the example, then shovel and transport fifteen wheelbarrows 
of elephant manure to a nearby truck. Pack a Box: Travel to All Spices Market 
and carry ten wooden boxes to a courtyard, fill them with ginger, then paint a 
stencilled label on each box and carry them to a shipping depot.

arus2011ri2 Bombs; Away Japan
Travel to Hiroshima Peace Memorial Park and find the Atomic Bomb Dome, then 
take a moment to pay your respects before getting the next clue.

arus2011rb
Bring That

Chicken Home Japan

Who  wants  to  bring  home  the  chicken?:  Run  against  a  giant  conveyor  belt, 
grabbing three rubber chickens hanging at  different  heights  overhead before 
jumping on the finish platform at the end.

And really, nothing says “Japan!” quite like going from a Hiroshima memorial to 
comedic pratfalls.

As usual at this point, the hint is irrelevant because of the Road Block division 
rules as all four teams have a member who has reached their pre-finale limit.



arus2011dt Bingo Shout-Out or  
Photo Cut-Out

Japan

Bingo Shout-Out: Travel to Kula Sushi and work with locals to identify types of  
sushi on a sushi train as they are called out, placing them in the matching places  
on a five-by-five bingo board until five pieces in a row are correctly gathered, 
then eat all  five. Photo Cut-Out:  Travel  to a crowded urban area and pick up 
supplies, then convince ten sets of three locals to pose for photographs behind a 
cutout of sumo wrestlers before returning.

Graphics show the tasks as Bingo or Photo.

The clue for this Detour is presented on two product-placed touchscreens next 
to each other, each playing a slideshow describing the relevant task. (The idea of 
a touchscreen PC being something people would want – as opposed to a regular 
tablet – is almost as incomprehensible as the sushi task.)

arus2012cc The Two Towers United States Upon landing in Honolulu, find the twins “Mauka” and “Makai”.

arus2012ri1 Ascend and Rappel United States
Use ascenders to climb 45 storeys to the roof of Makai Tower, then search the 
surrounding area for a raceflag marking the next destination before abseiling  
face first to the ground and going to it

arus2012rb1 Shave Ice United States [Hint not revealed]: Use a sword to shave ice from a giant block, scooping it into 
a large bucket until it reaches a marked line.

arus2012ri2 Rescue Swimmer United States
Rescue a “distressed swimmer”, with one player driving a jetski into the surf and 
the other holding onto a rescue sled towed behind, then return to shore.

arus2012rb2 Hawaiian Games United States

Who wants to take a Papa Holua to a 'Ulu Maika?: Ride a ladder-like wooden sled 
down a 150-foot hill without falling, then roll a disc-shaped rock into a narrow 
goal 50 feet away.

The hint's irrelevant because whoever sat out of the ice task has to do this, but  
“Holua” and “'Ulu Maika” are the local names for the sled and disc respectively.

Season Twenty-One
Reference Title Location Details

arus2101ri1 Down and Out United States Tied together at the waist, perform a ten-storey free abseil to the first clue.

arus2101rb1 Play Table Tennis China

Who's ready to get paddled?: Score one point playing table tennis against a local  
child. One attempt per turn; after the first turn the child uses an increasingly odd 
item to make the task easier.

Really? We're using hazing puns for a task involving a child? And derogatory 
graphics of the pro laughing at each failed attempt?

arus2101rb2 Eat Frog
Fallopian Tubes

China

Who wants to go tubing?: Using only chopsticks to eat a large serving of hasma, a 
traditional dessert made from frog fallopian tubes, without lifting the papayas 
they are served in from the table.

This is the seventh “local delicacy” task in China in this version alone.

In lieu of a prize, the leg winners are told that if they win the race, the final prize 
will be doubled to two million dollars.

arus2102ri Race with the Bulls Indonesia

Upon landing in Surabaya, travel to Alun-Alun Stadium. In the morning, ride as 
passengers on motorbikes as they race across a field against a pair of bulls. First  
come, first served.

So teams do nothing, and winning or losing the race has no bearing on anything?

arus2102rb Make Balloon Art Indonesia Who likes  to  party?:  Make  four balloon animals  and  four balloon hats  while  
pedalling a bike-powered amusement ride with four children on board.

arus2102dt
Ice by the Pound or  
Fish by the Barrel Indonesia

Ice by the Pound: Travel to an ice factory and load ten 65lb ice blocks onto a  
truck, then ride to Pabean Market and deliver them to a stall. Fish by the Barrel: 
Travel to Pabean Market and carry two barrels of fish to a stall, then set up the 
stall to match an example.

The leg winners get an Express Pass for use before the end of Leg 8.



arus2103rb Serve a Padang Meal Indonesia
Who wants to serve a balanced meal?: Collect twenty plates of padang food from 
a restaurant kitchen and carry them to a table of diners simultaneously, serving 
them all without dropping anything.

arus2103ri Clue Go Indonesia Travel to the train station and board a train to Bangil, watching for a clue that 
will appear at some point during the ride.

arus2103dt Egg Head or
Lion's Head

Indonesia

Egg Head: Collect four eggs from a market and travel by rickshaw to a park, then  
hold a burning coconut over your head to cook two eggs in frying pans before  
eating them. Lion's Head: Travel to a park and collect a 40lb lion's head mask, 
then  walk  along  a  round-trip  parade  route  while  completing  choreographed 
dance moves. (This Detour has a Double Blind U-Turn attached.)

arus2104ff Collect Rats Bangladesh Travel to a waiting pest control against and collect supplies, then collect dead 
rats from three nearby locations before returning.

arus2104rb Repair Bus Bangladesh
Who wants to fill in the gaps?: Use body putty to fill in the dents in a marked 
section of a bus shell and sand it smooth from painting, then transport three bus 
seats from the bus to a refurbishing area.

arus2104ri Sack Attack Bangladesh Find a marked stall at Kawran Bazar Shootkir, then search a sack of dried fish for 
a fake fish painted in race colours.

arus2104dt
Pound the Metal or  
Pound the Cotton Bangladesh

Pound the Metal: Use hand-operated bellows to stoke a fire and heat an iron bar, 
then  sledgehammers  to  pound  the  bar  into  a  spike.  Pound  the  Cotton:  Use 
bamboo rods to pound clumps of cotton until they loosen, then stuff a mattress  
and sew it shut.

arus2105rb
Build and

Balance Scale Bangladesh
It ain't heavy, it's a Road Block.: Assemble a traditional seesaw scale with only a  
finished model for reference, then load four stone on one side and balance them 
by stacking wood on the other.

arus2105dt Straw Dogs or  
Bamboo Jungle

Bangladesh

Straw Dogs: Travel to a jute factory and use a heckling comb to untangle twenty 
bundles of jute, then carry it across the factory to a loom. Bamboo Jungle: Travel 
to a bamboo yard and load 40 sticks of bamboo (of different sizes) onto a freight  
bike, delivering them to a nearby construction site.

“This Detour requires teams to take on the backbreaking work of a Bangladeshi  
labourer.” Because there just haven't been enough manual labour tasks so far.

arus2105ri Drawn Out Bangladesh
Find the Pit Stop, given only a painting of the location for assistance.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arus2106sb Eat Turkish Ice Cream Turkey
Find a marked Maras ice cream stall near the New Mosque and eat eat a cone  
with at least two scoops of different flavours before returning.

arus2106dt Simit or Scrub It Turkey

Simit: Travel to a bakery and stack 200 simits (bread rolls) on a tray on your  
head, then deliver them on foot to three nearby addresses. Scrub It: Travel to  
Hurrem Sultan Hamami and pick a bath attendant, then strip to your swimsuit 
and have them scrub you from head to toe.

“This  Detour gives  teams the chance to choose between two ancient Turkish 
traditions that date back to the Ottoman Empire.” So... about 100 years old, then.

arus2106rb Serve Turkish Sherbet Turkey
Who's ready to pour their heart out?: Carry a large, long-spouted teapot full of 
Turkish sherbet around a marked and sell 40 cups of the drunk to bypassers for 
one lira each.

arus2107dt Synchronised or  
Alphabetised

Russia

Synchronised: Travel to Trud Sports Complex, then learn and correctly perform 
a synchronised swimming routine with a team of young athletes. Alphabetised:  
Travel to the Russian State Library and use the card catalog, written completely 
in Cyrillic, to find any four books from a provided list of ten on the shelves.

This is one of those times where mentioning the distances would have added the 
needed context: the library requires a quick walk across Red Square, the pool is 
ten kilometres away on Moscow's congested roads.

arus2107rb Unlock Trees of Love Russia
Who's ready to unlock the future?: Search the Trees of Love for a race flag held in 
place by ten locks, then use a ring of keys (plus extra keys on each lock) to open 
all ten before unravelling a clue inside the flag.



arus2107cc Cash In Russia

Use only a provided 100-rouble note to find the Pit Stop at the building on it.

This is the second “find the landmark on the money” cryptic clue in Russia alone.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg. 
(The episode ends with a cliffhanger – one team losing their bags and two others 
hours behind the leaders – but it's a regular non-elimination leg.)

arus2108sb Pray it Away Russia

Navigate a limousine driver to deliver a Russian Orthodox priest to his church.

Not explained on air as the affected team was so far behind, but shown in their  
final montage.

arus2108rb Calculate Times Russia

Who's in the zone?: Study a slideshow with maps of Russian cities and their time  
zones, then write the correct times in at least five cities on a provided list of 52 
when it is a given time in Moscow. There is a time limit for each attempt.

No, really. The task is “answer questions on a Powerpoint presentation, getting a 
passing grade of at least eight per cent”.

arus2108dt Movers or Shakers Russia

Movers: Learn and perform a traditional Cossack dance routine. Shakers: Enter a 
costume  party  and  correctly  count  the  number  of  guests  dressed  as  various 
Russian historical figures.

Both first require travelling to the National Hotel.

Phil claims there are seven historical figures to count, but we get a close-up of 
the list and there are nine.

arus2109cc Jet Flag Russia

Given only the flag of the next country, fly to its capital and take a train to the 
city's main train station.

Nice to see the flag clue again, but the Netherlands is an odd choice for it, given 
the only difference between its flag and Luxembourg's is the shade of blue used.

arus2109ff Eat Herring Netherlands
Board  an  aquabus  at  the  Van Gogh  cafe,  then  eat  five  soused  herrings  each 
before the bus finishes a seven-minute roundtrip course. There is a ten-minute 
wait between attempts.

arus2109dt Back in Time or  
Organ to Grind

Netherlands

Back in Time: Travel to De Duif Church and dress as figures from Rembrandt's 
The Night Watch, then arrange yourselves, extras, and props to exactly match the 
original. Organ to Grind: Find one of three street organs on different bridges and 
have one partner play it while the other collects €30 in tips. (This Detour has a 
Double U-Turn attached.)

The clue lists the latter task as “Organ Grind”. (29 years earlier, the exact organ 
behind Phil as he explains the task appeared in an episode of the original Doctor  
Who series filmed on location in Amsterdam.)

arus2109rb Switchback
Ditch Vaulting

Netherlands Who's ready to jump back in time and make a last ditch effort?: Use a pole to 
cleanly vault across a water-filled ditch and collect a pair of clogs, then return.

arus21103ri1
Better the Devil

You Know Spain
Upon arrival in Palma, travel to its cathedral and search a group of locals dressed 
as demons for one with the next clue.

arus2110rb
Return 20

Tennis Balls Spain
Who wants to get smashed?: Successfully return 20 tennis balls fired from an 
automatic server on the other side of a clay court. Run out of balls and the tally  
resets for the next attempt.

arus2110ri2 The Caves are Alive... Spain
Drive to Coves de Campanet and follow the sound of music through the caves to 
the next clue.

arus2110dt Spin It or Bull It Spain

Spin It: Drive to a farm near Sa Pobla and attach two large blades to a windmill. 
Bull It: Drive to the Muro bullring and dress in a two-person bull outfit, then run  
around a course to hit eight matadors' capes and a bullseye within two minutes.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arus2111ri Crate Escape France
Before driving to the next destination, collect eight crates from a nearby cafe and 
load them into your car for use later in the leg.



arus2111sb Lace Up Corset France
Search Chateau de Villandry for a specific room, then help a waiting woman put 
on her corset correctly.

arus2111cc Veni Vidi Vinci France Find Leonardo da Vinci's final resting place.

arus2111dt Plow or Chow France
Plow: Use a horse-drawn plow to till four farrows in a nearby field. Chow: Sort,  
weigh, and cut assorted meats to prepare a meal for a pack of hunting dogs.

arus2111rb Find Mushrooms France

Who's a 'fun guy'?: Study three specific types of mushrooms, then find ten of 
each in an underground mushroom farm, carrying them in the crates collected 
earlier in the leg.

GROAN.

arus2112cc Wish You Were Here United States
Upon landing in New York City, work out a provided postcard shows the Coney 
Island boardwalk, then travel there and find a clue hidden in plain sight.

arus2112rb1 Escape Houdini-Style United States

Who's up for an amazing escape?: Suspended upside-down fifteen storeys above 
a  drydock,  escape from a straitjacket.  When free,  you will  be released into a 
surprise bungy jump.

I refuse to believe bungy jumping was ever part of Houdini's repertoire.

arus2112cc Food Before Thought United States

Find “the first pizzeria in New York City”.

Look, pizza guy, these people are in a race. They don't care about the history of 
your restaurant.

arus2112ri Deliver 10 Pizzas United States

Select a list of pizza orders from customers at three nearby addresses, find the 
right pizzas in a pile, then deliver them all on foot before returning.

Lexi, as if they'd make eating a pizza one of the last tasks of... oh. Never mind.

arus2112cc World Piece United States

Work out the next  destination, given only  a keycard showing the logo of the 
United Nations.

SO HARD. How ever did they manage to work out it was the UN headquarters?

arus2112rb2 Hello Goodbye United States

Who has a way with words?: Select banners with the local words for 'hello' and 
'goodbye' in each country visited (as mentioned by the greeters) and raise them 
up flagpoles so they all hang beneath the right national flags. There are several 
decoy banners.

Unlike other memory tasks, it appears you can ask to have your work checked as 
you go rather than have to complete the entire arrangement first.  Given how 
long the task took, this was probably a necessary change.

Season Twenty-Two
Reference Title Location Details

arus2201rb1 Skydive from 
Helicopter

French Polynesia

Who's ready to take a giant leap towards a million bucks: Tandem skydive with a 
jumpmaster from 10,000 feet above sea level.

Presented as a race first. Two problems though: (1) Saying so implies all other 
tasks aren't race firsts, and (2) it's not even the first time skydiving's been done 
in a season premiere – it's the third, and the most recent was two seasons ago.

arus2201rb2 Search Sandcastles French Polynesia
Who likes to play in the sand?: Search a grid of 400 sandcastles for one of several 
clues buried a short distance beneath them, remaking any destroyed sandcastles 
before continuing.

arus2201ri Get Va'aked French Polynesia

Attach a float to a va'a outrigger canoe, then paddle one mile to the Pit Stop.

The leg winners get two Express Passes, one to be given away before the end of  
Leg 5 and both available for use before the end of Leg 8.

arus2202ri Missionary: 
Impossible

French Polynesia

Travel to Hilton Bora Bora Nui and find a priest, then get a traditional blessing 
for safe travel.

Teams spent the Pit Stop at the Hilton and left from there; they departed from 
the service dock and did a lap of its island to the guest dock.



arus2202dt
Pick a Pearl or
Take a Trunk French Polynesia

Pick a Pearl: Travel to an offshore pearl farm and dive to untie lines of oysters,  
shucking them open until two red pearls are found. Take a Trunk: Wearing dive 
helmets, find a sunken treasure chest and carry it to an umbrella, then assemble 
the picnic table inside it underwater.

arus2202rb Kick a Coconut French Polynesia

Who's a well-balanced individual?: Stiltwalk across a 35-yard section of beach 
while using the stilts to kick a coconut the same distance. Fall and the coconut 
can stay where it is but you must restart; reach the end and you can run to the  
adjacent Pit Stop.

arus2203dt Rev it Up or Reel it In New Zealand

Rev it Up: One at a time, drive a stuntcar around a slalom course marked with 
traffic  cones,  finishing  in  a  combined  time  of  83 seconds  or  less.  Reel  it  In: 
Standing in shallow waters, use fishing rods to each catch a fish at least 12” long.

Both tasks first require driving ATVs to their locations; while they're both close,  
the driving is three times as far away and requires travelling past the fishing.

arus2203rb Shemozzle Race New Zealand

Who wants to keep their race from going to the dogs?: Pick a farm dog and travel 
with it through an obstacle course, collecting eggs along the way and placing any 
unbroken eggs in a basket at the end, repeating until twelve are delivered safely.

While the concept is known as a shemozzle in New Zealand, in neighbouring 
Australia the word is slang for “incomprehensible mess”. Fitting.

There is no rest period at this leg's Pit Stop and the episode ends with the first 
team arriving.

arus2204ri Smash and Grab Indonesia
Upon landing in Denpasar, travel to Ubud Monkey Forest and collect a coconut, 
then leave it alone for the monkeys to crack open, revealing the clue inside.

arus2204dt
Sandy Bottom or  

Fruity Top Indonesia

Sandy Bottom: Travel to the Ayung River and fill baskets with sand, then place 
the baskets on your heads and deliver them to a brickmaker 200 yards uphill,  
repeating until a larger bucket is full. Fruity Top: Travel to Pura Desa Puseh and 
use fruit to assemble a religious offering matching the example, then carry it on 
a round-trip route and place it on an altar.

arus2204rb Find a Surfboard Indonesia

Who's ready to get totally tubular and be worked in a way-gnarly challenge?: 
Find Ketut's Surf Shop and search dozens of surfboards for one with an image 
seen earlier in the race on it, then carry it to the Pit Stop, picking your partner 
up on the way. No checking in without the right board.

The correct image shows the Tahitian priest from Leg 2.

arus2205rb Find Political Quote Vietnam

Who's  ready  to  take  in  the  sights  and  sounds  of  the  Socialist  Republic  of  
Vietnam?:  Watch  a  patriotic  song  performance  and  memorise  a  Vietnamese 
phrase shown at the end, then run to a nearby room and find the quote on one of 
several hundred political posters within five minutes. Fail and rewatch the song 
before trying again. No notes.

arus2205ri Bamboozled Vietnam
Travel  to  Cong Vien  Thong Nhat,  then hold hands and jump over a series  of 
ankle-high bamboo poles as locals move them backwards and forwards in a set  
rhythm without hitting any.

arus2205dt
Make Your Move or  

Make Your Meal Vietnam

Make Your Move: Travel to the Temple of Literature and select four pieces on a 
Chinese chess board, then find costumed extras wearing the same colour-coded 
symbols and place them correctly on a lifesize replica board. Make Your Meal:  
Collect four baskets (two with live chickens) from Ngoc Son Temple, buy a series 
of  listed ingredients  in a nearby market,  then take them to a restaurant  and  
prepare two bowls of pho. (This Detour has a Double Blind U-Turn attached.)

The Double U-Turn was located near a downed American military plane left in 
place as a war memorial; the choice caused conservative pundits to demand an 
apology. Oddly, nobody demanded an apology for the race using the regular flag 
(which is similar to South Vietnam's old flag) at the same memorial.

arus2206cc Predict the Future Vietnam

Told to buy tickets  to  “Maun, in  the Kalahari  Desert”  from a specified travel  
agency, travel there and give the correct country to a doorman before entering.

Sound familiar? Teams were told to drive through Maun on their way to Sankuyo 
at the start of season seven's second Botswana leg.



arus2206rb Dig for Scorpion Botswana

Who wants to make a new friend?: Follow a Bushman to a scorpion hole and dig 
one up so the Bushman can put it in a jar.

Worst Road Block ever. It's not even that much of a contest.

The Bushmen and scorpions travel with teams for the remainder of the leg, also  
helping with the Detour tasks below.

arus2206dt Fire or Fowl Botswana

Fire: Use zebra manure, grass, and two sticks to make a fire strong enough to  
light a smoking pipe. Fowl: Set up a traditional guineafowl trap to match the 
example, then trigger it to prove it works.

Both require teams to walk to a nearby village, mimicking animal sounds made 
by their Bushman along the way.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arus2207sb Ceremonial Dance Botswana
Finish a partially-complete beaded skirt each, then put them on and perform a 
traditional seduction dance to the satisfaction of local dancers.

arus2207ff Waterski One Mile Botswana

Put on waterskis  and stay  standing as  the towboat  travels  one mile  through 
“crocodile-infested” waters.

Aside from Speed Bumps completed by teams who were hours behind before 
they were given a mercy clue, this is the only major task in the show's history 
not to have Phil explain it.

arus2207rb Deliver Goats Upriver Botswana

Who wants to go up a creek without a paddle?: Load two goats onto a dugout  
canoe, paddle upstream to deliver them to a pen using only a pole to steer, then  
paddle back downriver to the start.

The partner not chosen must also sit in the canoe; they are free to help load and 
unload the goats as they see fit.

arus2207dt Brains or Brawn Botswana

Brains: Ride horses around a marked course, memorising a sequence of animal 
signs along the way, then select the ten animals seen from a group of tiles and 
place them in the correct order. Make any mistakes and reride the entire course 
before trying again. Brawn: Fill a sandsled attached to two donkeys with wood, 
then use a carrot on a stick to lead the donkeys to a campsite half a mile away  
before unloading the wood.

As if Brains wasn't hard enough, the last sign shows both a hippo and a smaller 
heron, and there is no tile for the hippo.

arus2208ri3 A Dog's Life Switzerland
Travelling by train, deliver a St. Bernard to a mountain rescue guide waiting near 
Jungfraujoch station (the highest in Europe).

arus2208rb Climb Eiger Switzerland

Who wants to enjoy the sights?:  Climb out of  an observation window on the 
north face of the Eiger, cross a narrow beam to collect a gnome, then continue  
around the rock face to climb in a second window. There are two windows, each 
first come, first served, and the clue is on the gnome's base.

First requires yet another train trip, this time to the Eiger itself.

arus2208ri4 Feeling Horny Switzerland Upon arrival in Grund, follow the sound of an alphorn to the next clue.

arus2208ri5
Cheese Hill  
Switchback Switzerland

Carry a traditional local sled each to the top of a steep, snowy hill, load two 50lb 
wheels of cheese on each, then deliver them to a shed at the base of the hill.

A leg that features Grindelwald and a Switchback and doesn't make players try to 
pronounce “Gletscherschlucht”? No respect for the classics.

arus2209ri1 Ford Challenge Germany

Correctly answer three multiple-choice quiz questions related tangentially to the 
next destination. Each must be answered correctly before moving on.

I refuse to believe this is a feature of the car anybody would use deliberately.

arus2209ri2 BASE Fly Germany One at a time, jump from a 37-storey building and be lowered to the ground on a 
cable at high speed.



arus2209dt
Train Trials or

Font Follies Germany

Train Trials:  Drive  to the Deutsches Technikmuseum and lay provided model 
train tracks on a platform, then have a model train complete a lap. Font Follies: 
Drive to a stall on Alexanderplatz and collect a giant neon letter each, then carry  
them on foot to the Buchstabenmuseum without breaking them.

arus2209rb Search Labyrinth Germany

Who wants to go tripping?: Answer a general-knowledge question correctly to 
be granted access to an indoor labyrinth, then search it for a hidden clue.

Both the question here and the first question in this leg's first task are about 
quotes made by US Presidents on trips to Germany. And JFK, the correct answer 
here, was one of the wrong choices for the question about Reagan earlier.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arus2210rb Play Bagpipes Scotland
Who has the deep lungs and strong legs of a Royal Scot?: Learn to hold a note on 
the bagpipes, then hold it for two minutes while marching with pipers.

arus2210ri Fire in the Hole Scotland Drive to the ruins of Craigmillar Castle and search for a clue hidden amonst its  
many fireplaces. The clues are placed in separate fireplaces.

arus2210sb Play Skittles Scotland

Alternating rolls, score a strike rolling a holeless bowling ball along a raised lane.

The Speed Bump sign is placed at the entrance of Craigmillar Castle; I've listed it  
here rather than before the above task because that task was mentioned in the  
clue for travelling to the castle.

arus2210dt Tasty Puddin' or  
Whisky Rollin'

Scotland

Tasty Puddin': Prepare four haggis each, then each eat one bite of haggis. Whisky 
Rollin': Roll eight barrels of whisky up a cobblestone course to a party 200 yards  
away. (This Detour has a Double U-Turn attached.)

Both first require driving to Old Church Lane in Duddingston. (So did the Speed 
Bump, which suggests the sign wasn't supposed to be placed where it was.)

It would be remiss of me not to point out the greeter for this leg seemed to have  
been chosen just as much for being able to portray Jekyll and Hyde as because he 
was a dead ringer for Scottish-American CBS talk show host Craig Ferguson.

arus2211rb Bog Snorkelling Northern Ireland
Who wants to get bogged down?: Cannonball into a bog, then snorkel along a  
100-yard course in four minutes or less.

arus2211cc Insert Dirty Joke Northern Ireland
Drive back to Belfast and find “the thing with a ring”.

Turns out it's just a statue. Disappointing.

arus2211dt Tray It or Spray It Northern Ireland

Tray It: Find the drydock where the Titanic was built and deliver a five-course 
meal from a kitchen on ground level to a table of six diners at the base of the 
dock. There are decoy dishes, and each course must be served correctly before 
moving on. Spray It: Drive to T13 Skatepark and finish half of a graffiti painting,  
using only a photo of the intended design for reference.

arus2212ri1 London Calling England

Upon arrival in London, find the Euston Tap and order a pint of beer each.

This is the second season finale with a gratuitous and nonsensical “have beer in  
a London pub” sequence, after season seven's.

arus2212cc1 Dream On United States
Upon arrival in Washington, DC, find the location where Martin Luther King Jr. 
gave the “I Have a Dream” speech.

arus2212ri2 A Bunch of Posers United States

Travel to 1100 Pennsylvania Avenue and pose for a photo with President Obama.

The White House is at 1600; this didn't stop teams from thinking it was real and 
being disappointed when it turned out to be a tacky gift shop. Still: awful.

arus2212ri3 Backseat Driver United States
Find a marked car near the Tidal Basin, then knock on its rear window to receive  
a briefcase with the clue inside.

arus2212rb Spy Games United States

Who's ready for some covert ops?:  Given a password, find the one briefcase-
carrying  spy  among  50 patrolling  the  Tidal  Basin  who will  answer  with  the 
correct reply, then switch cases and use a verbal clue to open the case's lock.

For all three teams, the combination is their finish positions in Legs 3, 4, and 5. It  
isn't explained how each team got “their” case rather than another team's.



arus2212cc2 Nat on Your Life United States Find “the home of the Nats”.

arus2212ri4 Play Ball! United States

One partner rides a zipline over a baseball  stadium and drops a ball  to their 
partner on the ground, who must catch it while dressed as a giant baseball.

America!

arus2212ri5 Go Global United States
One partner searches a gigantic ball pit of unlabelled globes for those marked 
with  the ten  countries  visited  during  the race,  passing  them to  the  other to 
arrange in the correct order on a shelf.

arus2212cc3 ...And the Home of 
the Brave

United States

Find the finish line at “the home of the first President”.

This is the first time there has been a greeter at the finish line, though she is at 
the entrance of the Mount Vernon estate rather than at the mat.

Season Twenty-Three
Reference Title Location Details

arus2301ri Route Info United States

Use a product-placed carphone to call a given number and listen to a message 
giving the first destination: Iquique, Chile.

Another epic beginning for The Amazing Race. Two thumbs up!

arus2301rb1 Follow Paraglider Chile
Who's good at follow the leader?:  Solve a “cryptic”  clue to reveal  a  paraglide 
landing site, then navigate your taxi there while your partner paraglides.

arus2301rb2 Collect 5 Fish Chile
Who's got both oars in the water?: Paddle a rowboat through Iquique Harbour to 
collect five fish from any or all of three listed boats, then return. Each boat has a 
limited supply of fish.

arus2301cc Sea Legs Chile

Find the Pit Stop at Teatro Municipal de Iquique, given only a photo of it.

The leg winners get two Express Passes, one to be given away before the end of  
Leg 5 and both available for use before the end of Leg 8.

arus2302ri Whatever Quotes 
Your Boat

Chile Identify  a  famous quote given by local  hero Arturo Prat  during the Battle of 
Iquique, then repeat it in Spanish to a waiting boat captain.

arus2302dt Brining or Mining Chile

Brining: Fill a small pool with 25kg bags of salt until the water is dense enough 
to read the local newspaper in while floating. Mining: Use sledgehammers and 
picks to break open salt rocks untila hidden clue is found.

Both require riding bikes from the cluebox to the Tarapaca salt flats.

arus2302rb Shoeshine Carts Chile
Who's got the knack to pack?:  Travel  to Paseo Ahumada and shine a waiting  
customer's shoes, then pack up the folding shoeshine cart used and take it on  
foot to a storage locker six blocks away at Merced 738.

arus2303cc Art Imitates Life Portugal
Given only a painting of a coach, find the Museu Nacional dos Coches and then  
the coach shown.

arus2303dt Tiles or Miles Portugal

Tiles: Travel to Fabrica Sant'Ana and assemble a life-size portrait from porcelain 
tiles. Miles: Collect a giant compass from Jeronimos Monastery, take it to Padrão 
dos  Descrobrimentos,  and  use  it  to  measure  the  total  distance  between  ten 
locations on a giant map of Magellan's voyage within 500 miles of the real total.

arus2303rb Slings & Arrows Portugal
Who has a hand for slings and arrows?: Use a giant crossbow to hit one of ten 
hanging shields with an arrow.

arus2304dt Hang Your Heads or  
Hammer of the Cods

Norway

Hang Your Heads: Skewer six bundles of ten fish heads for drying, then carry  
them to a series of drying racks and hang them. Hammer of the Cods: Collect  
fifteen  pairs  of  cods  from  racks  and carry  them to  a  warehouse,  then use  a 
wooden mallet to pound waiting cod into one kilogram of boneless fish jerky.

Both first require travelling to the L Bergs Sønner AS fish factory.

arus2304rb Arctic Plunge Norway

Who's  the  biggest  swinger?:  Complete  a  giant  swing  from  the  Henningsvær 
Bridge over the Arctic Ocean, unclip to drop into the water, and swim to a nearby 
buoy with clues attached.

First requires travelling to said bridge.



arus2304ri Ford Challenge Norway

Use chains to attach a sled with a boulder on it to your car and tow it far enough 
to collect a satchel of Viking coins (for use later in the race) and the next clue  
from underneath.

There was no rest period at this leg's Pit Stop; though only one team arrives by  
the end of the episode, the new clue isn't used as the cliffhanger. (The city in this 
leg is so far north there was no sunset on the night the race visited – the leg was  
filmed in broad daylight well after midnight – so the choice to eliminate the rest 
period here is especially sadistic.)

arus2305dt Pose or Polka Poland

Pose: Travel to the Long Market and pose as statues, imitating a nearby Neptune 
statue to collect 75 złoty in tips from passersby. Polka: Travel to Old Town Hall,  
then learn and correctly perform a polka routine. (This Detour has a Double U-
Turn attached.)

After both tasks, players must wear their costumes for the entire leg. (With five  
all-male teams cast and three still racing, my guess is this was to punish teams 
who tried to game the game by relying on the usual lax dance task standards.)

In addition to the graphics being changed this season, the U-Turn sign has been 
updated but has reverted to its original format of cards in lieu of touchscreens. It  
is not clear whether this is because the touchscreens looked terrible on TV or  
because the sponsorship deal with the manufacturer was not renewed.

arus2305cc1 Long Journey Poland Find “the longest apartment building in Poland”.

arus2305rb Find Rose Paczki Poland

Who's got a sweet tooth?: Search the Falowiec Building for one of twelve listed 
apartments and eat a provided paczki (Polish donut) upon arrival,  continuing 
until one with rose filling is found. Each address has only one kind of paczki.

Penalties for rude manners are implied, but... how would it be enforced?

arus2305cc2 Pier Pressure Poland Find the Pit Stop at “the longest wooden pier in Europe”.

arus2306ff Bungy Jump 500 Feet Austria

Travel to the Donauturm and complete a mystery task: bungy jumping 500 feet  
from it, one at a time.

Attempted but not claimed due to inclement weather.

The task is a Switchback to a season four Road Block; that it isn't mentioned isn't  
surprising but is especially notable when one of the Detour tasks is copied from 
the episode before that season's Austria leg.

arus2306dt
Light Brigade or  

Masquerade Austria

Light Brigade: Travel to Ephesos Museum and assemble a chandelier to match 
the example. Fail and it will be smashed, forcing you to switch task. Masquerade: 
Travel to Palais Lobkowitz and put on a masquerade mask each, then search a 
room of dancing couples for the people wearing the same masks.

arus2306rb Join the Choir Austria Who's a choir boy at heart?: Learn Schubert's Die Forelle with an instructor, then 
sing it with the Vienna Boys' Choir with correct pronunciation and tune.

arus2306ri A Maze in Race Austria Travel to Schonbrunn Palace and search its hedge maze for the next clue.

arus2307dt
Sort it Out or

Sew it Up
United Arab 

Emirates

Sort it Out: Travel to a stall at Al Mina Vegetable Market and make a platter of  
mixed dates matching the example exactly. Sew it Up: Travel to the harbour and 
assemble a traditional fishing net matching the example.

arus2307rb Drop and Drive United Arab 
Emirates

Who wants to drop in on a hot lap?: Perform a 200-foot free abseil, then ride one  
lap of a grand prix track at high speed while memorising roadside lap time signs, 
providing the fastest time and its driver at the end of the lap.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg. 
(More notable: 23 seasons in, it's the first time this version has had a female  
greeter in a Middle Eastern country.)

arus2308ri1 Viking Coin Puzzle
United Arab 

Emirates

Use the coins collected in Norway to work out a five-digit combination, then use 
it to unlock a product-placed car for use throughout this leg.

The coins must be placed in the order their designs are shown on the bag they 
are stored in, then flipped over to reveal the combination.



arus2308ri2
Follow Flags
into Desert

United Arab 
Emirates

Ride a dune buggy along a marked course of unknown distance to find a cluebox.

UAE visits by this franchise: Three. UAE visits by this franchise with “Yay, sandy  
desert!” tasks: Three.

arus2308dt
Wedding Guests or  

Beauty Contest
United Arab 

Emirates

Wedding Guests: Collect a series of listed ingredients from a table, prepare them 
for cooking in accordance with a recipe, and serve a cooked version to a table of  
wedding guests. Beauty Contest: Find one specific camel in a herd using a list of 
its facial features, then dress and groom it for a camel show. (This Detour has a  
Double U-Turn attached.)

Both first require travelling to Al Jahili Fort.

arus2308sb Wet & Wild
United Arab 

Emirates
Jump from a platform into a wave pool, then swim to a rope ladder at the far end 
and climb back out. A six-foot wave is generated every 90 seconds.

arus2308rb Ride the Rapids United Arab 
Emirates

Who likes rapid transit?: Paddle down the world's longest manmade whitewater 
course with a guide, collecting three overhead flags along the way.

arus2309ri Head-Butting Rams Indonesia
Unload two rams from a nearby truck, take them to an arena and wait for them 
to butt heads, then return them to their truck.

arus2309dt For the Elephants
or For the Birds

Indonesia

For the Elephants: Collect a listed variety of food from Simpang Market, take it to  
Bandung Zoo, use a hand trolley to deliver it to the elephants, and feed them. For  
the Birds: Collect two birds from a marked stall at Sukahaji Market and deliver 
them to a bird song competition, then get them to sing.

arus2309rb Assemble Angklung Indonesia
Who has an inkling  for Angklung?:  Assemble a traditional  angklung (musical 
instrument)  using  bamboo  pieces  sourced  from a communal  pile  so  that  an 
octave can be correctly played on it.

arus2310ri Snake Bite Indonesia Find King Cobra House and each eat a serving of grilled cobra.

arus2310rb Hard-Boil Eggs Indonesia
Who's feeling hard-boiled?: Collect 60 eggs from a vendor, ride on the back of a 
motorcycle along a dirt road to a hot springs, and use baskets on poles to hard-
boil at least a dozen before returning to have them checked.

arus2310dt Paint Your Partner or  
Turn Over a New Leaf

Indonesia

Paint Your Partner:  Travel  to Gracia Spa Graha Ciater and apply makeup and 
decorations to each other to resemble a typical Javanese bride, with a finished 
model but no mirror for reference. Turn Over a New Leaf: Travel to Ciater Tea 
Plantation and search the terraced teafields for one of several hidden shears.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arus2311dt
Knock it Down

or Call it Up Japan

Knock it Down: Travel to Tokyo Media City and take turns riding down a bumpy 
slope on innertubes, trying to score a strike by knocking over giant bowling pins  
at the bottom. Call it Up: Travel to Kinuta Park, have one partner climb into a 
water-filled phone booth and listen to a message while goldfish swim around 
them, then relay that message to the other partner to tell the cluegiver.

Only two teams can attempt each task at a time.

The first task is the third in a series of obnoxious phony Japanese Game Shows 
with the same fake host; the message in the phone task includes an otherwise  
random expression used as an audience chant the first time the host appeared.

This is the only time tasks are described when a team arrives at them rather 
than when the first team reads the clue. Probably a good thing in this instance.

arus2311sb
Capture Escaped  

Rhino Japan

Work with a group of zookeepers to corral a pantomime rhinoceros with a giant 
cargo net, loading it onto a truck.

I can't help noticing Phil took great efforts to claim this is a real drill while not  
doing anything remotely similar for the Detour.

arus2311rb Build a Robot Japan
Pipe up or go home.: Use cardboard pipes to assemble a lifesize model robot,  
with only a miniature robot a short distance away for reference.

arus2311ri Out of Order Japan Travel to Shibuya Scramble Crossing and search for a roaming vending machine.

arus2312rb Supply Drop United States
Who's got flour power?: Riding in a bush plane flying at 60mph, drop a flour bag 
onto a giant target on the ground over 150 feet below.



arus2312ri1 Ice Expedition United States
Ride a helicopter to Norris Glacier and work with a guide to cross a crevasse and 
travel through an ice tunnel, then use a pickaxe to release a clue from the glacier 
wall. Not every clue is correct.

arus2312ri2 Build a Wall of
Totem Poles

United States

Assemble a provided set of wooden cylinders to form nine totem poles showing 
the currencies of the nine countries visited during the race, arranging them in a 
frame in the order the countries were visited.

In a break with tradition for this sort of task, the United States is only listed last  
rather than being both first and last in the sequence.

Season Twenty-Four: All-Stars II
Reference Title Location Details

arus2401ri1 Band Aid United States

Memorise the Chinese characters for Guangzhou as shown on a bandleader's  
hat, then find a marching band member with the same characters on their hat  
and bring them to Phil.

Marching band version of the show's theme optional.

arus2401ri2 Shop 'Til You Drop China
Upon landing in Guangzhou, travel to the bridal district and search for one of  
three specific stores, given only their English names. Each store has a limited 
number of clues.

arus2401cc Thought Bubble China Find “the building with the bubbles on top”. A model bubble is provided to help.

arus2401ri3 Ferris Wheeler's
Day Off

China
Upon arrival at Canton Tower, pick one of the bubbles on its observation wheel 
and search it for a clue. Every cabin has a clue but not all of them are correct;  
either way, the bubble must be ridden for a full lap.

arus2401rb Head Over Heels China

Who's feeling wired?: Suspended 300 feet in the air in a stunt harness, perform 
five consecutive backflips.

While Caroline is shown commenting on other teams, Jennifer is never shown 
performing the task.

The leg winners get two Express Passes, one to be given away before the end of  
Leg 5 and both available for use before the end of Leg 8.

arus2402ri1 Martial Bore China
Travel to Chen Clan Academy and watch a martial  arts demonstration.  At the 
end, a performer will stamp the next clue – in Chinese – on each of your heads.

arus2402rb Child's Play China

Who's the mechanic?: Assemble a motorised toy car, with only a manual written  
entirely in Chinese for reference.

Oh. We're down to doing “Made in China” tasks in China now? Might be time to 
give it a rest for a few seasons then.

arus2402ri2 Cargo China
Deliver the toy car built above to Guangzhou Children's Cultural Centre, using 
provided cables to secure it to your taxi.

arus2402dt Featherball or
China Cup

China

Featherball:  Travel to Liwanhu Park and work with two featherball players to 
keep a shuttlecock in the air for ten consecutive passes. China Cup: Travel to a 
spa and each receive a traditional cupping therapy.

For those of you playing along, at the end of this leg Margie and Luke had spent 
seven legs – over half a race – in China, while Jet and Cord had spent six there.

arus2403rb Face the Falls Malaysia
Who will  fall  for  this  one?:  Collect  a  product-placed gnome  and transport  it  
across a hand-over-hand traverse, then collect a clue while abseiling down a ten-
storey waterfall.

arus2403dt
River Delivery or Run  
Through the Jungle Malaysia

River Delivery: Collect a set of supplies, then paddle downriver and deliver them 
to Kampung Tombung. Run Through the Jungle: Use a blowpipe to each hit a bird 
target while being led along a forest trail by a Murut warrior.

For both, teams must build a bamboo raft and paddle downriver to the start of 
their task, then from the end of their task to the next clue (rather than having it  
given to them).

Why were there cockatoo targets? They aren't native to Asia, let alone Sabah.



arus2404rb Leaps and Bounds Malaysia
Who's got a spring in their step?: Bounce on a bamboo trampoline to grab a flag 
overhead.  Its height is adjusted according to yours; fail  within three attempts 
and return to the back of the line.

arus2404dt Mix Master or
Master Mix

Malaysia

Mix Master:  Learn to DJ,  then each mimic  seven increasingly-complex record 
scratch effects correctly. Master Mix: Stack seven cocktail glasses into a two-level 
pyramid, then stack seven glasses filled with red and yellow liquids into a tower 
before tilting it to fill the pyramid simultaneously, without any colours mixing.

Both first require travelling to the Skybar.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arus2405ri Bless Again Sri Lanka

Upon landing in Colombo, receive a Buddhist blessing at Gangaramaya Temple.

Oddly, this temple has been used for identical tasks in two other franchises, and 
for other tasks in two more, but this is the first time teams have been required to 
change clothes for the blessing.

arus2405dt
Fishing Pole or

Spin Control Sri Lanka
Fishing Pole: Water to perches in the shallow water and use a makeshift rod to 
catch a fish each, bringing them ashore. Spin Control: Learn and perform a dance 
routine while each spinning tambourine-like instruments atop handheld poles.

arus2405sb
Pass with

Flying Colours Sri Lanka
Use silk-screening materials to correctly apply the final layer to Sri Lankan flag 
decals on fifteen T-shirts.

arus2405rb A Stitch in Time
Saves Nine

Sri Lanka

Who wants to put the treadle to the metal?: Use a sewing machine to assemble a 
shirt correctly, with an ongoing demonstration for reference.

As with the blessing, this task was also used on the Asian and Australian races in 
the same location; all  three times,  it  was deservedly criticised by fandom for 
promoting sweatshop labour.

arus2406rb Pump it Up Sri Lanka
Who wants to fill 'er up?: Search a traffic jam of tuktuks for four marked in a set  
colour, then bring them to a fuel station and fill up their tanks.

arus2406dt Trunk or Sheets Sri Lanka

Trunk: Work with an elephant to transport six logs to a truck, carrying three 
yourselves and attaching a chain to three others for the elephant. There are a 
limited number of chains. Sheets: Fill a wheelbarrow with elephant dung, mix it 
with water and scrap paper to make pulp, use the pulp to make five sheets of  
paper, then lay out a stack of paper to dry.

arus2406ri Sound Off Sri Lanka

Travel to Ambepussa Rest House and follow the sound of music to a wise man, 
who will finish his song before handing over the next clue.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arus2407cc1 Time Flies Sri Lanka Fly to “the Eternal City” and find Hadrian's Bridge upon arrival.

arus2407sb Just My Type Italy
Collect an Olivetti typewriter from an antique dealer outside the Pantheon, then 
carry it to a photographer outside the landmark it allegedly resembles.

arus2407dt Gladiator or  
Charioteer

Italy

Gladiator: Travel to Parco del Celio, learn a choreographed swordfight routine, 
and each perform it with a professional.  Charioteer: Travel to Parco del Colle 
Oppio and steer a remote-control chariot around five laps of a track within 90 
seconds, with one partner controlling speed and the other controlling turning.

arus2407cc2 At Home with
the Classics

Italy

Find the “Piazza of John Keats' unhappy Roman holiday”.

The odd wording is a double meaning: the Piazza di Spagna is both where Keats 
died and was made famous in the movie  Roman Holiday (the latter of which is 
referenced by the cluegivers for the task taking place there).

arus2407rb Step Up and
Be Counted

Italy

Who can sum up the Spanish Steps?: Count the Spanish Steps, add the number to  
the number shown in Roman numerals on an obelisk at the top, then write the 
answer in Roman numerals on a postcard. Fail and collect a new postcard from 
the bottom of the steps before trying again.

arus2407cc3 Start/Finish Italy Find “where the race's leg ends but the Via Flaminia begins”.



arus2408dt Donkey Run or  
Donkey Build

Italy

Donkey Run: Ride a donkey each around three laps of a track while a band plays 
a song, finishing before they do. Donkey Build: Assemble a wooden donkey from 
provided materials without any reference and have it loaded with wood, then 
deliver it to a nearby house. (This Detour has a Double U-Turn attached.)

Pro: The basket the donkey parts are stored in being part of the donkey. Con: 
The donkey race basically being a lesser copy of last leg's chariot task.

arus2408rb The Write Stuff Italy Who's got the write stuff?: Use calligraphy and gold-leafing techniques to copy a  
page of a provided religious manuscript exactly.

arus2409ri1 Showin' Tell Switzerland

Upon arrival in Chiasso, drive to the William Tell Monument in Altdorf and wait 
for an impersonator to arrive at sunrise with the next clue.

Naturally, the sequence after this clue is given has the William Tell Overture as 
its background music.

arus2409cc Morning Wood Switzerland Drive to Lucerne and find “the oldest wooden bridge in Europe”.

arus2409ri2 Rockstar Rehab Switzerland

Drive to Schweizerhof Hotel and clean a room (allegedly trashed by a rock band)  
to match an example room exactly.

I'm guessing the theme is a thin veil to hide copying yet another task from other 
versions.  (Oddly,  they seem to be doing it  fairly  regularly this season despite 
deliberately avoiding it in the past.)

arus2409ri3 Dig a Little Deeper Switzerland Drive to the Verkehrshaus der  Schweiz and find a marked item outside,  then 
correctly identify its function.

arus2409ri4 50 Years of Mustang Switzerland
After picking a car with the clue for this task on it, use the adjacent wall of road 
signs and a provided formula to work out the year the car was made. Each clue 
has a different formula for its car.

arus2409rb Don't Cry Over Spilt  
Milk

Switzerland

Who wants to make a milk pick-up Swiss-style?: Pick a delivery cart led by a 
Bernese mountain dog, load two empty milk jugs on it and lead the dog to one of 
two gondolas, then ride up alone with just the jugs and exchange them for full 
jugs before returning to the start of the task.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg. 
(The skeptic in me suggests this was chosen as a non-elimination because a very  
similar leg two seasons ago ended with the only popular team left being booted.)

arus2410cc
Greek, Roman, 

Spanish? Spain

Upon landing in Seville, “find the next clue between Hercules and Caesar”.

Despite the wording, there are hours of operation here and clues can only be  
collected (from a bugler standing between the two monuments) from 8:30am.

arus2410rb Barbers of Seville Spain

Who wants to be a barber of Seville?: Use a straight razor to clear a layer of 
shaving cream from an inflated balloon within 60 seconds without popping it.

Seville: Land of balloon people. Balloon people have been discriminated against 
on this show for far too long. Equal rights for balloon people!

arus2410sb Ham it Up Spain Deliver six Spanish hams on foot to Las Teresas Cafe Bar.

arus2410dt
Spanish Steps or Run  

with the Ballz Spain

Spanish Steps: Travel to the Museo del Baile Flamenco, then learn and perform a 
simple flamenco routine. Run with the Ballz: Travel to Calle Lope de Rueda and 
put on inflatable bull outfits, then run through the streets on a set route, finding  
and memorising three parts of a phrase while being distracted by other “bulls”, 
repeating the phrase at the end. (This Detour has a Double U-Turn attached.)

arus2411ri Just for Kicks England

Upon landing in London, drive to Anfield Stadium in Liverpool and each score 
two penalty goals against an expert teenage goalkeeper.

Even if it's a plug for the product-placed car, why London and not Manchester,  
which is right there and has a sporting rivalry so fierce locals could send teams 
off course for the fun of it?

arus2411cc River Phoenix England

Drive into Wales and find “the stream in the sky”.

If you're only going to have one new country in a race as deliberately derivative  
as this one has been, Wales probably isn't the right choice? Just a thought.



arus2411rb Poetry in Motion Wales
Who gets high water and marks?: Learn a Welsh-language poem while crossing 
the Pontcysyllte Aqueduct in a canalboat, then recite it correctly at the end of the 
fifteen-minute trip. Fail and repeat the entire crossing before trying again.

arus2411dt Shoot It or Boot It England

Shoot It:  Taking turns,  hit a combined total  of  sixteen targets skeet  shooting. 
Boot It: Search a pile of wellingtons for a pair in either size 9 or size 11, then fill  
them with water and repeatedly throw them along a marked course until they 
land over the finish line.

arus2412ri1 There and Back United States
Upon landing in Las Vegas, ride a waiting car into the desert and dig in a marked 
area for a locked crate needed in the next task before being taken to it.

arus2412rb1
Do You Believe

in Magic? United States

Do you believe in magic?: Shackled by one wrist and both ankles inside a crate,  
use a ring of keys to free yourself, then reach through the lid and grab a jar with 
a lock pick inside, then open the crate and escape while the box is “lit on fire and 
dropped onto a metal scaffold”.

Cameo by David Copperfield, who designed the stunt. (Plausible reaction: “Wow, 
Celine Dion's looking good for sixty-eight.”)

The partner not chosen watches a live camera feed rather than the actual stunt; 
when it cuts from the player inside to them reaching out for the jar, the latter is a 
pre-filmed clip to allow the player to escape without risk.

arus2412ri2 Night Light United States

Search the Neon Museum for a silver and red question mark and remove one of 
its lights, then take it to the Mirage for use in the next task.

I say “search”, but it's right behind the cluebox. Still, surprisingly hard.

arus2412ri3 How Many Light  
Bulbs Does it Take?

United States

Ride in a window washer's basket to the sign at the top of the Mirage hotel and 
replace all of the lights in the letter I, then correctly count the number of bulbs 
used before being lowered back to the ground.

Yes. Installing lightbulbs. Exciting and totally worthy of an all-star season finale. 
(In case you can't tell, I'm being quite sarcastic.)

arus2412rb2 Light Up the Sky United States

Who wants to be a UFO?: Put on a glowing jumpsuit and ride in a helicopter over  
the Vegas  strip  while searching for a sign revealing  the finish line,  then ride 
there and perform a tandem skydive from 10,000 feet above.

Usually whoever did the first must not perform the second; this season the rules 
were changed so that Road Blocks must be split evenly in the first ten legs and 
then evenly again in the last two; theoretically, whoever sat out of last leg's Road 
Block could have done both in this leg.

“Let's take all of the tension from the finale by creating a leg with a likely close 
finish and then make the last task basically first come, first served.” Well done, 
show! (This leg was below par anyway, even with the lower standards of finales, 
but still. Icing on top.)



VietnamVietnam

Season One
Reference Title Location Details

arvt0101ri Stand... Hanoi Search a 10,000 seat stadium stand for one of several hidden clues.

arvt0101rb ...and Deliver Hanoi
Who wants to conquer the skies?: Follow a marked path to the roof of My Dinh 
Stadium, then free rappel back down.

arvt0101dt
Pho Giang Mac Cui or  
But Hoa Luu Truyen Hanoi

Pho Giang Mac Cui [Store]: Collect a list of items from Dong Xuan Market, collect 
the items from three specified shops in the Old Quarter, then return. But Hoa 
Luu Truyen [Stanza]: Travel  to the Temple of  Literature and have one player 
listen to a poem before relaying it to the other to tell the cluegiver verbatim.

Non-elimination; the spared team will get a 30-minute penalty if they do not win 
the next leg. The leg winners get an Express Pass for use before the end of Leg 8.

arvt0102rb Grave Robbery Hoa Binh
Who has an eye for detail?: Search Doch Thech Ancient Cemetery for four hidden 
numbers, then use them in some order to open a combination-locked cluebox. 
Each lock has a different combination of the four digits.

arvt0102ri Buck the Trend Hoa Binh
Travel to Hoa Binh Dam and use a bucket on a rope to collect water from the Da 
River, then carry it up an adjacent hill to a filling station, repeating until a larger  
bucket is full.

arvt0102dt
Nong Nhan
or Nong Vu Hoa Binh

Nong Nhan [Farm Play]: Use a set of stilts each to walk along a marked course 
without falling. Nong Vu [Farm Work]: Plow, fertilise, and plant one furrow of 
sugarcane each.

Both first require travelling to Giang Mo Village.

Non-elimination; if the spared team fails to win the next leg, they will have their  
savings confiscated and get no money for the following leg.

arvt0103dt Choi or An Ninh Binh

Choi [Pens]: Travel to Anh Luc's Goat Ranch and have one player verbally guide 
their blindfolded partner to catch a colour-coded goat in a muddy pen, then take 
it to an adjacent pen. An [Plates]: Travel to Grand Restaurant at Trang An Marina 
and each eat twenty plates of com chay.

arvt0103rb Step Up Ninh Binh
Who has patience?: Climb the stairs of Tam Quan Gate to reach a monk, then 
perform a mystery task: returning to the bottom and counting the stairs while 
climbing back up.

arvt0104ri Bikes? Yikes Ninh Binh

Ride bikes to the Cave of Prehistoric Man.

I  wouldn't  normally  mention this  one since it's  just  “go here on  this  form of 
transport”, but... fifty-seven kilometres on bikes. If this isn't a task, what is?

arvt0104dt Rung Ram or
Rung Thua

Ninh Binh
Rung Ram [Thick Jungle]: Search a marked hiking trail for one of several clues 
hidden  in  the  trailside  scrub.  Rung  Thua  [Thin  Jungle]:  With  your  legs  tied 
together, cross a field of tripwires without triggering any of the attached bells.

arvt0104rb Charm Offensive Ninh Binh Who loves animals?:  Crawl into a snake enclosure, then collect  a clue from a 
basket with a python inside.

arvt0105ff Bald Ambition Da Nang Travel to My Khe Beach and convince a bystander to let you shave them bald.

arvt0105dt Hoa Tay or Long Tay Da Nang

Hoa Tay [Finger]: Travel to Nguyen Hung Stone and replicate a stone statue by 
having one player strip to their underpants and the other use only one finger to 
completely cover them in white body paint.  Long Tay [Palm]: Travel to Sandy 
Beach Resort and use only your hands to find a clue buried up to a metre below  
the surface in a marked section of beach.

arvt0105ri Weight and Tee Da Nang

Travel to Da Nang Golf Club and randomly decide which player will be a golfer 
and which will be a caddy, then have the golfer complete a hole in two strokes 
while the caddy holds a golf bag aloft. The golfer cannot play while the golf bag is 
on the ground.



arvt0105rb Heavy Drinkers Da Nang

Who likes to party?: Carry a tray loaded with three bottles of product-placed 
energy drink to a nearby restaurant and serve any bottles which arrive unspilled 
to customers, searching for a customer who will hand over a card in exchange. 
Run out of servable drinks and you must restart.

First requires travelling to Quan Thuong Be Thui.

arvt0106ri1 Feet of Clay Quang Nam Travel to Thanh Ha Pottery Village and make a clay pot, with one player spinning 
the kickwheel with their foot and the other moulding the clay.

arvt0106ri2 Dry Dock Quang Nam
Deliver a a bike and a coracle through the streets to Hoi An Heritage Preserving 
Centre, without assistance.

arvt0106rb Cover Up Quang Nam

Who likes to connect?:  Sew a patchwork cushion cover, using only a finished 
cushion cover for reference.

First requires travelling to the Yaly sewing workshop.

arvt0106dt Trang Trong
or Trang Trai

Quang Nam

Trang Trong [Street Light]: Travel to the statue of Kazimiera Kwiatkowsky and 
assemble a cloth lantern, using only a finished lantern for reference. Trang Trai 
[Street Food]: Take a banh tieu snack cart onto the streets, then prepare and sell  
enough banh tieu to make 400,000 dong. (This Detour has a U-Turn attached.)

Non-elimination; if the spared team fails to win the next leg, they will have their  
savings confiscated and get no money for the following leg.

arvt0107dt Lung Dai Vai Rong or  
Than Ngoc Minh Nga

Thua Thien-Hue

Lung Dai Vai Rong [Bold]: Travel to Huong Thuy village and cross a marked area 
of  a  muddy field while six wrestlers try to force you out of bounds.  Fail  and  
return to the back of the line. Than Ngoc Minh Nga [Beautiful]: Travel to Da Le 
Thuong Shrine and make a total of 400 incense sticks.

arvt0107ri1 Slide and Seek Thua Thien-Hue

Part 1: Travel to Khai Dinh Tomb and solve a giant sliding puzzle to form a photo. 
Part 2: Put on traditional costumes, then use the photo as the only clue to find  
the next destination.

The costumes must be worn for the remainder of the leg.

arvt0107rb Remember the Time Thua Thien-Hue

Who's feeling nostalgic?: Memorise the details on seven posters showing Nguyen 
Dynasty emperors and the durations of their reigns, then collect twenty markers 
representing different lengths (1, 2, 5, or 10 years) and take them to a solving 
station  before  combining  them  so  each  emperor  is  represented  by  markers 
showing the length of their reign. Fail and restart the entire task.

arvt0107ri2 Easy Rider Thua Thien-Hue Travel by cyclo to the Pit Stop, with one player riding and one pedalling.

arvt0108dt Mem or Dai Khanh Hoa

Mem [Soft]: Make a bed to hotel standards, using a finished bed for reference.  
Dai [Tough]: Use traditional methods to turn provided dough into sixteen serves 
of noodles.

Both first require travelling to the Sheraton Hotel, but teams are told only to find 
“the hotel with the highest bar in town”.

arvt0108ri Shore Thing Khanh Hoa
Part 1: Ride a boat to a fishing platform and use butterfly nets to catch three fish, 
loading them into a foam crate and swimming them back to shore. Part 2: Ride a 
kayak to a buoy in a coral reef and dive down to collect a submerged clue.

arvt0108rb Bamboozled Khanh Hoa

Who is not easily shaken?: Cross a bamboo balance beam, with one end loose on 
the beach and the other suspended above the water, to collect a hanging clue.

First requires travelling to Cau Khi.

arvt0109ri1 Flower Power Lam Dong
Select one of six covered vases, uncover it and memorise the flowers inside, then 
search the grounds of Dinh III Palace for women holding baskets of each flower 
and collect all the necessary flowers before making a replica.

arvt0109rb1 Over the Falls Lam Dong

Who is hot?: Hike down a trail and cross a stream to reach a rock slide, slide 
down and continue to a waterfall, collect a clue while abseiling down, then walk 
to the next waterfall and jump from a cliff into the water below before hiking all  
the way back to the start.

First requires travelling to Datanla Falls.



arvt0109rb2 On Target Lam Dong

[Hint unknown]: Ride a horse along a trail to collect a bag of arrows, then ride to 
an archery range and use a crossbow to hit a bullseye. Fail and return to collect 
more arrows before trying again.

First requires travelling to Mount Langbiang.

arvt0109ri2 Market Down Lam Dong

Buy a provided list of items from stalls at Da Lat Market using a limited supply of 
money, then deliver the items to Lam Dong Processing Centre by tandem bicycle.

Non-elimination; the spared team will get a 30-minute penalty if they do not win 
the next leg.

arvt0110cc Russian Around Binh Thuan Find the next destination using only a clue written entirely in Russian.

arvt0110ri1 Pump it Up Binh Thuan Remove four tyres from a military jeep, reinflate them with a kick pump, then 
reattach them.

arvt0110ri2 Net Profit Binh Thuan Travel to Truoc Beach and search for a hidden clue.

arvt0110dt Bien Xanh or Suoi Do Binh Thuan

Bien Xanh [Blue Sea]: Paddle a coracle to a line of buoys with product-placed 
energy drink bottles attached, then search the 500 bottles for one of five keys. 
Suoi Do [Red Stream]: Travel to a nearby house and load 100 coconuts into a  
cattle-led cart, then lead it down a trail to the Good Fairy Stream without any  
falling out. (This Detour has a U-Turn attached.)

arvt0110rb Potter About Binh Thuan
[Hint unknown]: Ride an ATV around a sand dune course, searching twenty clay 
pots along the route for one with clues inside.

arvt0111ri1 Boar Down Kien Giang Enter  a  pen filled  with  boar  piglets  and  catch one of  several  piglets  with  a  
bandana around its neck.

arvt0111ri2 Feeling Oysterous Kien Giang
Follow an ongoing demonstration to implant pearls into ten oysters. For each 
error made, a five-minute penalty must be served immediately after completion.

arvt0111dt Nong or Lanh Kien Giang
Nong [Hot]: Travel to a pepper farm and sort a tray of mixed pepper seeds into 
fresh and dried seeds. Lanh [Cold]: Travel to Phu Quoc Ice Factory and use only 
an ice cream scoop to retrieve a clue frozen into a large block of ice.

arvt0111ri3 Weighty Decisions Kien Giang

One at a time, answer ten opinion-based questions about the race, selecting a  
team as each answer. The second player must find the questions on signs around 
Phu Quoc Prison and match the answers given by their partner while the latter 
carries a shoulderbasket around laps of a  courtyard; for each wrong guess,  a  
coconut is loaded into the basket. If the walker drops it, the team must serve an 
immediate two-hour penalty before the baskets are emptied.

arvt0111rb Mazed and Confused Kien Giang

Who likes the ocean breeze?: Guide a key along a rope wound through a fence to 
release it, use a rope to pull a heavy crate from the water and unlock it, then use  
the photos inside to find three parts of a treasure map showing the Pit Stop.

First requires travelling to Phu Quoc Beach.

There is no rest period at this leg's Pit Stop and the episode ends with the first 
team arriving.

arvt0112ri Maths and Maps Ho Chi Minh City

Part 1: One player is locked in a cage at the shallow end of an Olympic-size pool;  
the other solves five long mathematical problems without taking notes before 
swimming across the pool and using the answers to open the cage's combination 
lock. Part 2: Put eleven flags into a giant map of Vietnam marked with various 
cities to represent which eleven of them were visited in previous legs.

arvt0112dt Mat Mat or Mat Tai Ho Chi Minh City

Mat  Mat  [Eyes]:  Travel  to  the  Martial  Arts  Training  Centre,  then  learn  and  
perform a series of choreographed martial arts moves. Mat Tai [Ears]: Travel to 
Ho Chi Minh University of Film and Theatre, then learn and perform a short cai  
luong performance.

arvt0112rb Three-Ring Circus Ho Chi Minh City

Who likes thrills?: Complete three circus-themed minitasks – keeping three hula 
hoops  in  motion  for  three  minutes,  standing  on  a  balance  board  for  three 
minutes, and completing a trapeze catch routine. The tasks can be completed in 
any order.

arvt0113ri1 Break Away Ho Chi Minh City Travel to Canh Vien Park, then learn and perform a short breakdancing routine.



arvt0113ri2 Stack Attack Dong Nai
Use a wheelbarrow to transport a total of 286 crates of product-placed energy 
drink across a warehouse, then stack them in a six-level display pyramid.

arvt0113rb1 Crate... Binh Duong
[Hint unknown]: Climb up the side of four shipping containers stacked on top of  
each other, then cross a girder suspended between the top crate and an adjacent 
crate stack. Fall and you must restart the entire task.

arvt0113rb2 ...Escape Binh Duong

Who wants to be an action hero?: Complete a two-minute film stunt by running 
away from two performers on motorbikes, using a stunt trampoline to reach the 
top of  a  shipping  container  before climbing down the  other  side,  climbing a 
cable ladder onto another container and performing a choreographed stunt fight 
before smashing through a fake wall to land on an airbag below.

Season Two: Celebrity Edition
Reference Title Location Details

arvt0201ri1 Three of a Kind Ho Chi Minh City
Search beneath 380 cone hats in an adjacent field for three cards which can be 
combined to form the show's Vietnamese title.

arvt0201ri2 Stop and Stair Ho Chi Minh City Part 1: Find the next destination, given only a photo of it for assistance. Part 2: 
Upon arrival at Bitexco Financial Tower, climb its interior stairs to the 49th floor.

arvt0201rb Film Buff Ho Chi Minh City
Who likes  to  watch movies?:  Enter  a  crowded cinema  and search for  one of  
several clues hidden beneath seats.

arvt0201ri3 Triple Treat Ho Chi Minh City Walk to Food Creative restaurant and each eat three bowls of bun bo soup.

arvt0201dt Duong Pho
or San Khau

Ho Chi Minh City

Duong Pho [Streets]: Travel to Ben Thanh Market and sell peanut taffy from a 
portable food kiosk to earn 500,000 dong. San Khau [Stages]: Travel to Nau Nau 
Cafe and perform five karaoke songs while having either your feet or heads in  
tanks filled with assorted unpleasant items.

Non-elimination; the spared team will get a 30-minute penalty if they do not win 
the next leg. (The winners get an Express Pass for use before the end of Leg 11.)

arvt0202cc Past Presents Future Ca Mau Upon arrival in Ca Mau, find the next destination given only the hint that it was  
built by French colonialists in 1910.

arvt0202dt Ngu Vu or Nong Vu Ca Mau
Ngu Vu [Fish]: Use your bare hands to catch 20 small fish in a fish-filled pond,  
then cook them following a traditional recipe. Nong Vu [Farm]: Choose a tray of  
assorted beans, then separate and count both the soya beans and moon beans.

arvt0202ri1 Patch Work Ca Mau Part 1: Travel to Ong Tinh Bridge and search for a hidden clue. Part 2: Repair a 
bicycle tyre and attach it to a bike.

arvt0202ri2 Sinker Swim Ca Mau
Ride a boat to a fishing rig and pull up bamboo traps one at a time, searching for  
a product-placed energy drink bottle with a clue attached. Fail to find a clue in 
five minutes and ride back to the dock, returning to the back of the line.

arvt0202rb Necks in Line Ca Mau Who's used to wearing shawls?: Place a python around your neck and walk up 
the stairs of a lookout tower.

arvt0203dt Co or Sua Dong Nai
Co [Grass]: Cut 20kg of grass, then carry it to a feeding shed. Sua [Milk]: Harness  
a cow for milking, then extract two litres of milk by hand.

arvt0203ri1 Smash Hit Binh Thuan Use a pole to smash six hanging targets in order, with the smasher blindfolded  
and following auditory directions from their partner, who cannot speak.

arvt0203rb Cliff Notes Binh Thuan [Hint unknown]: Paraglide in tandem with a professional.

arvt0203ri2 Cash Out Binh Thuan Given a 500,000 dong note, convince locals to exchange it for smaller equivalents 
to collect at least one of each smaller denomination banknote and coin.

arvt0204ri1 Dining... Khanh Hoa Walk to Bacaro Restaurant and count the number of set dining places.

arvt0204rb ...and Diving Khanh Hoa [Hint unknown]: Snorkel  in  a  marked area to find one of  several  submerged 
coconuts with clues inside.

arvt0204dt Ca or Chim Khanh Hoa

Ca [Biteless]: Collect a restrained crocodile and carry it from one enclosure to 
another. Chim [Flightless]: Ride an ostrich each around a marked course while 
holding a glass of product-placed energy drink in one hand, keeping the amount 
of drink in the glass above a marked line.



arvt0204ri2 Throw and Catch Khanh Hoa
One partner rides a zipline over a lake and throws a ball to their partner on an 
island, who must catch it in a bucket. Fail and get a fifteen-minute penalty before 
trying again.

arvt0204ri3 Use Your Noodles Khanh Hoa Follow an ongoing demonstration to make a bundle of noodles in a traditional 
method, then use them to make a bowl of pho.

arvt0204ri4 It's In; The Card Khanh Hoa

Find a card baked into a cake with your hands tied behind your back.

Non-elimination; the spared team has their savings confiscated and will not get  
any at the start of the next leg.

arvt0205ri1 The Amazing 
Sleepover

Dak Lak Find a local willing to let you spend the night sleeping at their house. You will be  
given a clue in the morning based on the order you found accommodation.

arvt0205ri2
Gonged But

Not Forgotten Dak Lak
Watch a gong performance, memorise which of the gongs was hit last, then find 
a replica of that gong in a nearby group.

arvt0205dt Cay or Dat Dak Nong

Cay [Beans]: Travel to a coffee plantation and count the trees in a marked area, 
then use a series of provided formulas to calculate how much coffee they can 
produce. Dat [Bricks]: Travel to a brick factory and load 250 bricks onto a cart, 
then wheel it around a marked course without breaking any.

arvt0205rb What Goes Up... Dak Nong
Who wants to go to a waterfall?: Swim upriver to a waterfall, using a rope to pull  
yourself along as needed, then climb a cable ladder to the top of an adjacent cliff  
and collect a clue before abseiling back down.

arvt0205ri3 ...Must Come Down Dak Nong
Walk to Dray Sap waterfall and have one player abseil down to read a four-digit  
code, then yell it to the other player on shore, who must open a combination-
locked box with a clue inside.

arvt0206ri1 Feeling Horny Quang Nam
Search the My Son ruins for five miniature clay horns, avoiding a series of decoy 
clay toys which cannot be used as horns.

arvt0206cc Local Knowledge Quang Nam Find a nearby village whose most famous product is related to sleeping.

arvt0206ri2 Over; the Sedge Quang Nam Load three sedge mats onto a bicycle, then deliver them to a specified address.

arvt0206rb Bottoms Up Da Nang

[Hint unknown]:  Dive  to the bottom of  a  swimming  pool  and search several 
cases to find a bottle of product-placed energy drink, then be lifted to the roof in 
a harness and throw it into a net. Time limits apply for both parts; fail to finish in 
time and return to the back of the line.

arvt0206dt Thap Cao or Ham Sau Da Nang

Thap Cao [Tower]: Travel to the castle at the top of Ba Na Hills and collect a sign 
with a number from the top, then bring it back down the stairs, repeating until  
you have five signs whose total equals exactly 20,000. Ham Sau [Cellar]: Travel 
to the largest wine cellar in Da Nang and search the bottles for one with a race  
marker attached while your legs are tied together.

arvt0207ri1 You Can Duet Quang Binh Listen to a love song performance, then learn and perform it yourself.

arvt0207ri2 Stair Master Quang Binh Travel to Paradise Cave and count the stairs in a marked section of its walkways.

arvt0207rb Clean Sweep Quang Binh

[Hint unknown]: Assemble a broom, following an ongoing demonstration.

First requires travelling to a specific address in Lam Choi.

There is no rest period at this leg's Pit Stop; all teams are shown arriving by the 
end of the episode but it doesn't appear as if anybody actually gets the next clue.

arvt0208dt Hoc or Thuc Hanh Quang Binh

Hoc [Correct]: Help a young child write a traditional Vietnamese poem correctly 
and legibly. Thuc Hanh [Collect]: Carry a bucket to the river, fill it up, bring it  
back, and use it to water all of the plants in a marked area. (This Detour has a U-
Turn attached.)

arvt0208rb Hunger Games Quang Binh

Who likes to eat?: Eat servings of three unpleasant-tasting local  delicacies. A 
bowl of rice is provided for assistance, and must also be eaten.

First requires travelling to the Bai Columns.

arvt0208ri
The Trouble
With Triples Quang Binh

Part 1: Build a shelter for the night, start a fire, and boil a pot of water. Part 2: In 
the morning, enter Son Doong Cave and walk across a marked area filled with 
tripwires without hitting any. Part 3: Abseil 70m into the cave and search the 
area for a hidden clue.



arvt0209ri1 The Suite Life Singapore
Prepare a hotel room, using a completed room for reference. Departure times 
are awarded based on finishing order.

arvt0209rb1 Pilot Program Singapore
Who's the captain?: Complete a flight simulation training exercise without error.

First requires travelling to Flight Experience Singapore.

arvt0209ri2 Take a Powder Singapore
Travel  to  Food  Republic  restaurant  and  follow  an ongoing  demonstration  to 
prepare ten powdered rice cakes.

arvt0209rb2 Rise Up Singapore
Who likes the wind?: Enter a skydiving simulation tunnel and rise to the top.

First requires travelling to the iFly Centre.

arvt0209ri3 Spring Loaded Singapore

Travel to and ride the G-Max Reverse Bungy, then thread ten sewing needles  
within three minutes. Fail and complete the ride again before restarting.

Non-elimination; the spared team has their savings confiscated and will not get  
any at the start of the next leg.

arvt0210ff What Lies a Head Hai Phong Travel to Cat Ba Main Pier and shave each other bald, then headbutt a ball back 
and forth five consecutive times while standing behind marked lines.

arvt0210ri1 Dig Deep Hai Phong
Travel to Prince Beach 2 and search beneath a grid of sandcastles for one of 
several buried clues. Destroy a sandcastle without a clue beneath it and it must  
be rebuilt before continuing.

arvt0210ri2 Para Sight Hai Phong
Travel to Prince Beach 1 and have one player parasail, memorising the tricolour 
signs shown in five boats along the set route, then replicate all five signs from 
memory using coloured blocks.

arvt0210ri3 Strike a Pose Hai Phong
Travel back to Prince Beach 2 and climb onto parallel pontoons, then have one 
player make a series of poses while the other uses a camera to photograph each.

arvt0210rb Egged On Hai Phong

Who likes  eggs?:  Rock climb  up  a  cliff,  collecting  three  eggs  and  a  bottle  of 
product-placed energy drink from baskets along the way.

Non-elimination; the spared team is given a 30-minute penalty.

arvt0211ri1 Short Change Lao Cai

Dress in traditional outfits inspired by a local ethnic minority to match a shown  
mannequin. Five-minute time limit; fail and you must start again.

The outfits must be worn for the remainder of the leg.

arvt0211rb Thread Ahead Lao Cai

Who likes flowers?: Use a needle and thread to sew a decorative flower symbol  
on a provided piece of fabric.

First requires travelling to a specified address in Ta Phin.

arvt0211dt Dong Vat or Thuc Vat Lao Cai

Dong Vat [Pen]: Catch a piglet wearing a numbered tag, then herd it into the  
corresponding corral. Thuc Vat [Plow]: Use an ox-plow to till the soil in a marked 
area of a muddy field.

Both first require travelling to Sin Chai.

arvt0211ri2 Pig Out Lao Cai Part 1: Travel to the Mount Se Ranger Station and chop exactly 500g of meat 
from a pig carcass. Part 2: Eat a serving of animal entrail stew each.

arvt0211ri3 Rope a Dope Lao Cai
Travel  up Mount Se to a rest station 2200m above the ground and have one 
player throw a traditional rope toy through a raised hoop target for the other to 
catch it as it returns to the ground.

arvt0212ri1 Poster Child Hanoi Find a local store selling outdated propaganda posters, buy one, and bring it to 
the next destination.

arvt0212dt
Mua Roi Nuoc

or Thu Vien Hanoi

Mua Roi Nuoc [Puppet]: Travel to Thang Long Water Puppet Theatre, then learn 
and  perform  a  short  water  puppet  routine.  Thu  Vien  [Paper]:  Travel  to  the  
National Library of Vietnam and complete a pigpen cipher translation guide, use 
the guide to decode a series of codes, and find the relevant books on the shelves.

arvt0212ri2 Brush Rush Hanoi
Travel to Hoan Kiem Lake and watch a calligrapher write six Chinese characters, 
then replicate them from memory. No notes; make any errors and serve a brief  
time penalty before starting again.



arvt0212rb Tall Order Hanoi

Who wants to be a hero?: Use a rope to climb to a balcony, walk along the ledge 
to a second rope, then climb it to reach the building's rooftop.

First requires travelling to a firefighter training building.

arvt0212ri3 Slide Home Hanoi
Travel to the Imperial Citadel of  Thang Long and solve a giant twelve-square 
sliding puzzle so the Pit Stops on each tile are arranged in the order they were  
seen, then carry the solved puzzle to the nearby finish line.

Season Three: Celebrity Edition II
Reference Title Location Details

arvt0301ri1 There and Kayak Quang Ninh
In relay, paddle a kayak to one of two sampans filled with balls, find one marked 
with part of the show's Vietnamese title, and bring it back to your partner on 
shore, repeating until all five parts have been found and returned.

arvt0301rb Room with a View Quang Ninh

Who likes adventure?: Free rappel from Bai Chay Bridge to collect a bottle of 
product-placed energy drink from a dangling rope, continue down into a boat  
and ride back to shore, then travel to Muong Thanh Hotel and search the rooms 
on the 18th, 19th, and 20th floors for your partner.

arvt0301dt An or Hoc Quang Ninh
An [Feeders]: Prepare servings of three simple vegetarian dishes. Hoc [Readers]: 
Memorise versions of the same poem in both modern and archaic Vietnamese, 
then repeat them verbatim.

arvt0301ri2 Crate Outdoors Quang Ninh

Carry a large crate of books up an outdoor staircase to Tran Nhan Tong Buddha  
Statue, then work out that his request for “the Green Lotus Bud” refers to one of 
the books. If needed, the answer can be given by a local at a chairlift station but  
the crate must be carried the entire way.

Non-elimination; the spared team will get a 30-minute penalty if they do not win 
the next leg. The leg winners get an Express Pass for use before the end of Leg 8.

arvt0302rb Close Shave Hanoi
Who likes hair care?: Use a straight razor to remove shaving cream from three 
inflated balloons without popping any. Fail and get an immediate fifteen-minute 
penalty before trying again.

arvt0302cc1 Four of a Kind Hanoi

Find the next destination given only a photo of it, then search its grounds for a  
photo of the next destination, and so on until all four photos have been collected 
and given to a person waiting at the last destination. No talking while inside the 
grounds of any photographed destination.

The four locations are the north, south, east, and west gates of the Old Quarter.

arvt0302ri1 Paint Misbehavin' Hanoi Paint a copy of a traditional cartoon, using only a smaller copy of the completed 
image for reference.

arvt0302cc2 Lost in Time Hanoi Find the oldest house in Duong Lam Village.

arvt0302dt Trong or Che Hanoi

Trong [Beat]: Walk to a nearby temple and balance on a giant seesaw so that one  
partner can bang a raised drum three times, then transfer a series of flags from 
one partner to the other. If either side of the seesaw touches the ground, the 
attempt is a failure and you must return to the end of the line. Che [Sweet]: Walk 
to a nearby house and prepare a tray of che lam, a traditional local candy.

For both, there are only two workstations available, each first come first served.

arvt0302ri2 Slip Sliding Away Hanoi
Tug of war, standing on a greased surface and using a bamboo pole instead of a 
rope. Survive for three minutes to get the clue.

arvt0302ri3 Soft Sell Hanoi Sell five scarves to bystanders, earning a total of 1,500,000 dong.

arvt0303rb
Don't Count Your 
Chickens Before

They Hatch
Dien Bien

Who is most skilful?: Balance an egg on a spoon held in your mouth, then walk 
up an outdoor staircase to Keo Phao Memorial and count the statues, as well as  
the number of them wearing hats. Make a mistake or break your egg and get an 
immediate fifteen-minute penalty before trying again.

Only two players can attempt the task at a time. (Your guess is as good as mine.)

arvt0303ri1 Wheel Deal Dien Bien Assemble bamboo gutter, carry it to a waterwheel, and set it up in place to fill a 
nearby vase with water.



arvt0303ri2 Bamboozled Dien Bien
Part 1: Wearing weighted shoes, hold hands and jump over a series of ankle-high 
poles  as  locals  move them backwards and forwards in a  set  rhythm without 
hitting any. Part 2: Convince a local to let you stay at their house overnight.

arvt0303ri3 The Weight Escape Dien Bien
Collect two goats from a pen and lead them along a marked route, then guess  
their total weight within 500g. Fail and return the goats to the pen, getting a  
brief time penalty before starting again.

arvt0303ri4
Where There's 

Smoke... Dien Bien
Follow  an  ongoing  demonstration  to  build  a  smokeless  fire  commonly  used 
during the Vietnam War, then boil a pot of water.

arvt0303dt Quan or Dan Dien Bien
Quan [Soldier]: Use shovels to dig a perfectly rectangular hole in a marked area. 
Dan [Citizen]: Load four 40kg sacks of rice onto a bicycle, then deliver them on  
dirt roads to the opposite side of the village.

arvt0303ri5 Out of Reach Dien Bien
Bungy run. Starting from opposite sides of a pit, run down the sloped walls to  
the centre and transfer a flag from one player to the other.

arvt0304ri1 Letters and Numbers Nghe An

Assemble five double-sided puzzle pieces into a square, use a translation guide 
to turn the numbers on the visible sides into letters, then arrange them to spell a  
mystery word.

It's  a little bit  of  a  stretch here to assume they got from the numbers to the  
letters without help – aside from the whole puzzle being double-sided and thus 
having two solutions, three of the pieces can be flipped over in place to result in  
different numbers without affecting the rest of the puzzle.

arvt0304dt
Tinh Mat or
Sieng Nang Nghe An

Tinh Mat [Observation]: Enter a pond and search a group of swimming ducks for  
two  with  colour-coded  ribbons  around  their  feet.  Sieng  Nang  [Preparation]: 
Harvest 15kg of elephant feed from plants, feed 5kg of it to elephants, then clean  
up 50kg of elephant dung and transport it to a disposal site.

arvt0304rb Don't Forget
the Lyrics

Nghe An Who likes to sing?: Spend 30 minutes memorising a traditional love song, then 
perform it. Fail and get a fifteen-minute penalty before trying again.

arvt0304ri2 Salt of the Earth Nghe An
Travel to Kim Lien Salt Plains and follow instructions to harvest all of the salt in  
a marked area, then deliver it to a boat and spread new sand in the marked area.

arvt0304ri3 Soccer To Me Nghe An

Part 1:  Headbutt a soccer ball  back and forth four consecutive times. Part 2:  
Have one player kick a ball through a slalom course and then to their partner  
(who has run through a slalom of their own) to kick past a cardboard cutout into 
a goal. Score three goals in five attempts or receive an immediate fifteen-minute 
penalty before trying again.

There is no rest period at this leg's Pit Stop; all teams are shown arriving by the 
end of the episode but it doesn't appear as if anybody actually gets the next clue.  
(More oddly, the last team is told they are eliminated but is later told at their  
hotel that they are not.)

arvt0305ri1 Hear No Evil Thua Thien-Hue

One player completes the first half a high ropes course while blindfolded, with  
their  partner  on  the  ground  directing.  They  then  remove  the  blindfold  and 
complete the rest with a clue held in their mouth. Drop the clue and restart the 
entire task.

arvt0305rb Signs and Blunders Thua Thien-Hue

Who likes  heights?:  Ride  a zipline while memorising  a series  of  numbers  on 
large signs below, then recite them all in order.

It's presented as if the numbers form a telephone number which must be dialled 
to hear the clue, but that's clearly BS – the string of digits is far too long, and 
players are shown listing the sequence to an offscreen task judge.

arvt0305dt Truyen Thong
or Hien Dai

Thua Thien-Hue
Truyen  Thong  [Traditional]:  Travel  to  the  Perfume  River  and  use baskets  to  
collect 5kg of snails from the riverbed. Hien Dai [Modern]: Travel to Le Brothers 
Gallery and make a work of modern art. (This Detour has a U-Turn attached.)

arvt0305ri2 Movers and Shakers Thua Thien-Hue
Learn and perform a traditional mua chen song and dance routine.

Who knew castanets were Vietnamese?

arvt0305ri3 Hats Entertainment Thua Thien-Hue
Part 1: Travel to Cau Ngoi Thanh Toan and make a cone hat, using only a finished 
hat for reference. Part 2: Bring 20 cone hats to Dong Ba Market and sell them to 
earn a total of 3,000,000 dong, then donate the profits to a local school.



arvt0306ri1 Art Imitates Life Khanh Hoa
Create a painting to represent Nha Trang, using only your bodies to transport 
paint from buckets to a canvas laid out on the ground a short distance away.

arvt0306ri2
Whatever Floats; 

Your Boat Khanh Hoa
Complete an obstacle course in the water, swimming from one floating inflatable 
to the next, then collect ten bottles of product-placed energy drink from a boat  
at the far end and bring them back to shore.

arvt0306rb Reefer Madness Khanh Hoa

Who wants to go on a treasure hunt?: SCUBA dive to find a series of underwater  
boxes, then use a key to open them, searching for one of several hidden balls.

First requires travelling to a coral reef near the Hon Mun islands.

arvt0306dt
Len Nui or
Xuong Bien Khanh Hoa

Len Nui  [Mountain  High]:  Search among a rockfall  for one of  several  hidden 
clues. Xuong Bien [River Deep]: Repair a broken fishing net.

Both first require travelling to the Hon Mun islands, but each task takes place on  
a different island.

arvt0306ri3 Rope a Dope Khanh Hoa
One player follows a demonstration to tie a series of knots in a rope, then uses  
the rope to “rescue” their partner waiting in a nearby lifering in the water.

arvt0306ri4 Picnic Basket Khanh Hoa

Paddle a coracle through the floating market to collect a set of ingredients and a 
portable stove from a marked boat, paddle into the water and prepare a serving 
of grilled fish, then return to the supply boat before it burns.

Non-elimination; the spared team will receive no money for the next leg.

arvt0307ri1 Packed to the Rafters Khanh Hoa
Ride a raft down a whitewater course, throwing balls into nearby baskets along 
the way. For the first two attempts, get two balls in baskets; for the next two, 
only two are needed; thereafter, only one ball is needed.

arvt0307ff Feast to Their Own Ninh Thuan Travel to Pacific Beach Resort and each eat a large serving of lamb.

arvt0307rb Feeling Sheepish Ninh Thuan

[Hint unknown]: Enter a sheep pen and herd two sheep wearing colour-coded 
bandanas  into  their  respective  pens,  while  blindfolded  and  following  verbal 
directions from your partner.

First requires travelling to Phuoc Lap Village.

arvt0307dt Dat Dai or Cay Trai Ninh Thuan
Dat Dai [Pots]: Travel to a pottery workshop in Bau Truc and make a clay pot, 
using a finished pot for reference. Cay Trai [Plants]: Travel to Ba Moi Little Farm 
and trim the vines and branches of a set of grape plants, then harvest the grapes.

arvt0307ri2 Pot Heads Ninh Thuan
Balance pots of water on your heads and cross a course through the sand dunes 
to reach a larger pot, repeating the process until you have filled the large pot 
with water. No hands.

arvt0308ri1 Bug Off Dong Thap Eat servings of several local delicacies, including assorted fried insects, frogs, 
and grasshoppers, and live beetle larvae.

arvt0308dt Lich Su or
Truyen Thong

Dong Thap
Lich Su [History]: Search books about Vietnamese history for words on specific 
pages  and  lines,  then  combine  them  into  a  mystery  phrase.  Truyen  Thong 
[Tradition]: Weave a thatched basket, using a finished basket for reference.

arvt0308rb Hit Me With
Your Best Shot

Dong Thap

Who is more accurate?: Use a giant slingshot to fire coconuts at a target. On the 
first attempt, hit it three times in five shots; on the second, hit it twice in seven 
shots; after that, hit it once in ten shots. Fail to hit the target the right number of 
times and get a fifteen-minute penalty before trying again.

arvt0308ri2 Field of Dreams Dong Thap Travel to Ap 6 Village and drive a tractor around a marked field.

arvt0308ri3 Gift Wrap Dong Thap Use traditional methods to make 42 edible food wrappers.

arvt0308ri4 Stepping Stones Dong Thap Search a brick storage area for a hidden clue with your legs tied together.

arvt0309dt Phong Ten or Phat Co South Korea

Phong Ten [Mountains]: Collect a sticker while hiking up a hill, exchange it for  
ten sticks, then throw three into a jar from behind a marked line with one player  
sitting  on  the other's  shoulders.  Fail  and hike  back down to  collect  another  
sticker. Phat Co [Cliffs]: One partner hikes to a lookout on a nearby cliff, then 
uses semaphore to send a message to the other to translate without error.

arvt0309ri1 Half and Half South Korea
Travel to Kimnyoung Stone Maze and collect two halves of a clue from clueboxes 
in different parts of the maze.



arvt0309ri2 Getting Stoned South Korea
Search Jeju Stone Park for the statue shown in a provided photo, then enter the  
park's museum and count the stones on display. No talking in the museum.

arvt0309rb Skeet Sixteen South Korea

Who likes flying saucers?: Skeet shooting. Hit five clay targets with only sixteen 
bullets. Run out of bullets and get an immediate thirty-minute penalty before the 
clue is given.

First requires travelling to Daeyoo Hunting & Shooting Club.

arvt0309ri3 Married to my Korea South Korea

Part 1: Dress in traditional Korean wedding outfits and have a local take your  
photo. Part 2: Find a woman performing a love song and collect a bag of rice, 
then take it to a workstation and have one player grind it while the other learns  
the song before performing it. The clue will be given if the song is performed  
correctly; the singer cannot attempt the task until the rice is ground.

There is no rest period at this leg's Pit Stop; all teams are shown arriving by the 
end of the episode but it doesn't appear as if anybody actually gets the next clue.

arvt0310ri1 Outsider Art South Korea
Travel to Bukchon Village and search for four people with bags of supplies, then 
take the supplies to a workstation and make assorted local crafts with the items 
to match completed versions as shown.

arvt0310dt
Tinh Yeu or

Khoang Cach South Korea

Tinh  Yeu  [Lost]:  Use  a  provided  key  to  unlock  one  of  several  marked  locks 
among thousands of decoys. Not every marked lock can be opened. Khoang Cach 
[Found]: Use the distance markers on top of Seoul Tower to work out the total  
distance from Seoul to Hanoi, Santiago, Buenos Aires, and Rio de Janeiro.

No clue why three South American cities were chosen.

arvt0310cc Wish You Were Here South Korea Find the next destination, given only a photo of it for assistance.

arvt0310ri2 Race and Relaxation South Korea
Four spa-themed minitasks: timed stays in a sauna and a spa, cleaning a spa, and 
folding spa clothing for storage. Once all four are complete the clue will be given.

arvt0310ri3 Dub Step South Korea Watch a short scene from a famous South Korean film, work out what the scene 
was about, then re-enact it correctly.

arvt0310rb Rolls; A Deck South Korea

Who likes sweet treats?: Select a tray of baked goods and eat them all, then turn 
over the playing card in front of the tray. If it is a joker, wait 15 minutes before  
trying again. Each tray has a different set of items.

First requires travelling to Tous les Jours restaurant.

arvt0310ri4 Leap of Faith South Korea Travel to Riverland Park and bungy jump from a crane, one at a time. There is a 
time limit; run out of time and wait fifteen minutes before getting back in line.

arvt0310ri5 Keep Track South Korea Complete fifteen laps of a hurdle obstacle course with your legs tied together.

arvt0311ri1 People Power Ho Chi Minh City Search the pedestrians outside Notre-Dame Basilica for one of three with clues. 
Each cluegiver has only one clue.

arvt0311rb Cups and Balls Ho Chi Minh City

Who likes table tennis?: Bounce table tennis balls on a table so they land in three  
glasses of water, while your partner is locked in a cage and slowly submerged. 
Fail to get a ball in all three glasses within 90 seconds and start again; after five 
failures, successful balls are not reset for subsequent attempts.

First requires travelling to Van Don Swimming Club.

arvt0311dt Ca Hat or Ao Thuat Ho Chi Minh City
Ca Hat [Performance]: Travel to Star Academy, then learn and perform O Sole 
Mio. Ao Thuat [Illusion]: Travel to the cinema at Maximark mall, then learn and 
perform a series of basic magic tricks.

arvt0311ri2 Build a Bridge Ho Chi Minh City

Use three planks as a bridge to cross a pair of  parallel  wires high above the 
ground,  manoeuvreing around additional barriers  as  needed.  First  come first 
served; fail to finish within 30 minutes and get a fifteen-minute penalty for every 
five extra minutes needed.

arvt0311ri3 Rollerball Ho Chi Minh City

Tilt a round table to roll six numbered pool balls into divots on the outer corners 
of a Star of David so that the sum on each line of four balls (including stationary 
balls on the inner corners) equals 26. Fail to do so within the time limit and get a 
brief penalty before starting again; once done, climb the stairs to the finish line 
on the building's 47th floor.



Region: AsiaRegion: Asia

Season One
Reference Title Location Details

aras0101ri1 Window Shopping Malaysia

Perform an eight-storey free abseil inside a mall, one at a time.

Presented as optional with a penalty for quitting, but... isn't that the same format 
as every other challenge on this show?

aras0101dt Paint or Pot Malaysia
Paint: Trace, wax, and paint a traditional batik design on a sheet of silk to match 
a finished example. Pot: Make a clay pot, with one player moulding the clay and 
the other controlling the kickwheel.

aras0101ri2 Sheer Kart Attack Malaysia

Teams must drive themselves to City Karting Enterprise, then players must take 
turns to drive a go-kart around four laps of the track without stopping. When  
both players have finished their four laps, they will be given the next clue.

Non-elimination; the spared team has their savings confiscated and will not get  
any at the start of the next leg.

aras0102rb Snake Pit Indonesia

Who likes animals?: Enter a snake enclosure and collect a clue from a cluebox at  
the far end. First come first served; two-minute time limit.

Why are snakes in the mammal section of the zoo? They're reptiles.

aras0102ff Sony Walkman Indonesia
Trave  to  SMA  Negeri  60  school  and  complete  a  mystery  task:  searching  50 
Walkman-holding students in a courtyard for the one Walkman with a special  
message on it.

aras0102ri Plate Dance Indonesia Travel to West Sumatra Pavilion, then learn and perform a plate dance routine.

aras0102dt Push or Sell Indonesia

Push: Push a bakso cart along a 500m course while singing a local song, keeping  
a bowl of soy sauce from spilling beneath a marked line. Sell: Prepare and sell  
fifteen bowls of bakso for 2000 rupiah each. Buying it yourself is allowed, but 
you must eat anything you buy.

aras0103rb Beach Dig Indonesia

Who digs the seaside?: Dig in a marked plot of sand to find a buried 'souvenir': a  
wooden surfboard.

Held at Kuta Beach, most known as the site of the 2002 Bali bombings. (This  
version's producers are Australian and undoubtedly knew of the connection.)

aras0103ri1 Caught in the Web Indonesia

Travel to Internet Outpost internet cafe and use its computers to find a clue with 
a product-placed search engine.

We're shown a close-up of the clue on screen, but the address bar makes it clear 
it's a regular file viewed in a web explorer rather than actually being online.

aras0103ri2 Monkey Business Indonesia
Travel to Ubud Monkey Forest and search its grounds for a hidden clue. There  
are 200 clue envelopes hidden and only ten have clues, while the rest have “try  
again” printed on their rears.

aras0103dt Wet or Dry Indonesia Wet: Travel to the Ayung River and whitewater raft along a 6km course.  Dry: 
Travel to Elephant Safari Park and ride an elephant along a 3km course.

aras0104dt
Elevation or  
Crustacean Australia

Elevation: Walk to and climb the Sydney Harbour Bridge. Crustacean: Walk to 
Doyle's restaurant at Circular Quay, then shell 14kg of frozen prawns by hand.

I guess the link between the two tasks is “Australian tourism campaign icons”?

aras0104ri Video Killed the 
Reality Star

Australia Collect a product-placed video camera from a store in World Square, record a 
local singing Click Go the Shears (with lyrics provided), then return the camera.

aras0104rb Shark Dive Australia

Who wants to take the plunge with a nurse?: SCUBA dive in an aquarium tank to 
collect a clue.

Non-elimination; the spared team has their savings confiscated and will not get  
any at the start of the next leg.



aras0105ri1
On a Swing

and a Prayer New Zealand

Upon landing in Auckland, take a ferry to Devonport and search the area near 
the ferry terminal for a 'child on a swing'.

Sounds simple. Isn't. (Apparently.)

aras0105dt Rugby or Rigging New Zealand
Rugby: Travel to Victoria Park and score a total of three rugby goals, taking turns 
to kick balls from 22 metres away. Rigging: Travel to Westhaven Marina and rig a 
yacht sail, using only a finished sail for reference.

aras0105ri2 Vertigo Climb New Zealand
Travel to the SkyTower and climb its internal service ladders to an observation  
deck 270m above the ground.

aras0105rb Sky Jump New Zealand
Who's ready for a leap of faith?: Jump from the SkyTower and be lowered 192m 
to the ground at high speed, while your partner uses a product-placed camera to 
photograph your jump.

aras0106dt Luge or Ledge New Zealand

Luge: In relay, complete eight laps of a street toboggan course. Ledge: Perform a  
400m canyon swing, one at a time.

So this is just a choice between the upcoming Road Block and the go-karting 
challege from the first leg? Lord knows they made excellent television.

aras0106ri Quad Bikes New Zealand Drive to Off-Road Adventures and ride an ATV each along an off-road course.

aras0106rb
Once More

Into the Breach New Zealand

Who can fly 134m in 8.5 seconds?: Bungy jump from the Nevis Platform into the  
valley below.

First requires travelling to said platform.

Did we need this when we already had the SkyJump last week? And the swing?

aras0107ri1 Car Wash Singapore Upon landing, travel to a product-placed service station on MacPherson Road, 
then wash a product-placed car.

aras0107ri2 Thai Again Thailand
Upon landing in Bangkok, travel to Wat Niwet Thamaprawat and search it for a  
hidden clue. There are several clueboxes throughout the grounds, but only one 
has correct clues inside.

aras0107cc Change Your Mind Thailand Find the next destination, given only a 2 Baht coin for assistance.

aras0107rb Golden Blessing Bells Thailand

Who rings a bell?: Climb to the roof of the Golden Mount, then search 560 bells  
for one of 100 silver capsules containing messages. Only six  capsules contain 
messages which can be exchanged for a clue.

So it's a luck challenge within a luck challenge? Genius! No, wait. The other one.

aras0107dt Bacon or Eggs Thailand

Bacon: Find a marked set of tuktuks and navigate a driver through the streets of 
Bangkok to the Pig Memorial statue. Eggs: Find a marked stall at Pak Khlong 
Talad market, stack 20 trays of eggs onto a dolly, and wheel them to a second 
stall. Broken eggs must be replaced.

Non-elimination; the spared team has their savings confiscated and will not get  
any at the start of the next leg.

aras0108ff Pranang Bay Thailand
Travel  to  Pranang  Bay  and  complete  a  mystery  task:  Kayaking  around  the 
shoreline to find the Fast Forward clue hidden among the limestone cliffs.

aras0108dt Smash or Grab Thailand

Smash: Use a hammer to smash open 75 coconuts, searching for the one filled  
with red dye. Grab: Snorkel among 100 buoys with clues attached, searching for 
one of ten with “correct” on the back of the envelope.

Both first require travelling to Ko Poda.

aras0108rb Rock Climb Thailand

Who wants to rock?: Rock climb up a cliff to collect a clue before abseiling back  
down to the ground.

First requires travelling to the Raile East 123 wall.

aras0109rb Shoe Shine India
Who's ready to shine?: Shine seven bystanders' shoes, charging 5 rupees each.

First requires travelling to Tollygunge train station.



aras0109ri1 Curry Favour India

Travel to Aaheli Restaurant and each eat a traditional multi-course Bengali meal.

Teams are given a menu to read while the food is cooked; it contains repeated  
sly hints there is an overnight bunch coming up (and/or that the leg will not end 
in an elimination). More surprising than the bunch? This is still the only eating  
challenge any race has had in India.

aras0109ri2 Just Say Sari India Travel to Kanishka's Sari Boutique and search among the store's saris for one of 
several hidden clues.

aras0109dt Carry or Count India

Carry: Travel to the West Bengal Kabaddi Association and fill  urns with milk, 
then balance them on your heads and cross a clearing to pour them into a barrel, 
repeating  until  the  80-litre  barrel  is  full.  No  hands  while  delivering.  Count: 
Travel to Maniktala Bazar and count the betel nuts in a basket, using an empty 
basket for assistance. Each basket has a different total.

There is no rest period at this leg's Pit Stop and the episode ends with the first 
team arriving.

aras0110dt Deliver or Donkey India

Deliver: Use a photo to find a specific stall in Gadodia Market, then carry four  
sacks of chilli to a nearby spice shop. Donkey: Travel to Chandni Chowk market,  
load 30kg of onions into a basket on a doney's back, then lead it through the 
streets to a vendor at Lahori Gate Crossing. (This Detour has a Yield attached.)

aras0110rb Dung Cakes India

Who's ready to help out on the farm?: Follow an ongoing demonstration to make 
fuel cakes from a full bucket of cow manure.

First requires travelling to Tibetan Monastery Market.

It  is  never  actually  stated  how  many  cakes  must  be  made  –  is  there  a  set 
number? Do they just have to fill their section of the wall? Do they have to use up 
all of their dung?

aras0111rb Golf Academy
United Arab 

Emirates

Who wants  to  play  a  round?:  Complete  a  nine-hole  golf  course,  using  only  a  
putter and one other club. Lose a ball or break a club and return to the first tee  
for a replacement. (This task has a Yield attached.)

aras0111dt Hack or Hike
United Arab 

Emirates

Hack: Use hammers and chisels to extract a clue frozen inside a 150kg ice block. 
Hike: Collect a 25kg set of mountainclimbing gear each, then hike up Ski Dubai's 
steepest slope.

Both first require travelling to Ski Dubai.

Non-elimination; the spared team has their savings confiscated and will not get  
any at the start of the next leg.

aras0112dt Ride or Seek
United Arab 

Emirates

Ride: Board a camel and use only a stick to navigate it around a marked course,  
collecting five flags along the way. Seek: Use a metal  detector to find a small  
metal camel buried somewhere in a marked area.

aras0112ri1 Bueller? United Arab 
Emirates

Travel to the Eye of the Emirates and search its 42 cabins for one of five clues. 
The other cabins all contain “Try Again” clues; regardless of a cabin's contents, a 
full revolution must be completed before getting out.

aras0112rb Arabic Specialty
United Arab 

Emirates

Who's got the brains in the team?: Eat a plate of a local delicacy – brains.

First requires travelling to Raghdan Restaurant.

It's never specified what animal the brains come from.

aras0112ri2 Sliders United Arab 
Emirates

Drive to Wild Wadi and ride the Jumeirah Sceirah waterslide, one at a time.

Culture clearly wasn't the design brief of this visit, but... seriously?

aras0113ri1 Block to the Future United Arab 
Emirates

Before leaving the Pit Stop, assemble a set of puzzle pieces to form an image 
representing the (unknown) final destination country.

Unusually, teams do not get money for this leg until after the puzzle is solved.

aras0113cc Cats Malaysia Upon landing in Kucing, “a cat statue will lead” to the next clue.



aras0113dt Brain or Brawn Malaysia

Brain: Travel to India Street and find a marked stall, then assemble a park bench, 
using only a photo on a product-placed camera for reference. Brawn: Travel to 
the waterfront and find a marked stall, then use yokes to deliver 30kg of fruit to 
a nearby boat.

aras0113ri2 Why the Long Race? Malaysia Drive to Sarawak Cultural Village and search the longhouses for a clue. There are 
several hidden clueboxes, but only one contains correct clues.

aras0113ri3 Blow Pipes Malaysia
Use a blowpipe to hit hanging pineapples a short distance away, taking turns.  
Bottom halves are painted red or yellow, and each player must get three darts 
into their chosen colour without hitting the other colour.

aras0113rb Ropes Course Malaysia

Who can swing like Tarzan?: Complete an aerial ropes course.

First requires driving to Permai Rainforest Resort.

Yes. The final task of the race is first come, first served. Well done, show.

Season Two
Reference Title Location Details

aras0201ri1 Echolocation Singapore
Search the area within 300m of the start line for a marked taxi with a model of  
the  landmark shown in a provided photo on its  dashboard.  Each team has  a 
different photo and thus a different taxi to find.

aras0201ri2 Follow the Leader Singapore Use a product-placed GPS to navigate your taxi driver to the next destination.

aras0201dt Dare or Stair Singapore

Dare:  Complete  a  hand-over-hand  traverse  between  two skyscraper  rooftops 
181m above the ground, one at a time. Stair: Climb 45 flights of stairs to the  
rooftop of one skyscraper, walk back down and cross to the adjacent skyscraper, 
then climb another 45 flights to its rooftop.

aras0201ri3 Eight is Enough Philippines

Travel to Plaza Miranda, find a marked market stall, and eat a total of eight balut.

Non-elimination; the spared team will get a 30-minute penalty if they do not win 
the next leg.

aras0202rb Pila Laguna Carabao Philippines

Who has an animal instinct?: Steer an ox-plow around a figure-eight course. If 
you need assistance, you must start again.

First requires travelling to a nearby rice field.

aras0202ri Give and Receive Philippines
Travel  to  a  product-placed  service  station  in  Manila  and  load  four crates  of 
supplies into a jeepney, then ride to an orphanage to deliver them.

aras0202dt Heel or Wheel Philippines

Heel: Sort a pile of 500 mixed shoes into their pairs.  Wheel: Assemble a bike, 
using only a finished bike for reference.

Both first require travelling to Carreido LRT station.

aras0203ri1 Cash In, Cash Out China
Travel to a product-placed bank branch in Causeway Bay, then count the local 
currency in a pile.

aras0203ri2 Lost and Found New Zealand Use  a  product-placed  camera  to  photograph  three  specific  items  throughout 
Howick Historical Village, using only semi-cryptic hints for assistance.

aras0203rb Auckland Bridge  
Bungy Jump

New Zealand
Who wants to take the plunge?: Bungy jump 40m from Auckland Harbor Bridge.

First requires driving to said bridge.

aras0203dt Wall or Waka New Zealand

Wall: Drive to Birkenhead Leisure Centre and climb up an indoor rock wall to 
collect a flag, one at a time, then have one player climb back up to grab a clue.  
Waka: Drive to Lake Pupuke and paddle a waka'ama canoe around a course to 
collect flags from three different buoys.

aras0203ri3 Darkness... New Zealand

Drive to Spookers Haunted House and walk along a set path through the facility.

“Reputed to be more terrifying  than  The Exorcist.”  Um...  all  right  then,  Allan. 
Whatever you say, dear.

aras0204ri1 ...Falls New Zealand Drive to Okere Falls and complete a one-mile whitewater sledging course.



aras0204ri2 Gotta Jet New Zealand
Drive to Lake Tikitapu and steer a jetboat around a marked course in the water, 
with one player driving and the other navigating. Fail and return to the end of 
the line.

aras0204rb Hell's Gate Mud Baths New Zealand

Who's the real stick in the mud?: Enter a mud pit and search for one of several 
carved wooden sticks hidden beneath the surface.

First requires driving to Hell's Gate.

aras0204dt Flax or Sticks New Zealand

Flax: Use an instructional sheet to weave a Maōri headband from flax leaves. 
Sticks: Learn and perform a Maōri stick throwing routine.

Both first require driving to Te Puia.

Screaming greeter? Oh, my. Bedroom's that way.

aras0205ri1 Wax Lyrical Japan Use a product-placed video camera to record one team member singing Sakura 
with a local. Lyrics are provided.

aras0205ri2 Still Life Japan

Travel to Shibuya Mark City and search a group of cosplayers for the one shown 
in a photo on a product-placed camera.

Is... is this a task literally based on “You Asians all look the same” racism?

aras0205dt Catch It or Cart It Japan

Catch It: Travel to a specified restaurant in Shibuya and use ricepaper scoops to 
pick up 40 goldfish in a bucket of water. Cart It: Collect a yukata kimono from 
Dry Cleaner #24 in Shibuya, then carry it to a specified address.

The clue (and teams) call the tasks You Catch It and You Cart It.

aras0205rb Ice Puzzle Japan

Who is cold and calculating?: Arrange four ice-covered blocks with letters on 
each side so that they spell the name of an unknown Japanese city. Several cities  
are possible, but only one will be accepted as correct.

First requires travelling to Icebar Tokyo.

There is no rest period at this leg's Pit Stop and the episode ends with the first 
team arriving. (It's not too surprising when the entire leg takes place in Tokyo 
but the Pit Stop randomly requires a train trip across the country to Fukuoka.)

aras0206ri Get Your Kicks South Korea Travel to Jongro Academy and complete a brief taekwondo lesson, then break 
three boards each by kicking them.

aras0206dt Slither or Deliver South Korea

Slither: Find a marked stall in Jagalchi Market and each collect a coin from the 
bottom of a tank of live octopus. Deliver: Collect three large trays of food from a  
restaurant in Jagalchi Market and deliver the food to nearby addresses before 
returning the trays. (This Detour has a Yield attached.)

aras0206rb Lock and Key  
Yongdusan Park

South Korea

Who has the patience? That's the key.: Use a provided key to unlock one padlock 
among dozens placed on a gate.

First requires travelling to Yongdusan Park.

aras0207rb Soybean Jars South Korea
Who's bean the most patient?: Search beneath the lids of 1500 soybean storage 
urns for one of six hidden clues. One clue also contains a product-placed $50 
bonus for the team that finds it.

aras0207ri Swanning Around South Korea Drive to Woncheon Resort and pedal a swanboat to a buoy with clues attached.

aras0207dt Too Ho or Too Heavy South Korea

Too Ho: Throw three bamboo rods into a narrow urn from four and a half metres 
away, taking turns to throw. Too Heavy: Load 30 pieces of firewood onto a jigae, 
then deliver the wood to a nearby house.

Non-elimination; the spared team has their savings confiscated and will not get  
any at the start of the next leg.

aras0208cc Saint Misbehavin' Czech Republic Travel to Charles Bridge, where “the holey statue will lead you to your next clue.”

aras0208rb Rescue a Damsel
in Distress

Czech Republic
Who will rescue a damsel in distress... and not take all knight?: Put on a suit of 
armour and search Old Town Square for a damsel in distress “at the Prince”, then 
exchange a provided key for a clue.



aras0208ri Family Reunion Czech Republic

Travel  to  Beroun Town Square and search among locals with product-placed 
phones for one with your picture as its background, then watch a video message 
from your loved ones.

Marc and Rovilson's friend “Sam” later competed in season three as “Geoff”.

aras0208dt Blow or Bow Czech Republic

Blow: Drive to Ruckl Crystal and use glasscarving tools to carve an eight-pointed 
star into the base of a glass. Bow: Drive to an archery range in Nizbor and each 
use a crossbow to hit a target with an arrow.

Non-elimination; the spared team will get a 30-minute penalty if they do not win 
the next leg.

aras0209ri1 Step it Up Czech Republic Travel to Petrin Hill and count the number of stairs in its observation tower.

aras0209ri2 Row Row Row Czech Republic Paddle a rowboat across the Vltava River to a dock, using only a compass and the 
dock's bearing to find it.

aras0209iri A Bunch of Slappers Czech Republic
Travel to Letnany Arena and each score three hockey goals from set points on 
the ice. There is no goalkeeper.

aras0209idt Snap or Roll Czech Republic

Snap: Find three specific landmarks on foot and use a product-placed camera to 
photograph each,  then deliver  the camera to the statue of  Josef  Manes.  Roll:  
Collect two 50kg beer kegs to Hostinec U Vahy and roll them through the streets 
to the Admiral Botel.

aras0209rb Ten Metre Pool Dive Czech Republic
Who wants to make a splash?:  Change into a swimsuit and jump off a ten-metre 
diving board into the pool below.

aras0210dt Pitch or Pull Hungary

Pitch: Use pitchforks to load a pile of hay onto a cart, then deliver it to a farmer.  
Pull: Enter a goat pen and extract 200ml of milk from a goat.

The player complaints about the heat were valid – this leg was filmed in the  
middle of a heatwave and the task took place in the middle of the hottest day on 
record in that region of Hungary.

aras0210rb Fun Extreme Canopy  
Flying Fox

Hungary

It all adds up to a zoom with a view. Who's up for it?: Ride a series of ziplines  
through the treetops, adding a series of numbers written on signs along the way.  
Give the wrong total and repeat the entire course before guessing again.

First requires driving to Fun Extreme Canopy in Visegrad.

aras0210cc Cash In Hungary

Find the next destination, given only a 1000 forint note for assistance.

Non-elimination; the spared team will get a 30-minute penalty if they do not win 
the next leg.

aras0211cc Princess Reach Hungary

Drive to Budapest, “where the Little Princess will lead you to your next clue”.

The clue feels the need to confirm Budapest is in Hungary. Helpful. (Arguably it  
wasn't intended as a cryptic clue at all and players just overthought it, but still.)

aras0211ff
Count Vertical Bars  

Elizabeth Bridge Hungary
Travel to Elizabeth Bridge and complete a mystery task: Counting the bars and 
support  struts  on  the  handrail  on  one  side  of  the bridge,  then  entering  the 
answer as the combination to open a safe containing the Fast Forward clue.

aras0211rb
Treasure Chest  

Labyrinth Hungary
Who is ready for The Raiders of the Lost Clue?: Use a lantern to search the Buda  
Castle labyrinth for a box containing clues. There are several decoy boxes.

aras0211ri Grave Robbery Hungary Collect a pedicab from the south end of Margaret Island, travel to St. Margaret's  
grave, find a 'souvenir' (a plush rabbit), and bring it back to the pedicab rank.

aras0211dt Say It or Play It Hungary

Say It:  Correctly  pronounce the names of  the fourteen Hungarian  kings  with 
statues at Heroes'  Square. Asking for help is allowed, but each local can only 
help with one name. Play It: Solve each side of a Rubik's Cube, taking turns to  
solve one side at a time. Solving the full cube at the same time is not required. 
(This Detour has a Yield attached.)

aras0212ri1 Peak Performance South Africa

Drive to the summit of Signal  Hill  and search the mountaintop for a cluebox. 
There are several clueboxes in the area, but only one has correct clues.

Not helped by the weather being ridiculously, ridiculously foggy.



aras0212rb Killarney Race Track South Africa
Who's feeling the need for speed?: Drive an racecar around eight laps of a track. 
A pit stop must be taken after the fourth; take longer than seven minutes to pull  
in, wait an extra five minutes before returning to the track.

aras0212ri2 Local Colour South Africa
Collect a set of painting supplies from a product-placed car, take them to a local  
orphanage, and paint a marked section of the wall before donating a US$5000 
cheque from said product-placement sponsors to the orphanage.

aras0212ri3 Cheeting Death South Africa Collect a clue from a cluebox in the middle of a cheetah enclosure.

aras0212dt
In One End or
Out the Other South Africa

In One End: Prepare 100kg of elephant feed and wait for the elephants to eat it 
all. Out the Other: Use wheelbarrows and shovels to remove all of the elephant 
manure from a marked enclosure.

Both tasks first require travelling to a nearby elephant habitat.

aras0213ri1 Past Presents Future South Africa
Part 1: Drive to District Six Museum and work out which of the street names 
shown on displayed signs  will  unlock a  product-placed computer to  reveal  a 
clue. Part 2: Find a marked plaque about apartheid and read it aloud.

aras0213dt Search or Assemble South Africa

Search: Drive to the Scratch Patch and search among hundreds of thousands of 
gemstones for three marked stones. Assemble: Drive to Bishop's Master Wires 
and Beadcraft,  then assemble a  working wire art radio using  only  a finished 
radio for reference.

The clue (and teams) call the tasks Search and Sound.

aras0213ri2 Penalty Shootout South Africa
Drive to FC Kapstadt and score three penalty goals playing soccer against a local 
goalkeeper, taking turns to kick.

aras0213ri3 Sands of Time South Africa

Drive to Atlantis Dunes and ride quadbikes along a course with eighteen covers 
along the way, lifting one at a time to reveal either a clue or an hourglass. It is not 
required to lift every cover; find an hourglass and wait for the sand to run out 
before continuing. Hourglasses are different sizes.

aras0213ri4 Predict the Future South Africa

Travel to Cape Point Historic Lighthouse and guess the final destination country.

No, literally. Guess it. (It's possible to use metalogic and guess Singapore since 
last season also started and ended in the same country, but other than that there 
are no hints given.)

aras0213rb Tanjong Beach Singapore
Who can flag their worldly knowledge?:  Select the flags of the nations visited 
during the race from a group containing several decoys, then put them in the 
order visited.

Season Three
Reference Title Location Details

aras0301ri1 Gross Out Thailand Travel to Khaosan Road and find a marked food stall, then eat one large bowl of a 
mystery local delicacy: fried insects and frogs.

aras0301ri2 Tall Order Thailand
Travel to a product-placed service station and clean the outside of a bus.

The clue for the task only specifies teams are to wash “a marked vehicle”.

aras0301ri3 Enlightenment Thailand

Take a charter bus to Wat Phai Rong Wua and search the temple grounds in the 
dark for one of several hidden clues, then return to the buses to ride to the next 
destination.  The first  two buses depart twenty minutes after they arrive;  the  
third bus waits for all teams to finish.

aras0301dt Race or Rice Thailand

Race: Travel to Chiang Mai X-Centre and drive an off-road buggy along an eight-
kilometre course. Rice: Travel to a farm and use wooden mallets to pound rice 
into a thick paste, then shape it into two rice balls.

The leg's greeter was season two contestant Paula, who represented Thailand.

aras0302ri1 Line Up Thailand

Travel to Flight of the Gibbon and ride a series of ziplines through the treetops.

The leg seems to have been planned knowing the episode would be extended to 
90 minutes, which seems odd given it's... you know, the second episode. Why not  
extend the premiere instead, especially when half of this leg happens closer to 
the first Pit Stop than the second.



aras0302rb Paintball Snipers Thailand
Who's steady under fire?: Run across a banana field to grab a backpack with a 
clue inside,  while avoiding  several  stationary  paintball  snipers.  Get  shot  and 
return to the start of the course.

aras0302ri2 Nokia Game Vietnam Travel to Saigon Pho cafe and each complete three laps in a racing game on a  
product-placed mobile phone.

aras0302dt Sampan or
Some Walk

Vietnam
Sampan: Load a pile of fruit into a sampan, then paddle it through the Cai Be  
Floating Market to a marked vendor. Some Walk: Travel to a chicken farm, catch 
20 chickens in a pen, then use shoulderbaskets to take them to the local market.

aras0302ri3 A Friend in Need Vietnam

Choose a representative of one of nine local charities, consult with them, then 
buy US$500 worth of supplies for the charity and take them to the charity before  
collecting a clue from the Ho Chi Minh City main post office.

Most of the charities used are orphanages; this doesn't stop the task from being  
sponsored by a beer company.

aras0303ri1 Fixer Upper Vietnam

Choose a waiting jeep (which will be used for the rest of the leg), then replace its  
tyres and change its oil.

The oil is product-placed and there are many signs for the sponsor all around 
the facility used for the task, which is presented as being owned by the sponsor 
company; the same location was reused for an identical task on the Australian 
version with no such mentions.

aras0303rb Collect 7 Coins Vietnam

Who's in line for a king's ransom?: Ride in your jeep to Minh Mang Tomb and 
collect  seven  coins  representing  Nguyen  emperors  from  tables  around  the 
complex, then return and perform a mystery task: putting them in chronological 
order as hinted to by the signs on each table.

aras0303dt Sticks or Stalks Vietnam
Sticks: Drive to a workshop and follow an ongoing demonstration to make ten 
sticks  of  incense.  Stalks:  Drive  to a  farm and beat  a  large  pile  of  rice  stalks  
against a basket to release the rice.

aras0303ri2 Cyclo, Sweet Chariot Vietnam Travel by cyclo to the Pit Stop, with one player riding and one pedalling.

aras0304dt Shoot It or Shape It Taiwan

Shoot It: Drive to the Miniatures Museum of Taiwan and use a product-placed 
camera to photograph an unknown item (a miniature clue envelope) among the 
exhibits. Shape It: Drive to Raohe St. Night Market and solve four tangrams with 
oversized pieces.

aras0304ri Blind Ambition Taiwan

Drive to the Institute of the Blind for Taiwan and translate a Braille message, 
with one player feeling raised dots while blindfolded and the other looking at a  
translation chart.

At the end of the task, one clue contains a product-placed US$20,000 cheque; the 
team who gets this clue is temporarily delayed while they return to donate the  
cheque to the Institute.

aras0304rb Stinky Tofu Taiwan Who nose a good challenge when they smell one?: Eat a large bowl of stinky tofu.

aras0305ri Discworld Taiwan Drive to a product-placed store and search 1000 Bluray discs for one of several  
which will display a “correct” message when played.

aras0305ff Get a Tattoo Taiwan
Drive  to  a  specified  intersection  and  complete  a  mystery  task:  walking  to  a  
nearby tattoo parlour and each getting a tattoo in a set design.

aras0305rb Dig for Souvenir Taiwan Can you dig it?: Push a minecart full of coal down a track, then search through 
the coal to find a hidden 'souvenir' – a medal-like token.

aras0305dt Pick or Pail Taiwan

Pick: Drive to a mall in downtown Taipei and collect three plush toys from a claw 
machine. Pail: Drive to Grand Tong Temple and fill a bucket with water, then use 
a pole to carry it up a steep path to a monk without the water spilling beneath a 
set height.

aras0306ri Sport of Kings China Upon landing in Hong Kong, travel to King's Park and run through a group of  
training rugby players (with product-placed sponsors mentioned) to a cluebox.

aras0306dt Get Fishy or Get Lucky China
Get Fishy: Walk to a Graham Street, then clean, gut, and scale fifteen fish. Get  
Lucky: Walk to Mee Lun Street and  bite through a pile of fortune cookies on a 
table to find one with a specific message inside. Each team has its own table.



aras0306rb Find a Handbag China

Who's got an eye for the ladies?: Choose one of several different handbags, then 
enter the Ladies' Market and find a patrolling customer with an identical bag.

Accidental  handbag  stealing  and  thinly-veiled  “We're  lesbians,  we  both  do!” 
double entendre entirely optional. But hilarious.

Non-elimination; the spared team has their savings confiscated and will not get  
any at the start of the next leg.

aras0307ri Get Fishy Again China Collect two bagged goldfish from a market in Mong Kok, then deliver them to a  
pet store on Bonham Strand.

aras0307rb Climb Mast China

Who wants to climb the ladder to success?: Climb the interior service ladders 
from Macau Tower's observation deck to the top of its spire. (This task has a 
Yield attached.)

Due to weather becoming unsafe for the task, it essentially becomes a second 
Yield for the later teams.

aras0307ri Draggin' Around China Travel to Sai Van Lake and find the dragon boat pier, then paddle a dragon boat 
around a buoy and back without assistance.

aras0307dt Dance or Chance China
Dance: Travel back to Senado Square, then learn and perform a two-person lion 
dance  routine.  Chance:  Travel  to  Hotel  Grand  Macau  and  win  nine  hands  of 
blackjack against a dealer.

aras0307ri Chinese Zodiac China

Use a series of logic puzzle-style hints to place twelve lanterns marked with the  
Chinese Zodiac animals on a pair of rails in the correct order, then enter the 
adjacent Pit Stop courtyard.

Non-elimination; the spared team will get a 30-minute penalty if they do not win 
the next leg.

aras0308rb Bungy Jump China
Who wants a bird's eye view?: Bungy jump from Macau Tower.

No comment.

aras0308ri1 Show Your Wares China

Travel  back  to  Hong  Kong  and find  a  product-placed  cargo  warehouse,  then 
search hundreds of  piled parcels  for one with your names on it,  reading the 
message inside (a letter from your loved ones) before getting a clue.

The first team to finish the Road Block gets a helicopter ride back to Hong Kong; 
other teams must take a ferry back.

Why would anybody send a letter inside a parcel with no other contents?

aras0308ri2 Luck of the Indians India
Enter Neelam Kulangara Devi Temple and receive a traditional blessing for luck 
from a Hindu priest.

aras0308ri3 Trunk Dunk India Travel to SPS Temple in Kumbalam and wade into a pond, then use coconut husk 
to wash a series of ceremonial chalk markings from an elephant.

aras0308dt Fish or Fill India
Fish: Travel to a set of shoreline fishing nets and carry six 20kg fish to a nearby 
restaurant, making as many trips as needed. Fill: Travel to a Hindu temple and 
use rice powder to fill in a mandala outline to match the finished drawing.

aras0309ri1 Play Cricket India

Hit a cricket ball bowled by a local player so that it hits a target on the ground a  
short distance behind the bowler. Switch batters after every six balls; fail to hit  
the target within 36 balls and get an immediate ten-minute time penalty before 
receiving the clue.

aras0309ri2 Follow My Voice India Use a product-placed GPS to navigate your taxi driver to the next destination.

aras0309rb Correct Pheta India
Who has the better pheta?: Search the phetas (turbans) worn by 50 patrolling 
men for one of several with the word “correct” printed on the wound fabric. Find 
a wrong pheta and retie it before continuing.

aras0309ri3 Jokers to the
Left of Me

India
Collect a product-placed camera from an electronics store, then record a local  
telling a joke before bringing it back. If the store employees approve of the joke, 
the clue will be given.



aras0309dt Push or Crush India

Push: Travel to Datta Shinde pottery shop and load 75 pots onto a pushcart, then 
deliver them through the street to a nearby market. At least 70 pots must arrive 
intact. Crush: Travel to a market and prepare and sell 40 glasses of sugarcane 
juice, earning at least 200 rupees. (This Detour has a U-Turn attached.)

Non-elimination; the spared team will get a 30-minute penalty if they do not win 
the next leg.

aras0310ri1 The Dating Game India

Using a product-placed ATM and bankcard, make a withdrawal using the year 
Gandhi was born as the PIN. Fail  to get it  right in three attempts and get an 
immediate ten-minute penalty before the clue is given.

To  make  the  task  easier,  the  location  visited  immediately  beforehand  was  a 
statue of Gandhi with the needed information shown, and teams are specifically 
told to “take note” of what they see.

aras0310ri2 Lost and Fort Oman
Drive to Nizwa Fort and search its grounds for a hidden clue. There are several 
clueboxes on the premises, but only one has correct clues inside.

aras0310dt Carpet or Count It Oman

Carpet: Walk to a carpet shop and find two carpets with specific design elements 
on them, using only close-up photos on product-placed cameras for assistance. 
Count It: Walk to a perfume store and count the number of dried limes in a sack, 
using only an empty basket for assistance. Each sack has a different total.

Switching tasks four times, Geoff and Tisha?

aras0310rb Traverse Canyon Oman
Who's  ready for  a cliffhanger?:  Complete  a  hand-over-hand traverse across  a 
60m-deep canyon to collect a clue, then traverse back to the start.

aras0311ri1 Hump It Oman Drive to Said's Camel Farm and lead ten camels from a hitching post to a nearby 
holding pen.

aras0311rb Locate Key Oman

Who holds the key to your final destination?: Use a metal detector to search a  
marked area for a buried key, then use it to unlock a cluebox. There are 70 keys 
buried, but only seven will open the lock.

First requires driving to Hubra Sands.

aras0311ri2 Chill Out Thailand

Travel to Thai Trade Food Ice Factory and search a barrel of ice shavings for an 
ice cube. No lifting or tipping the barrel.

How were they sure the cube wouldn't melt in the summer sun?

aras0311ri3 Middle of Nowhere Thailand Navigate a longboat driver to a fishing boat anchored in between two landmarks.

aras0311dt Pull or Plunge Thailand

Pull: Kayak to a pearl farm and search 900 submerged oyster lines for one of  
several marked oyster shells. Plunge: Snorkel in a marked area to find a giant 
clam containing a pearl.

Both first require travelling to Ko Rang Yai.

aras0311ri4 Treasure Island Thailand
Dig in a marked area to find a buried treasure chest, then get it out and carry it  
down a trail to the finish line.

Season Four
Reference Title Location Details

aras0401rb Step Count Malaysia
Who can you count on to deliver?: Count the number of stairs  in an outdoor  
staircase while carrying an offering to a Hindu priest at the top. Give the wrong  
total and carry the offering back down before starting again.

aras0401cc Past Prologue Malaysia

Find the Pit Stop from episode eight of The Amazing Race 16, then search for  
'Baldwin' and find a hidden clue.

The clue is hidden in plain sight as the lyrics for a piece of sheet music (naturally, 
for Amazing Grace).

aras0401ri Best Futsal Forward Malaysia
Drive to a futsal field and each defend a goal net against a set number of penalty 
kicks  from  a  young  player.  For  each  goal  scored,  an  immediate  two-minute 
penalty will be given at the end of the task.



aras0401dt Flags or Rags Malaysia

Flags: Find five nautical flags hidden in different places around a cruise liner,  
using only clues given in ship lingo for assistance. Rags: Use a product-placed 
camera to photograph your partner, with one player riding a window-washing 
ledge to a set cabin and the other searching for them on foot.

Non-elimination; the spared team will get a 30-minute penalty if they do not win 
the next leg.

aras0402ri1 Remember Where 
We Parked

Malaysia Upon landing in Kota Kinabalu, search the airport car park for one of ten marked 
vehicles hidden in different places.

aras0402ri2 Gettin' Lucky Malaysia Drive to Tuaran and participate in a traditional Murut good luck ritual.

aras0402ri3 Chicken Out Malaysia

Drive to Kota Kinabalu Night Market and find a marked stall, then eat as many 
chicken balls as possible. Eat a total of 100 to get the clue;  whichever pair eats 
the  most  gets  a  mystery  prize:  a  twenty-minute  headstart  at  an  hours-of-
operation bunch the next morning.

aras0402rb Seawalk Malaysia

Who holds the key to sea your next clue?: Wearing a diving helmet, slide a key  
along a rope wound through a submerged fence to release it, then unlock a buoy 
with a clue attached. There is an unstated time limit; run out of time and get the 
standard four-hour quitting penalty.

aras0402dt
Rapid Water or

Rapid Fire Malaysia

Rapid Water: Paddle a bamboo raft down a short whitewater course, using only 
poles to steer. Rapid Fire: Use slingshots to fire pebbles at a hanging bamboo 
target. Each player must hit the target once.

Both first require returning to the mainland and driving to the Kiulu River.

aras0403ri1 Advance Screening Malaysia

Upon landing back in Kuala Lumpur, travel to a product-placed tower and search 
a wall of TV screens showing different slideshows for one with a Buddha among  
its images, then select the corporate logo in that screen's slideshow from a set of 
decoys. Get it wrong and receive an immediate two-minute penalty before being 
allowed to look at the screens.

Or you could just pick a logo randomly and get it right without doing anything.

aras0403ri2 Bless Again Sri Lanka Upon  landing  in  Colombo,  travel  to  Gangaramaya  Temple  and  receive  a 
traditional Buddhist blessing.

aras0403dt Count or Carry Sri Lanka

Count: Find a marked stall and correctly count the number of fish in a provided 
crate. Carry: Use flatbed trolleys to transport twelve 20kg blocks of ice from a  
truck to a marked stall.

Both first require travelling to Pettah Market.

aras0403ri3 Nuts to This Sri Lanka Travel to the Shashikala Peanuts stall on Nugegoda Road, collect twenty bags of 
peanuts, and sell them for 15 rupees each.

aras0403rb Shirt Making Sri Lanka

Who  can  reap  what  they  sew?:  Use  a  sewing  machine  to  sew  a  shirt  from 
provided pieces of fabric, with only a finished shirt for reference. (This task has a 
Yield attached.)

First requires travelling to the Trendy Connections warehouse, where the Yield 
is waiting outside the building.

Non-elimination; the spared team will get a 30-minute penalty if they do not win 
the next leg.

aras0404ff Head Shave Sri Lanka Travel to Galle Bus Station and complete a mystery task: walking to a nearby 
street barber and having both your heads shaved.

aras0404rb Unlock the Past Sri Lanka
Who can unlock the past?: Find out the year Sri Lanka changed its name from  
Ceylon, then find a treasure chest on a nearby beach and use the answer to open  
its combination lock to grab the clue inside.

aras0404ri1 Phoning it In Sri Lanka

Travel to a product-placed phone store and search among hundreds of ringing 
mobile phones in a barrel for one with a “correct” SMS stored on it.

Why are the phones ringing if teams are looking for text messages?



aras0404ri2
Mask and Ye
Shall Receive Sri Lanka

Travel by bus to Ambalangoda and find a mask stall, collect a photo of a mask,  
then search a nearby street festival for the person wearing that mask.

aras0404dt Coconut Course or  
Language Course

Sri Lanka

Coconut Course: Travel to a coconut plantation, then climb a 50-foot tree, cross a 
two-rope traverse to collect a jug of sap, and return to the ground, one at a time. 
Language  Course:  Travel  to  a  school  and  work  with  a  student  to  learn  ten 
common words in Sinhalese, then recite them all when tested.

aras0405ri Pukpuk Palayok Philippines
Smash a hanging pot, with one player blindfolded and swinging a pole while the 
other uses only a tambourine to provide directions.

aras0405dt Jig or Pig Philippines
Jig: Learn and perform a traditional harvest festival dance to the approval of two 
judges. Pig: With greased arms, catch four piglets in a muddy pen and deliver 
them to an adjacent pen. Two pigs each, taking turns. 

aras0405iri Clean Up in Aisle 4 Philippines

Travel to Misibis Bay Eco Park and clean the debris in a marked section of beach.

It sure is lucky the beach happened to be “storm-ravaged” shortly before teams 
raced through the region. And that there were four equal piles of debris.

aras0405rb Search the Fish Farm Philippines

Who prefers to paddle patiently?: Kayak to an offshore fish farm, then search 
among hundreds of clue envelopes on bamboo frames for one of several with 
'correct' written on its rear.

First requires travelling to a nearby beach.

The leg winners are given a bonus prize at the start of the next leg: a helicopter 
ride to the airport. To allow for the flight, they are forced to depart last, although 
all teams are bunched at the airport anyway.

aras0406ri A Cut Above New Zealand
Drive to Pillan's Paddock and use a two-handed saw to cut five slices from a log,  
then each cut two more slices alone.

aras0406dt Plunge or Swing New Zealand

Plunge:  One  at  a  time,  bungy  jump  134m  from  the  Nevis  Platform.  Swing: 
Perform  a  tandem  canyong  swing  from  153m  above  the  Nevis  Valley.  (This 
Detour has a U-Turn attached.)

Both first require driving to the Nevis adventure sports complex.

aras0406ri Balls New Zealand

Drive to Queenstown Events Centre and score a try playing rugby against three 
professionals (including two former All Blacks), then score a conversion goal. 
Fail to get a conversion in ten attempts and get an immediate ten-minute penalty 
before the clue is given.

aras0406rb Avalanche Rescue New Zealand

Who will comeWho will come to the rescue?: Use an avalanche beacon to find 
one of several objects buried in a large snowfield, then dig it up.

First requires driving to the first aid station at the Coronet Peak ski resort.

aras0407ri1 Slope a Dope New Zealand
Walk to Kaser Lift and each ski down a simple slalom course, passing through 
two sets of gates and across the finish line without falling over.

aras0407dt Pen or Pinot New Zealand

Pen: Drive to a specified farm and pick a paddock containing fifteen sheep, then 
herd the three marked sheep into a smaller  corral.  Pinot:  Drive  to Peregrine 
Winery and transport an empty wine barrel up a hill, then use buckets to fill it 
with 228 litres of red wine.

aras0407ri2 Mail Away New Zealand
Drive  to Arrowtown Post  Office  and  mail  a  memory card  (upon which video 
messages to loved ones were recorded at the previous Pit Stop).

aras0407ri3 Quay Code Australia

Upon  landing  in  Sydney,  travel  to  Circular  Quay  and  find  a  man  holding  an 
umbrella  in  his  right  hand,  asking  him “Any  clue about  the  weather,  mate?”.  
Though there are several around, only one will give the next clue when asked.

In the exposition footage, the man is holding the umbrella in his LEFT hand.

aras0407ri4 Bedding Down Australia

Travel to a product-placed hotel and make a waiting bed to the hotel's standards 
within ten minutes. Fail to do so within four attempts and get an immediate ten-
minute penalty. The pair with the fastest time wins a bonus prize: a hotel room  
upgrade at the next Pit Stop.



aras0407rb Flying Trapeze Australia

Who can fly through the air with the greatest of ease?: Work with a professional  
trapeze artist to complete a catch manoeuvre.

First requires travelling to the Circus Arts School at the Sydney Olympic Park.

There is no rest period at this leg's Pit Stop and the episode ends with the first 
team arriving. (The upgrade is delayed until the next Pit Stop.)

aras0408ri1 Fire Away Australia

Drive to Southport Indoor Pistol Club and take turns using a pistol to fire bullets  
at a target until both partners have hit it.

We're  shown the clue – which says  there are  red and  yellow sections  of  the 
target and each partner must hit one section – several times, but for the task 
itself the target is just red.

Odd choice for the Australian producers to link guns to local culture. Australia 
has some of the world's strictest gun control laws.

aras0408ri2 Tell Him He's 
Dreaming

Australia
Drive to Dreamworld and board the Giant Drop freefall ride, then search for a  
koala mascot waving a race flag and use a product-placed camera to photograph 
it before the ride ends.

aras0408rb Rally Driving Australia

Who  is  the  most  driven?:  Drive  a  rally  car  around  one  lap  of  a  dirt  course, 
finishing in 1 minute and 42 seconds or less.

First requires driving to the WRX Experience rally circuit.

aras0408ri3 The Big Dig Australia
Drive to Kurrawa Beach and dig within a marked area to find one of several 
buried clues.

aras0408dt
Bush Hunter or
Bush Chucker Australia

Bush Hunter: Take turns throwing spears until one partner hits a haybale target. 
Bush Chucker:  Take  turns  throwing boomerangs until  one leaves  a  throwing 
circle before returning and landing back inside it.

Both tasks  first  require  driving  to Coombabah  Farm and  painting  traditional 
Aboriginal designs on each others' faces. At the end of each task, one partner  
must eat a witchetty grub before the next clue is given.

aras0409ri1 Nothin' But Net Indonesia
Upon arrival in Lombok, search the fishing village where the ferry arrived for a 
hidden clue.

aras0409ri2 Rice to Meet You Indonesia Travel to Pura Lingsa and run across a courtyard to the clue while locals pelt you 
with powdered rice.

aras0409dt Above or Beyond Indonesia

Above: Travel to Mandalika Market and find a marked stall, then each balance a 
basket  on  your  head  and  deliver  them  to  a  second  stall  50m  away  without 
touching the basket. Beyond: Travel to the Chinese Cemetery and search on foot  
for the grave of Fam Sam Moy.

aras0409rb Dive Halik Reef Indonesia
Who can you count on to take a dive?: Put on SCUBA gear and dive in the Halik  
Reef to find a briefcase full of Indonesian currency for usage in the next task, 
then return to shore.

aras0409ri3 Money Money Money Indonesia
Travel by cidomo to a nearby cafe and count all  the money in your briefcase, 
entering the total into a product-placed computer. After three wrong answers, 
there is a ten-minute lockout after each incorrect guess.

aras0410cc Gimme a Hand South Korea Upon landing in Pohang, “you might need a hand or two to find your next clue”  
at the Hands of Harmony statue.

aras0410ri1 Perfect Match South Korea
One at a time, answer five opinion-based questions about the race, selecting a 
team as each answer. The second player must correctly match the five answers 
given by the first player; the number of right answers is given after each guess.

aras0410ri2 Bell on Earth South Korea Drive to Seokguram Grotto and ring the Reunification Bell three times.

aras0410dt Bow 'n' Arrow
or Rock 'n' Roll

South Korea

Bow 'n' Arrow: Archery. Pick a photo of a team and have it attached to the target,  
then hit the photo three times. Rock 'n' Roll: Stack rocks to make a ceremonial  
pagoda one metre tall.

Both first require driving to Hwarang Educational Institute.



aras0410rb Warrior Code South Korea

Who can crack the warrior code?: Run through three sets of gates guarded by  
warriors. The sets have different numbers of gates (three, four, and five) and 
warriors will only allow passage through one set gate. Get to the end without 
being stopped three times to get the next clue; fail and return to the back of the 
line.

First requires driving to Daereungwon Tomb Complex.

aras0411ri1 Lion Around Singapore Upon  landing,  find  a  lion  dancing  performance  at  the  Cavenagh  Bridge  and 
search it for a clue.

aras0411ri2 Got Crabs? Singapore
Travel to Red House Seafood Restaurant and extract 1kg of meat from freshly-
cooked crabs with only a nutcracker provided for assistance.

aras0411ri3 Cargo Singapore
Travel  to  one  of  four  product-placed  fuel  stations  and  search  for  a  marked 
vintage car, which will be used to reach the next task. Each station only has one 
car available.

aras0411dt Stay Up or Add Up Singapore

Stay  Up:  Travel  to  the  Wave House in  Sentosa and take  turns  riding  a  wave  
machine for as long as possible, repeating until your team's cumulative time is 
two minutes. Add Up: Travel to the G-Max Reverse Bungy and add three given  
numbers within ten seconds while being flung into the air.

aras0411ri4 A Kind of Magic Singapore
Travel to St. James Power Station and learn a simple escape illusion, with one 
partner as  the magician  and one  as  their  Lovely  Assistant,  then successfully 
complete it within two minutes.

aras0411rb Tightrope Walk Singapore

Who's prepared to go out on a limb?: Perform a two-rope traverse between two 
55th-floor balconies to collect a clue, then return to the start the same way.

First requires travelling to the Marina Bay Sands (also the site of the next task 
and the finish line, and sponsors of a holiday awarded earlier in the season).

aras0411ri5 Remember the Time Singapore

Quiz. Wade to each of seven clueboxes in a rooftop pool and read a multiple-
choice question about the season, then place a colour-coded lifering matching 
the correct answer around it. Get all seven right to get the final clue; no hints are  
given after a failed attempt.



Region: Latin AmericaRegion: Latin America

Season One
Reference Title Location Details

arla0101dt Flores or Árbol Brazil

Flores [Flowers]: Travel to Lago Negro, cross the lake in a pedalboat to collect a  
basket  of  flowers,  then return  to the dock.  Árbol  [Trees]:  Drive to Aldeia  do 
Papai Noel and search hundreds of hanging wooden tags outside Santa's grotto 
for one with 'The Amazing Race' written on it.

arla0101ri Role Models Brazil

Drive to Mini Mundo and search the model village for five characters shown in 
provided photographs, matching them to the landmarks where they are hidden.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arla0102rb Here's the Kicker Brazil

Who has good reflexes and a passionate heart?: Search a soccer stadium's seats  
for one of several uniform bags, then enter the goal and block a penalty kick 
from a local teenager. Fail to block a kick in five minutes and return to the back 
of the line.

arla0102sb News of the World Argentina

Use a van to deliver stacks of newspapers to five kiosks in the surrounding area.

The van broke down, making the task impossible to complete; despite this, and 
bunching allowing the affected team to finish the leg in third place, a four-hour  
penalty was given for not finishing and the team was eliminated.

arla0102ri Dino Might Argentina Assemble a model tyrannosaurus rex, using a full-scale skeleton for reference.

arla0102dt Caballos or 
Caballerizas

Argentina
Caballos [Horses]: Ride horses along a race track, collecting two flags from poles  
along the way. Caballerizas [Stables]: Completely clean a stable, delivering the 
mess to a storage area.

arla0103ff Toy Soldiers Argentina Travel to Monumento el Ejercito de los Andes and arrange 1000 toy soldiers of 
various types into a set formation.

arla0103rb Sticky Situation Argentina
Which of you is the bigger perfectionist?: Search a vineyard for one of several 
crates of wine bottles, carry them back, and affix their labels.

arla0103dt Aire or Piedras Argentina
Aire [Air]: Drive to Argentina Rafting and ride a zipline over a river, one at a  
time. Piedras [Rock]: Drive to Cerro Tunduqueral and search a hillside for a rock 
drawing matching that shown on a provided rock.

arla0103ri Love Letters Argentina
Drvie to Feria de Puente del Inca and collect two postcards, then each write a 
message of at least 50 words to your loved ones.

arla0104cc Cover Story Chile Find the next destination given only a book with a photo of it on its cover, then 
find the woman shown in said photo.

arla0104rb Ocean Freeze Chile
Who's ready to face the cold waters of the Pacific?: Jump from Muelle Baron into  
the water below, then swim to a buoy 30 metres away.

arla0104dt Mariscos or Carnada Chile Mariscos [Seafood]:  Eat a large serving of seafood stew each.  Carnada [Bait]: 
Bait 100 fishing hooks.

arla0105rb Learn and Earn Chile
Who has a scientific soul?: Complete three science experiments – making a giant 
bubble, using a joystick-controlled robot to move two small rocks to a marked 
area, then reading a cue card while spinning in a gyroscope.

arla0105ri Surf 's Up Peru Travel to Makaja Beach and paddle surfboards through the waves to a buoy a 
short distance offshore, then return to shore.

arla0105dt Dulce or Salado Peru

Dulce [Sweet]: Buy a bag of fortune cookies from Hong Kong Market, bite them  
to find one with a message inside, then find the same message on the paved tiles 
of Calle Capon. Salado [Salty]: Buy a chopping board and knives from Hong Kong 
Market, take them to Chifa restaurant, and chop two ducks, six pounds of onions, 
and ten bulbs of garlic.

arla0106rb One Small Step... Peru Who's an adrenalin junkie?: Bungy jump 122m from a crane.

arla0106dt Hojas or Granos Peru
Hojas [Leaves]: Hike up a steep path and search a bowl of assorted leaves for 
three coca leaves. Granos [Grains]: Transport 100 corn cobs up a terraced hill.



arla0106ri Grab Your Balls Peru

Unravel the wool balls on a provided tray to find a small ball inside one of them, 
then take it on foot to a nearby house.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arla0107rb Over; the Falls Colombia Who's ready to take a dirty bath?: Ride an ATV to Cascada la Papaya waterfall, 
abseil down it, and hike all the way back.

arla0107ri1 Sack Up Colombia
Fill  four empty coffee sacks with exactly 20kg of coffee beans each, then sew 
them shut and carry them to a storage area.

arla0107dt Visual or Táctil Colombia

Visual [Sight]: Travel to Virgilio Barco Library and study a famous local painting 
for fifteen seconds, then paint the white areas on a replica painting in the correct 
colours. Táctil [Touch]: Travel to Luisa Plata spa and receive a chocolate massage 
for a set period of time.

arla0107ri2 Ring Ring Colombia
Find a product-placed public telephone near the Santamaria bullring and ring a  
provided number, then get through an automated message to hear a clue.

arla0107sb Blow Back Colombia

Travel to Campo de Tejo los Bucaros and throw a ball to hit a small clay target,  
triggering a minor explosion.

The sign marking the start of the task is at the phone booth rather than truly  
being at the start of a task.

arla0108ri
Love in the Time

of Clueboxes Colombia
Arrange a series of lettered cards to spell a phrase from the famous local book  
Love in the Time of Cholera, then find the phrase in the book.

arla0108dt Hacia Adelante
or Hacia Arriba

Colombia

Hacia  Adelanta  [Onward]:  Collect  twelve  large  baskets  from  Baluarte  Santo 
Domingo and carry them to Baluarte San Pedro Martir. Hacia Arriba [Upward]:  
Travel to the harbour and climb the mast of a replica pirate ship to collect a flag, 
one at a time. (This Detour has a Yield attached.)

arla0108rb Sweet Tooth Colombia Who's got a bigger stomach?: Eat the contents of a jar of various local candies.

arla0109ri1 Devil's Advocate Panama Search a group of devil  buses for the one with the image section shown in a 
provided close-up photo.

arla0109dt Pasacables
or Timonel

Panama

Pasacables [Crewman]: Travel to Miraflores Locks and use lasso techniques to 
throw a total of three ropes over a bar high above. Six shots per turn; run out 
and return to the end of the line before continuing. Timonel [Captain]: Travel to 
Sidmar Marine Training School and use a simulator to safely sail a boat along the 
Panama Canal for fifteen minutes. (This Detour has a U-Turn attached.)

arla0109rb Lights Out Panama
Who's good at finding things?: Search among 60 freight train carriages for one of 
several  hidden  handlamps  which  can  be turned  on.  There  are  several  decoy 
lamps which cannot be turned on.

arla0109ri2 Tatts Entertainment Panama
Travel  to  San Antonio  Island and follow a demonstration to  draw traditional 
temporary tattoo designs on each other.

arla0110rb Batter Up
Dominican 

Republic

Who has strong arms?: Baseball. Try to hit balls pitched by a professional until  
you can make it to first base safely. Fail to do so within three pitches and return  
to the back of the line.

Wait. “Baseball” in Spanish really is “el Baseball”?

arla0110ri Leaf it to Me Dominican 
Republic

Watch a demonstration, then roll a total of ten cigars without assistance.

This task has a Yield attached, but not in the usual sense – having arrived by taxi 
the  night  before,  teams  must  drive  to  the  next  destination,  and  the Yield  is 
outside next to their cars (ie, at the end of the task rather than at the start).

arla0110dt Ofrenda or Astucia
Dominican 

Republic

Ofrenda [Match]: Use headlamps to search a cave for a small statue, then take it 
to a larger version of the statue deeper in the cave. Astucia [Patch]: Assemble a 
square from seven giant tangram pieces.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arla0111rb Buried Treasure Costa Rica
Who has the courage of a pirate?: Dig in a marked area to find a buried chest 
which can be opened with a provided ring of keys. Decoy chests are also buried.

arla0111dt Palas or Remos Costa Rica Palas [Shovels]: Create a sand sculpture of a seahorse, using a finished example  
for reference. Remos [Paddles]: Paddle a kayak to a windsurfer waiting offshore.



arla0111ri1 He Ain't Heavy... Costa Rica
Work out how to weigh eight coconuts on a set of scales to determine which is 
heavier than the others, using the scales only twice.

arla0111sb Six of the Best Costa Rica Travel to Manuel Antonio Hotel and clean six rooms.

arla0111ri2 Solar Roller Costa Rica
Enter a planetarium and arrange eleven balls representing planets and dwarf 
planets in the Solar System in order of their distance from the Sun. Fail to get the 
right answer in three minutes and return to the back of the line.

arla0112rb Insects: A Side Mexico Who loves traditional Mexican food?: Eat three open tacos filled with assorted 
local insects.

arla0112dt Altura or Profundidad Mexico

Altura [Height]: Climb up a greased pole to collect a ribbon each from the top, 
one at a time. Profundidad [Depth]: Snorkel in a shark-filled lagoon to collect a  
marked stone each from the lagoon floor.

Both tasks are first come first served and have three-minute time limits; if either 
player fails they must return to the back of that task's line.

arla0112ri Cave; In Mexico

Participate in a traditional Mayan ritual, then free rappel into an underground 
cavern and search the walls for a hidden clue.

There is no rest period at this Pit Stop; all teams arrive within the first episode.

arla0113cc Segway Segue Mexico
Drive Segways to the next destination, using only a photo of the product-placed 
location for reference.

arla0113rb
These Boots Were 
Made for Wrestlin' Mexico

Who has warrior spirit?: Enter a wrestling ring with three luchadores and grab a  
ribbon from one of their shoes within three minutes. Fail and return to the back 
of the line.

arla0113dt Mariachis or  
Trajineras

Mexico

Mariachis: Travel upriver to a boat with a mariachi band performing on it, then 
find a picture beneath one of the performers' hats. Trajineras: Search the docks 
for a specific boat, then search the empty vessel for a hidden clue.

Both first require travelling to the Xochimilco floating village.

arla0113ri Welcome Home Mexico

Season memory. Search a group of placards in the centre of the Olympic Stadium 
for those which show the season's  greeters  and Pit  Stop cities,  then arrange 
them in the right order on the edge of the field. There are decoy greeters and 
location cards.

Season Two
Reference Title Location Details

arla0201ri Earth, Wind & Fire Guatemala

Search hundreds of wooden glyph carvings for four with the glyphs for air, water,  
land, and fire.

Does the temple starting line look familiar? It was also used as the backdrop for  
several challenges in Survivor: Guatemala, the Maya Empire.

arla0201dt A Tus Manos
or A Tus Pies

Guatemala

A Tus Manos [At Your Hands]: Travel to the Tanque de la Union outdoor laundry 
and wash a bag of dirty clothes. A Tus Pies [At Your Feet]: Travel to Convento de 
Santa Clara  and fill  stencils  with coloured powder to make a  sawdust  carpet 
matching the finished example.

Only  four teams are  shown completing  tasks,  and  only  one of  the remaining 
seven is even shown attempting their chosen task.

arla0201rb People Pleaser Guatemala

Who's the better ethnologist?: Search Chichicastenango Market on foot for the 
couple wearing traditional clothes shown in a provided illustration.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arla0202ri1 On the Line Guatemala Walk to Atitlan Natural Reserve and ride a series of ziplines across the treetops.

arla0202sb Cut Away Mexico Walk to Casa de les Artesanias and use chisels to carve a set design into a sheet 
of hard candy.

arla0202ri2 Rolled Spice Mexico Use a rolling pin and a tray to grind a group of chillies into paste, filling a spoon.

arla0202ri3 Iced Iced Baby Mexico Part 1: Travel to Dulceria la Central, collect a tray of iced biscuits, and sell them 
to locals for a set price. Part 2: Collect a second tray and eat all of the biscuits.



arla0202ri4 Seeking Guidance Mexico
Travel on foot to each of seven churches, using only a photo to find each, then get 
a stamp from a waiting priest before travelling to the Zocalo.

arla0202dt Platazos or  
Garrotazos

Mexico

Platazos [Plates]: Solve a cryptic clue to identify a Mexican national hero, then 
search a marked store at Parian Market for lettered plates and arrange them to  
spell  his  name. Garrotazos [Poles]:  Solve a  cryptic  clue to identify  a Mexican 
national hero, travel to the Artists' Quarter and smash open a pinata to release a  
series of wooden letters including decoys, and arrange them to spell his name.

The clue for this task is presented on a product-placed laptop; these laptops can 
also be used to find the answers for the cryptic clues.

arla0203ri1 Pour Me Another Mexico
Watch a coffee-pouring demonstration, then fill all 33 cups on a table with milk  
and coffee without spilling anything.

arla0203ri2 Count Me In Mexico
Add the digits visible on the side of a shipping container, searching for the one  
container in a line where the total equals the answer provided in the clue, then 
have it opened. Each team has a different total.

arla0203ri3 Values Dissonance Mexico
Slide  puzzle.  Slide  a  series  of  tiles  marked  with  various  letters  to  spell  four 
words (of different lengths) shown on an adjacent monument.

arla0203rb You Make Me Feel
Like Dancing

Mexico

Who dances better?: Enter a group of dancing couples and cut in on one, dancing 
for one song before they reveal a numbered token. Match the number given in 
your clue to finish; fail and choose another couple. Each player has a different 
number to find.

arla0203dt Corazón Contento or  
Árido e Intrépido

Mexico
Corazón Contento [Hot]: Ride ATVs to a nearby restaurant and eat 14 toasted 
chillies.  Árido e Intrépido [Dry]: Ride ATVs to a nearby sand dune, then remain 
standing while sandboarding down to the bottom.

arla0203ri4 Fish Feud Mexico Gather specified amounts of  four different species of fish from docked boats, 
transferring them to storage crates.

arla0204ri Candles in the Wind Colombia
Buy eight candles and their holders, take them to the Basilica of  the Lord of 
Monserrate, then light them in their stairwell.

arla0204rb Colombia = Pot? Colombia Who is craftier?: Use a kickwheel to make a clay pot.

arla0204dt Arrear or Buscar Colombia

Arrear [Herd]: Herd three ostriches from a corral on one side of a clearing to a  
second corral on the other side without touching them. Buscar [Search]: Search 
in a marked field for two colour-coded ostrich eggs. Each team has a different 
colour to find.

arla0204db Turn Spike Colombia Volleyball. First team to five points gets the clue.

arla0205ri1 Light it Up Colombia Count the number of light poles in Plaza de Luz.

arla0205rb Floral Tribute Colombia
Who's better at flower arranging?: Place a series of flowers in a chair-like frame 
to make a memorial, then carry it to San Pedro Cemetery and find the grave of  
Carlos Gardel.

arla0205ri2 Silence in the Library Colombia Deliver a stack of books to the Biblioteca Espana, using only public transport.

arla0205ri3 Sight Unseen Colombia Watch a fish animation on a product-placed 3D television, then search a nearby 
aquarium for that species of fish and identify it.

arla0205dt Etiquetar or Voltear Colombia

Etiquetar [Shirts]: Fold, tag, and bag 100 T-shirts for shipping. Voltear [Pants]: 
Trim the loose threads from 150 trouser pockets.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arla0206dt Patoleo or Salto Colombia
Patoleo [Kicking]: Wearing life vests and using kickboards, swim two laps of an 
Olympic-size swimming pool, one at a time. Salto [Jumping]: Diving in unison, 
perform forward flips from a 3m springboard into the pool below.

arla0206sb
Whatever Floats

Your Boat Venezuela
Travel to the Ucaima docks and use a grinder to smooth a dugout canoe shell, 
then push a second canoe into the water.

arla0206ri1 The Grate Escape Venezuela Walk to Waku Lodge and load five kilograms of cassava each into traditional 
carriers, cross a series of log balance beams to reach a grate, then grate it all.

arla0206ff Close Shave Venezuela
Travel  to El  Hacha waterfall  and complete a mystery task:  shaving both your 
heads in a traditional tribal pattern before dressing as tribal warriors.

arla0206ri2 Blown Away Venezuela Use blowpipes to shoot three darts each into a series of papaya targets.



arla0206rb Feeling Antsy Venezuela

Who is the most entomophagous?: Eat a serving of ants and drink a large bowl 
of fermented cassava.

Carnivorous = Meat. Herbivorous = Plants. Entomophagous = Insects.

arla0207rb Fruits of the Forest Brazil Who's the strongest?: Walk to the docks and collect five watermelons, then carry 
them all back.

arla0207ri1 Name That Tune Brazil
Enter  Teatro Amazonas and identify  which of  Vivaldi's  Four Seasons is  being 
played by an orchestra. One team at a time, with the composition changing for 
each attempt; fail and return to the back of the line.

arla0207ri2 Roots Brazil Working with an environmentalist, plant five saplings.

arla0207dt Entrenarse
or Ubicarse

Brazil
Entrenarse  [Direct]:  Complete  a  Brazilian  military  training  obstacle  course. 
Ubicarse [Direction]: Use a compass to navigate to a series of three checkpoints 
in the surrounding forest.

arla0207ri3 Build a Bridge Brazil

Use  a  provided  mathematical  formula  to  calculate  the  amount  of  concrete 
needed to complete an adjacent bridge.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arla0208sb Clear the Table Brazil Walk to a restaurant kitchen and clean hundreds of dirty dishes by hand.

arla0208ri1 Yacht to Go Brazil Use a pair of binoculars to search Guanabara Bay for a yacht with a product-
placed logo.

arla0208rb Flying High Brazil
Who's not afraid of heights?: Travel to Pedra Bonita, then paraglide in tandem 
with a professional back to Sao Conrado Beach.

arla0208ri2 One Man's Trash Brazil
Pick  up  all  the  bottles  and  bottletops  from a  marked  section  of  Copacabana 
Beach, then plant a series of beach umbrellas. The litter must be carried for use 
in the next task.

arla0208ri3 Another's Treasure Brazil
Assemble a wooden stool using only a finished stool for reference, attaching the 
bottletops collected in the above task as decoration.

arla0208dt Con Ritmo or Tocado Brazil
Con Ritmo [Samba Beat]: Learn to play a simple beat on the samba drum, then 
perform it over and over for five minutes without error. Tocado [Samba Style]:  
Assemble a samba headdress, using only a finished headdress for reference.

arla0209ri1 Name Game Argentina
Travel to Plaza Central in Villa Tulumba and collect a map, then work out which 
name appears most frequently on signs and plaques within the area shown.

arla0209ri2 Mail Away Argentina Dress in historical mailman outfits, memorise a short speech, then ride horses to 
a nearby manor and repeat it verbatim to a General Belgrano impersonator.

arla0209rb Jockey for Position Argentina

Who's the better horse rider?: Ride a horse slalom-style along a row of barrels,  
then gallop back to the start and use a stick to grab a hanging ring.

Despite being recycled from the American version, the time limit used there is 
removed as it would have made the task too similar to the next leg's Road Block.

arla0209dt Enjabonado or Pesar Argentina
Enjabonado [Catch]: Enter a corral and catch a greased pig inside, holding it for 
five seconds. Pesar [Lift]: Use a cattle weigher to weigh a cow correctly. (This 
Detour has a U-Turn attached.)

arla0210ri1 Cliff Floats Argentina Abseil down a cliff, then cross a series of three hanging bridges over a valley.

arla0210ri2 Spit it Out Argentina Use only your mouths to pick up olives from a bucket, spitting them into four 
nearby jars until they are all full.

arla0210dt Esquivar or Bloques Argentina

Esquivar  [Bullets]:  Search  an  obstacle-filled  clearing  for  a  hidden  clue  while 
avoiding being shot by stationary paintball snipers. One team at a time; get shot 
and return to the back of the line. Bloques [Blocks]: Use only a rope, a coil of 
wire, and a short stick to transport six cinderblocks across a clearing at once 
without touching any of them.

arla0210rb Speed Racer Argentina

Who is  more  accurate?:  Drive  a  car  around  a short  precision  driving  course 
within three minutes and 45 seconds.

A living crash test dummy during the task explanation? Adorably creepy.



arla0210ri3 Sack Up Argentina
Use shovels to fill eight sacks with salt, then sew them shut and transport them 
to a weighing station. The clue will only be given if the total weight is over 150 
kilograms. (This task has a Yield attached.)

arla0211ri1 Nevermore Bolivia Find out the origin of a famous local quote provided in the clue.

arla0211dt Quemar or Armar Bolivia

Quemar [Burn It]: Travel to Calle de las Brujas and buy a listed set of items for a 
shaman ritual, then take them to a waiting shaman. Armar [Build It]: Travel to 
the Museum of Musical Instruments and assemble two panpipes, using only a 
finished set for reference.

arla0211rb Reed Between
the Lines

Bolivia Who is the best collector?: Paddle a dugout canoe onto Lake Titicaca and harvest 
enough reeds to make a bundle for usage in building a traditional house.

arla0211ri2 Flower Power Bolivia
Decorate a car with provided natural materials to match the images shown in 
two photographs.

arla0211ri3 Llama Chameleon Bolivia Collect eight llamas from a holding pen, then lead them down a trail to a bullring.

arla0212ri1 Step On It Ecuador Walk to the Las Penas lighthouse and count the number of stairs to the top.

arla0212dt
Restaurar or  

Encontrar Ecuador
Restaurar  [Fix]:  Paint  a  marked section  at  the  base  of  Las  Penas  lighthouse. 
Encontrar [Find]: Travel to the Monumento alos Donantes and search thousands 
of names for one specific name given in the clue.

arla0212ri2 What You Iguana Do? Ecuador
Travel to Parque Seminario and use a limited supply of fruit and leaves to lead 
ten iguanas into a marked area.

arla0212rb Sausage Feast Ecuador Who's the gourmet?: Eat a 1.5 kilogram serving of a traditional local sausage.

arla0212ri3 Don't Be Shellfish Ecuador

Travel to the Pacfish seafood factory and shell, clean, and weigh two five-pound 
bags of shrimp.

There is no rest period at this Pit Stop; all teams arrive within the first episode.

arla0213ri1 Flags Ecuador

Place twelve flags on a map to show visited cities' locations relative to Guayaquil.

The “map” is just a round platform with a series of straight lines extending from 
a central point representing Guayaquil.

arla0213ri2 More Flags Ecuador
Using a Semaphore translaton guide for reference, one player sends a message 
while the other translates it.

arla0213ri3 Awkward Turtle Ecuador Study a group of Galapagos tortoises for five minutes, then correctly answer five 
quiz questions about them.

arla0213ri4 Galley Rally Ecuador
Travel to the docks, collect a set of supplies, then take them by boat to a replica 
of Charles Darwin's ship and load them on board.

arla0213rb On a Scroll Ecuador

Who  reads  faster?:  Search  the  ship  for  three  miniature  scrolls  marked  with 
sentences from Darwin's The Origin of Species.

Is the fact that they're scrolls rather than books an odd in-joke about evolution?

Season Three
Reference Title Location Details

arla0301dt Fardos or Esquilar Argentina Fardos [Hay]: Roll a 200kg rectangular haybale along a marked course. Esquilar 
[Wool]: Use scissors to shear the wool from a sheep.

arla0301rb Fire and Ice Argentina

Who's good with wood?: Ride a zipline across a snowfield, then use an axe to 
chop a log in half.

There is no rest period at this Pit Stop and all teams arrive in the first episode;  
however, the last team to arrive must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg. 
(The leg winners get an Express Pass for use before the end of Leg 8.)

arla0302sb There is No Cry Argentina Peel and chop five kilograms of onions.

arla0302dt CDs or Libros Argentina
CDs […CDs]: Travel to a music store and search its CDs for any containing a song 
with exactly four words in its title. Libros [Books]: Travel to a bookstore and find 
a book by a specified author.

arla0302rb Archer Argentina Who's got a sharp eye?: Use a bow and arrow to pop an inflated balloon attached 
to a small target.



arla0303rb Into Thin Air Argentina Who has nerves of steel?: Perform a 50m bungy jump from a crane.

arla0303dt
Cama Elástica or 

Palos Chinos Argentina
Cama  Elástica  [Bounce]:  Jump on  a  trampoline  to  reach  one of  several  flags  
hanging overhead. Palos Chinos [Shimmy]: Climb a pole to reach one of several  
flags hanging high above the ground. (This Detour has a U-Turn attached.)

arla0303ri The Real Wheel Argentina Assemble a bike, using only a finished bike for reference.

arla0304ri1 The Big Cheese Uruguay
Cut two large wheels of cheese into pieces with specific weights, then deliver 
them to seven local restaurants. The first six can be visited in any order but the 
seventh must be visited last.

arla0304ri2 Pedal to the Mental Uruguay
Travel to Intendencia Municipal and study five waiting classic cars, then answer 
a multiple-choice quiz question about each.

arla0304dt Aguja or Tronco Uruguay
Aguja [Haystack]:  Search a giant haystack for one of  several  wooden needles 
hidden within. Tronco [Log Stack]: Collect logs from a pile and stack them in a 
frame nearby to reach a marker.

arla0304rb
When Life Gives

You Lemons... Uruguay

Who's feeling bitter?: Harvest enough lemons from trees to fill four buckets, then 
extract two litres of juice from them by hand.

There is a Yield at a random route marker between this task and the Pit Stop. 
The placement may seem odd, but ultimately it's no different than having a U-
Turn when a Detour is the last task of the leg.

arla0305ri1 Jarheads Uruguay

Before leaving the Pit Stop, prepare a jar of mate. The jar must be carried for the 
entire leg.

Why are they making a drink traditionally associated with high altitude when 
the leg takes place in Montevideo, which is basically at sea level?

arla0305ri2 Bicycle Race Uruguay Ride a child's bike (with training wheels) each around one lap of a velodrome.

arla0305rb Locker Check Uruguay Who's the best locksmith?:  Use a provided key to unlock one of  hundreds of  
locks on the barrier surrounding Candados Fountain.

arla0305ri3
Don't Race on

My Parade Uruguay
Travel to the Universidad del Trabajo del Uruguay and put on traditional parade 
costumes, then lead a parade along a one-block route.

arla0305dt Zancos or Patines Uruguay

Zancos [Stilts]: Stiltwalk 200 metres to collect a helium balloon each, then bring 
it back. Patines [Skates]: With your legs tied together, rollerskate 200 metres to 
collect a helium balloon each, then bring it back.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arla0306sb Shuck Off Chile Shuck 100 oysters.

arla0306ri Stock Arrange Chile Carry five 50-kilogram sacks of ice through Mercado Central to a marked stall, 
then lay it out and arrange fish to stock the stall.

arla0306cc Exhibit “Eh?” Chile Find the next destination given only a photo of it.

arla0306dt Techo or Pared Chile Techo [Roof]: Complete a ropes course high above a mall, one at a time. Pared 
[Wall]: Rock climb up an indoor wall to collect a race flag each, one at a time.

arla0306rb Surf 's Up Chile
Who's the coolest?: Ride a wave machine for one minute without falling or being 
flushed away. Fail and return to the back of the line.

arla0307ri1 Bite Me Chile
Travel to Tierra Todo Natural Restaurant and bite through 300 empanadas to 
find one of several tokens baked into selected empanadas. Any empanada bitten 
must be completely eaten before continuing.

arla0307dt
Arqueología
or Bicicletas Chile

Arqueología [Buried]: Dig in a marked area to find ten pieces of a ceramic pot,  
then  reassemble  the  pot  using  only  a  finished  pot  for  reference.  Bicicletas 
[Carried]: Ride bikes three kilometres into the Atacama Desert to collect a flag, 
then ride back. (This Detour has a U-Turn attached.)

arla0307rb Sisyphus Chile [Hint unknown]: Roll a water-filled plastic ball to the top of a steep sand dune.

arla0307ri2 In Hot Water Chile
Travel to Puritima Hot Springs and search in a marked spring for a submerged 
sign representing the next destination.

arla0308iri Join Us Chile Build a nine-metre-long section of railway track.



arla0308ri1 Mother Trucker Chile
Use a measuring tape and a provided set of mathematical formulas to calculate 
the weight of a mining truck tyre.

arla0308rb Use Your Noodles Chile Who likes spaghetti?: Swim to a floating platform and climb on board, collect  
seven pool noodles, then transport them back to shore.

arla0308ri2 Spin to Win Chile
Travel to Hotel Enjoy Antofagasta and find a roulette table, then put fifteen chips 
on different numbers. If you pick the winning number the clue is given; fail and 
wait five minutes before trying again.

arla0309ri1 Safety in Numbers Ecuador Upon  landing  in  Quito,  travel  to  Basilica  del  Voto  Nacional  and  count  the 
gargoyles and grotesques.

arla0309ff Batters... Ecuador
Travel to La Carolina Park and score six points playing pelota nacional against a 
team of locals.

arla0309rb …and Swingers Ecuador
[Hint unknown]: Perform a canyon swing from Gonzalez Suarez Bridge.

First requires travelling to said bridge.

arla0309dt Dulce or Salado Ecuador
Dulce [Sweet]: Eat fifteen boiled candies each. Salado [Salty]: Eat three plates of 
librillo (raw cow stomach lining with potatoes) each.

arla0309ri2 Dangerous Swerves Ecuador

Attach four wheels to a soapbox derby car, then drive it along a downhill slalom 
course without hitting any of the marker cones.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arla0310sb Nailed It Ecuador
One at a time, balance an egg on the head of a nail embedded into a marker on 
the Equator.

arla0310ri Trout Out Ecuador Use a butterfly net to each catch 25 trout in a pen, transferring each fish to an 
adjacent pen before continuing.

arla0310dt
Salto del Mono

or Rock Jumping Ecuador

Salto del Mono [Monkey Jumping]: Perform a canyon swing, one at a time. Rock 
Jumping: Jump from a cliff into the river below, one at a time.

No, I'm not making this up. Those are the actual titles – rock jumping is even in  
English for no reason – and aside from the scenery the canyon swing really is  
exactly the same task as the previous leg's Road Block.

arla0310rb Over the Falls Ecuador Who goes down faster?: Abseil down a waterfall, collecting a canister with a clue 
inside it along the way.

arla0311rb Feeling Crabby Brazil Who loves decapods?: Travelling on foot, collect ten live crabs from a mangrove.

arla0311dt Coco or Berimbau Brazil
Coco [Fill]: Use machetes to open coconuts, pouring the juice into a water cooler 
bottle  until  it  is  completely  full.  Berimbau [Build]:  Assemble two berimbaus, 
using only a finished berimbau for reference.

arla0311ri1 Food Feud Brazil
Dress in traditional outfits and prepare fifteen acarajés, then carry them to Praça 
Tomé de Souza and sell them for three real each.

arla0311ri2 Cart Wheel Brazil Collect a local coffee cart from Praça Terreiro de Jesus and wheel it through the 
streets to Rampa de la Marina.

arla0312ri1 Tie a Yellow Ribbon Brazil
Travel to Basilica do Senhor do Bomfin and search thousands of ribbons tied to 
its fence for one of several marked with the words 'The Amazing Race'.

arla0312ri2 Tight... Brazil One at a time, balance on a slack tightrope for 30 seconds without assistance.

arla0312ri3 ...Fit Brazil Complete a twenty-minute Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu training session.

arla0312dt Wasabi or Sashimi Brazil

Wasabi: Sink four billiard balls, then each eat a wasabi temaki. Sashimi: Eat ten  
hanging pieces of sashimi each while an elastic band attached to a nearby wall is 
looped around your head.

Both first require travelling to the Chopperia Liberdade karaoke bar.

arla0312cc U-Turning Japanese Brazil Find the next destination using only a clue written entirely in Japanese.

arla0312rb Floor It Brazil

Who's the best diver?: SCUBA dive in an aquarium tank, collecting fifteen tokens 
from the tank floor.

There is no rest period at this Pit Stop; all teams arrive within the first episode.



arla0313ri1 Ten Thirteen Brazil
Drive a go-kart each around ten laps of the Kartodromo Internacional Granja 
Viana, both finishing in thirteen minutes or less.

arla0313ri2 This Little Piggy Brazil Using a provided supply of money, buy a listed set of items from market vendors. 
The list is written in Portuguese for assistance, but cannot be shown to vendors.

arla0313ri3 What Goes Up... Brazil Travel to Edificio Copan and climb the exterior stairwells to its rooftop.

arla0313rb ...Must Come Down Brazil Who's not afraid of heights?: Travel to the roof of the Condomino Edificio Saint 
Honoré, then abseil back down to the ground.

Season Four: Brazilian Edition
Reference Title Location Details

arla0401ri1 Lost and Found Distrito Federal Search a wall of maps for one of eleven correctly showing Brasilia, then bring it 
to Paolo. The last team to finish must complete both tasks at the first Detour.

arla0401ri2 Oh I Wish I Were An... Distrito Federal
Use a product-placed mobile phone to identify three local buildings designed by 
Oscar Niemeyer, then take a photo of yourselves at each.

arla0401rb Drop Out Distrito Federal

[Hint unknown]: Free rappel 75m down the Brasilia TV Tower.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg. 
(The leg winners get an Express Pass for use before the end of Leg 8.)

arla0402sb Art Imitates Life Minas Gerais Pose for a caricaturist until his drawing of you is completed.

arla0402ri1 Stack Attack Minas Gerais Descend into a mine and build a rock wall 1m tall, 2m wide, and 40cm deep.

arla0402ri2 Uphill Battle Minas Gerais
Travel to Largo de Marilia and load sixteen logs onto a donkey, then lead it to the 
top of an adjacent hill.

arla0402dt
Pão de Queijo or  
Pedra de Sabao Minas Gerais

Pão de Queijo [Buns]: Travel to Chopperia Real and eat 60 cheese buns. Pedra de  
Sabao [Blocks]: Travel to Igreja São Francisco de Assis and create a soap dish 
from provided soapstone, using a finished model for reference.

arla0402rb In the Balance Minas Gerais

Who likes tents?: Stand on a balance board for one minute without falling.

The clue refers to... circuses, I guess, since the task was also used as part of an 
Israeli season's circus Detour task?

Double elimination leg.

arla0403rb Get Your Fill Minas Gerais Who likes the bottle?: Fill a bottle with small peppers of various colours to make 
a layered pattern, replicating a finished example.

arla0403dt Seco or Mohaldo Minas Gerais

Seco [Dry]: Climb up a scaffold tower, cross a girder and abseil back down, then 
use a rope and pulley to lift a weight,  then use a second pulley to haul a car 
across a marked area. Mohaldo [Wet]: Swim to the middle of a pool and through 
a submerged tunnel, then to each of the four corners, then rescue a swimmer,  
then put out a simulated fire. (This Detour has a Double U-Turn attached.)

Wow. That's... really bad. I get that the theme is firefighter training, but still.

arla0403ri1 Carbon Copy Minas Gerais Walk through an observatory and memorise fifteen tree names shown on signs,  
then travel to Praça das Aguas and repeat them. No notes.

arla0403ri2 Ows of Wax Minas Gerais Endure a ten-minute body waxing session.

arla0403ri3 Brewer's Dozen Minas Gerais

Collect a tray of twelve glasses each, then fill three glasses with beer at each of 
four local bars before carrying the full tray to the Pit Stop.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arla0404ri1 Look Ma, No Hands São Paulo Complete a series of basic soccer training drills.

arla0404sb Skewer or Later São Paulo Walk to a nearby restaurant and cut provided slabs of meat into smaller pieces, 
then fill ten gyros skewers with the cut meat.

arla0404dt Pizza or Manequins São Paulo

Pizza: Carry a sack of flour each to Chacara Santa Cecilia, then roll and knead 
provided dough  to  make  ten  large  pizzas.  Manequins  [Mannequins]:  Carry  a 
mannequin each to Farm Fashion Store, then dress them in garments from the 
store to match a provided photo.

arla0404rb Parkour and Against São Paulo Who likes to jump?: Complete a basic parkour course.



arla0404ri2 Puck Off São Paulo
Wearing bouncy shoes, use ice hockey sticks to shoot a puck along a marked 
course. At the end of the course, run to the adjacent Pit Stop.

arla0405ri Supply... Peru Travel to El Chaco and buy a listed set of items for usage in the next task, then 
take them to the local docks.

arla0405rb ...Rung Peru

Who's the best deliverer?: Wearing your purchased items in a backpack, climb a 
cable ladder to deliver them to the top of a raised dock.

First requires travelling to the Ballestas Islands.

arla0405dt Redes or Fardos Peru Redes [Nets]: Travel by boat to a buoy, then pull up a fishing net with a clue 
inside. Fardos [Baskets]: Dig in a marked area to find a basket with a clue inside.

arla0405ri Dune Not Disturb Peru
Ride a dune buggy to the top of a nearby sand dune, then sandboard back down 
to the bottom before walking to the adjacent Pit Stop.

arla0406rb Horse Course Peru Who can follow the steps?: Saddle a horse, dress in a traditional horse riding 
outfit, then ride the horse through an obstacle course in three minutes or less.

arla0406dt Estátuas or Touros Peru

Estátuas [Statues]: Dress as human statues (including face paint), then pose in 
public  for  twenty  minutes.  Touros  [Bulls]:  Transport  a wheelbarrow-like cart 
with a prop bull head attached through the streets to a bullring, with one player 
riding and the other pushing.

arla0406ri Salad Daze Peru Prepare a plate of ceviche each, following a provided recipe.

arla0406cc Now Playing Peru

Find a way of playing a provided CD, work out the next destination from the  
song on it, then travel there and find performers playing the song live.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arla0407ri1 Road Rules Bolivia Travel to Basilica de San Francisco and take a fifteen-minute lesson on local road 
rules, then dress as zebras and “educate” locals for fifteen minutes.

arla0407sb Soup's On Bolivia
Travel to Calle de las Brujas and find a soup vendor, then deliver 30 bowls of  
soup on foot to adjacent vendors.

arla0407dt Aparapitas
or Escribas

Bolivia

Aparapitas [Weight]: Use ropes to harness two 50kg sacks each onto your backs, 
then deliver them on foot to Mercado Lanza. Escribas [Translate]: Travel to Calle 
Comercio and transcribe a letter in Spanish with 15 errors or fewer, with one 
player using a typewriter and the other dictating.

arla0407rb March Enemy Bolivia
Who has more power?: Learn a parade dance routine, then perform it over and 
over while walking across Parque Laikakota.

arla0407ri2 Dolled Up Bolivia

Decorate a traditional local doll with a variety of items, then carry it to the Pit  
Stop on foot. If any items are missing upon arrival, an immediate fifteen-minute 
penalty will be given.

There is  no rest  period at  this  Pit  Stop and all  teams arrive  within the first  
episode; however, the last team to arrive is still eliminated.

arla0408dt Tijolos or Plantio Bolivia

Tijolos [Bricks]: Make a total of 24 adobe bricks with provided molds, using your 
feet to mix the component materials. Plantio [Plants]: Participate in a traditional 
land fertility ritual, then plant two furrows of oca. (This Detour has a Double U-
Turn attached.)

arla0408ri1 Field of Teams Bolivia Travel  to  a  nearby  soccer  field  and  score  three  goals  against  a  team  of  six 
cholitas. Fail to do so within ten minutes and return to the back of the line.

arla0408ri2 School's Out Bolivia
Travel to a nearby school and have one player paint a classroom wall while the  
other assembles three wooden desks, using only a finished desk for reference.

arla0408rb Rune Ruin Bolivia
Who's got better language skills?: Search a set of ruins on foot for stones marked 
with letters, then arrange them to spell the Pit Stop location. A notepad is given  
for assistance.

arla0409rb
Whatever Floats

Your Boat São Paulo
Who's more buoyant?: Build a makeshift raft from the provided items to match 
the example, then paddle it around a marked course.

arla0409ri Log On São Paulo Carry ten logs across a clearing, then arrange them in a four-level pyramid.



arla0409dt
Canyoning or  

Arborismo São Paulo

Canyoning:  Abseil  down  a  waterfall,  one  at  a  time.  Arborismo  [Canopy]: 
Complete a high ropes course, one at a time.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arla0410sb Had it Up to Here Rio de Janeiro Convince two people to be buried up to the neck in sand, then bury them.

arla0410rb In Your Wake Rio de Janeiro
Who has better balance?: Stay standing on a wakeboard for one minute while it  
is dragged behind a towboat.

arla0410ri Pear Up Rio de Janeiro Hold a basket of fruit each on top of your head and walk up Escadaria Selaron 
without dropping anything.

arla0410dt Resistência or Ação Rio de Janeiro

Resistência [Defence]: Complete a Brazilian Special Police training session. Ação 
[Offense]: Transport a truck tyre and a heavy sack along a marked course.

After completing either, teams must climb over a wall to collect the clue.

arla0411ri1 Samba Like it Hot Rio de Janeiro Learn and perform a samba routine.

arla0411dt Futevólei or  
Caipirinhas

Rio de Janeiro
Futevólei [Kicks]:  Score four points playing volleyball  against a pair of  locals,  
with  all  players  using  only  their  feet.  Caipirinhas  [Shots]:  Follow a recipe to 
make 60 caipirinha cocktails.

arla0411rb Good for What
Entrails Ya

Ceará [Hint unknown]:  Eat  a one-kilogram serving  of  a  traditional  local  dish made 
from goat entrails.

arla0411ri2 Surf 's Up Ceará Paddle a surfboard each to a buoy, collect an attached flag, then return to shore.

arla0412ri1 Candy; Canes Ceará Part 1: Cut and clean 40 sugarcane stalks, then take them to a sugarcane press  
and extract the juice. Part 2: Knead solid molasses until it is soft.

arla0412dt Acquaball or Tif Ceará
Acquaball  [Rolls]:  Climb into a  giant  ball,  inflate it  and seal  it  shut,  then roll  
across the water to a buoy and back. Tif [Poles]: Balance on two floating 'shoes'  
and use a pair of poles to walk on water to a buoy and back.

arla0412rb Climbing the Walls Ceará Who wants to get high?: Rock climb up an artificial wall to collect a bottle of  
product-placed deodorant, then abseil back down.

arla0412ri2
Dance Dance 

Repetition Ceará

Learn a short dance routine, then perform it repeatedly for twenty minutes with 
a group of professionals.

There is no rest period at this Pit Stop; all teams arrive within the first episode.

arla0413rb In One Basket Amazonas

Who likes eggs?: Using only your hands and/or shirt, transport a total of 1200  
eggs from a boat to the far end of the adjacent docks.

The end point is the same as the end point for the nearly-identical watermelon 
Road Block in the second season's visit to Manaus.

arla0413ri1 Fire Away Amazonas
Follow a demonstration to make fire using two methods used by the Brazilian  
Army, then climb up a tree to collect a race flag, one at a time and again using 
Brazilian Army techniques.

arla0413ri2 Photographic 
Memory

Amazonas

Season memory. Working one leg at a time, uncover a symbol representing part 
of the leg (route marker, Detour, Road Block, or Pit Stop) and search a field of  
image-filled baskets for one containing a photo representing it. Get it right to 
move on; get all twelve right to receive the clue.

Season Five
Reference Title Location Details

arla0501ri1 Sail Away Colombia Search a set of seven model boats with letters on their sails for the six letters 
that appear only once, then arrange them into a six-letter word.

arla0501ri2 Cart of Darkness Colombia
Load three large blocks of ice into a wooden trolley, then wheel it through the 
streets to Plaza Fernandez de Madrid.

arla0501rb Sand; Which? Colombia

Who likes souvenirs?: Search among hundreds of sandcastles for one of several 
miniature  statues  hidden  in  selected  castles.  Destroy  a  sandcastle  without  a 
statue and it must be rebuilt before continuing.

The leg winners get two Express Passes, one to be given away before the end of  
Leg 4 and both available for use before the end of Leg 8.



arla0502rb1 Pole Position Colombia
Who's the most detail oriented?: Count the poles in an art installation outside 
the Museo del Caribe, then search the museum for a particular room to give your 
answer. Fail and recount before guessing again.

arla0502iri Four Play Colombia Kicking into miniature goals, score four goals playing soccer against four local  
players. Fail to do so within fifteen minutes and return to the back of the line.

arla0502rb2 Fork 'n' Ship Colombia
Who's the most organised?: Use a forklift to transport three pallets of goods to a  
set area, then find the ID numbers on ten shipping crates from behind a marked 
line and note them correctly.

arla0503rb1 Flight Code Colombia

Who is the most audacious?: Decode a message written in pigpen-like code on a 
series of flags suspended from a nearby ship, using only a confusing translation  
guide for reference.

The  hint  seems  oddly  irrelevant,  but  the  decoded  message  is  in  Latin  and 
includes that language's word for “audacious”. Still no idea why though.

arla0503ri1 Snap Happy Colombia
Use a product-placed tablet to photograph four specified characters hidden in 
different parts of a park, using a different feature of its camera for each shot.

arla0503rb2 Branch Out Colombia Who likes trees?: Rock climb up a tree-shaped artificial climbing wall to collect a  
flag, then abseil back down.

arla0503ri2 Puzzle It Out Colombia

Travel to the Salt Cathedral of Zipaquira and search the underground walkways 
for a basket of puzzle pieces, then bring them out and assemble them to form a 
photo of the Pit Stop.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arla0504sb Man O Manatee Peru Clean a holding tank with two baby manatees inside, then clean and feed them.

arla0504rb Fruit Ninja Peru
Who's the better climber?: Use a traditional device to climb an aguaje tree, then 
cut off enough fruit with a machete to fill a bag.

arla0504ri1 Hard Sell Peru Travel to Ferreteria Loreto Importaciones and use a product-placed credit card 
to purchase a listed set of hardware items for use in a later task.

arla0504dt Entregar or  
Obersevar

Peru

Entregar [Batch]: Travel to Mercado de Productores and collect supplies of yuca 
and  bananas,  then deliver  them by mototaxi  to  three  welfare  centres  in  the  
nearby area. Observar [Watch]: Travel to the roof of Casa de Fierro and search 
the surrounding intersection for eight letters written on mototaxi roofs,  then 
have them converted into numbers and solve a mathematical equation.

arla0504ri2 Fore and Raft Peru

Build a raft using your hardware and with only a finished model for reference, 
then paddle it to the Pit Stop. You may only leave if your raft is approved.

There is no rest period at this Pit Stop and all teams arrive in the first episode;  
however, the last team to arrive must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arla0505ri1 Sew What Peru
Purchase bolts of yellow and black cloth, take them to Galeria Santa Rosa and 
have them sewn together to make an imitation race flag, then take the flag to 
Galeria Victoria and have 'The Amazing Race' embroidered onto it.

arla0505sb Suite and Sour Peru Deliver twenty suitcases to ten different hotel rooms without using the elevator.

arla0505ri2 Drills; Sergeant Peru Complete a series of Peruvian military training drills.

arla0505dt
Fuerzas Especiales

or Paracaidistas Peru

Fuerzas Especiales [Special Forces]: Abseil down a training tower, climb back up 
by bracing yourself between two parallel walls, then lower yourself back down 
face first. Paracaidistas [Paratroopers]: Put on paratrooper harnesses using only 
a waiting soldier's harness for reference, then walk to the top of a training tower 
and ride a bungy-like zipline back to the ground.

arla0505ri3 Life is But a Dream Peru Row a double sculls boat along an Olympic rowing training course.

arla0505rb Taste Test Peru

Who has better taste?: Taste four different canapes, each with six ingredients, 
then identify at least four correct ingredients in each.

Double elimination leg.

arla0506rb1 Going Down Curaçao [Hint unknown]: Free rappel from Queen Juliana Bridge.



arla0506rb2 Stand and Deliver Curaçao

Who is more heroic?: Use a stand-up paddleboard to reach a pontoon, collect a  
waiting person, and bring them back to shore.

First requires driving to Curaçao Windsurfing School.

arla0506ri Breaking News Curaçao
Part 1: Read an autocue script written in Papiamentu, detailing an accident near 
a local monument. Part 2: Walk to said monument and give first aid on a 'victim',  
then take them to an ambulance.

arla0507ri Special Delivery
Dominican 

Republic
Buy a  listed  set  of  school  supplies,  spending  a  set  amount (with a  one-peso 
allowance on either side), then deliver the items to a local school.

arla0507rb Batter Up Dominican 
Republic

Who is better with brooms?: Play the baseball-like local sport of vitilla, using a  
broomstick-size pole to hit ten pitched balls into the playing field.

arla0507dt Cuadro or Cartel
Dominican 

Republic

Cuadro [Picture]: Travel to Mercado Modelo and search two marked art stalls for 
a piece of artwork containing a pictured section as part of its design. Each team 
has a different close-up image to find. Cartel [Poster]: Travel to Chinatown and 
search for a sign matching the flyer given.

Non-elimination; the spared team must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arla0508rb Hands Off Dominican 
Republic

[Hint unknown]: Complete a simple obstacle course on the beach...  with your  
hands tied behind your back.

arla0508sb Lunch Break
Dominican 

Republic

Eat a serving of Mofongo, a traditional local soup-like dish, each.

Is this the only time a 'local delicacy' challenge has deliberately and explicitly  
been treated as a punishment on a reality show?

arla0508ri Windfall Dominican 
Republic

Travel to Damajagua Falls and climb to the top, then travel back down the series  
of small waterfalls by sliding down smooth rocks and jumping from cliffs into 
the pools below, collecting a bag of coins along the way and depositing them into 
a product-placed piggy bank at the bottom.

arla0508dt Distancia or Precisión Dominican 
Republic

Distancia  [Distance]:  Hit  five  golf  balls  each  past  a  marker  200  yards  away.  
Precisión [Precision]: Putt five golf balls each into a hole, sinking each ball in two 
strokes or less.

arla0509ri Cash In, Cash Out Panama Upon landing in Panama City, travel to a product-placed ATM and withdraw your 
funds for this leg of the race.

arla0509dt Tierra or Agua Panama

Tierra [Land]: Ride quadbikes along a course with several covers along the way,  
lifting one at a time to reveal either a clue or an hourglass. It is not required to  
lift  every  cover;  find  an  hourglass  and  wait  for  the  sand  to  run  out  before 
continuing. Hourglasses are different sizes.  Agua [Water]: One at a time, travel 
across a lagoon and back on a wakeboard while being towed by a mechanical rig.  
(This Detour has a Double U-Turn attached.)

arla0509rb Read All About It Panama Who's the most informed?: Search the classifieds of fifty newspapers to find a 
hidden clue.

arla0510ri Ship Shape Panama Walk to the beach and attach two sails to a dugout canoe.

arla0510dt Visual or Manual Panama

Visual: Search a series of hanging decorative blankets for one with the design 
shown on a provided black-and-white image. Manual: Assemble a traditional hut 
wall from sticks, using only the finished walls for reference.

Yes, the titles were already in English.

arla0510rb See Shells By
The Sea Shore

Panama

Who would make the best pirate?: Swim to a shipwreck and dive down to search 
dozens of conch shells on the sea floor for one of several with clues inside.

There is no rest period at this Pit Stop and all teams arrive in the first episode;  
however, the last team to arrive must complete a Speed Bump in the next leg.

arla0511ri1 Deja Vu Mexico Upon landing in Guadalajara, travel to a product-placed ATM and withdraw your 
funds for this leg of the race.

arla0511sb The Amazing Fakes Mexico
Search a table loaded with dozens of fake clue envelopes (which look slightly 
different than usual) for a correct clue envelope.

arla0511rb1 Dig Deep Mexico Who's more macho?: Use traditional methods to harvest seven agave plants.



arla0511rb2 Spice Up Your Life Mexico [Hint unknown]: Eat four small sandwiches, each served in a chilli broth.

arla0511ri2 Rope a Dope Mexico One at a time, spin a lasso around your body for twenty continuous revolutions 
without the rope touching you.

arla0512rb Quantum Leap Mexico
Who wants to be a superhero?: Complete a 40-metre bungy jump over the water.

First requires travelling to Encore Bungy and Adventure Park.

arla0512ri On Point Mexico Travel to the seahorse sculpture at the Malecón and stack three rocks on their 
tips into a tower, using smaller rocks to help balance them.

arla0512dt
Ascenso de Rana
or Escalera Loca Mexico

Ascenso de Rana [Ascend]: Use ascenders to reach a platform above the ground 
within a ten-minute time limit,  then abseil back to the ground. Escalera Loca 
[Climb]: Climb a cable ladder to reach a platform above the ground within a ten-
minute time limit, then abseil back down.

It looks like both tasks use the same site,  so...  why on earth would you even  
consider  the  ascender?  Even  ignoring  that  it's  much  more  difficult,  it  also 
presumably requires a significantly longer safety briefing than “climb a ladder”.

There is no rest period at this Pit Stop; all teams arrive within the first episode.

arla0513ri1 Snap Shots Mexico

Use a  product-placed tablet  to  take  photos  of  every  destination  visited until  
further notice.

The clue at the end of the Road Block, which leads to the end of this ongoing 
task, misspells the name of the sponsor.

arla0513ri2 Got Wood? Mexico
Use  traditional  carriers  to  carry  four  bundles  of  logs  each  to  the  top  of  an  
outdoor staircase, one bundle at a time.

arla0513rb Fruits of Your Labour Mexico
Who's got more push?: Wheel a crate loaded with twelve crates of fruit around a 
market, delivering the numbered crates to the corresponding marked vendors in 
numerical order.

arla0513ri A Numbers Game Mexico

Season memory. One player at a time, answer two trivia questions with numeric 
answers; then combine the four answers to form the four-digit combination for a 
safe with the final clue inside.

The questions: Legs with more than one greeter at the Pit Stop, the official team  
number for the team who finished third in Leg 2, the number of countries visited 
minus the number of legs in capital cities, and the number of forms of aquatic  
transportation used during the race.

The last answer is very wrong – five is 'correct', but even being kind I still get at 
least six – rafts in Leg 4, sculls boat in Leg 5, stand-up paddleboard in Leg 6, 
wakeboards in Leg 9, dugout canoe in Leg 10, and kayaks used to reach this task  
itself – to say nothing of a motorboat from the island start line to the mainland, 
the rockslide in Leg 8, swimming in Leg 10, or four separate ferry trips.
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